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1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
 
The Indigo Shire was created from the 1994 restructuring of local 
government in Victoria It had been proposed to merge parts of the 
existing Shire with Wodonga, but this was opposed by the municipalities 
of Yackandandah, Beechworth and Chiltern who in a joint submission 
had argued for an Historic Districts area. Thus the Indigo Shire was 
formed, containing all or part of what were the Beechworth, Chiltern, 
Rutherglen, Yackandandah Shires. The Shire has adopted the sobriquet of 
'Historic District' or 'Historic Towns', and its vision statement foresees 
growth 'which recognises the heritage of the area’. 
 
1.2 THE BRIEF 
 
The Indigo Shire Heritage Study has been prepared for the Indigo Shire 
Council. The brief for the Heritage Study was issued in December 1997, 
and had as its aim the identification, documentation and assessment of all 
post-contact places of cultural significance within the Indigo Shire and the 
preparation of planning recommendations which would help to ensure their 
future conservation. The extent of the study area is the entire Indigo Shire, 
as shown on the map overleaf. 
 
Funding for the heritage study was provided jointly by the Indigo Shire 
Council and the Victorian Government under its Pride of Place program. 
Management of the study has been guided by a steering committee 
comprising representatives of the Indigo Shire Council Heritage Victoria, 
the Heritage Advisor to the Indigo Shire and Councillors 
 
1.3 REGIONAL CONTEXT 
 
The Indigo Shire surrounds the Rural City of Wodonga, and its present 
day relationships with Wodonga are very important indeed. Wodonga has 
grown remarkably over the last few decades and this growth has 
stimulated dramatic increases in the Indigo Shire. Between 1976 and 
1992 Chiltern's population grew 60.7 percent and Yackandandah's 41.2 
per cent. Growth has been less spectacular, but quite respectable, in 
Rutherglen [30.2 per cent] and Beechworth [10.4 per cent]. 
 
The Commonwealth has recognised the strong economic and social pull 
of Wodonga [and Albury] with its establishment of a cross-border Albury 
Wodonga Statistical District. That statistical district includes, on the 
Victorian side, Wodonga, the Indigo Shire and, further to the east, 
Tallangatta and the Bethanga Peninsula, from the western end of 
Towong.1 The symbiotic relationship between the historic towns and 
Wodonga was explored by the boundary makers in 1994.2 

 
1  Graham Oke, Indigo Shire - an economic profile, DAW 2000, Albury. Report of 

the Commonwealth Rural Reconstruction Commission, 1944-46. 
2  Local Government Board, Albury Wodonga Review, Interim Report, 

Melbourne, 1996 
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Overleaf 
Map of the Indigo Shire 
Source: 
Shire of Indigo 
Plan No. INDIGO/003/2H 
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The urban hierarchy which has emerged in the late twentieth century, is new. 
Wodonga has not always been the largest centre influencing the study area. 
Changes to local government arrangements have been slow to reflect what 
has been an unsettled and changing urban hierarchy. That hierarchy, town 
building and town life obviously form a central theme in the history of an 
area of 'historic towns'. 
 
From a Victorian point of view Indigo Shire sits within the 'Ovens-
Murray' Region. That naming of the region recognises the river valley 
pattern of early settlements. However, Indigo Shire is also, to Melbourne, 
part of the 'North-East' Region.3 The Shire is often considered in its 
orientation, not to the north towards Wodonga and the border, but instead 
to the south, firmly within the purview of the State, which provides many 
State government services from distant Benalla. Such an orientation is 
borne out in the early twentieth century with the struggles for urban 
dominance between Wangaratta as the 'City of the Plains' and 
Beechworth as the 'City of the Hills'.4 However, the imminence of 
Wodonga reminds us that at two points, beyond Wodonga, the boundaries 
of Indigo Shire coincide with the boundaries of the state. Indigo Shire is 
in the far, far North, relatively remote from the state capital. 
 

 
 
Until 1994, each of the historic towns was the centre of its own discrete 
local government area. Yackandandah, Chiltern and Rutherglen had each 
commissioned its own particular heritage study. Beechworth had been the 
subject of several National Trust studies. The Shires had cooperated with 
each other in several ways, including in the provision of heritage services 
and in tourism promotion. These Shire heritage studies were, in the main, 
town focused. The study area for this study is more extensive, clustering a 
group of previously separate towns and dealing with the rural hinterland as 
 
3  Research Unit, Department of Infrastructure, Regional Victoria in Future, 

1996-2001: Regional Report Ovens-Murray, Melbourne, 1997; and Local 
Government Board, op. cit. 

4  Carole Woods, Beechworth: A Titan's Field, United Shire of Beechworth in 
conjunction with Hargreen Publishing Co, Melbourne, 1985 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Locality map showing the 
principal towns within the Indigo 
Shire and their proximity to the 
major centres of Wangaratta and 
Wodonga. 
Source: 
Explore Australia 2000, Viking, 
Melbourne, 1999 
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well as the urban areas. Interconnections have become more apparent and 
comparisons possible. The town-centred heritage studies have identified a 
large number of private and public buildings which are of heritage value. 
However, it is to be expected that there will be changes in emphasis from 
those in the previous separate studies, and that gaps in the current registers 
would be identified. 
 
There have been studies which examine themes related to the rural 
surrounds.5 These other studies have been State or Commonwealth initiated 
and have not, as yet, been incorporated into local government consideration 
of heritage matters. There are good reasons to give special attention to rural 
development within the Shire. Broadly speaking this study is about the 
gold towns and their hinterlands 
 
The varied topography and climate of the Shire are reflected in the 
different pastoral and agricultural activities undertaken within it. This is a 
mixed farming area. Currently dairy and beef cattle account for nearly 
two thirds of recorded value of output. Cattle are found in the cooler, 
hilly eastern end of Indigo Shire along with fruit pigs and tobacco. The 
western part of the Shire is flatter and warmer and produces grapes, 
cereals, sheep, pastures and grasses. The major activities in the 1990s 
[shown as per cent of gross value of production] are milk production 
[31.4 per cent], cattle slaughtering [31.1 per cent] pastures and grasses 
[92 per cent], orchard [6.1 per cent], pig slaughtering [5.7 per cent], 
cereals for grain [3.1 per cent], wool [3.0 per cent], other crops/ tobacco 
[2.9 per cent], sheep slaughtering [2.6 per cent], grapes [1.3 per cent]. 
Honey/beeswax, berry fruit, and legumes were produced. There are 
hardwood resources [but currently no sawmills] around Stanley, 
Bruarong and Mount Big Ben. There are substantial softwood stands 
around Stanley and Beechworth.6 The thematic history has undertaken 
description of these [and earlier] pastoral and agricultural activities. Of all 
these pursuits, it is the cattle industry which has emerged as the most 
sizeable and comparatively robust in the Shire through the twentieth 
century. 
 
1.4 THE STRUCTURE OF THE HERITAGE STUDY 
 
The heritage study comprises a report which includes the thematic 
history, analysis and heritage strategy; and an inventory of items of 
cultural heritage significance. The study has been set out in two volumes, 
as follows: 
 
Volume I - Report Part 1 
Introduction, Methodology and Thematic History, Built Heritage, 
Mining, Landscape and Prominent People 
 
 
 
5  For example: David Bannear, Historic Gold Mining Sites: North East Victoria, 

Draft, DNRE, Melbourne, 1996; and Brendan Marshall and Rebecca Jones, 
Victorian Cultural Heritage Data Audit and Analysis for the RFA Regions: the 
North East, a report to the Commonwealth Environment Forest Group and 
the DNRE, 1997. 

6  Oke, 1998, op cit 
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Volume 1 - Report Part 2 
A Heritage Strategy for the Shire 
Appendices 
 
Volume 2 - Inventory Part 1 
Barnawartha, Brimin, Browns Plains, Carlyle, Chiltern, Chiltern Valley, 
Cornishtown, Gooramadda, Gundowring, Indigo Valley, Kergunyah, 
Kiewa, Lilliput and Norong 
 
Volume 2 - Inventory Part 2  
Beechworth 
 
Volume 2 - Inventory Part 3  
Rutherglen, Sandy Creek and Stanley 
 
Volume 2 - Inventory Part 4 
Tangambalanga, Wahgunyah, Wooragee, Yackandandah Rural and 
Yackandandah Township. 
 
 
1.5 CONSULTANT TEAM 
 
The consultant team for the Indigo Shire Heritage Study is as follows 
 
Project Management 
Peter Freeman Peter Freeman Pty Ltd 
Trish Randell Conservation Architects & Planners, 

Canberra 
 
Fieldwork, Research and Report Preparation 
Trish Randell Peter Freeman Pty Ltd 
Tanny Freeman Peter Freeman Pty Ltd 
Deborah Kemp Heritage Consultant Wangaratta 
 
Historians 
Professor Bruce Pennay Consultant Historian, Albury 
Jackie Verrocchio Consultant Historian, Oxley 
 
Mining Sites 
Barry McGowan Mining Consultant Canberra 
 
Landscape 
Jennifer Indian Landscape Architect, Stanley 
 
Heritage Strategy 
Jan Martin EDAW [Aust.] Pty Ltd, Melbourne 
Michael Read Sinclair Knight Merz, Melbourne 
 
Additional Historical Research 
Rex Fuge Chiltern 
Deborah Kemp Heritage Consultant Wangaratta 
Susan Reynolds Yackandandah 
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The Steering Committee for the heritage study comprises representatives 
from the various stakeholders in the project, and has been a source of 
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Cr Don Chambers Mayor, Indigo Shire Council 
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Mr John Hawker Heritage Victoria 
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The Indigo Shire Heritage Study was made possible by funding made 
available under the Department of Infrastructure's Pride of Place 
program; and by funding provided by Heritage Victoria. 
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2.1 PREAMBLE 
 
Within the Preface to the 1990 Australian Heritage Commission 
Technical Publication A Sense of Place?, editors Joan and Serge 
Domicelj advanced the assumption that:  
'…urban evolution is a form of human expression and that the fabric of 
each city, town or cultural landscape creates a document, which is 
legible and which describes the economic and social history of its people 
...[while] the activities of end place are its more ephemeral, spoken 
words’.7 
 
The description seems appropriate when considering the range of places and 
sites of cultural heritage significance which are to be found within the Indigo 
Shire, as in many cases these sites tell a story which is vastly different from 
the present-day activities which currently predominate. The past may be seen 
as layers over the towns and the countryside, each layer no less important 
than the others, and sometimes evidenced only by the most ephemeral of 
relics or in the memories of the living. Thus the Indigo Shire Heritage Study 
has attempted to document these layers. and provide a context for the range 
of heritage items and places which have been located, some of which are 
well known; many of which are not. 
 
Broadly speaking, heritage items or places are those sites which have been 
assessed as possessing aesthetic, historic, social, and scientific or research 
values. Sites may include buildings [i.e. domestic, commercial, industrial, 
engineering or rural]; gardens; cemeteries; fences; bridges; mines; and lakes. 
There are many sites within the Indigo Shire where there is no trace of any 
structures; they may yield archaeological evidence or information but 
perhaps more importantly they point to activities long gone or, as is common 
throughout the Indigo Shire, once substantial settlements which have now 
mostly disappeared. 
 
2.2 THE STUDY AREA 
 
The extent of the study area, which comprises the entire Indigo Shire, is 
shown on the map over. The map shows the proposed Indigo Shire 
locality boundaries. 
 
2.3 METHODOLOGY OF THE HERITAGE STUDY 
 
The Indigo Shire Heritage Study has been undertaken in two stages. The first 
stage of the study involved the preparation of a thematically-based history of 
the Shire, utilising the Australian Historic Themes Framework; and the 
identification of buildings, sites or landscape elements of potential heritage 
significance within the Shire, of which there were in excess of 1,500. The 
thematic history was undertaken by Bruce Pennay and Jacqueline 
Verrocchio. The inventory of items of potential heritage significance was 
prepared by Trish Kumar [Peter Freeman Pty Ltd] and Deborah Kemp. 
 

 
7  J.& S. Domicelj [Eds], A Sense of Place?, Australian Heritage Commission 

Technical Publication Series No.1, AGPS, Canberra, 1990, p.vii 
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The second stage of the study involved the more detailed documentation of 
those places contained within the Stage One inventory; the assessment of 
their significance against the Victorian State Heritage Criteria; analysis of 
built landscape and mining heritage; and the preparation of a heritage 
strategy to ensure best practice conservation for culturally significant sites. 
This work was undertaken by Trish Kumar [Peter Freeman Pty Ltd], with 
specialist input from Jenny Indian [landscape] and Barry McGowan 
[mining]. Additional historical research was undertaken by Rex Fugo 
[Chiltern], Susan Reynolds [Yackandandah] and Deborah Kemp. The 
heritage strategy was prepared by Jan Martin [EDAWJ and Michael Read 
[Sinclair Knight Merz]. 
 
The inventory of sites of cultural heritage significance has been prepared 
with reference to the Indigo Shire Council proposed locality boundaries, 
and the inventory is set out in locality order as follows. Each inventory 
entry has been allocated a four-letter prefix which indicates the locality 
within which it is contained.  
 
Locality Prefix 
Barnawartha BARN 
Beechworth BEEC 
Brimin BRIM 
Browns Plains BROW 
Carlyle CARL 
Cornishtown CORN 
Chiltern CHIL 
Chiltern Valley CHVY 
Gooramadda GOOR 
Gundowring GUND 
Indigo Valley INVY 
Kergunyah KERG 
Lilliput LILL 
Norong NORG 
Rutherglen RUTH 
Sandy Creek SAND 
Stanley STAN 
Tangambalanga TANG 
Wahgunyah WAHG 
Wooragee WOOR 
Yackandandah rural YAKR 
Yackandandah town YAKT 
 
It should be noted that the fieldwork component of the study to identify 
and document places of cultural heritage significance, especially in the 
rural areas, was to a large degree informed by liaison with interested 
organisations and individuals, and through direct approach to property 
owners. The response to what was frequently a spontaneous visit was 
overwhelmingly positive, and many valuable local contacts were 
nominated by property owners. The fieldworkers have attempted to make 
the study as far-reaching as possible but inevitably there may be sites 
which will have been missed, therefore, the study should be regarded as 
'open-ended', with the potential for new sites to be added if appropriate. 
 
A map of the Indigo Shire showing locality boundaries is reproduced 
below. 

 
 
 
Overleaf 
Map of the Indigo Shire showing 
locality boundaries 
Source: 
Shire of Indigo Plan No. 
INDIGO/003/2h 
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2.4 THE AUSTRALIAN HISTORIC THEMATIC FRAMEWORK 
 
The basis for the thematic history of the Indigo Shire has been the 
Australian Historic Themes Framework [AHTF], formerly referred to as 
the Principal Australian Historic Themes, which have been developed by 
the Australian Heritage Commission. The AHTF are divided into nine 
primary themes, each of which includes secondary themes. 
 
The AHTF are broad-based themes, which provide a comprehensive 
framework in which to consider the physical development of the area. 
Given the nature and location of Indigo Shire, and the relative importance 
of the Shire's association with Victoria's history, most attention has been 
paid to two of the primary themes. 
 AHTF 3. Developing local, regional and national economies, and  
 AHTF 4. Building settlements, towns and cities. 
 
Within those broad themes the most closely examined are AHTF 3.4 
Utilising natural resources and AHTF 3 Developing primary production, in 
the first instances, and AHTF 4.5 Making settlements to serve rural 
Australia, in the second. The AHTF prompt explorations of how lifestyles 
developed in the 'historic towns' and in the countryside. These towns, this 
district grow from gold mining and then mixed farming, and within the 
thematic history special attention has been given to explaining that 
development noting that of all of the varied agricultural pursuits, it was 
viticulture which distinguished this region of Victoria from others. 
 
It was found that the exploration of these themes within the thematic 
history could be organised most clearly with reference to AHTF 3.7 
Establishing communications and AHTF 3.8 Moving goods and people, 
hence these sections relate to the impact, amongst other things, of railway 
and then motor transport. 
 
There are two additional themes which seem important for this, and 
perhaps for other area studies. First, the fieldwork has yielded interesting 
examples of the adaptive re-use of buildings and other materials. That 
reuse indicates how early settlers, in battling with problems of isolation, 
developed the capacity to make-do. To some extent that reuse relates 
closely to the themes AHTE 3.16 Struggling with remoteness, hardship 
and failure and AHTF 3.17 Inventing devices. In more recent times, that 
re-use has been prompted by an appreciation of the built environment. 
The re-use is part of the quest for viable functions to ensure the longevity 
of prized structures which have outlived the purposes for which they were 
built. Fieldwork indicated imaginative and interesting ways in which 
people are continuing to re-use buildings or materials. 
 
A second additional theme, which lies outside the Australian historic 
Themes Framework, relates to the Shire's location at the State border. The 
State border has been influential in shaping economic fortunes, lifestyles 
and perhaps the physical fabric. This is to some extent a local theme, but 
it is not limited to this particular area. Other places have been affected by 
the social construction of the state border. 
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The AHTF [primary and secondary themes] are set out below: 
 
1 Tracing the evolution of the Australian environment 
1.1 Tracing climatic and topographical change 
1.2 Tracing the emergence of Australian plants and animals 
1.3 Assessing scientifically diverse environments 
I 4 Appreciating the natural wonders of Australia 
 
2 Peopling Australia 
2.1 Living as Australia's earliest inhabitants 
2.2 Adapting to diverse environments 
2.3 Coming to Australia as a punishment 
2.4 Migrating 
2.5 Promoting settlement 
2.6 Fighting for land 
 
3 Developing local, regional and national economies 
3.1 Exploring the coastline 
3.2 Constructing capital city economies 
3.3 Surveying the continent 
3.4 Utilising natural resources 
3.5 Developing primary production 
3.6 Recruiting labour 
3.7 Establishing communications 
3.8 Moving goods and people 
3.9 Farming for commercial profit 
3.10 Integrating people into the cash economy 
3.11 Altering the environment 
3.12 Feeding people 
3.13 Developing an Australian manufacturing capacity 
3.14 Developing an Australian engineering and construction industry 
3.15 Developing economic links outside Australia 
3.16 Struggling with remoteness, hardship and failure 
3.17 Inventing devices 
3.18 Financing Australia 
3.19 Marketing and retailing 
3.20 Informing Australians 
3.21 Entertaining for profit 
3.22 Lodging people 
3.23 Catering for tourists 
3.24 Selling companionship and sexual services 
3.25 Adorning Australians 
3.26 Providing health services 
 
4 Building settlements, towns and cities 
4.1 Planning urban settlements 
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, transport, fire prevention, roads, water, 

fight & sewerage) 
4.3 Developing institutions 
4.4 Living with slums, outcasts and homelessness 
4.5 Making settlements to serve rural Australia 
4.6 Remembering significant phases in the development of settlements, towns 

and cities 
 
5 Working 
5.1 Working in harsh conditions 
5.2 Organising workers and work places 
5.3 Caring for workers' dependent children 
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5.4 Working in offices 
5.5 Trying to make crime pay 
5.6 Working in the home 
5.7 Surviving as Indigenous people in a white-dominated economy 
5.8 Working on the land 
 
6 Educating 
6.1 Forming associations, libraries and institutes for self-education 
6.2 Establishing schools 
6.3 Training people for the workplace 
6.4 Building a system of higher education 
6.5 Educating people in remote places 
6.6 Educating indigenous people in two cultures 
 
7 Governing 
7.l Governing Australia as a province of the British Empire 
7.2 Developing institutions of self government and democracy 
7.3 Making City-States 
7.4 Federating Australia 
7.5 Governing Australia's colonial possessions 
7.6 Administering Australia 
7.7 Defending Australia 
7.8 Establishing regional and local identity 
 
8 Developing Australia's Cultural Life 
8.1 Organising recreation 
8.2 Going to the beach 
8.3 Going on holiday 
8.4 Eating arid drinking 
8.5 Forming associations 
8.6 Worshipping 
8.7 Honouring achievement 
8.8 Remembering the fallen 
8.9 Commemorating significant events 
8.10 Pursuing excellence in the arts and sciences 
8.11 Making Australian folklore 
8.12 Living in and around Australian homes 
8.13 Living in cities and suburbs 
8.14 Living in the country and rural settlements 
8.15 Being homeless 
 
9 Marking the phases of Life 
9.1 Bringing babies into the world 
9.2 Growing up 
9.3 Forming families and partnerships 
9.4 Being an adult 
9.5 Living outside a family/partnership 
9.6 Growing old 
9.7 Dying 
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3.1 PREAMBLE  
 
The thematic history for the Indigo Shire was initially prepared by 
historians Dr Bruce Pennay and Ms Jacqueline Verrocchio as part of the 
Stage One heritage study. The thematic history has undergone minor 
revision and augmentation to better reflect ongoing research into the 
Shire. 
 
3.2 ABORIGINAL OCCUPATION

8 
 
It is generally agreed that at the time of European settlement of Victoria, 
the country was populated by Aboriginal tribes who occupied defined 
areas, spoke a common language and called themselves by a specific 
name. Throughout the Indigo Shire, although not necessarily confined to 
this area, these tribal groups included the Kwatkwat [the Rutherglen 
plains], the Duduroa [Wodonga area], the Pangorang or Pangerang 
[Goulburn Valley], the Yiatmathang [Kiewa and Mitta Valleys] and the 
Minjambuta [Beechworth area and Wangaratta]. Each group had their 
own dialects but their common language, known as 'waveroo', allowed 
them to trade, share resources and intermarry. West of the Goulburn 
River the language was not compatible.9 The most enduring legacy of the 
pre-European Aboriginal occupants of the area would appear to be the 
names given to many pastoral runs, settlements and natural features 
which have been derived from Aboriginal sources and which were 
adopted from the time of first settlement by European squatters. The 
accuracy of some of these names may however be questionable as it was 
the view of one man whose boyhood was spent in close association with 
the Aborigines of the Murray region [probably the son of Thomas 
Mitchell of Tangambalanga] that the Aborigine's ‘… natural politeness 
frequently led [them] to agree when asked whether a word meant a 
certain object, rather than in any way suggest that the questioner was 
wrong'.10 
 
Prior to about 1834 there had been few instances of European/ Aboriginal 
contact in the Port Phillip district The exceptions were the contact with 
members of the Hume and Hovell exploration party of 1824, and the 
contact with the inhabitants of a number of sealing depots which had been 
established, such as those at Portland Bay, Cape Woolamai. and Wilson's 
Promontory. However Aborigines along the Murray and around the sealing 
depots had long suffered the consequences of diseases such as smallpox, 
with many dying and others left with pockmarked skin. With the influx of 
settlers to Victoria after 1834, Aboriginal numbers were further decimated 

 
8  This section is drawn from the following sources: M.F. Christie, Aborigines in 

Colonial Victoria 1835-1886, Sydney University Press, 1979; Phillip Felton, A 
history of Aboriginal lands and reserves in Victoria 1935-1971, unpublished 
manuscript, 1980; Eddie Kneebone, pers comm; W. Atkinson and A. 
Berryman, 'Aboriginal association' in Report on the Murray Valley Area, Land 
Conservation Council of Victoria, Melbourne, 1983; and the Aboriginal 
Affairs Victoria Historical Places database entries. 

9  Pers comm. Eddie Kneebone, Wodonga 
10  Dr Arthur Andrews, The First Settlement of the Upper Murray, Sydney, 1920, 

p.36 
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by the introduction of other illnesses such as the common cold, bronchitis, 
measles, scarlet fever, chicken pox, consumption and venereal disease. 
 
Hume and Hovell recorded sites where there were large numbers of 
Aboriginal bones evident and presumed them to be [pre-European] 
massacre sites. However it is far more likely that these were places where 
numbers of Aborigines died of introduced illnesses and remained unburied 
due to the large number of deaths and the lack of people with a suitable 
relationship to the deceased to enable them to carry out appropriate burial 
rituals. Those deaths soon resulted in the breakdown of group organisation; 
most groups as clans were wiped out by 1860. Later most of the bones 
were gathered by scientists and curiosity hunters. 
 
As Victoria was colonised and sheep and cattle were introduced, the 
Aborigines were increasingly denied access to their traditional food 
supplies and the introduced livestock soon ate out the food that had 
supplied the native game the Aborigines had traditionally hunted. The 
£10 licence issued to squatters was supposed to allow free access to 
hunting places for Aborigines but this was rarely the case. Aboriginal 
resistance to the usurping of their land resulted in frequent confrontation 
and violence. In July 1838 Governor Gipps established military posts 
along the line followed by Major Mitchell's 1836 exploration where it 
crossed the Murray [presumably at Gooramadda], the Ovens River, 
Violet Creek and the Goulburn River. These posts were manned by 
military police to assist overlanders to repel Aboriginal depredation. 
 
Concern for the plight of the Aborigines in New South Wales and Van 
Diemens Land by British political and other interests led to moves to try 
to prevent the anticipated clashes between Aborigines and Europeans 
during the settlement of the Port Phillip District. One solution was to 
encourage settlement by Aborigines in a specific place, with the resulting 
establishment of two Aboriginal missions in 1837 and 1838. A Select 
Committee Inquiry into the condition of Aboriginal peoples, set up by 
Thomas Fowell Buxton in 1835, recommended the establishment of a 
protectorate system. This protectorate was formed by 1839, when George 
Augustus Robinson was appointed Chief Protector, with four Assistant 
Protectors. The Assistant Protector for the north east was Thomas 
Dredge, who established himself at Mitchellstown, where the Sydney to 
Melbourne road crossed the Goulburn River. By 1843 the protectorate 
scheme was critically short of funds and it was scrapped, regarded as a 
failure, in 1849 
 
Aboriginal resistance had remained strong during the late 1830s and early 
1840s, however by 1850 their resistance was all but broken, defeated by 
the squatters' firepower. In 1851 Victoria became a separate colony and 
over the next few years, four new missions and a number of reserves 
were established, including one at Acheron Station in the Upper 
Goulburn district in 1859. 
 
A Board for the Protection of Aborigines was established in 1860. 
Several of the existing missions were to close within the next few years 
and the Board established five major stations or missions on Reserves 
Between 1860 and 1891 the Board also arranged for nine other areas of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AHTF 5.7 
Surviving as indigenous people in 
a white dominated economy. 
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crown land to be set aside as temporary Aboriginal reserves, including 
640 acres at Tangambalanga Reserve adjacent to Thomas Mitchell's 
pre-emptive right[gazetted June 1862 and closed August 1873] 
and Lake Moodemere Reserve [gazetted March 1891 and closed 
November 1937 although probably functioning as an unofficial reserve 
since about 1880 or even earlier]. These reserves were areas on which a 
few Aboriginal families camped and where some rations and supplies 
were issued by local honorary guardians or police. There were also 
Honorary Correspondent Depots, where items such as food, utensils, 
clothing and blankets were distributed to Aborigines, and within the 
present indigo Shire these Depots were established at Tangambalanga 
Station [Thomas Mitchell from 1862 until 1876], The Hermitage [David 
Reid from 1861-1876] and Yackandandah [Henry Lane, Police 
Magistrate, 1861-1863]. 
 
Thomas Mitchell's reports provide a good description of Aboriginal life 
within the region during the 1860s. The number of Aborigines collecting 
stores from Tangambalanga at this time appears to fluctuate between 
twenty two and thirty six:  
‘…The condition of the Aborigines has considerably improved since the 
supplies from the Central Board have been regularly distributed to 
them... Though there are only twenty-two black who receive aid at this 
station, there were sent for them last year, besides a liberal amount of 
food, fifty blankets, thirty seven shirts and forty twill shirts, and thirty 
pairs of trousers for the men. They get their rations about once every 
month. The married ones get four pounds of flour, sixteen pounds of 
sugar, one pound of tea, three-quarters of a pound of tobacco, and a 
pound and a half of soap, at one time. The single ones do not get them at 
any stated time; they wander from place to place, and come back when 
they are in want of food or clothing. They all get their blankets and 
tomahawks as soon as these are known to have arrived. 
…The only game they kill is opossums, the skins of which they make into 
cloaks and dispose of, but  I do not think they have many of later years. 
They fish as usual; the fish are not so numerous as they used to be in 
consequence, I presume, of several parties having made a trade of it to 
supply Beechworth and the neighbouring towns and gold fields.’ 
 
In 1869 Mrs Mitchell was issuing the stores on a weekly basis and was 
convinced that all the Aborigines in her care would all have died were it 
not for these supplies. Half-caste children were removed to the school at 
Coranderrk. Most of the temporary reserves were revoked before the 
early years of the century, although Lake Moodemere continued, 
officially at least, until 1937, By 1957 when the Board for the Protection 
of Aborigines was abolished, there remained only two major Reserves, at 
Framlingham and at Lake Tyers. 
 
The recognised Aboriginal group in the north-east of Victoria is currently 
the Mungabareena, which formed following the introduction of native 
title legislation in 1993 and is based in Wodonga. The Mungabareena 
group is made up of people who are recorded as belonging to many 
different tribal groups. This group may make a native title claim in the 
future which could include parts of the Indigo Shire. The western part of 
the Shire [west of Mount Pilot] was recently subject to a claim by the 

Lake Moodemere Reserve 
RUTH009 
There is no physical evidence 
remnant at this site. 
 
 
 
 
 
Tangambalanga Station  
[The Homestead] 
TANG023 
The Hermitage 
BARN015 
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Yorta Yorta, who are generally based west of the Goulburn River and 
south of the Barmah Forest between Moama and Deniliquin, however this 
claim was not successful. 
 
3.3 BEGINNINGS OF EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT  
 
Hume and Hovell are celebrated as the first Europeans to venture into the 
area in November 1824 they had difficulty traversing the area across and 
beyond the Murray. It took them a week to cover thirty miles and to 
extricate themselves from the Murray, Mitta Mitta and Kiewa river 
valleys and lagoons to get through and beyond the hilly country around 
Yackandandah and Beechworth.11 There was no settlement of the district 
until the mid-1830s when the first squatters ventured from the north, 
manly following the route to 'Australia Felix' taken and publicised by 
Major Mitchell on his trip back to Sydney in 1836 when he passed from 
the present site of Wangaratta through the area which would later become 
the Chiltern Valley and Browns Plains to Gooramadda, where he crossed 
the Murray. 
 

       
 
Squatters occupied huge parcels of open grassland and the savanna 
woodland in the Ovens-Murray district under annual licences to depasture 
flocks and herds. Bonegilla was the first, taken up by William Wyse for 
C.H. Ebden in late 1835 or early 1836. In 1837 James Osborne occupied 
'Yackandandah No. 1', William Bowman took up 'Tarrawingee' and Joseph 
Slack took up 'Barnawartha'. David Reid took up 'Carraragarmungee' 
[Beechworth area] in 1838 and that same year James Roberts took up 
Bungonia, C.H. Barbour took up Gundowring and John Morrice, David 
Mackenzie and Robert Wylde took up Kergunnia. By 1839, 'El Dorado', on 
the Black Dog Creek plains, was occupied by Captain William Fury Baker, 
while William Bowman had expanded into 'Woorajay', and John Morrice 
was squatting at 'Thillingalanga' in the Stanley area. John Smith had taken 
up Tangambalanga during the late 1830s. John Foord and John Crisp's run, 
'Wahgunyah', and Thomas Clark and Lindsay Brown's 'Gooramadda', may 
have both been taken up. The other runs in the north of the study area, 
including 'Brimin', 'Boorhaman' and 'Lilliput', all west or south-west of 
Black Dog Creek, and 'Ullina', north and west of Chiltern, were all 
occupied in 1840-41. This meant that by 1841, the squatting occupation of 
the  
 

 
11  June Philipp, A Poor Man's Diggings: Mining and Community at Bethanga 

Victoria, 1875-1912, Hyland House, Melbourne, 1987. 

 
AHTF 8.9 
Commemorating significant events 
and people 
 
 
 
 
 
About 40 memorial cairns marking 
the route of Hume and Hovell took 
were erected in 1924, when there 
were centenary celebrations for 
what the Argus [17 November 
1924, p.12] called the 'Beginnings 
of Victoria'. Within the shire cairns 
were erected at: Staghorn Flat 
[YAKR034] Allans Flat 
[YAKR003] Stanley [STAN046, 
pictured left] and Back Creek 
[YAKR015] 
 
Memorials near the route taken by 
Major Mitchell can be found on 
the Chiltern Valley Road 
[CHVY005] and at Gooramadda 
[GOOR007, pictured right] 
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Memorials were erected in 1939 to 
honour Lindsay Brown 
[RUTH086] and John Foord and 
John Crisp [WAHG031] 
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Indigo Shire region was virtually, complete with later runs appearing as a 
result of subdivision.12 
 
Some of these runs changed hands frequently. The landholder David Reid 
[Carragaramungee, and later Yackandandah No. 2, Woorajay and 
Merrimarebung] had the holdings which most directly related to the 
goldfields. Reid, like the other first settlers,  
was a pastoralist but had erected and operated a flour-mill beside the 
Yackandandah Creek from about 1846. Little physical evidence in the 
way of houses or other built structures survives of the early squatting 
occupations. The earliest houses were simple log or bark huts of a 
temporary nature, as the squatters were reluctant to build substantial 
homes for themselves until such time as they were able to use pre-
emptive rights to obtain freehold land. 
 
The early overlanders, moving stock into the Port Phillip district along 
Major Mitchell's route encountered Aboriginal resistance at Broken 
River, near Benalla and south of the study area, in April 1838. The 
Faithfull massacre, in which seven or eight white men and two 
Aborigines were killed, halted the advance of white settlement south of 
the Murray. For a short period of two or three months there were raids, 
reprisals and open warfare between blacks and whites. For a longer 
period, to about 1846, there were less frequent but no less bloody 
skirmishes and violent incidents. 
 
 
12  B.E. Lloyd, Rutherglen, a history of town and district, Shoestring Press, 

Wangaratta, 1985, pp.3-4; Woods, op cit, p.8; and Arthur Andrews, First 
Settlement of the Upper Murray, Library of Australian History, North Sydney, 
1920/1979, pp. 106-148. 

Plan of the squatting runs between 
the Murray and Ovens rivers. 
Source: 
Dr Arthur Andrews, The First 
Settlement of the Upper Murray, 
Sydney, 1920. 

James Gullifer's Lilliput 
homestead, c1850s 
 LILL005 
C.H. Barbour's c1860 Gundowring 
homestead GUND002 
David Reid's 1850s homestead, 
The Hermitage  
BARN015 
Bungonia [Bungoona] homestead 
site  
TANG009 
Kergunnia homestead site 
KERG008 
Brimin Homestead, c1850s 
BRIM001 
Jason Wither's Ullina homestead 
CHVY007 
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A small investigating team of police arrived from Melbourne about a 
week after the incident involving the advance party of the Faithfull 
brothers. When a substantial party of mounted police from Goulburn 
arrived in May 1838, all the runs on the Ovens had been abandoned as 
settler parties moved back to the comparative safety of the Murray river. 
The Sydney Herald reported survivors’ denials that there had been any 
interference with black women and explained the attack in terms of the 
whites refusing supplies. Subsequent interpretations have made much of 
the fact that the season was particularly dry and pastures for native game 
had been depleted by the steady flow of overlanders' livestock. 'The fact 
is', the Sydney Herald declared, 'it is absolutely necessary to station a 
military force on the Port Phillip Road, until that is done there will be no 
safety in travelling.13 
 
Governor Gipps agreed. On 3 June he wrote to the Surveyor General's 
office suggesting that two or three parties of mounted police be stationed 
on the route from Yass to Port Phillip ‘for the protection of the colonists 
frequenting the route and to provide for the apprehension of runaways'. 
A few days later Gipps asked that the magistrates in Melbourne and on 
the line-of-road be informed that he was 'desirous of seeing Houses of 
Entertainment established on the road’. Eventually it was decided to 
form towns, as towns would 'attract artisans from each extremity of the 
line'. In April 1838 plans were prepared for a township of Gundagai 'an 
intermediate station being established between Yass and the Murray' and 
Mitchell's Town [subsequently moved and renamed Seymour] on the 
Goulburn River, 'seventy miles from Melbourne on the Yass road'. In 
January 1839 the Deputy Surveyor General reported surveys of crossing 
place towns at similar intervals on Violet Creek [Violet Town] and on the 
Murray [Albury]. A survey of a town on the Ovens [Wangaratta] was 
anticipated. The towns of Albury and Wangaratta were founded as part of 
an overall military strategy to make safe the route to Port Phillip and to 
settle the inland districts. They were to help secure the land from the 
blacks.14 
 
Whilst the towns themselves remain, there are unlikely to be any marks 
upon the ground or any other material evidence directly related to the 
Aboriginal resistance and the forceful nature of the dispossession. Yet 
that resistance, the fear it invoked and the reprisals that followed are 
important parts of the contact story within the Shire. George Edward 
Mackay wrote, 'the panic seized the servants who deserted their 
employers. I Was left alone with three assigned servants, my freemen 
having absconded'. George Faithfull observed, 'we cannot move to supply 
our huts with wood or water without a gun'. He told of an attack by 
Aborigines on his run: 
‘… I ordered my men to take deliberate aim, and to fire only with 
certainty of destruction of the individual aimed at … I fired my double 
barrel right and left, and two of the most forward [men] fell; … [the 
 
13  Sydney Herald, 21 May 1838 
14  Gipps and Surveyor General, Correspondence 1838. Colonial Secretary, Port 

Phillip Archives Office, NSW [AO] 4/2423.3; Thomas Francis Bride [ed.] 
Letters from Victorian Pioneers, Trustees of the Melbourne Public Library, 
Melbourne, 1898; A. Atkinson and M. Aveling [eds.], Australians 1838, 
Fairfax, Syme and Weldon Associates, 1987 
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battle was] prolonged … and I trust and believe that many of the bravest 
of the savage warriors bit the dust.15 At Carraragarmungee, David Reid 
and his men also fought with the Aborigines. One afternoon, they had 
‘dispersed', with gun fire, fifteen young men ‘all armed and in their war 
paint'.16 
 

 
 
Yet the rule of law was reimposed. Runs that were abandoned were 
within a few months taken up again by the original holder or by others.17 
The violence of the reprisal raids helps explain the nature of subsequent 
contact with the Aborigines in the district.  
In August 1839 the Commissioner for Crown Lands visited the district. 
He encountered large parties of natives at Howlong which ‘appeared 
much alarmed at our first appearance’. At Whorouly they were 'very 
shy'. On the Ovens River 'the Natives appear to have a hostile feelings 
for the squatters from past transactions’.18 
 
The Murray, Ovens, and Kiewa Rivers had been a sustaining force for 
those who peopled the area. It is difficult to establish how numerous the 
Aboriginal people were, but in the early 1840s there were estimated to be 
approximately 1,000 about Wodonga and 1,200 about Wahgunyah.19 Lady 
Jane Franklin, travelling through the area in April 1839, recorded 
observations on how Robert Brown, who had the crossing-place inn in 
Albury, employed Aborigines as scarecrows to protect his maize. An 
Aborigine, Joe, and his wife and daughter performed the drudgery of 
 
15  Bride, op cit. 
16  Wood, op cit, p.6 
17  Bride, op cit. 
18  Bingham Itineraries, 1839. Commissioner of Crown Lands, 14-28 August 

1839, AO, NSW 2748 [x811, x812]. 
19  Brian Burton, Flow Gently Past: The story of the Corowa district, Corowa Shire 

Council, Corowa, 1973/1993, p.6; National Trust of Australia [Victoria], 
Landscape Planning and Conservation in North East Victoria, National Trust, 
Melbourne, 1977. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Sketch of Proposed Military Posts 
between Sydney and Port Phillip’. 
Based on enclosure, Sir George 
Gipps to Lord Glenelg 21 July 
1838 
Source : 
Archives Office of New South 
Wales 
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bringing wood and water for the house. They were paid with 'refuse 
victuals potato parings, cabbage stalks and anything left on plates', which 
'they eagerly seized upon'. By 1853 only about 400 Aborigines were left in 
the region.20 
 
The Colony of Victoria 
 
With the separation of Victoria from New South Wales in 1851 the 
boundary between the two Colonies was defined as the south bank of the 
Murray River. The Victorian government was to return several times to 
argue the certainty of that definition when it made claims on the Riverina, 
both before and after Federation. When LaTrobe was appointed 
Superintendent of the Fort Phillip district in 1839, Gipps had set the 37th 
degree of south latitude as the boundary for that commission. Subsequently 
he drew a line due west from Corowa and due south from Corowa to 
represent the northern and eastern boundary of the Port Phillip district. 
However in 1840 Lord John Russell issued instructions, for the purposes of 
disposal of land, which divided New South Wales into a Northern, Middle 
and Southern districts. He referred in those instructions to the Rivers 
Murrumbidgee and Murray as a southern border. In 1842 the Imperial 
Statute defined the electoral district of Port Phillip set as its northern bound 
'a straight line drawn from Cape Howe to the nearest source of the River 
Murray and thence the course of that river to the eastern boundary of the 
Province of South Australia'. That definition prevailed, but the Victorian 
government pursued the uncertainty created by Russell's instructions, to 
advance claims on the Riverina in 1870 and 1883, at about the times each 
of the colonies had advanced their railway connections to the limits of their 
jurisdictions, and again shortly after Federation, in 1906. The matter 
seemed to be settled with what amounted to a final formal claim in 1911.21 
 
3.4 GOLD 1852 TO 1880 
 
The Aboriginal occupation of the Indigo Shire region was dramatically 
interrupted by the early beginnings of the European pastoral industry, but 
pastoralism, too, was to be interrupted by a set of extraordinary 
circumstances. In 1815, while employed cutting the water race for David 
Reid's flour mill at Yackandandah, a workman named Beaton had shown 
him a pile of earth from the bottom of the race and commented that it 
appeared to have gold in it. Reid replied 'There is no gold in the Colony 
or this part of the world. This is only mica, if you want gold you will have 
to go the Ural Mountains in Russia!’.22 Seven years later, in 1852, a small 
party of miners, fresh from the 1849 gold rushes of California, turned up 
rich alluvial deposits of gold in the Spring Creek area of Reid’s run. This 
event, which constituted the beginning of the 'Ovens gold rush', was to 

 
20  Woods, op cit, p.7 
21  Solicitor-General, Opinion of the Solicitor-General regarding the Claim of the 

Government of Victoria to the Territory [Known as the Riverina] lying between the 
Murray and the Murrumbidgee Rivers, NSW Legislative Assembly, March 
1912. 

22  ‘Reminiscences of David Reid as given to J.C.H. Ogier [in November 1905] 
who has set them down in the third person’, manuscript lent by John and 
Sarah Adams, Mill Park, Staghorn Flat. 
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alter the course of European settlement in the Indigo Shire region with 
spectacular results. 
 
Following the official discovery of gold at Beechworth in 1852, further 
finds were made almost immediately at Yackandandah, and other gold 
deposits were discovered at Nine Mile Creek, Stanley, and at Wooragee 
in 1853. The gold discoveries caused a massive influx of miners into the 
region, resulting in ninny new settlements. However, another substantial 
gold discovery was not made in the region for another six years. 
Prospecting for new gold deposits had continued, and finally another gold 
strike was made, this time at Chiltern in 1858. The last major gold 
discovery in the study area was made near Wahgunyah in 1860, resulting 
in the 'Wahgunyah Rush' and the settlement of Barkly, and eventually 
Rutherglen [the two were separate townships, close together]. Within the 
study area, there formed three distinct goldfields, those of Beechworth, 
Yackandandah, and the Chiltern-Rutherglen goldfield, otherwise known 
as the 'Indigo goldfield'. 
 
 
Beechworth and Yackandandah Goldfield 
 
The gold mining of the early 1850s around the Beechworth area, 
including diggings on Spring and Reids Creeks, at Snake Valley [Stanley 
area], at Sandy Creek, and at Yackandandah, was alluvial. Gold was 
recovered in a loose nugget and powder form from gold bearing soils, 
‘washdirt’ or ‘paydirt’, often located in creek beds. On wet diggings, such 
as those at Spring Creek, holes had to be dug in the creek bed, while 
others working the claim used buckets or pumps to keep the hole dry, the 
sides of the hole being reinforced with slabs of wood.23 Such claims were 
worked by small parties of miners. On dry diggings, the recovery of 
washdirt from shallow pits was simpler. 
 
Earl methods of separating the gold from the washdirt included was in it 
in pans, cradles or 'Long Toms', usually done at the side of a creek. 
Another more expensive way of washing larger amounts of washdirt 
involved using a 'puddling machine.' This consisted of a circular space in 
the ground, lined with iron or lathes of hardwood, with a vertical shaft 
moved by steam or horse-power working in the centre of the circle. 
Attached to the shaft were harrows, which dragged around the circular 
space, 'puddling' the dirt which was mixed with water. The gold fell to 
the bottom of the circular space, and the soil and water was discharged 
through a channel.24 
 
By the mid185Os however, mining technology had progressed to 
'hydraulic sluicing’ as a method of removing washdirt from mine sites. 
Hydraulic hoses spraying jets of water were used to break down washdirt 
in open-cut mines.25 Once the washdirt had been removed, the gold was 

 
23  W. Howitt, Land, Labour and Gold, Kilmore, 1855/1972, p.99 
24  Remains of puddling machines are commonly just a circular indentation in 

the earth. 
25  J. Lennon, Our Inheritance, Department of Conservation and Natural 

Resources, Melbourne, 1992, p.34. 
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separated using sluice boxes, in which dirt passed over riffle-boards in 
slightly tilted wooden boxes, designed to catch the heavy gold particles, 
with a flow of water washing the lighter dirt out of the boxes through a 
series of perforations. 
 
These methods required very large quantities of water and dams, and 
water races were constructed to hold, divert and channel water onto 
mining sites.26 
 
In his 1996 report on gold mining sites in North-East Victoria, David 
Bannear explains the development of alluvial mining around the 
Beechworth field: 
'Alluvial ground was initially worked by shallow sinking, but by the mid-
fifties sluicing -first by box, then by hydraulic hose - had taken over. 
Long water races and deep tailraces - often gouged through rock- were 
constructed in all parts of the new goldfield, but especially at Nine Mile -
Stanley. Mining commentators marvelled at the energy and ingenuity of 
the Beechworth miners, the ultimate achievement of which was the 
conveying of water to and from the sluicing claims of the Rocky Mountain 
Co.’27 
 

 
 
In the Beechworth district the most impressive tailrace was that 
constructed and subsequently deepened by the Rocky Mountain 
Company at Newtown Falls. Subsequently a tunnel was built under the 
town of Beechworth to drain the workings at Spring Creek. Other 
tailraces were cut at Woolshed Falls. 
 
At Yackandandah Creek, an easterly continuation of Nine-Mile Creek, 
'Sluicing was the principal alluvial mining method employed [pre-

 
26  G. Connah, The Archaeology of Australia’s History, Cambridge University 

Press, Melborune, 1988, p.115. 
27  David Bannear, Historic Gold Mining Sites: North East Victoria, Draft, DNRE, 

Melbourne, 1996. 
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Lake Sambell, Beechworth, 
probably c1860s or 1870s. 
Source: 
La Trobe Library Collection 
[reproduced in Woods, op cit.] 
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dredging] and long, deep, expensive water-races - both head and 
tailrace- were a feature of the district'. The main alluvial workings were 
at Rowdy, Osbornes, Allans, and Staghorn Flats, prior to the discovery of 
quartz reefs at Clear and Twists Creeks in 1860. The tailraces and 
headraces ‘were real engineering feats in their day, cut through solid 
rock and over great distances using hand-toots and manpower alone'.28 

The most impressive tailraces, both of which were cut through solid 
granite, were at Osbornes Flat and Whiskey Flat, the latter now known as 
Yackandandah Gorge.  
 
Public reservoirs were also constructed for the use of sluicers in 1861, 
which again helped to establish a settled population at Yackandandah. 
Bannear also explains that the Yackandandah field was seasonal. In dry 
seasons miners would leave it for elsewhere By 1872 it was difficult to 
make a living there from ruining.29 
 
As alluvial gold became less abundant miners soon realised that much 
gold was locked up in the rock and took to mining gold bearing rock such 
as quartz. On the Beechworth and Yackandandah fields gold bearing rock 
was blasted, drilled or cut from surface reefs. From 1857 blasting powder 
was dispersed from government-controlled magazines.30 In Beechworth 
the hazards associated with storing large amounts of explosives in the 
vicinity of the town were dealt with by the construction of a solid granite 
powder magazine, designed to absorb the impact of an explosion, at the 
bottom of the Spring Creek gorge in Beechworth. 
 
Mining quartz underground became more common by the 1860s, 
although generally, it was not strong on the Beechworth field. Mine 
shafts and adits dug into hillsides followed quartz reefs deep under the 
surface of the ground, where miners dug additional 'drives' – tunnels on 
different levels, 'stopes' where mining of the quartz lode occurred 
between levels, and 'winzes', narrow shafts to the surface for ventilation 
and communication between levels. The rock was pulled to the surface 
either by a headframe [poppet-head] with engine-driven winding gear and 
pumps, a hand-operated windlass, or by a horse-powered whim.31 
Although mine shafts and tunnels were frequently reinforced with 
timbers, miners still faced the dangers of tunnels collapsing, pockets of 
bad air forming and dangers associated with using explosives. Quartz 
mining was undertaken first at Clear Creek and then Twist Creek, both 
near Yackandandah, in the 1860s. Quartz mines were also important in 

 
28  Bannear, op cit. 
29  Most of the sites Bannear records have heritage listing. They are – Osborne’s 

Flat Diversion Sluice, Caledonia Mine Site, Pride and Stringer Reef, 
Markham Reef Workings, Sydney Reef Workings, Yackandandah Creek 
Cement Workings, Kirby Flat Sluice [HBR1256, HER No. IND15399, RMS 
607556] and Yackandandah Creek Gorge [HBR1254, HER No. IND15401, 
RMS 607553] have been recorded elsewhere. 

30  J. Lennon, ‘Interpreting Victoria’s Gold Rushes’ Historic Environment, Vol. 7, 
Number 1, 1989, p.29. 

31  Connah, op cit, p.111. 
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the Stanley/Nine-Mile area, at Hurdle Fiat.32 By the 1870s, hard rock gold 
mining become common on the high ridge separating Sandy and 
Lockhart's Creeks33. At Chiltern, the main reef mines were the Magenta 
Reef, which was the longest lasting mine, and the Golden Bar on Higgins 
Reef, which was the richest. 
 
Indigo Goldfield 
 
At Chiltern the main form of mining was alluvial, firstly on the shallow 
leads and secondly on the deep leads. In deep lead mining alluvial wash 
dirt, rather than gold bearing rock, was located below the surface, the 
gold originating from auriferous rock some distance away. The methods 
of separating gold from the wash dirt were the same as for other alluvial 
forms of mining, although on the deeper leads crushing plants were also 
used. Also on the more highly capitalised ventures the puddlers were 
mechanised and there was a substantial investment in pumping 
equipment. 
 
The first lead discovered was the Indigo Lead, in 1858, to which a 
number of tributary leads joined, for example, the Devonshire and 
Wallace's gully. For the most part the Indigo Load was worked by small 
co-operative parties of working miners, though in the deeper parts of the 
lead, near Cornishtown and Christmastown, larger parties would have 
been more common. Horse worked puddlers were used extensively on 
these workings.34 The most important lead was, however, the Chiltern 
Lead, also discovered in 1858, and known originally as the New Ballarat 
Lead. 
 
John A. Wallace supplied various co-operative parties on the Chiltern 
Lead, on a percentage of profits basis, with suitable machinery to cope 
with increasing inflows of water and to work the deep ground. Highly 
payable yields were obtained until 1860, when die limit of deep mining 
for this type of machinery was reached. From thereon the shallow ground 
was the principal domain of Chinese miners, and the deeper ground was 
worked by heavily capitalised companies. The most significant of these 
was the Chiltern Valley Gold Mining Company, which was formed in 
1876, initially working on ground originally worked by a number of other 
companies. Deep lead mining was particularly Significant in the 
Rutherglen area from this time and mines such as the Southern Consols, 
Great Southern, Great Northern, Great Northern Extended and the Great 
Northern Extended Consols were particularly profitable.35 
 

 
32  Evidence of such quartz mining works on the surface commonly consists of 

shafts, adits and mullock and tailing heaps. However, as Connah [1988] has 
pointed out, a great deal of archaeological evidence still exists below ground 
in the mines themselves. 

33  Temple, op cit, p.66. 
34  Stanley Hunter, ‘The deep leads of Victoria’, Memoirs of the Geological Survey 

of Victoria No 7, Department of Mines, Melbourne, 1909, p.107 
35  Hunter, op cit, pp 107-110 
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In the late 1890s and through to the early 1940s a major adjunct to this 
mining activity, particularly in the Rutherglen area, was the treatment of 
the large tailing mounds by cyanide By this method a substantial amount 
of gold was recovered over a period of many years. This technology 
involved the washing, agitating and dissolution of the tailings in cyanide, 
then the recovery of the gold by zinc precipitation. Very large cyanide 
plants were constructed at the Great Southern and Great Southern 
Consols. Cyanide treatment was also used extensively at the Magenta and 
Golden Bar reef mines. 
 
 
Gold extraction technology 
 
Once the gold bearing rock was recovered, it was taken to the surface for 
treatment. Stamp batteries [crushing machines] powered by steam 
engines located in boiler houses] operated across the Ovens and Indigo 
goldfields crushing quartz rock. One of the first in the district was set up 
by J.A. Wallace at Wooragee in 1861.36 Once crushed, the gold was 
removed by a variety of methods, including passing it over a series of 
ripple-boards or shaking-tables. Other methods of gold recovery involved 
using a cyanide process, although this technology was not adopted in 
Australia until the 1890s.37 Such a method was used on the Chiltern 
goldfields, but apparently not until the after the turn of the century. 
Around stamp batteries, tailings of waste rock piled up.38 
 
Another form of technology pioneered and used extensively from the late 
1880s on, particularly in the Yackandandah and Wooragee areas, was 
centrifugal or hydraulic dredging. This method was similar to hydraulic 
sluicing, except that the wash was sucked or pumped up by a gravel 
pump into a vertical elevator pipe, referred to as a jet elevator, and 
conveyed to sluice boxes mounted above the face of the workings. Both 
the elevator and sluice boxes were mounted on scaffolding and the 
equipment for the pumps was mounted on a barge. This method was used 
where the fall was insufficient to allow drainage of the claims and was, 
therefore, commonly used on river flats. The main sites worked by this 
method were at Wooragee, Rowdy Flat, Staghorn Flat, Allans Flat and 
Sandy Creek. There were also several deep lead operators at Wooragee at 
the turn of the century. 
 

 
36  Woods, op cit, p.103. 
37  N. Ritchie, & R. Hooker, ‘An Archaeologist’s Guide to Mining Terminology’ 

in Australasian Historic Archaeology Vol.15, 1997, p.19. 
38  Wallaby Mine has remains of a stamp battery. The government stamp 

battery is at Rutherglen. 
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One of the more significant ventures was at Spring Creek in the area now 
occupied by Lake Sambell. Originally the claim was worked by ground, 
box and hydraulic sluicing, with drainage effected through a large tail 
race cut into the rock above Newtown Falls. Eventually the tail race 
became inadequate for the deepest ground and the company was 
reconstructed in 1875 as the Rocky Mountain Extended Gold Sluicing 
Company to enable the construction of a tunnel under the town.39 
 
Following the conclusion of centrifugal or hydraulic dredging, bucket 
dredging began. This form of mining involved the excavation of the wash 
dirt from the bottom of streams and creeks by a long chain of buckets 
mounted, along with all other machinery, on a barge or pontoon. The dirt 
was processed through screens, trommels and sluice boxes, which were 
usually mounted on the pontoon. Bucket dredging was particularly 
prevalent at Staghorn Flat and Sandy Creek. 
 
The mining of quartz reefs and alluvial deep leads required substantial 
capital and from the early 1860s, mining companies were frequently 
formed. For the rest of the century investment monies, both local and 
foreign, poured into Australia. Mining leases were in great demand by 
speculators and share-broking became a major goldfields business,40 
although Beechworth, unlike goldfields such as Ballarat never had its 
own stock exchange. hydraulic dredging, bucket dredging and the 
working of the very deep leads were particularly capital intensive 
 
 
 
 
 
39  Carole Woods, Beechworth: A Titan’s Field, United Shire of Beechworth in 

conjunction with Hargreen Publishing Company, 1985, pp 99-100. 
40  D.I. Stone & S. Mackinnon, Life on the Australian Goldfields, Methuen, 

Sydney, 1976, p.26. 
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Impact on the environment 
 
The activities of gold mining had considerable impact on the 
environment. The goldfields were situated in wooded hills, ranges and 
valleys which previously had been lightly used or virtually ignored, and 
these quite finely balanced ecosystems were maintained by a vegetation 
which could not survive the amazing destruction wrought by the 
diggers.41 One major impact of mining on the landscape was the mass 
clearing of vegetation from mining areas. Trees were exploited as a 
resource, providing props for mines, materials for building slab huts and 
making furniture, and fuel for fires. The main use for the timber was for 
fuel, as almost all pumping and crushing machinery was worked by steam 
powered boilers. This form of fuel was also used in hydraulic dredging, 
firstly for the construction of the dredge pontoons and secondly for use in 
the steam powered boilers. However, trees were also felled because they 
got in the way of mining activities. Furthermore, around mining sites, 
what little vegetation that was left after trees have been felled was 
frequently trampled downer eaten by horses and draught animals. The 
resulting landscapes were those of eroding bare soil William Howitt, a 
traveller who visited the Beechworth gold fields in 1853, wrote: 
‘The diggers seem to have two special propensities, those of firing guns 
and felling trees. It is amazing what a number of trees they fell. No 
sooner have they done their day's work than they commence felling trees, 
which you hear falling continually with a crash, on one side of you or the 
other.’42 
 

 

 
41  Powell in Lennon 1992, op cit, p.29 
42  Howitt, op cit, p.98. 
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A second major impact On the environment was that gold mining 
frequently involved modifying waterways. Commonly, streams were 
diverted from their original course so that the gold-bearing washdirt on 
the bed of the creek was exposed. Such a diversion was carried out at 
Spring Creek then known as Reid’s Creek in what is now Beechworth 
Historic Park. Water was also diverted so that water flows did not 
collapse nearby banks of dirt where mining was taking place, diversion 
channels designed to reduce water flows along particular sections of 
creeks sometimes being cut through solid granite. Other diversions stilt 
provided water flows for sluicing operations. By the close of 1870, about 
900 miles of water races had been cut through soil and rock in the 
Beechworth mining district two-thirds more than any other Victoria 
goldfield.43 
 
The third major impact was the siltation caused by the waste water, 
sludge and debris from the workings, which were fed into tail races which 
in turn drained this material into the streams and rivers. In Victoria an 
inquiry into the sludge question was held as early as 1886. The inquiry 
stated that from the earliest days,  
‘… the creeks and rivers were looked upon as the natural outlets for the 
debris from the mines [and that] no thought had been given to the 
ultimate effects in filling up water courses’.  
 
A further inquiry was held in 1913 by the then Sludge Abatement Board 
to report on complaints of injury arising for dredging and sluicing. In the 
course of this inquiry, it was found, as its predecessor had 26 years ago, 
that there were numerous instances in which present stream levels were 
several feet higher than the original surfaces. For example, the Sandy 
Creek valley and Staghorn Flat area of Yackandandah Creek had been 
covered with deposits ranging in depth up to four feet. This siltation had 
been attributable to the early sluicing and more recent hydraulic sluicing 
rather than to dredging, which was the main concern of the inquiry. At 
the Rocky Mountain claim at Beechworth an area of about 80 acres had 
been worked to an average depth of 25 feet for over 40 years. This 
represented 3.25 million cubic yards of which but a fractional part 
remained in the old workings or in Reid’s Creek into which the tail water 
passed. The mass had passed into the Ovens River, and accounted for 
much of the surface elevation through the Tarrawingee and Wangaratta 
districts down to the Murray River. At the ground sluicing operations at 
Punds, the ground for depths of up to 40 feet had been removed and 
contributed to millions of cubic yards of material filling up the creeks and 
alluvial flats downstream.  
 
Living and working conditions 
 
Living conditions on the goldfields of Beechworth, Yackandandah and 
the Indigo could be less than ideal. Although bustling with new 
settlement, the early gold fields were also noisy, smelly and unsanitary 
places. Foul smells came from the butchers' shops and the rubbish pits, 
where their waste was thrown, and in the unsanitary conditions, many 

 
43  Woods, op cit, p.98 
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miners became sick with dysentery and typhoid. During the early gold 
rush period, most miners lived in tents '... clapped down in the most dusty 
and miserable places', although many also erected slab huts. In 1857, 
there were as many tents in the Ovens Electoral District as there were 
houses.44 However, as time progressed, more slab huts were built , and as 
local sawmills began to produce milled timber by the 1860s, humble 
miners’ cottages, which were simple in design, often with little decorative 
detail, were erected. 
 
As for working conditions, parties of miners often laboured incessantly 
day and night, waist deep in water, improvising much of their mining 
equipment and structures for the most basis materials. In Beechworth, it 
was said that ‘… no language can describe the scene of chaos where [the 
diggings] principally are’.45 Even today, a walk through any gold mining 
area in the study area will provide evidence of the 'unquantifiable amount 
of human effort and manual labour that went into [the] search for gold'.46 
 

 
 
Despite the masses of gold won, particularly in the early years, gold 
mining was also not always a successful venture, and many gold miners 
worked unimaginably hard for what eventually amounted to little or no 
financial gain. As William Howitt observed '... the majority of diggers 
are dissatisfied, and not earning more than their expenses, many not 
that.'47  
 
In spite of momentary stimulus given to gold yields by occasional 
technological advances and new discoveries, output and average earnings 
fell from the late 1850s onwards. The fields were, however, still 
profitable to a large number of miners working on their own account, 
though at nowhere near the scale of the 1850s. They were also 
remunerative to those miners who were employed for wages on the reef 
and deep lead mines and on the larger sluicing claims. By the 1880s the 

 
44  Howitt, op cit, pp.168-169; and 1857 Victorian Census 
45  Howitt, op cit, pp.178-179 and p.171 
46  Lennon, 1989, op cit, p.28 
47  Howitt, op cit, p.183 
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signs of decline in this industry were undeniable, although there were to 
be revivals at Rutherglen from about 1886 and in dredging from the 
1890s.48 
 
The Chinese and other migrant groups 
 
Conflict and violence occurred occasionally on the gold fields between 
miners of European origin. These included small riots and disputes over 
the ownership of claims, particularly prior to the introduction of 
regulations governing the fair granting of mining claims. Racial tension 
also occurred on the gold fields between the Chinese and the Europeans, 
as some Europeans felt that competition from the Chinese was reducing 
their own opportunities and earnings. These racial tensions between the 
Chinese and Europeans seem especially significant on the Beechworth 
gold fields. European miners in the nearby Buckland valley sought to 
drive the Chinese off the gold field in 1857, resulting in a riot which 
ended in brutal violence, the destruction of homes, robbery and murder, 
all committed against the Chinese. At the time, Robert O'Hara Burke was 
called in from Beechworth to lead a team of police to the Buckland to 
assess damages and make arrests. When brought to justice in the 
Beechworth court, the guilty rioters found wide support for their actions 
among other miners and were cheered by a large crowd.49  
 
The 'Buckland' riots occurred in the Buckland Valley [just outside the 
study area]. Cronin gives special significance to them in the history of 
nineteenth century Australian racial relations: 
The Buckland riot and the New South Wales Lambing Flat riot are often 
seen as aberrant, isolated flashpoints of racial violence. In fact, Chinese 
were repeatedly assaulted and hounded from all fields over the whole 
period to 1857. The pillage and brutality visited on the Chinese on 4 July 
was certainly no worse than in earlier racial confrontations. Buckland 
was the high point of racial articulation and organization and it became 
a symbol for whites of the lengths to which they would go to divest 
themselves of the hated Asiatic. Following Buckland, the theatre of racial 
conflict was extended and the halls of parliament, editorial sheets and 
church meetings now echoed a common concern to reduce 'the Chinese 
nuisance' and prevent their coming and remaining in the colony. Those 
who prior to July had magnified the threat of Chinese invasion now 
broadcast the threat of another Buckland. The mere presence of Chinese, 
it was claimed, heralded violence; like all such prophecies this became 
with repetition, a self-fulfilling maxim'.50 
 
Fortunately, not all Chinese suffered the fate of those on the Buckland. 
For example, Bannear observes that a large number of Chinese were 
employed by sluicing companies near Beechworth, where they did no fit 
the stereotype of Chinese miners elsewhere, scavenging abandoned 
diggings. For example, at Wooragee several hundred Chinese  
 
48  Tom Griffiths, Beechworth: an Australian country town and its past, Greenhouse 

Publications, Richmond, 1987, p.38. 
49  G. Serle, The Golden Age, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1977, 

p.326. 
50  Kathryn Cronin, Colonial Casualties Chinese in Early Victoria, MUP 

Melbourne, 1982, pp.58-59. 
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were in almost exclusive, and very profitable, occupancy from about 
1864 on. They were engaged in shallow and deep lead mining and in 
ground and hydraulic sluicing. In 1903 a joint stock company was formed 
to work the Wooragee deposits by centrifugal dredging, the shares held 
principally by wealthy Chinese. About 150 men were employed on the 
claim, most of whom were Chinese.51 In the early 1860s the Chinese were 
also in the majority on Sandy Creek and on the shallow workings on the 
Chiltern Lead. This lead continued to be worked into the 1880s, the 
Chinese were returning to the dry leads during the winter time, when 

rainfall was plentiful.52 
 
Another major effect of the gold rushes, aside from the creation of 
wealth, and widespread environmental destruction, was of course that 
they were responsible for causing a massive influx of immigrants into the 
newly formed colony of Victoria. Gold had been discovered in Ballarat 
only six months previous to the Ovens gold rush. Between 1851 and 
1852, the number of ships carrying immigrants directly into Melbourne 
more than doubled.53 
As news spread of the new gold discoveries in north-east Victoria, many 
of these immigrants came directly to the study area. 
 
In the decade 1851 to 1861, the population of Victoria grew from 77,345 
to 540,322.54 This population of immigrants was largely British. However 
by 1861, there were also 10,000 Germans and  
8,000 other Europeans in the colony. Still, an even larger minority 
immigrant group were the Chinese; there were more than 42,000 in 1859, 
declining to around 12,000 by 1874. In the late 1850s, they comprised 
about one-quarter of the digger population.55 On the Beechworth 
Goldfield the Chinese were most numerous in 1863 [7,200]. By the end 
of the 1870s there were about 2,000 Chinese. 
 
The Chinese, like the majority of goldfields immigrants, migrated in 
order to seek opportunity. However, quite unlike the majority, they were 
sojourners with no intention of settling in Australia. They did not come to 
Australia to break free of traditional constraints or to merge with 
members of their new society.  
Instead, their primary goal was to amass wealth, and therefore be able to 
provide a better life for their families and eventually themselves. 
Consequently, many Chinese led frugal lives of great industry and often 
self-enforced privation while in Victoria, but always with the intention of 
returning home. With filial pride that was culturally ingrained, very few 
Chinese contemplated desertion of their homeland.56 There were of 

 
51 Ovens Register, 8 July, 7 October 1903  
52 Department of Mines. Quarterly reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars, 
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p.15 
54  Weston Bate, Victoria's Gold Rushes, Melbourne, 1988, p.27 
55  Lennon, 1989, op cit, p.21 
56  B. Chou, 'The sojourning attitude and the economic decline of Chinese 

society, 1860s-1930s', in P. Macgregor [ed.] Histories of the Chinese in 
Australasia and the South Pacific, Museum of Chinese Australian History, 
Melbourne, 1995, pp.60-61 
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course, some exceptions. Peter Monshing, a market gardener who had 
married the daughter of a Welsh Methodist minister, Rachael Graeme, 
would settle in Beechworth and raise a family.57 
 

Table 1: Chinese on the Beechworth Goldfield, 1857 to 1880 
  

 

1857 4668 1861 4849 1865 5074 1869 3642 1873 3217 1877 1962 
1858 5547 1862 6790 1866 4778 1870 3636 1874 2874 1878 1951 
1859 6311 1863 7200 1867 3509 1871 3400 1875 2497 1879 2073 
1860 5447 1864 6162 1868 3895 1872 3423 1876 2455 1880 2035 

  

Annual Mineral Statistics, Quarterly Reports of Mining Surveyors and Registrars. 
 
The unbending duties of the majority of Chinese immigrants were to 
supply their family members in China with regular remittances. They had 
to repay debts accumulated through the purchase of boat fares to 
Australia, as they had migrated as unassisted passengers.58 Consequently 
they found employment most commonly in occupations which required 
little or no capital outlay. Thus immigrants in the study area worked as 
alluvial miners, market gardeners, or as labourers, for example in the 
vineyards of Rutherglen, including at All Saints and Olive Hills. Their 
reluctance to make substantial capital investments while in Australia 
meant that they built few structures of a permanent or enduring nature. 
 
Virtually every town within the study area had a Chinese section. Like 
other national or ethnic groups, the Chinese tended to group with each 
other. After mid-1855 they were actually forced together under a 
protectorate system, which confined them to certain areas on the 
goldfields. So, for example, in 'Snake Town' [Stanley], 'Chinese camp 
hill', was located on the site reserved for the Roman Catholic Church, and 
had its own stores, hotel, butchers and a temple. Wahgunyah's 
'Chinatown' was located in lower Blanche Street. The protector of 
Chinese in Beechworth, William Drummond, regularised the layout of 
the Chinese camps with their 50-100 tents in a designated area.59 
 
Other migrant groups in the study area included Syrians, Americans, 
Germans and Italians. Unlike the Chinese, the Italians were settlers rather 
than sojourners. A group of young northern Italian men, including 
Battista De Piazza, his cousin Giovanni Trinca, and Peter and Victor Pini 
arrived during the early 1860s. Although initially mining gold, they 
branched out into other businesses, purchasing a winery in Beechworth, 
and establishing two sawmills in Stanley, before selecting land in the 
late-1870s. Bartolo Comensoli arrived some years later in 1890, to work 
in gold mines at Chiltern before settling in the area. A significant 
contribution was made to Rutherglen by the early Italian  
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viticulturist Romeo Bragato, who set up the Government Viticultural 
College [now Institute for Integrated Agricultural Development, 
Rutherglen] in 1896.60 
 
Many of the Americans on the Ovens and Indigo goldfields arrived in 
search of gold shortly after the Californian gold rushes of 1849. Others 
possibly immigrated in order to escape the Civil War, which raged in 
their home country [1861-1865], while others arrived as veterans of that 
war. One of them, Hiram Crawford, made enough money on the 
Woolshed goldfields to be able to establish a coaching firm, Crawford 
and Co, in Beechworth in 1856. His coaches ran all over North-East 
Victoria and into New South Wales, while in 1866 he purchased the new 
Star hotel in Chiltern, eventually becoming the Mayor of that town. He 
was later joined in his coaching business by Michael Connolly. They 
operated from stables in Ford Street, which although burnt down in 1891, 
were subsequently rebuilt.61 
 
Syrians and Indians were well known in the region as hawkers of drapery 
and haberdashery. At Wahgunyah during the 1880s they formed a camp on 
the south side of a waterhole or lagoon known as 'Victoria Swamp', on the 
selection of John Hannan: 'they numbered ten and each possessed a wagon 
and horse, the vehicles being filled with merchandise which they hawked 
out along the back roads to settlers'. The Indians were easily identified 
because of their white turbans, and they returned to the camp once a 
fortnight to stock up on food, supplying local butchers with cotton 
materials, fancy goods and kitchen utensils in the trade. Other Syrians 
established more permanent business houses, possibly using capital saved 
up while hawking. Saad Farhood settled in Beechworth in the 1890s, where 
he established a watchmaking business in Ford Street with fellow 
countryman Yousuf Abosamra.62 
 
Although the arrival of many of the region's German settlers, often via 
South Australia, definitely coincided with the early gold rushes of the 
1850s, it is not clear whether they were migrating not only to seek 
opportunity, but also in order to escape oppression. Some such as Dr 
Mueller of Yackandandah, had migrated to Australia in order to escape 
conscription and service in the Crimean War. While many tried their 
hands at gold mining like the Italians, most quickly took up a variety of 
trades including those of draper, watchmaker and butcher. The trades of 
bootmaker and publican seem to have been especially common. A 
German, Anton Ruche, was among the first vignerons to establish 
wineries in Rutherglen, in 1862, and he was followed by Mr. Voherr and 
H. Schluter, in 1863 and 1864 respectively. Dr Mueller was a prominent 
general practitioner, who established a practice at Stanley during the 
1850s. Mueller eventually moved to Yackandandah in 1862-63,  

 
60  De Piazza, Pini and Trinca; Bernie and Mary [Pini] Gibney, Mudgegonga’s 
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where he established, with other German immigrants Andrew Nette and 
J. Kuhlmann, a Sanatorium on the corner of Kars and High Streets. 
Mueller also ran a winery in Yackandandah at 'Melville House'. Also in 
Yackandandah, John Haig established a Grocery store in 1864, living on 
the Twists Creek Road with his family at 'Bemersyde'. He was a central 
figure in the establishment of Yackandandah's Athenaeum.63 
 
3.5 THE GOLD TOWNS 
 
A direct result of this rapid peopling of the goldfields was the 
establishment of the gold towns in the region of the future Indigo Shire. 
Within the study area, only two towns, Barnawartha and Chiltern, had 
become established prior to the discovery of gold in 1852.64 Barnawartha 
came into existence during the 1840s. Located on the Indigo Creek, it 
serviced a small but growing rural population. The development of 
Barnawartha has more in common with other towns outside the study 
area, such as Violet Town, Benalla and Wangaratta, in that its 
development in the 1840s was linked closely with supply of goods and 
accommodation to travellers along the main Port Phillip road [now the 
Hume Highway]. However, unlike Barnawartha, most towns within the 
study area were established in the wake of gold discoveries at each 
location. These 'gold rushes' commenced in Beechworth in 1852, and 
fanned out across the Shire until a final major gold discovery, called the 
'Wahgunyah Rush', in 1860. Typically, development at these 'gold towns' 
was rapid.  
 
Beechworth 
 
Beechworth, the first township to grow as the result of gold, was to 
develop as the major administrative centre for the whole of north-east 
Victoria. It retained this position as premier town of the north-east 
throughout the 1850s and 1860s, the title only wrestled from it after 
Wangaratta, 'the town of the plains', secured the passage of the North-
Eastern Railway in 1873. Beechworth's position as administrative centre 
and premier town ensured that it would be well endowed with substantial 
public buildings. A granite Post Office, Telegraph Office, Court House 
and Police Station, all built during the decade of gold discovery, flaunted 
Beechworth's pre-eminence. Although it may sound strange to the 
contemporary ear, Beechworth's leading citizens also welcomed further 
confirmation of this pre-eminence with the additions of a Gaol, and a 
sizeable Lunatic Asylum. In its day, the Ovens District Hospital was the 
major medical centre between Melbourne and Sydney. A local by-law 
introduced in 1856 that prohibited canvas tents ensured that the town 
would feature substantial built fabric.65 
No doubt the 3000 inhabitants living in the Beechworth Municipality by 
1857 [Victorian Census], recognised their town's regional importance, for 
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the built evidence was all around them. However, they still looked 
uneasily towards they day the gold would peter out and their position of 
leading town would go to another. 
 

 
 
Stanley and settlements around Beechworth 
 
Gold was found at 'Snake Valley' in January 1853 along the Nine Mile 
Creek. The settlements which grew up in association with these 'nine mile 
diggings' were named [travelling from Beechworth] One Mile, Two Mile, 
Three Mile, Six Mile and Nine Mile. By 1854, the Nine Mile population 
numbered 650' and the diggings were officially divided into two, with the 
upper section becoming 'Stanley' and the lower becoming 'Nine Mile 
Creek'. At this time, Stanley had a Gold Commission's tent, a Police 
Inspector and two constables, a medical doctor, restaurant, boarding 
house and various stores. As with Beechworth, there were substantial 
numbers of Chinese living in the town.66 
 
While Stanley was large enough to be considered a town of some 
importance, lesser satellite gold towns grew up in association with 
Beechworth and the nearby goldfields. Settlements between Beechworth 
and Stanley included Silver Creek, Hurdle Flat and Hillsborough. Hurdle 
Flat was established in 1853, in the same year as Stanley, and had a 
school, public hall, businesses and hotels. Also by 1853, further 
downstream on Reid's Creek from Beechworth, was the town of 
Woolshed. The population of the  
Woolshed district would reach about 5,000 late in 1856. On the south-
west side of Beechworth on the Wangaratta road was the township of 
Black Springs.67 Small settlements, sometimes only comprising an inn, 
sprang up at suitable stopping points on major roads. 
 

 
66  G.F. Craig, The Stanley Times and Mining Journal: A history of Stanley, Hurdle 

Flat and Hillsborough District, 1973/93 , pps 2-4; and Woods, op cit, p.39 
67  Craig, 1973/93, op cit, p.22; and Woods, op cit, p.49 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approach to Beechworth via One 
Mile [Buckland Gap] Road  circa 
early 1900s. The Mellish Street 
intersection can be seen at right of 
photo. 
Source: 
Margaret Sutherland, from an early 
postcard. 
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Yackandandah 
 
At Yackandandah, a village of tents and wooden buildings had also 
begun to form in 1853, the earliest businesses being general stores, 
lodging houses, butchers and a blacksmith.68 However, by the time of its 
survey in 1856, it was apparent that Yackandandah, too, would be one of 
the more significant settlements in the district. As the headquarters for the 
Yackandandah goldfields, as distinct from the Beechworth goldfields, 
Yackandandah had schools, churches, medical facilities and trades. After 
the main street was formalised by the survey, new buildings were built  
along it.69 Satellite gold towns of Yackandandah included Osbornes Flat, 
Allans Flat, Whisky Flat, Bells Flat, Rowdy Flat, and Staghorn Flat. Like 
those towns of the Nine Mile and Woolshed diggings, these satellite 
towns spread out along the creek from Yackandandah itself. Emily 
Skinner, a miner's wife, recalled of her home town on the Ovens goldfield 
during the 1860s, 'It was … a long straggling township, or rather a 
succession of tiny townships, each a few miles apart – extending along 
the bank of the river or creek for a distance of [miles]'.70 These were 
essentially tent towns, with few substantial buildings.  
 
Throughout the 1850s, the main Melbourne to Sydney road traversed the 
hills from Wangaratta to take in the administrative centre of Beechworth, 
before heading to the towns of Belvoir [Wodonga] and Albury on the 
colonial border. For this reason, a major wooden bridge was built over 
Spring Creek in Beechworth in 1857. This was to eventually be replaced 
by the massive granite Newtown Bridge in 1874. In Yackandandah, a 
 
68  Ibid 
69  Reynolds, op cit, p.4 
70  In E. Duyker [Ed.], A Woman on the Goldfields: Recollections of Emily Skinner, 

Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1995, p.91 

Edward Hulme, Afternoon, Old 
Stanley, 1880, oil on canvas 
Source: 
Joan Kerr, op cit, p.380 
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stone bridge was built over Commissioner's Creek in 1857 in order to 
service the increasing traffic.71 On the road between Yackandandah and 
Beechworth, the gold town of Wooragee grew.  
 
Chiltern 
 
In 1858, further gold discoveries north-west of Beechworth saw a boom 
period for the town of Chiltern. Chiltern had not been conceived as a gold 
town. Set on the banks of the Black Dog Creek, Chiltern had been the site 
of the Black Dog Inn as early as 1844, leading Assistant Surveyor 
Thomas Wedge to mark it out as a township site prior to the discovery of 
gold in 1852.72 At the time, government surveyors, including Wedge, had 
been surveying township sites at every major creek and river crossing 
along the Port Phillip Road, a process which had commenced following 
pressure from local squatters to create regular settlements with police 
posts along the road after the Faithfull Massacre of 1838.  
 
In Chiltern, the first towns lots were sold in 1854, the town had been 
gazetted the same year. However, after 1858, gold mining differentiated 
Chiltern from other townships, such as Benalla, which had been 
established under similar circumstances. By 1861, there were over 1,000 
permanent settlers in Chiltern, whereas in Benalla, where the town 
economy was based on agriculture, there were only half as many 
residents. As with Beechworth, smaller satellite settlements formed 
around Chiltern, namely Mount Pleasant, Cornishtown, Christmastown 
and Durham. By the 1860s, Chiltern was beginning to challenge 
Beechworth's regional dominance. The main Melbourne to Sydney road 
was re-routed through Chiltern during the 1860s, by-passing both 
Beechworth and Yackandandah. Furthermore, Chiltern's merchants 
tended to trade directly with Melbourne. However, despite the advantages 
of being situated on the Port Phillip Road, Chiltern's population remained 
steadily half that of Beechworth's throughout the 1870s and 1880s.73 
 
Rutherglen 
 
The very last of the gold towns to be settled in the study area was 
Rutherglen, established in the wake of the 'Wahgunyah Rush' of 1860. 
When news of this gold discovery reached Chiltern and the nearby 
township of Wahgunyah, it caused a flood of people into the new town. 
Within weeks, businesses were established, and the area had become 
populated by about 2,000 miners. However, the mining population was 
highly mobile and not permanent. By the following year, the population 
had shrunk to 1,186.74 
 
 
 
 
 
71  Sutherland, 1986, op cit 
72  Maginnity, op cit, p.13; R.W. Ashley, The History of the Shire of Chiltern, 
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Wahgunyah 
 
Of the other towns in the study area, Wahgunyah stands out as one of the 
few which did not develop as the result of a gold discovery on site. 
Wahgunyah had been established after squatter John Foord took up his 
pre-emptive right, selecting a block of land on the Murray River in 1855. 
During 1856 Foord had a township privately surveyed alongside the river 
trading port facilities he had developed on his pre-emptive right and 
offered half acre allotments for sale.75 In 1857 government surveyors 
Smyth and Darbyshire had marked out four townships - Carlyle, 
Barnawartha, Haines and Gooramadda. 'Carlyle', it was claimed in 1858, 
'is to be the main depot for the rising trade of the Murray steamers; and 
wharves and warehouses are expected to spring up immediately'.76 
Carlyle was only a short distance upstream from Wahgunyah and Foord 
acted promptly to hasten the development of his private town and thus to 
forestall the development of the government town. He built stores and 
other facilities to encourage river traders to use it as the goldfields depot. 
There was no need for the traders to continue upstream to Albury when 
they could land and distribute goods to Beechworth, Yackandandah and 
Chiltern more easily and more cheaply from Wahgunyah. By 1860 
Wahgunyah supported a flour mill, brewery, school, hotel and police 
station, along with a number of other businesses.77 
 
Wahgunyah also stands out as the only town in the Indigo Shire which 
was associated with a major river crossing. Initially, there was a punt 
over the Murray River here, although Foord created an  
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incorporated company to construct a bridge over the Murray, from which 
tolls could be collected. The bridge was completed in 1863, 
complete with a toll house on the Wahgunyah side. Wahgunyah felt more 
keenly than the other towns the presence and pressure of being sited on 
the colonial border. Customs barriers were introduced in 1864 and then 
relaxed with a five year truce from  
1867, only to be reintroduced later. Not only goods were stopped at the 
border. In 1858, a poll tax was also introduced in Victoria in an attempt 
to curtail Chinese migration into the colony.78 
 
Table 2 
Dates and patterns of the establishment of townships 
  

 
Chiltern 1851 Surveyed as town reserve - Port Phillip Rd 
Beechworth 1852 Gold discovery on site 
Yackandandah  1852 Gold discovery on site 
Stanley 1853 Gold discovery on site 
Wahgunyah 1856 Private survey on pre-emptive right 
Chiltern† 1858 Gold discovery on site  
Rutherglen 1860 Gold discovery on site 
†Although Chiltern was reserved as a town site in 1851, its major growth occurred after 
the discovery of gold there in 1858.] 
  

 
Gold era business development 
 
What drew people to the towns of the Indigo Shire was of course the 
relationship these towns had with local, regional, and national economies. 
In the immediate decades following the discovery of gold, mining was an 
industry of epic proportions. Most of the townships in the study area 
originally functioned as trading centres in among the vast Ovens and 
Indigo goldfields, the demand for goods and services associated with the 
gold rushes having created fresh and diverse opportunities for enterprising 
business people.  
 
Perhaps the pre-eminent business a townsperson could pursue concerned 
the simple trade of supplying food to the hungry mining population. 
Businesses such as butchers and bakers supplied fresh produce. Grocers 
such as the S.G. Dean Grocery Store located in a two storey brick 
building in Yackandandah's  
High Street, built around 1870,79 stocked fresh produce. Market 
gardeners, commonly Chinese, also hawked fresh produce from gardens 
located along the flats of local creeks and rivers. 
 
Other food suppliers specialised in processing raw produce into products 
which could be stored. Such ventures included breweries, located in 
virtually every town, smokehouses, and flour mills. In 1860, the Indigo 

 
78 Bruce Pennay, 'A history of All Saints Winery, Wahgunyah', in K. Young, 

All Saints Conservation Plan, Historic Buildings Council, Melbourne, 1996, 
pps10-12. A large brick store was built by Foord on the river bank for the 
storage of bonded goods [interstate goods on which customs duty had been 
levied] 

79  Sutherland, 1986, op cit 
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Flour Mill was established in Barnawartha by Mr. Eager of Albury. It 
was that town's first big industry. The operations of the mill required 
large amounts of water and these needs were met by damming in an area 
below the Indigo Creek bridge. This area was known to locals as the 
'Barnawartha Weir'. Other local mills included one built at Yackandandah 
by David Reid during the 1840s and one built in  
Wahgunyah by John Foord in 1858. In Beechworth four breweries were 
operating by 1858, while in Yackandandah in 1857, John Hattersley set 
up a soda water and cordial factory in Windham Street.80 
 
Towns had premises offering food and drink, entertainment and lodging. 
These functions were served by a large number of hotels. Rutherglen for 
example, quickly developed at least twenty hotels,  
many of which featured dancing saloons and entertainment halls. Only 
three of these original hotels remain, these being the Rutherglen, the Star 
and the Victoria, and all have been rebuilt during the late nineteenth 
century81 
 
The enterprising John Wallace followed the development of the 
goldfields towns with his chain of Star Hotels. Star Hotels were built 
consecutively in Stanley, Beechworth, Indigo and Chiltern.  
Wallace even influenced the siting of Rutherglen. The initial settlement at 
Rutherglen, known as 'Barkly', was located at the crossroads of Main and 
Drummond Streets. However, when Wallace selected a prime corner at 
crossroads on the 'Chiltern side of town' [Main and High Streets, 
Rutherglen], constructing on it another Star Hotel, the focus of business 
in that town quickly shifted to join him.82 
 
Not only did hotels serve as lodging, but in the pre-rail era, when 
Beechworth was the major transport node for the area of the Indigo Shire 
and beyond, the principal hotels of the region also served as coaching 
stations. In the 1850s, the few local coach lines  
advertising regularly included Crawford and Co, who ran coaches three 
times a week from Beechworth's Commercial Hotel to Dobbinson's 
Southern Cross Hotel at Allans Flat, passing through Wooragee and 
Yackandandah; and Foster and Vinge, whose coaches departed daily for 
Melbourne. Following the discovery of gold at Chiltern, Thorpe and Rae 
expanded services to include 'New Ballarat' [Chiltern], also running 
coaches to Indigo [Barnawartha].83 By the mid-1860s, Crawford, now 
with partner Connolly, through the Royal Mail line, expanded services 
even further. They ran coaches daily from Beechworth to Yackandandah, 

 
80  Pendlebury, op cit, p.3; McGivern, op cit, p.47; Woods, op cit, p.81; and 

Sutherland, 1986, op cit. Evidence survives for the cordial factory at 
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Bakery is listed on the Register of the National Estate. However, nothing 
appears to be listed representing butchers/abattoirs. Chinese market 
gardens existed for example, along Sunday Creek in Wahgunyah and on the 
Barambogie Creek at Chiltern. 
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Albury, and Sandy Creek, departing from the Commercial Hotel. The 
Nine Mile coach departed Beechworth daily for Stanley from the Star 
Hotel, and three times a week, William Hooper, also through the Royal 
Mail line, ran coaches from Beechworth right down the Ovens Valley as 
far as Harrietville. Williams and Berrigan ensured that it was possible to 
depart Beechworth's Empire Hotel at 1.30 pm, and arrive in Chiltern by 
4.30 pm, and Rutherglen by 6.00 pm. From here, a connecting coach to 
Wahgunyah could also be caught.84 However, with the coming of the 
railway in 1873, Chiltern and Barnawartha found a new focus for the 
business of lodging people, and in Barnawartha a new hotel opened to 
take advantage of the increased visitation.85 
 
Other common trades operating through the townships of the study area 
from the 1850s onwards included those of bootmaker, 
carpenter and storekeeper, while blacksmithing had been among the 
earliest of commercial services offered in north-east Victoria.86 Drapery 
stores also did a good trade, and were one of the few businesses 
occasionally run by women. 
 
In 1854, the Ovens and Murray Advertiser newspaper was launched in 
Beechworth, its title indicative of the broad region it intended to and did 
in fact serve. It could be purchased, among other places, at  
Ingram's booksellers in Beechworth. Perhaps the most successful 
newspaper on the Ovens and Indigo goldfields, few papers were  
as successful as the Advertiser, although the Chiltern Federal Standard 
was notable. Newspapers published by the Leslie family, who occupied 
premises in Foord Street, Wahgunyah, including at first the Wahgunyah 
and Rutherglen News from 1876, and later the Corowa Free Press, out-
lived many rival publications.87 
 
Naturally, where there were commercial transactions, there were also 
banks. In the larger towns, the major banks, although initially represented 
by agencies soon established branches and built bank  
buildings. In Beechworth, the Bank of NSW constructed an impressive 
two story Italianate building on the corner of Ford and Camp Streets in 
1857.88 The Bank of Victoria built on the diagonally opposite corner. 
However, where they were not confident of continued custom, the banks 
erred on the side of caution, continuing to operate bank agencies through 
general stores, before making the capital investment of establishing a 
branch and a bank building. The Bank of Victoria operated for five years 
in Yackandandah before its substantial premises were finally built in 
1865, even then the Bank preferring not to build a new manager's 
residence, instead consigning the manager to a slab hut which was 
already on site.89 The banks often sought to occupy the major corner 

 
84  Ovens & Murray Advertiser, 12 November 1864 
85  Pendlebury, op cit, p.4 
86  Stanley for example, had a furniture maker, bootmaker, chemist, brewer, 

butchers, storekeepers, bakers, carpenters and blacksmiths by 1866 [Craig, 
op cit, p.19]. Crawford & Co's stables burnt down in 1891, but were 
subsequently rebuilt. 

87  McGivern, op cit, p.112 
88  Woods, op cit, p.80 
89  Reynolds, op cit, p.6 
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blocks of the central business districts, often actually helping to define 
what could be considered to be the 'centre' of town. As early as 1860 in 
Rutherglen, three banks were established, the Oriental, Bank of NSW and 
Bank of Australasia, each apparently occupying a corner block in the 
town's centre.90 
 
Towns also provided sites for the manufacture of products. In 
Beechworth, the first foundry was established in Ford Street in 1858. A 
tannery was established by Matthew Dodd the same year, the factory later 
being purchased by William Zwar in 1888, the  
business being registered to the Zwar Brothers. The tannery produced 
every grade of dress leather, and also sole leather, from  
both local and imported hides.91 Sawmills were common, operating from 
the 1850s onwards in Beechworth, and becoming quite major industries 
in Chiltern, Barnawartha and particularly Stanley by the 1860s. Products 
included timbers for mine shafts, shingles, building timber and firewood. 
 
Not only manufacturing, but professional services too, were also the 
preserve of towns. By 1857, Beechworth had six lawyers and six doctors. 
In fact, medical doctors had been on the Spring Creek diggings at 
Beechworth from the earliest days, treating a range of illnesses, 
particularly those related to poor hygiene, such as dysentery and 
typhoid.92 In Yackandandah, Dr Mueller commenced providing medical 
services in 1862 or 1863. 
Mueller also published research papers on topics including the treatment 
of snake-bite and treatment and cure of typhoid. Doctors did not always 
have their own premises. In Stanley for example, the Public Room was 
used by the visiting doctor. Numerous 'medical halls' [chemists] also 
went into business. In  
1859, William Witt, a qualified pharmacist from England, opened a 
branch of his Beechworth-based pharmacy in Chiltern. His chemist shop, 
which is now known as 'Dow's Pharmacy' after its last  
previous owner, operated on site for the next 100 years. And where the 
chemists and doctors failed, undertakers were there to fill the void.93 
 
Town surveys 
 
Across the study area, the surveying of towns occurred generally after 
they had been settled. Beechworth was surveyed in June 1853, facilitating 
the sale of crown allotments, only a year after gold mining had first 
commenced in the immediate area. However, Beechworth's surveying 
was to prove relatively prompt when compared to those of many 
townships to follow. Yackandandah for example, was not officially 
surveyed as a town until 1856, three years after its initial settlement. 
Stanley was surveyed in 1857, four years after its establishment, and was 
not officially gazetted until 1861. In Chiltern and Barnawartha, crown 
 
90  Maginnity, op cit, p.15 and Lloyd, op cit, p.21 
91  Woods, op cit, pp.81,165 
92  Ibid, p.81 and p.28 
93  Craig, op cit, p.19; National Trust, op cit; Beechworth Carriage Museum 

features a funeral hearse carriage. In Rutherglen, the Victoria Hotel has a 
mortuary building at the back dating possibly from the 1860s [Maginnity, 
op cit]. 
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grants for town allotments which would facilitate the expansion of 
townships with permanent residents were not offered until 1852 and 1856 
respectively, many years after the first Europeans had arrived. Certainly, 
the failed townships of Carlyle and Haines, together with the tiny town 
settlement at Gooramadda demonstrated the perils of selecting township 
sites prior to the establishment of a permanent population which would 
ensure survival. However, Rutherglen, like Beechworth, which had 
developed into a substantial settlement within a year of gold being 
discovered there, obviously warranted prompt surveying, which took 
place in 1861.94 
 
Table 3 
Patterns of Establishment: Major Townships – Dates of Town Surveys 
  

 
Chiltern 1852 
Beechworth 1853 
Yackandandah  1856 
Barnawartha 1856 
Wahgunyah 1856 
Stanley 1857 
Rutherglen 1861 
  

 

The surveys of towns had effects on town environments in unexpected 
ways. At each location, surveyors set aside permanent cemetery reserves 
on the outskirts of towns. However by the time such reserves were set 
aside, not only had many 'unofficial' cemeteries already been created, but 
they had been well  
patronised too. Bodies had to be exhumed from the old cemeteries for 
reburial in the new. This was certainly the case in Beechworth where in 
1856, over 60 bodies were disinterred from the original cemetery located 
on the corner of Loch and Camp Streets. Bodies were reburied in the new 
Cemetery on Balaclava Road. Similarly in Yackandandah, the original 
cemetery which was located on the Public School site was moved to its 
present location in 1859. Records for the Stanley cemetery commence in 
1866, although earlier burials took place at St Peter's Catholic Church and 
elsewhere. In Chiltern, the confusion was on-going. In 1859, residents 
were instructed to use a newly surveyed cemetery on the Two Mile 
Creek, and to cease using the Indigo Burial Ground, where the ground 
was too hard. However, when the new  
cemetery was found to be too swampy ['Chiltern Old Cemetery'], burials 
continued at the old Indigo Cemetery site. Finally, a second 'new 
cemetery' was surveyed in 1881 ['Chiltern New Cemetery'].95  
 
Services and facilities 
 
Surveying offered townships official acknowledgment and identity. 
However, the provision of other services and facilities, such as police, 
post offices and schools, were critical to town development. The 

 
94  Woods, op cit, p.35; Reynolds, op cit, p.4; Craig, op cit, p.3; and Ashley, op 

cit, p.10. The Bank of Victoria [now NAB] in Rutherglen has a plaque on its 
wall marking the original point from which the town was surveyed. 

95  Sutherland, 1986, op cit ; Craig, op cit, p.18; and Ashley, op it., p.30 
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townships of the Ovens gold fields particularly, were in their day 'frontier 
towns' – rapidly growing, ethnically diverse communities, remote from 
the colony's main administrative centre of Melbourne. For these reasons, 
establishing a police presence was fundamental to the early life of most 
towns throughout the study area, particularly those in the grip of 'gold 
fever'. Police were among the first officials on the Ovens goldfields in 
1852. In Beechworth, a Police Station was constructed along side other 
government buildings in Ford Street, a stable-block constructed for the 
horses of the mounted police. In Yackandandah, the Police 
Commissioner's camp was established on high ground overlooking the 
town, the nearby creek soon becoming known as 'Commissioner's Creek'. 
Stanley, it seems, may have been serviced by mounted police from 
Beechworth, as a police warden was not appointed there until 1858. 
Conversely, Rutherglen's police camp was established within a matter of 
months of the first gold strike in 1860, although initially prisoners had to 
be taken to the lock-up in Chiltern.96 Perhaps the belated stationing of 
permanent police in Barnawartha and Wahgunyah, around 1872, served 
as a reminder that these towns had never had high enough populations, or 
perhaps enough trouble-makers, to warrant the attention attracted by the 
gold towns.97 
 
Additional status was conferred upon some towns by the construction of 
court houses. Beechworth in particular, where the first court sitting took 
place in 1854, was to have a branch of the Supreme Court. A substantial 
court house was built in 1858 and extended in 1865. Tenders were called 
for the court house at Stanley in 1859. Meanwhile, the burgeoning 
settlement of Rutherglen had to rely on primitive local facilities or the 
Court of Petty Sessions in Wahgunyah [built 1860] until it had a brick 
court house constructed in High Street in 1864. In Yackandandah, a  
court house was also built in 1864 to a Public Works Department design, 
but using distinctive local bricks and granite in the foundations. It was 
situated on the high ground with other administrative buildings. With the 
capacity to sentence people for their crimes, facilities to gaol people were 
also sought. While most Police Stations through the region would have 
lock-ups, and in Beechworth additional cells would be located beneath 
the Town Hall, for the purposes of permanent incarceration, the 
construction of a substantial granite gaol was commenced in Beechworth 
in 1858.98 
 
Perhaps equally as critical to the development of towns as the resources 
to police them, may have been the provision of postal facilities, for these 
were also an essential part of early town life. Until the arrival of trains in 
the north-east during the 1870s, all mail was delivered via coaches or 
horse. For example, Crawford & Co line of coaches won the mail 

 
96  Woods, op cit, p.12; Reynolds, op cit, p.8; Craig, op cit, p.16; and Lloyd, op 

cit, pp.22-23; 
97  Pendlebury, op cit, p.4; and McGivern, op cit, p.51. A police station was 

built in Wahgunyah in 1859 but was not permanently manned until around 
1872 [McGivern, op cit, pp.50-51] 

98  Woods, op cit, p.38 and p.76; Craig, op cit, p.16; McGivern, op cit, p.84 and 
Maginnity, op cit; Sutherland, 1986, op cit; Reynolds, op cit, p.8; and Tibbitts 
et al, op cit  

Police premises were erected in 
Wahgunyah in 1859, but there was 
a thirteen year delay before police 
were permanently stationed there 
[McGivern, 1983, p.51]. The 
Barnawartha police residence in 
Havelock Street was demolished in 
the 1970s, while the old station 
was used as a shed at the back of 
the 'Douglas Garage' 
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contract between Indigo and Chiltern in November 1860.99 Initially, 
many postal facilities were established in general stores, until such time 
as actual post offices  
were built. At Stanley, the Post Office was located in Mathieson's 
General Store from 1858, with over 11,000 letters being handled in 
1860.100 Moves by the colonial government to construct permanent post 
office buildings, usually in brick, took place in many towns during the 
early 1860s. Examples include the Rutherglen, Wahgunyah and Chiltern 
post offices, all built in 1863, and  
Yackandandah's new Post Office, in 1862.101 Although Beechworth's post 
office had been built in 1858, it was renovated in 1865 to include a 
magnificent bell tower and clock, its new appearance befitting its status 
as the major postal centre of the region.102 
 
Schools were also an integral part of town life. In the majority of towns 
across the study area schools were established by church  
groups, prior to the enactment of legislation in the early 1860s  
which set up non-denominational common schools across the colony. Early 
schools included a Catholic Church school at Barnawartha in 1859, and a 
Church of England School, which was set up in Yackandandah in 1855. 
Following the introduction of the Common Schools Act, non-sectarian 
schools were established at virtually every town, including small 
settlements such as Lilliput and Browns Plains. This was followed by a 
building program in the 1870s. New public schools, built in brick, were 
erected for example 
at Stanley and Yackandandah [1872], Hurdle Flat and Rutherglen [1873], 
and Barnawartha [1874].103 
 

 
 

 
99  Lloyd, op cit, p.22 
100  Craig, op cit, p.16 
101  Maginnity, op cit; Ashley, op cit, p.44; McGivern, op cit, p.137; and 

Sutherland, 1986, op cit 
102  Woods, op cit, p.76 
103  McGivern, op cit, p.55; Reynolds, op cit, p.4; Sutherland, 1986, op cit; Craig, 

op cit; Pendlebury, op cit, p.19; and Maginnity, op cit 
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Local government authorities 
 
Most local government authorities across the study area commenced in 
the 1860s with the establishment of Municipalities run by Councils, and 
Road Districts which were administered by Boards. Beechworth was the 
first to have a local government authority when it was proclaimed a 
Municipality in 1856. A Town  
Hall was completed there in 1859. Chiltern and Rutherglen were to 
follow as Municipalities in 1862. The Shire of Yackandandah was formed 
in 1864, and a Shire Hall was subsequently built. Stanley established a 
Road District in 1862, with Beechworth and Wooragee Road Districts 
being established in the following year. However, by 1866 these three 
Boards amalgamated to become the Beechworth Shire. Rutherglen was 
proclaimed a Road District in 1862, and the Indigo Road District, 
covering the Chiltern area, in 1871. In 1870 under the Shire Statute 
Amendment Act, Road Districts and Municipal Shires began to 
amalgamate. The Shire of Rutherglen and the United Shire of 
Beechworth were formed in 1871, the Shire of Chiltern forming in 
1874.104 
 
Local government authorities ensured the provision of basic public works 
and services such as road making, sanitation, a regular water supply and 
recreation areas. In Beechworth, an initial priority was road-making. On 
specifications from the surveyor-general, Beechworth was afforded broad 
streets, capable of sustaining heavy coach traffic, adding to the 
impression that this was a town of substance. Other public works 
included wooden drains, restrictions on the construction of cess pools, 
and a public well.105 In later years, Beechworth would have impressive 
granite drains installed along its streets. In 1863 the local authorities  
ensured that Rutherglen would be the first town in the north-east to have 
street-lighting with the installation of kerosene lamps, whereas in 
Chiltern, priorities were raising the streets, constructing gutters, and 
bridging water channels.106 In 1873, Chiltern began to benefit from water 
supplies sourced from the Barambogie Springs. The following year, the 
Lake Kerferd water works in Beechworth were finally completed, after 
more than a decade of planning. Lake King was also excavated as water 
supply to the township of Rutherglen, although by the 1880s, the area 
was also used for public amenity.107 By the 1870s, public parks and 
gardens had found their way onto the agenda of Shire Councils. The 
Beechworth Town Hall Gardens were laid out in 1875 and the Chiltern 
Park in 1879.  
 

 
104  Woods, op cit, pp.71, 75; Sutherland, 1986, op cit ; McKenzie, op cit, p.10; 

Craig, op cit, p.22; Maginnity, op cit, p.17; Tibbitts, et al, op cit; and Ashley, 
op cit, pp.38,53,59 

105  Woods, op cit, p.75 
106  McGivern, op cit, p.161; and Ashley, op cit, p.36 
107  Ashley, op cit, p.48; Woods, op cit, p.126; and Maginnity, op cit  
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By the time local government authorities had amalgamated into shires, 
the economic prosperity associated with the early gold rushes was 
beginning to wane. By the mid 1870s, the shires had brought their towns 
water supplies, serviceable roads and gardens. Substantial school 
buildings and post offices had been constructed. However, the 
populations of the larger townships such as Beechworth and Chiltern 
ceased to grow.108 Some of the smaller townships whose economies were 
heavily dependent on gold mining such as Stanley were slowly but 
steadily declining. Throughout the late 1850s and early 1860s, 
Beechworth's councillors had procured and supported the building of 
government facilities. This government investment in Beechworth, which 
had developed the administrative functions of the town, helped to act as a 
buffer against economic downturn once gold started to peter out. 
Nevertheless, townships servicing pastoral and agricultural areas such as 
Benalla and Wangaratta, were beginning a slow march towards regional 
prominence.  
 
Table 4   Population - Towns [unless specified] 
  

Year 1854 1857 1861 1871 1881 
Barnawartha - - 20 14 146 
Beechworth  1275  3040  2317  2866  2399 
   [Municipality] 
Benalla  297  -  557  830  1654 
Chiltern  -  -  1100  1212  1243 
Stanley   - 4064  503  385  397 
   [Mining District] 
Rutherglen  -  -  1186  616  484 
 
Wangaratta  503  -  612  1469  1331 
Wahgunyah  -  -  225  314  452 
Yackandandah  460  1733  360  552  482 
 [On diggings][On diggings] 
Wodonga  34  -  -  359  788  
[Belvoir] 
  

 
108  Victorian Census, 1861-1881 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chiltern Park, n.d. 
Source: 
Margaret Sutherland, postcard 
collection 
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From the economic prosperity of the 1850s, through to the gradually 
changing circumstances of the 1870s, the townspeople of the study area 
were concerned not only with making a living, and with ensuring that 
their towns had sufficient government facilities and public works. For as 
much as towns were about economic development, they were also about 
cultural development. The townsfolk wished to make for themselves a 
way of life. 
 
Cultural institutions 
 
Among the first cultural institutions to be established from town to town 
were Christian churches and Sze Yup temples. The Chinese [largely 
Cantonese Sze Yup] communities erected temples in the Chinese quarters 
of each town. These were commonly timber structures, and therefore not 
as enduring physically as many Christian churches. Of the Christian 
denominations, the largest congregations in towns across the study area 
were Church of England and Roman Catholic, with Presbyterians and 
Wesleyan Methodist congregations being the next largest in number. 
Other minor denominations in the Murray District included 
Congregationalists, Baptists, Lutherans and other Protestants. At least as 
common as these denominations were non-Christian eastern religions. 109 
Although churches were among the earliest substantial buildings in towns 
such as Beechworth and Yackandandah, in many smaller towns religious 
services were held in alternative venues until funds were available for 
church building. The Holy Trinity Church of England was built in 
Yackandandah of granite quarried from Commissioner's Creek in 1860. 
However, in Stanley, the Public Room was used for Anglican, Methodist 
and Presbyterian services from 1857 until the 1870s. In Wahgunyah, the 
first Roman Catholic mass was said under a tree in 1869.110 
 
The 1854 Victorian Census illustrated that Yackandandah was 
proportionately a more Catholic a town than Beechworth, where the 
Church of England was the most common denomination. Stanley had 
twice as many Presbyterians as Methodists. In 1870, a  
Presbyterian Church was built there, which in design echoed the simple 
Presbyterian churches of Scotland. This may have been a reflection of the 
strength of the Scottish community in that town, as were the Holly trees 
planted there.111 Approximately two thirds of all the Methodists in the 
Murray District in 1854 were concentrated on the Beechworth and 
Yackandandah gold fields, and once again this may have been a 
reflection of the number of Cornish miners working in the area. Early 
Methodist Churches were built in Beechworth in 1857, and in 
Yackandandah in 1860 where services had commenced in 1855.112  
 

 
109  Census, 1854 
110  Sutherland, 1986, op cit, p.16; Craig, op cit ; and McGivern, op cit, p.144. 

This 'Mass tree' is now a landmark in its own right. 
111  Craig, op cit, p.12 
112  Sutherland, 1986, op cit; and Woods, op cit, p.89 
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Other prominent cultural institutions were libraries, museums and 
facilities for self education. The Stanley community was able to build a 
Public Room and Athenaeum in 1857, paid for by public subscription.113 
As with cultural facilities in other towns, the  
Athenaeum in Stanley preceded the building of many of the town's 
churches may indicate the broad-base of public support for such facilities 
at the time. Tenders were called for the building of  
the Chiltern Athenaeum in 1866. Only a few years before, the residents of 
Beechworth had built a museum, adjoining their  
public library, as a memorial to their former police superintendent Robert 
O'Hara Burke. The classically styled Yackandandah Athenaeum was built 
somewhat later in 1878, and housed 3000 books for the local Book Club, 
which had been established in 1867.114 
 
Sport and recreation 
 
The social and cultural life of towns also revolved around sporting 
events. From the earliest days of the Ovens gold fields, the principal 
sporting interests were cricket and football. The forming of representative 
sporting teams helped new towns establish a sense of identity, and 
competition between teams, which commenced in the 1850s, fostered 
inter-district rivalry. Sporting events also continued to draw visitors to 
Beechworth during the 1860s,  
'... reinforcing the town's prominent position in the north-east. 
The All England Eleven cricket team challenged and defeated the Ovens 
Twenty-Two in January 1862 in a match played on the Beechworth 
racecourse ground before 900 spectators'.115  
 
During the 1880s, the Lake Moodemere Aboriginal community 
demonstrated their sporting prowess. The Lake Moodemere Cricket Club, 
its playing members mainly Aborigines from the Lake Moodemere 
Reserve, joined the Rutherglen and District Cricket Association during 
the 1880s. They were successful in competition, winning several 
premierships.116   
 
Wahgunyah's position as a border town and a river port influenced its 
sporting life. In 1868 Wahgunyah hosted an inter-colonial cricket match 
before a large crowd. The rowing matches which had been held between 
river-boat crews eager to pass the time while their boats were in port, 
introduced a new sport to the district. By 1860, this casual competition 
had evolved into a formal 'Rowing Regatta'. In 1861, the Regatta was 
attended by 3,000 spectators, and featured competitors from Albury, 
Beechworth, Rutherglen and from various squatters' settlements along the 
river. Two years later, the Regatta was transferred to Lake Moodemere, 
the Lake remaining an important venue for competitive rowing in the 
district.117 
 

 
113  Craig, op cit, p.10 
114  Sutherland, op cit 
115  Woods, op cit, p.123 
116  Lloyd, op cit, p.231 
117  Ibid, pp.41, 62 
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However, although such team sports fostered inter-district rivalry from 
the 1850s onwards, 'the most popular sport and the one that eventually 
featured at all centres of the Ovens goldfields, was horseracing'.118 Every 
town, no matter how small, had a racecourse and picnic ground, these 
facilities being central to the social life of the town. In Beechworth, as 
early as 1855, a grandstand, betting ring and refreshment booths were 
erected on Pennyweight Flat. By 1870 the extensive racecourse and 
recreation reserve with its border of shady trees, large grandstand, second 
new grandstand for subscribers and families, new saddling paddock with 
sheltered stalls, a stewards' room, jockeys' room and weighing room, was 
one of the best between Sydney and Melbourne.119 The Rutherglen 
Jockey Club began meeting at the Star Hotel in 1864, where they selected 
a site for the racecourse, races running the following year.  
 
By 1866, the Wahgunyah races, which had already been running for some 
years at the track near Sunday Creek, had substantial prize money on 
offer. Other towns to run horseraces from the 1860s onwards were 
Chiltern and Barnawartha.120 In Chiltern, the Horse and Jockey Hotel also 
attested to the general popularity of horseracing in the region.  

 
Halls, public parks and recreation reserves became the focus of other 
social activities. In Stanley the Temperance Hall, built during the early 
1870s, was a venue for balls, concerts, dinners, dances and political 
meetings. The area around Lake Kerferd hosted some large regattas and 
picnics, which were attended by people from Stanley and Beechworth 
through the 1870s. Friendly societies became popular in the study area 
through the 1860s and 1870s, as did Temperance groups. For example, 
Stanley had several friendly societies, including the Ancient Order of 
Rechabites, established in 1869, the Ancient Order to Foresters [1865] 
and the Manchester Unity of Independent Oddfellows [1862].121 Halls, 
and sometimes hotels, were also used for the meetings of these groups 
and other professional associations. Stanley's Public Room hosted the 
meetings of local improvement societies such as the Nine Mile 
Prospecting Association, and the Nine Mile Mutual Improvement 
Society.122 Organisations such as the Manchester Unity of Independent 
Oddfellows built their own halls from town to town, for example in 
Stanley [c.1872], while the Freemasons established lodges across the 
region, establishing the first lodge in the district at Beechworth in 
1856.123  
 
However the depth and diversity of the cultural life of the towns of study 
area is perhaps best represented by the way in which the people of these 
towns chose to commemorate and involve themselves in the cultural, 
social and political life of the world around them. Events in Europe were 
close to the hearts of many people on the gold fields. In Beechworth, the 
battles of the Crimean War [1853-1856] were commemorated in the 

 
118  Woods, op cit, p.39 
119  Woods, op cit, p.123  
120  Lloyd, op cit, p.41; and Pendlebury, op cit, p.59 
121  Craig, op cit, pp.19-24 
122  Ibid, p.10 
123  Woods, op cit, p.123 
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naming of streets - Alma, Balaclava, Inkermann. In the Woolshed valley, 
the name of the settlement 'Sebastopol' similarly referred to a Crimean  
battle. In 1870, an oak tree was planted at the Stanley Athenaeum 
Reserve to commemorate the Franco-Prussian War.124 
 
Individuals were involved in the arts, creating a cultural legacy for future 
generations. English immigrant artist and goldminer, Edward Hulme of 
Stanley, depicted scenes of North-Eastern Victoria during the 1850s and 
recorded his experiences in A Settler's 35 Years' Experience in Victoria; 
A.W. Eustace of Chiltern painted events and bush scenes on gum leaves 
from the 1850s; while Aboriginal artist Tommy McRae sketched from 
memory and description events from his childhood involving the 
interaction of Aborigines and European settlers. Writer William Howitt 
recorded and publish his experiences of travelling through the Ovens 
goldfields in the 1850s, in his epic travelogue Land, Labour and Gold; 
and author 'Henry Handel' [Florence Ethel] Richardson would 
immortalise childhood memories of 'Lakeview', her family home in 
Chiltern in the 1870s, in the novels Ultima Thule and The Fortunes of 
Richard Mahoney. In 1879, an articulate but desperate young man named 
Ned Kelly dictated an 8,000 word letter detailing among other things the 
plight of rural selectors disillusioned with a land acquisition system 
which saw the wealthy squatters of the region retain the most productive 
land. The 'Jerilderie letter' would subsequently become the focus of much 
attention by historians. Kelly's central concerns were unrelated to town 
life. He was commenting on a battle being fought in the countryside. 
Kelly was concerned with the politics of land settlement.  
 
 
3.6 THE SELECTION DECADES 1860 TO 1880 
 
'The most important development of the 1850s however lay not in the new 
towns, or the establishment of the river trade, or the ecological damage 
caused by the diggers. It lay in the development of agriculture as an 
apparently viable land-use system, an alternative to the extensive grazing 
systems of the squatters. The economic success of agricultural 
development in the 1850s became the critical prelude to and rationale for 
selection'.125 
 
By the early 1850s, the imminent expiry of the squatters' 14 year leases 
[introduced in 1847] in Victoria made the question of who would occupy 
the land in the future a pressing one.126 Following the expiry of their 
leases, the squatters were limited to a pre-emptive right of 640 acres, and 
although they could purchase additional land at auction they could only 
lease land on an annual basis.127 

 

 
124  Craig, op cit, p.11 
125  John McQuilton, The Kelly Outbreak 1878-1880: the Geographical Dimension of 
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126  M. Lake, ‘The Trials of Ellen Kelly’ in M. Lake & F. Kelly [eds], Double Time – 

Women in Victoria – 150 Years, Penguin, Ringwood, 1985, p.88 
127  McQuilton, 1979, op cit, p.18 
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With the new gold communities of the 1850s, mixed farming, which had 
previously been confined to the coastal districts of south-eastern 
Australia, spread inland. After 1854, land was released for auction in 
selected parishes close to the goldfields and established villages.128 In 
1855, Beechworth-Yackandandah became the first of six agricultural 
districts to be established in north-east Victoria between 1855 and 
1860.129 Farms ranging in size from two to ninety acres were put up for 
sale at the Three Mile in 1855, with further farms being made available in 
Wooragee the following year.130 However, due to the limited area of 
arable land and the spreading activity of miners, as an agricultural district 
Beechworth-Yackandandah quickly lost importance, with other 
agricultural districts gaining prominence.131 
  
By 1860, three distinct rural groups were evident in the districts of the 
study area. The squatters remained the most powerful group, financially 
more secure than they had been a decade before and already large land 
owners in their own right. The farmer communities were small and 
limited in extent. The third group were the diggers, who, as gold yields 
declined began to clamour for access to the land.132 
 
The Land Acts 
 
In 1860, 1862 and 1865, parliament passed Land Acts in order to convert 
non-freehold land into small pastoral holdings. These Acts made it 
possible for a man or a widow to select up to 320 acres of crown land 
other than town land, reserves or goldfields. The Acts also allowed for 
smaller 20 acre farms to be established in the vicinity of goldfields.133 
 
The Land Acts were designed to settle persons of limited means on the 
land and to encourage agricultural production.134 The legislators 
envisaged the establishment of a 'yeomanry', by which  
they meant independent freeholders, neither employers of labourers nor 
employees but people who, with the help of their families, would work 
the land themselves. The selectors were thus  
required by law to reside on their land and to cultivate it. 135  For these 
families, the initial clearing and fencing of land were formidable tasks. 
 
The selection process placed squatters in direct competition with selectors 
for control of the land. Many of the region's squatters retained large 
portions of their original runs during selection through the process of 
'dummying'. Another method of retaining control of the land relied on 
'peacocking', selecting strategically placed land order to render all 
adjacent land useless. Consequently, despite the large numbers of 
independent selectors in the district, it would still be many years before 

 
128  McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.16 
129  Griffiths 1987, op cit, p.14 and McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.16 
130  Woods, op cit, p.107 
131  Griffiths 1987, op cit, p.14 and McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.17. 'Wattlegrove' 

house and farm at Wooragee may be a farm from this early period. 
132  McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.18; and Lake, op cit, p.88 
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the agricultural empires of the region's squatters would cease to dominate 
the economic scene.  
 
The Land Acts were to fundamentally alter the pattern of land settlement, 
which prevailed in the study area. The population of north-east Victoria 
had been concentrated on the gold fields with Beechworth as its 
epicentre. Under the land acts the previous total of alienated land 
doubled. The population of the area shifted from Beechworth and its 
surrounds to agricultural centres.136 
 
The squatters who took up vast tracks of land in the late 1830s and 1840s, 
had brought with them sheep and cattle. Cattle grazing had been 
particularly favoured by squatters during the period of early settlement, as 
cattle were hardier than sheep. Cattle could travel faster and further 
without water '… important factors in the rush to find land where 
preference went to the first man'. Cattle were also seen as more versatile 
than sheep, as they could provide milk and meat, and be used as draught 
animals. Therefore the earliest pastoral pursuits in the study area 
concerned grazing cattle.137  
 
During the gold rushes, most squatters of the region were astute enough 
to capitalise on the advantages offered by the sudden influx of a large 
mining population. Virtually overnight, an enormous market for 
foodstuffs had been created. Increasingly, squatters farmed cattle with the 
intention of supplying meat to the local market. They also took up the 
large-scale cultivation of cereal and vegetable crops.138 With the profits, 
they built for themselves substantial homes, secure in the knowledge that 
the land they acquired through pre-emptive rights, mainly during the 
1850s, was freehold. An example of such a house is 'The Hermitage', a 
two storey stone house, built north of Barnawartha near the Murray River 
in 1852/54 for David Reid, following his move from Yackandandah.139 
 
Local materials, including locally quarried stone and bricks fired in local 
or on-site kilns, were frequently used to construct homesteads for 
selectors. A notable example is 'Koendidda', an impressive double storey 
house on the banks of the Indigo Creek  
in Pooley's Road, built during the 1860s. The bricks used in the building 
were made from clay from the site, all the timber used in the building was 
pitsawn ironbark from the property, and the granite window sills were cut 
in Beechworth.140 'Barnawartha House' and winery was established in 
1858, and purchased by German born George Gehrig in 1867. A 
substantial two-storey bell tower was added onto the house in 1870, also 
made from bricks fired on the property. At Wooragee, a more modest 
house, 'Wattle Grove' was built using local granite, and farmers took to 
using local stone in the construction of many farm buildings. 
 

 
136  Lennon 1989, op cit, p.26; and McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.18 
137  McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.11 
138  Ibid 
139  Woods, op cit, p.111 and Pendlebury, op cit, p.16 
140  Pendlebury, op cit, p.16 
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The development of agricultural industries 
 
Despite the early predominance of the squatters, by the end of the 1850s 
the recently formed agricultural districts of the region accounted for more 
of the acreage under cultivation than did that held by the squatters. In 
these districts, the initial focus had been on the production of grain crops, 
particularly wheat, oats and pasture for both human consumption and hay 
for horses and livestock.141 However, by 1860, the farming areas within 
the study area had diversified their agricultural production, specialising to 
suit market and environmental conditions.  
 
In the north of the study area, the open riverine plains were clearly suited 
to growing wheat, barley and oats, and to raising beef cattle and sheep. In 
the Barnawartha district, the first wheat was successfully grown in Upper 
Indigo, in an area known as Rocky Flat. By 1860, many local farmers 
were supplying their wheat to the Indigo Flour Mill. Throughout the 
1860s and 1870s, wheat would remain the major crop in the plains 
region, with over 60 per cent of cultivated acreage under that crop. In the 
Rutherglen district tobacco was also common, with a tobacco factory 
being established there by 1865. Maize, fruit and vegetables all became 
popular along the rich flats of the Indigo Creek.142 
 
Around Stanley, Yackandandah, Bruarong, and even Beechworth, where 
the rainfall was higher and the climate cooler, other agricultural ventures 
including orchards, and vegetable crops such as potatoes and maize were 
possible. In the Beechworth-Yackandandah district, the proximity of 
large towns also led to the early development of dairying. Irrigation made 
a successful local debut at Wooragee.143 
 
The gold rushes created a ready market for grapes and wine. The 
relationship between wine and gold was vital to the good start given to 
the region's nineteenth century wine industry. Dunstan points out how 
grape growing was one of the earliest rural hinterland activities, while 
winemaking ranked among the earliest agricultural and manufacturing 
achievements of Beechworth, Yackandandah, and what would eventually 
become the important winemaking centre of Rutherglen.144 
 
The first viticulturist and winemaker of any consequence in the 
Rutherglen district was Lindsay Brown, whose vineyard at Gooramadda 
was located eight kilometres from Rutherglen. Between 1862 and 1865, 
he was followed by a succession of small land holders, among them 
William Chambers, Anton Ruche and John Graham, all of whom grew 
grapes. It is interesting to note that as late as 1865 no Rutherglen 
vineyard was larger than six acres, and the total area under vine was still 
only 42 acres. However, by the following year, this area had expanded to 
157 acres.145 
 
 
141  McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.17 
142  Pendlebury, op cit, pp.4 and 9; McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.20;  and McGivern, 
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Between 1864 and 1866, G.F. Morris established a simple ten acre 
vineyard at his property Fairfield, Browns Plains, with his neighbour 
Hugh Fraser also establishing the Olive Hills vineyard. In 1865 
Wahgunyah hoteliers James Scott, and Camille Reau, also became 
involved, creating the St Leonards and Tuileries vineyards respectively. 
The beginnings of a substantial wine industry were also to be found 
elsewhere in the region. G.P. Gehrig was one of several early German 
winemakers in Barnawartha, while a fellow countryman, Dr Adolph 
Mueller, planted his vineyard at Yackandandah in 1863.146 
 
By 1870, Hugh Fraser at Olive Hills had become probably the region's 
largest winemaker, while others including George Morris at Fairfield, 
former coach operators George Rae and William Thorpe at Mount Prior, 
and George Sutherland Smith of All Saints, had also expanded their 
holdings. The expansion was aided in part by the ready availability of 
cheap Chinese labour. All Saints at Wahgunyah  
and Olive Hills at Browns Plains recruited Chinese labour to assist in the 
pruning of vines and harvesting of grapes. The sight of Chinese in the 
vineyards of the Rutherglen district would become commonplace in the 
1880s. At All Saints barrack-style accommodation for these itinerant farm 
workers was built.147 
 
Despite all this activity, the relative remoteness of Rutherglen from the 
city centres meant that winemakers sending produce to market had heavy 
cartage expenses to pay. These additional expenses retarded the industry 
until the north-eastern railway was connected to Rutherglen in 1879. The 
rail link provided the district with a proper commercial link with 
Melbourne, allowing the industry to undergo a more rapid expansion 
during the 1880s. 
 
Interested farmers formed local agricultural societies to encourage and 
support the cultivation of a wide range of secondary crops. Agricultural 
Shows provided a forum in which networks of communication regarding 
farming expertise could be established. Regional ploughing matches run 
by local agricultural societies were designed to fill both a social and 
instructive function. New methods of ploughing and harvesting, new 
sowing techniques, means of combating disease such as rust in wheat, 
and new wheat strains were discussed and displayed at these gatherings. 

148 The Chiltern, Barnawartha and Indigo Agricultural and Horticultural 
Society was formed in 1863 and held its first show in March 1864, shows 
continuing until the end of last century.149 Many other such Agricultural 
and Horticultural Societies formed in the study area during the 1860s [eg: 
Rutherglen, 1861].  
 
By the end of the selection decades of the 1860s and 1870s, mixed 
farming systems were widespread across the study area. On the plains, 
wheat-sheep combinations predominated while elsewhere in the study 
area agricultural pursuits consisted of mixed farming, involving broad-

 
146  Ibid, pp.112 and 114 
147  Ibid, pp.115-116 
148  McQuilton 1979, op cit, pp.21-22 
149  Pendlebury, op cit, p.10 
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acre and vegetable crops, beef cattle, dairying and sheep.150 An 1885 
letter from Georgina Sutherland of the Indigo Valley to her cousin in 
England describes farming practice at this time: 
‘… We have finished putting in our crop the latter end of June. We have 
in about 70 acres of crop this year. The milking cows during the summer 
months average 4 lb butter each and during the winter months 2 lb each. 
It is selling at 1/6d per pound. The cattle here abouts is not hand fed, 
only running on the natural grass. There is no such thing as clover fields 
here. Fat bullocks, 5 years at present, is averaging from £11 to £12 per 
head. In spring time work £7 to £8 per head. We have 800 head of sheep 
… 
This is not a good locality for oats but very suitable for wheat and vines. 
Wheat generally 18 bushels per acres. The vines average 200 gallons of 
wine per acre. This season wine is only worth 1/6 per gallon, 6 months 
after maturing. It is considerably lower this year than previous years. We 
have 1,400 acres of freehold land … Last summer was very severe on 
stock … In summer there are mobs of travelling sheep from 5,000 to 
10,000 sheep passing every week or two up the country for grass and 
water…’151 
 
Timber and quarrying 
 
Timber getting and sawmilling was another industry transforming the 
countryside during the selection decades. The first 'sawmills' used pit-
sawing, whereby a log drawn slowly across a pit about eight feet deep 
was cut by a long saw pushed and pulled between one man in the pit and 
another about it. 'Sawpit gullies' all over Victoria testify to the 
widespread use of this method. Timber mills were established as early as 
the 1850s at Spring Creek, becoming more common during the 1860s at 
locations such as Stanley, Chiltern, Rutherglen and Barnawartha. Other 
milling settlements were located at Twist's Creek, between 
Yackandandah and Hurdle Flat, and at Clear Creek, between 
Hillsborough and Yackandandah. Mills could be water-powered, or 
steam-operated, such as the mills at Rutherglen and Stanley. They were 
supplied with timber via tramways - wooden rails laid on closely packed 
sleepers over which horses pulled trolleys carrying logs. The mills 
produced building timbers, mine props and shingles. In Barnawartha, a 
red gum milling trade supplied fuel to paddle steamers. In the 1870s, red 
gum was harvested to provide sleepers for the North-Eastern Railway.152 
 
During the 1870s, concern for over-cutting led to an export duty being 
imposed on timber, and the number of mills dropped dramatically. In 
Stanley for example, saw-mills operated by Lang, Trinca, Attree, Ellis, 
the Simpson Brothers and De Piazza and Pini had been established in the 
1860s. However, by the 1880s, few mills were still operating there, with 
the exception of J.C. Simpson at Back Creek, who had bought out his 
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brothers. Elsewhere, many saw-millers would eventually cut themselves 
out of business.153 
 
Yet another rural industry which exploited natural resources was that of 
quarrying. A quarry on Commissioner's Creek at Yackandandah, and 
others in Beechworth, supplied those towns with granite for many 
buildings. Granite blocks were also cut from Colston's quarry on the 
southern end of Mt. Lady Franklin for use in the sidings at the 
Barnawartha and Albury Railway Stations. Granite facings from this 
quarry were also supplied for the original road bridge in Barnawartha, 
across the Indigo Creek.154 There were also quarries at Rutherglen and 
Browns Plains.155 
 
The dawn of the railway era 
 
At the close of the first selection decade in 1869, a shift in population 
away from the goldfields to the more agriculturally  
viable lands to the west had already begun. However, the major catalyst 
for continued regional change came with building of the North Eastern 
Railway in 1873. For years, local residents had been petitioning the 
government for the construction of a railway line, forming a North East 
Railway League, which had committees in Chiltern, Rutherglen, 
Wahgunyah and elsewhere. Successful in their efforts, the railway line 
passed through Benalla, Chiltern and Barnawartha to Wodonga in 1873. 
It by-passed Beechworth and Yackandandah. Although a branch line 
would be built out to Beechworth three years later, the town had already 
begun its slow but steady decline.156 
 
Prior to the building of the North Eastern Railway, agricultural products, 
such as flour from Barnawartha's Indigo Flour Mill, had been taken by 
bullock teams to local markets or to be loaded onto paddle-steamers from 
wharves at Wahgunyah, Red Bank or Gehrig's.157 From here, the products 
were taken downstream to markets in South Australia. 
 
However, with the coming of the railways, paddle steamers and bullock 
teams were no longer the major means of transporting agricultural 
produce to market. When a branch of the railway line was built out to 
Wahgunyah from Springhurst in 1879, it  
effectively ended the usefulness of the Port of Wahgunyah as a major 
transport node. Rutherglen, on the other hand, would become a major 
bulk grain railhead.158 
 
With continued pressure from local residents, a line to Beechworth was 
completed in 1876. Locals successfully argued that the poor roads and high 
freight rates to Melbourne had inhibited the development of the Ovens 
district. However, support for the railway to Beechworth had been 
 
153  Lennon 1992, op cit, p.41; McKenzie, op cit, p.11; and Craig, op cit, p.43 
154  Pendlebury, op cit, p.8. Remnants of this bridge are still seen today. 
155  Pers. comm. Barry Deas 1998 
156  McQuilton 1979, op cit, pp19-20; Woods, op cit, p.130; and Lloyd, op cit, p.48 
157  Pendlebury, op cit, p.4; Bentley, K. & L. 1983. River of Islands : Charts of the 

River Murray – Yarrawonga to the Hume Dam, Adelaide, pp.48-49 
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criticised in parliament. Beechworth was a town in decline, and the railway 
would constitute the last of major government expenditure on the town.159 
 
Generally however, the railway lines offered the region's farmers access 
to new markets for their produce, both in Melbourne, and via its port, to 
overseas markets. Greater access to such markets other than those of the 
goldfields allowed agriculture to assume a regional prominence greater 
than gold mining. At the close of the first decade of rail transport, the 
shift in population away from the gold towns and closer the agricultural 
centres of Benalla and Wangaratta had become a reality. Benalla in 
particular far outstripped the growth of other regional towns during the 
decade ending 1880.160 
 
The selection decades of the 1860s and 1870s 'fostered the development 
of a new social group, the selector-farmer, and transformed a regional 
landscape within the space of twenty years. But the selection period was 
not only a period of profound geographical change: they were also 
decades of social antagonism'.161 The 1870s particularly was also a 
period made more memorable through the activities of the Kelly Gang. 
 
When police finally apprehended bushranger Ned Kelly and his Gang in 
an horrific siege at the new railway town of Glenrowan in June 1880, 
they brought to an end a dramatic sequence of events which was to be 
become one of the most infamous episodes in Australian colonial history. 
Police had been pursuing the Kelly Gang since Ned and Dan Kelly had 
become wanted for the attempted murder of a policeman at their 
homestead in April 1878. During this time, the Gang had killed three 
policemen in a gun battle at Stringybark Creek, robbed banks in Jerilderie 
and Euroa, and, in the Woolshed Valley at the house of Anton Wick, had 
murdered Aaron Sherritt, who had turned police informer. 
 
The events at Glenrowan in 1880 saw the Gang dismantle railway tracks in 
an attempt to derail a train full of police bound for Glenrowan. They waited 
for the derailment to occur at the Glenrowan Inn, having taken its patrons 
hostage. Protected by armour made of ploughshares, it was their intention 
to fight it out with any survivors from the train wreck. However, when one 
of the patrons of the Inn, a local named Curnow, managed to talk the Gang 
into releasing him, he was able to warn the police. What followed was a 
prolonged siege at the Glenrowan Inn, the Gang fighting a gun battle with 
fifty six police in which Joe Byrne and three of the hostages would be 
killed by police bullets. The eventual capture of Ned Kelly drew the siege 
to an end, with police releasing remaining hostages before setting the hotel 
alight.  
 
In many ways, the exploits of the Kelly Gang owed a lot to the social 
antagonism associated with the Land Acts. McQuilton concluded that the 
settlement of north-east Victoria under the Land Acts had brought about a 
fundamental landscape change, which in turn gave rise to the social 
conditions that allowed and supported the emergence of Kelly's form of 

 
159  Woods, op cit, pp.129-130 
160  Victorian Census, 1871-1881 
161  McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.23 
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'social banditry'. Selection had produced a divided rural community. The 
landscape transformation from squatting runs into small mixed farming 
enterprises had been, through the design of the Land Acts, rapid, bringing 
squatters and selectors into direct competition for limited land resources. 
This was a rural community in which both poverty stricken selectors 
struggling to make a living from small rural holdings, and wealthy 
squatters, lived side by side.162 

 
The Gang members, with their selection backgrounds and close ties to the 
selector communities, were given tacit support in the form of widespread 
sympathy.163 John Molony has stated that to his sympathisers, Ned Kelly 
was the one among them who most clearly embodied their own sense of 
grievance and injustice at a system in which wealthy squatters, using 
questionable practices, retained most of the productive land, while being 
protected by corrupt police.164 Ned Kelly was a criminal, but his actions 
also entailed social protest, and he may have seen himself as acting in the 
tradition of Irish rebellion against figures of English authority. Indeed, he 
burned mortgage papers in banks at Jerilderie and Euroa, and in the 
Jerilderie Letter of 1879, he addressed the 'peacocking' of land by local 
squatters in the north-east region. It is questionable as to whether such a 
Gang could have found such widespread support at any other time or 
place in Australia's history. 
 
Both the eventual downfall of the Kelly Gang, and the longevity of the 
Kelly Legend may also owe a lot to the railway system which had been 
established during the 1870s, also transforming the countryside. The 
North Eastern Railway was the means of transporting enough police into 
north-east Victoria to eventually bring down Ned Kelly and his Gang. 
The railway line was of course the focus for the final siege at Glenrowan. 
By the same token, it also provided the transport for photographers and 
reporters to come and report on the scenes at Glenrowan virtually  
as they unfolded. Reporters from the large Melbourne newspapers were 
also readily able to witness first-hand Ned Kelly standing trial at the 
Court House in Beechworth. These reports would make Ned Kelly a 
legend in his own time. 

 
Ned Kelly's hanging in Melbourne Gaol at the age of twenty-five formed 
a sombre note at the close of 1880. Mining had lost its regional 
prominence. Within the space of twenty years, the landscape had been 
transformed, and a pattern of regional land settlement vastly different to 
what had gone before had been established. 
 
3.7 THE IMPACT OF THE RAILWAY 1880 TO 1920 
 
The Towns 
 
By the 1880s the towns had developed into rural service centres. They 
collected and distributed goods; some had facilities for processing the 
 
162  McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.187 
163  Ibid 
164  J. Molony, 'Ned Kelly in Folklore and Legend', in R. Edwards [ed.], 
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raw materials from the countryside, such as flour-mills, butter factories, 
sawmills and tanneries. The larger towns supplied government services in 
health, education, and law and order, as well as a varying range of retail, 
entertainment and cultural services. 
 
Their ability to supply rural services depended largely on their access to 
their surrounds and to markets. Hence the importance in this period of the 
new railway connections, which linked the towns, and through them the 
countryside, to a greater number of distant market and supply places, 
especially Melbourne. The railways affected the fortunes of individual 
towns. They established some, particularly those on the main line, as 
district depots with cheap and easy access to the wider world. At the 
same time, they often cruelled local production, for example breweries, 
by providing what might be better quality metropolitan goods at lower 
prices. There were shifts in town functions with the advent of the railway. 
 
Table 5 
Town Population, 1881 
  

 

Barnawartha 146  Yackandandah 482 

Beechworth 2399    

Chiltern 1243    

Stanley 397  Wangaratta 1331 

Rutherglen 484  Wodonga 788 
  

 
Chiltern, for example, seems to have been fortunate in the 1880s with not 
only the advent of the railway, but also the new interest in deep lead 
mining. A visitor's description of the town in 1889, shows how its many 
public buildings, no matter how modest in scale, provided a range of 
community services and appeared to ensure a sense of permanence: 
Chiltern presents an old-fashioned appearance, owing to its main street 
being narrow and irregular, as is often the case in old mining towns. 
There are several stores, hotels, and business premises, together with 
branches of the Bank of Victoria and the Bank of Australasia. The town 
hall is a neat little red brick building, in which also is to be found the 
local Athenaeum, with a library and a well-supplied reading room. 
Among the public buildings worthy of note are the post-office, 
courthouse, and lands office; while the State school is erected upon an 
excellent site, at no great distance from these. Chiltern is well supplied 
with places of worship, there being the Anglican, Roman Catholic, 
Wesleyan, and Presbyterian Churches. Near the railway station is the 
Chiltern Park, a fine recreation reserve of considerable, extent, which 
forms one of the features of the town.165 
 
Until the turn of the century Beechworth was acknowledged as 'the chief 
town and centre of the Ovens goldfield'.166 In 1892 the Beechworth 
Progress Association boasted of the town's industry: there were three 
breweries and cordial factories, a foundry, three sawmills, a tannery, a 
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fellmongery, six churches, nineteen hotels, a botanic reserve, and public 
gardens. The town was set in picturesque surrounds.167 It provided a 
range of government services: there was a large gaol, the hospital had 108 
beds, the Benevolent Asylum catered for 162 and the Lunatic Asylum 
had 375 inmates.168  
 

 
 
But by 1911 Wangaratta had emerged as the region's largest urban centre 
[town population 3,428 compared with 3,409 at Beechworth]. 
Wangaratta, the City of the Plains, was placed directly on the major rail 
line to the border; it was centrally situated for servicing a large 
agricultural district. Beechworth, the  
City of the Hills, was connected to the main line by a less frequently 
serviced branch in 1876; it was situated at the alpine edge of the district. 
 
Next in order of size were Chiltern [2,746] and Rutherglen [2,437], and 
then [outside the study area] Wodonga [1,510]. Smaller towns with a 
population between 500 and 1,000 included Wahgunyah [625] and 
Yackandandah [701]. A large number of even smaller townships, with 
about a hundred people continued, through to the wider availability of 
motor transport, to offer some kind of limited service, be it but a single 
store, to communities within horse-ride distance. Here, as elsewhere, there 
were 'small townships of the ordinary up-country type'.169 Some locations 
were identifiable only as a cluster of houses. Some of these townships, for 
example, Dederang [217, out of study area] and Hurdle Flat [87], and took 
on a new importance with the establishment of recreation reserves in 1886-
1887 and 1891, respectively. 
 
Almost all the houses in the small and the large towns were built of 
weatherboard: the private occupied dwellings in County Bogong in 1911 
were recorded as wooden 4,599, brick 581 and iron 66. There were even 
fewer of stone or concrete [6 of each].  

 
167  Illustrated Guide to Beechworth, 1892 
168  Statistical Register 1899 
169  Victoria and its Metropolis 1888 
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The depression of the 1890s and the years of drought which followed 
meant the towns, and the region as a whole, had not been able to maintain 
natural growth in population. Like the other non-metropolitan areas in 
Victoria and in New South Wales, the Ovens-Murray region lost its share 
of the state's population between the census years of 1891 and 1921.  
 
Despite their size, Yackandandah and Chiltern were the seats of local 
government areas. This was a long-standing arrangement, and McQuilton 
observes that, 'Although Yackandandah was one of the earliest shires 
proclaimed in Victoria, it was always more an administrative convenience 
than an integrated economic entity'.170 The organisation of local 
government had greater geographic certainty in Beechworth and 
Rutherglen, when the Beechworth borough and shire united in 1871, and 
the Rutherglen borough and shire in 1920. Chiltern gained part of its 
territory, which had been with Yackandandah in 1913, and was 
reconstituted as shire in 1916. 
 
Across the river in New South Wales these were decades when urban 
services such as gas, water, electricity and even sewerage became more 
readily available, but there seems to have been delay in their provision in 
this remote part of rural Victoria. Beechworth already had a water supply 
[since 1861], but did get gas in 1880 and a fire station in 1903. Further 
there was civic pride in the improvements to its cemeteries and parks. 
That pride was given focus with a new Town Hall, which was opened in 
1888. The other towns remained less well endowed. Water was supplied 
to houses in Rutherglen [1900] and Wahgunyah [1914], reducing 
dependence on private wells and tanks. A power company supplied 
electricity to Rutherglen in 1913, and Lloyd reminds us that, before that, 
the streets were illuminated, between April and October each year, by 
forty seven kerosene lamps.171 Wahgunyah was linked to a Corowa 
power company in 1916. Most town houses in the study area retained 
their backyard toilets and wood heaps until after the Second World War, 
when gas and/or electric stoves could be installed and sewerage system 
connections could be made. 
 
All the major towns gained access to the telephone about 1905. There 
were, however, no local connections across the border. Sydney might 
speak with Melbourne, before Wahgunyah could talk to Corowa. Phone 
books were state-based, even on the border, until 1919. 
 
 

 
170  John McQuilton, ‘A shire at war – Yackandandah, 1914-18’, Journal of the 
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Table 6 
Towns, County Bogong, in the 1881 and 1911 Census 
  

 

 Occupied 
private 

dwellings, 
1881 

Occupied 
private 

dwellings, 
1911 

Population, 
1881 

Population, 
1911 

Allans Flat 54* 74 283* 358 

Back Creek  15  83 

Barnawartha 29 109 146 355 

Beechworth 486 580 2399 3409 

Black Springs  15  69 

Brimen  20  100 

Browns Plains  24  146 

Byawatha  20  75 

Chiltern 421 583 1976 2746 

Dederang  41  217 

Eldorado 108 81 517 332 

Gapstead  27  139 

Glen Wills  38  164 

Great Northern  22  124 

Great Southern  70  339 

Gundowring  33  171 

Hurdle Flat  23  87 

Kergunyah  42  224 

Kiewa 32 64 160 360 

Kirbys Flat  13  85 

Murmungee  41  201 

Noorongong  12  95 

Osbornes Flat 54 40 330 191 

Prentice  69  356 

Red Bluff  20  124 

Rutherglen 98 420 484 2,437 

Sandy Creek  54  227 

Staghorn Flat * 23 * 109 

Stanley 53 159 235 366 

Tallandoon  21  146 

Wahgunyah 79 115 452 625 

Yackandandah 108 149 482 701 

     

Wodonga 147 318 788 1510 

Wangaratta  825  4136 
 

*Allans Flat and Staghorn Flat were combined in the 1881 Census. 

Note that there were separate Census returns recorded for mines close to Rutherglen as 
localities eg Great Northern, Great Southern and Prentice. 'Great Western' is listed with a 
population of 356 in County Bogong in 1911, but there are no other references to it. 
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 Mining 
 
At the turn of the century, mining was in decline. Alluvial resources had 
been worked out in the 1860s. There had been renewed interest in lead and 
reef mining in the 1880s, and in seeking other minerals, especially when 
the news of the mineral wealth of Broken Hill spread. Tin mining, 
however, proved not very profitable. 
 
Dredging for gold became more common in the 1890s, and sites 
associated with dredging took on a new importance, particularly at 
Eldorado [outside the study area], Wooragee and Sandy Creek, and 
between Staghorn and Osbornes Flats. Gold dredges were floating vessels 
on which various forms of dredging equipment were mounted in order to 
extract auriferous gravels from river beds, and later river margins and 
terraces. In 1886, steam-driven sluicing machinery, which was an early 
form of a dredge, had been introduced at Staghorn Flat. A second plant in 
1889 at Rowdy Flat made Yackandandah 'the Victorian home of 
hydraulic dredging'. More plants were introduced, including a hydraulic 
sluicing barge at Sandy Creek in 1900, before the first bucket dredge was 
constructed at Clear Creek in 1905. The dredges replaced the sand pumps 
by 1910, and by 1912 the Briese Tin and General Mining Company had 
four dredges in operation, including two at Red Bluff, near Sandy 
Creek.172 
 
The shift to dredging caused open and critical discussion of the 
environmental impact of gold mining. The hydraulic sluicing of the North 
East caused ecological devastation, as miners undercut hillsides and steep 
stream banks down to bed-rock using powerful water jets fed by races cut 
over considerable distances. Townspeople and farmers made protests 
against the pollution of  
the rivers and streams with mining sediment. Anti sluicing and anti 
dredging leagues bemoaned the changes to river water and the effect on 
fish and bird life.173  
 
There was new interest in exploring the Chiltern and Rutherglen leads 
deeper, resulting in the use of more elaborate pumps and elevating 
machinery. In 1889 the Chiltern Valley Gold Mine employed 170. There 
was a resurgence of interest in Rutherglen with the opening of the Great 
Eastern Reef and then the Great Northern Lead in 1886. The Great 
Northern Extended Co. flourished during the 1890s, employing about 96 
men. The deep lead mining boom continued at Rutherglen into the new 
century with the Great Southern and Great Southern Consols mines.174 
Nearly all of the new mines which opened seemed to have been given a 
variant on the name of a previous successful mine. This was big company 
business and the naming procedure was to attract the large-scale 
 
172  Ritchie & Hooker, op cit, p.5; Bannear, op cit ; and Esther Temple & David 

Lloyd, A History of the Kiewa Valley, Kiewa Valley Historical Society, 1989, 
pp.67,68 

173  Albury Banner 2 January 1903, 25 March 1904; Albury Council Minutes 4 
April 1906; and Powell J. M. 1988. An Historical Geography of Modern 
Australia: the restive fringe, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge  
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investment which was necessary.175 Government batteries helped make the 
mines viable. 
 

 
 
Life in the country 
 
The region developed a mixed economy based on fat cattle, dairying, 
wheat, wool, viticulture and mining. Dairying flourished after the 
introduction of refrigeration made markets in Melbourne, and beyond, 
accessible. Wheat was still grown in the west, but was no longer the 
major crop of small holders. Specialist crops in the form of fruit orchards 
in Stanley and vineyards in Rutherglen took up comparatively small 
acreages, but became much more firmly established. However, these 
were, for the main part, troublesome times for rural producers. Some 
seasons were kind to them, but from the mid-1890s through to 1904 there 
was very little rain and severe drought conditions prevailed, especially 
about 1902. Rabbit plagues devastated pastures; noxious weeds such as 
blackberries and St John's Wort caused them problems; and orchardists 
were plagued by sparrows. The low wool prices of the 1890s dissuaded 
many farmers from keeping sheep, from which they could only get 
returns on hides and tallow, hence the building of boiling-down works. 
Those engaged in dairying and wine production, however, fared well, at 
least until the last years of the nineteenth century. 
 
Dairying 
 
Here, as in other country areas which gained rail access in this period, 
dairying became a major rural activity, helping farmers to endure the 
bleak depression years of the 1890s. Dairying stimulated both the rural 
and national economy with exports in the first decade of the new century. 
For remote areas like the Ovens-Murray, better rail links and refrigeration 
brought metropolitan and other markets within profitable connection. 
Government had given further encouragement by protecting butter 
producers with customs tariffs, and with bonuses for export butter after 
1888. Victorian farmers first started forming cooperative butter 

 
175  Lloyd, op cit, pp.73-77 
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companies in 1888. By 1890 there were 32 butter factories, and by 1895 
174, with an additional 300 creameries, which separated the cream before 
dispatch to a butter factory. State wide this new interest in butter 
production and dairying encouraged government to legislate for closer 
settlement. 
 
In the Ovens-Murray region the railway extended eastwards, along one line 
from Wodonga to Tallangatta in 1891,176  and later to Cudgewa, and along 
another line from Everton to Myrtleford in 1883, then to Bright in 1890. 
This new rail access encouraged farmers to increase their dairy herds in the 
hilly North-East country adjacent to the study area. Dairy factories were 
established further afield at Tallangatta, Eskdale, Cudgewa, Walwa and 
Corryong in the Shire of Towong, where, although the cattle carrying 
capacity remained constant, the proportion of cattle related to dairying 
grew from 12% in 1891 to 52% in 1945. 
 
In the study area a cooperative butter factory was established at Kiewa 
with contributory creameries at Kergunyah, Gundowring, Running Creek 
and Sandy Creek. The first Kiewa Butter and Cheese Factory and 
Creamery Co Pty Ltd factory was built 1893. Another butter factory was 
built at Wooragee in 1899. The creameries closed in 1906-1907, but the 
Kiewa factory continued and was to become one of the largest in the 
Ovens-Murray region. A new butter factory was built in 1928 and a milk-
processing factory added in 1952. Creameries which were located to the 
west of the Shire supplied a co-operative butter factory at Springhurst. 
 
Many farmers may have grown dependent on the regular cream cheque, 
but dairying was an arduous occupation.177 Even beyond the turn of the 
century it was common for the children of dairy farmers to be co-opted 
into unpaid labour. The NSW Public School Teachers Association 
estimated that one out of every five children from dairy farms were unfit 
for instruction. The 'children are condemned to a slavery which deadens 
their brains and stunts their bodies'.178 Dairy farming within the study 
area seems to have given rise to similar problems. Little investment was 
made in technology. Dairy farmers required but a few bails and stalls, a 
buggy to get to the factory, and many hands.  
 

 
 
 
176  A section of the now disused railway track lies in the study area.  
177  Temple, op cit, p.45 
178  Bulletin 29 October 1908, p.8 
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Orcharding and Timber 
 
The cool rooms at the butter factories were also used to store fruit, being 
produced in what were in the 1890s newly cultivated orchards.179 At 
Kiewa Rutland's orchard made a speciality of apples from about 1907 and 
developed its own cool stores in 1913. It went on to become Kiewa 
Valley Orchards in 1924.180 
 
Further afield Stanley farmers cultivated not only fruit orchards, but also 
potatoes. Success there encouraged government to open 6,000 acres of 
Stanley's forest area to settlement in 1902-8, but there were protests 
against the loss of forest land. There had been up to five timber mills 
operating in the area, but by the turn of the century there were only two, 
and one of those was about to move to Dederang, where there was still a 
large amount of mature timber relatively untouched. Most of the timber 
was sold in Beechworth, Albury, Chiltern, Rutherglen and Tallangatta. 
Some of it was sought by wheelwrights and coachbuilders. Most was 
used for general construction, props, fencing, fuel and in mines.181 
 
Wheat 
 
Wheat farmers, like the dairy farmers, found rail access made their work 
profitable. Indeed many farmers within fifteen miles of an access point on 
the railway turned to wheat as a viable option. They used more machines 
to sow, tend and harvest their crops, and blacksmiths found employment 
helping with that machinery. G. F. Morris, was one farmer who took to 
the new machinery: he leased out four steam threshing machines to those 
with crops and used steam engines in his own vineyards and cellars. 
Government imposed customs duties that helped protect grain growers 
from competitors north of the colonial border: 9 pence per hundredweight 
in 1868, with a 50% increase in 1872 and a further 100% increase in 
1881. As a result there was rapid expansion in the acreage given over to 
wheat between 1896 and 1930.182 
 
Viticulture 
 
Government intervention and enterprise stimulated local wine production 
in the 1880s. Government encouraged development by raising the duty 
payable on wine from four shillings to six shillings per gallon in 1879. 
This effectively cut off competition from New South Wales and from 
South Australia until Federation freed trade between the states. 
Government extended the railway to Wahgunyah in 1879, providing 
vignerons cheap rail transport to markets in Melbourne and beyond. 
Government established a planting bonus to encourage vineyards in 1889 
and encouraged a further 10,000 acres of vines. The acreage under vine in 

 
179  Victoria and its Metropolis, p. 334 
180  Temple, op cit 
181  Report of the Royal Commission, State Forests and Timber Industries, Sixth 

Progress Report, the Stanley and Chiltern Forests: their resources, 
management and control, Parliamentary Paper 53, Victoria, Legislative 
Assembly, 1899, 1900, Vol. 4, p737 et seq. 
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County Bogong almost quadrupled from 1,405 acres in 1880 to 4,869 
acres in 1884.183 Indeed, Rutherglen in 1885 had more than a third of 
Victoria's acreage given over to the cultivation of grapes. 
 
Victorian wine drinkers also played an important part in stimulating the 
wine industry. The estimated consumption of wine per head in Victoria 
rose from 0.48 gallons in 1877-79 to 0.87 in 1883-85, 1.67 in 1889-91 
and 2.00 in 1895-97.184 Wine produced in Victoria increased from 
484,028 gallons in 1880-81 to 2,008,493 gallons in 1890-91 and 
2,578,187 gallons in 1900-01.185 
 
Apart from planting more fields with grapes, the vignerons built new 
houses and new storage and production facilities. Morris, 'the leading 
grape grower and winemaker in the district, and then the whole country', 
doubled his Fairfield holdings by 1880 and had 300 acres under vine in 
1884. When his property was burnt by fire in 1884, and his cellars 
including 10,000 gallons of wine and barrels awaiting vintage were 
destroyed, 186 he rebuilt with a large double-brick cellar and a grand two 
storey Italianate mansion [1887], both designed by Wodonga-based 
architects, Gordon and Gordon. Sutherland Smith built a house with 
tower and a grand castellated cellar at All Saints, setting both off with an 
approach through a long avenue of elms. Hugh Fraser built an elaborate 
residence at Olive Hills [1886] and the Burgoyne family added to Mount 
Ophir winery [1891-1903]. 
 
Phylloxera was discovered in the Rutherglen area in 1899, but did  
not take hold until the 1905 and 1906 growing seasons. The government 
had anticipated the need to research the problems  
and seek answers by establishing the Rutherglen Viticultural College in 
1896, which later became an experimental farm/research institute. Work 
was undertaken there and at the Wahgunyah Nursery from 1907 on 
grafting vines and experimental wine making. In 1920 de Castella could 
report from the college that 6,000-7,000 acres of vineyards in the North-
East then had resistant stocks. 
 
Field days were organised and the research work at Rutherglen and 
Wahgunyah expanded to deal with livestock, soils, wheat and other crops. 
In 1904 wards of the state were sent to the college by the Neglected 
Children's Department. There were on average about 15 boys lodged and 
working there until 1942, mainly grafting vines, but also engaged in more 
general agricultural work. The College and Nursery did not train locals 
but cared instead for disadvantaged youth from all over the state.187 
 
 
 
 
 
183  Dunstan, op cit, p.157 
184  Pope 1971, p.94 
185  Victorian Year Book 1952-53 and 1953-54, p. 745 
186  Dunstan, op cit, p.162-163 
187  Viv Burnett, Rutherglen research 100: a century of service to the agricultural 

industry, Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Melbourne, 
1996 
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Trade between the colonies 
 
The movement of stock through border crossing places had been checked 
in the early 1860s to control the spread of stock disease. In 1861 district 
cattle could not be taken into Victoria for fear of spreading pleuro-
pneumonia. Scab in Victorian sheep prevented their easy transfer to New 
South Wales in the 1870s. Victoria introduced stock inspection fees after 
1872 and a stock tax in 1877 which was increased sharply in 1891. 
Impediments there may have been to the easy transfer of people, goods 
and stock across the river border, but the completion of the railway to 
Wodonga in 1873 and to Wahgunyah in 1879 was to open up new trading 
opportunities for the border district. Melbourne emerged as the 'natural 
port' of the district north of the Murray, and indeed, to some observers it 
seemed that with railway development Victoria had annexed the border 
district:  
The Culcairn Corowa district was one of the places that New South 
Wales had absolutely lost. It literally had absolutely belonged to Victoria 
and the question was whether they should not construct the railway with 
a view to re-annexing that part of the colony. If they did not build a 
railway it would be just as well to transfer that part of the colony to 
Victoria'.188 
 
It took New South Wales some time to respond. The railway from 
Sydney reached Wagga Wagga in 1878 and there was the beginning of a 
turnaround in the trade, which had been increasingly funnelled through 
Albury to the Wodonga railhead. Victoria retaliated with a reduction in 
railway rates and the opening of a spur line to Wahgunyah in 1879. The 
line between Albury and Wagga opened in 1881. Victoria responded to 
this new railway presence that threatened to re-capture trade, which it had 
ensnared with its early railway connections, by charging differential 
railway rates. These rates subsidised the cost of carriage of goods from 
Melbourne to Rutherglen, Wahgunyah and Wodonga and provided 
rebates on goods despatched to southern NSW. They favoured Melbourne 
producers and retailers rather than those dispatching or receiving goods 
from non-metropolitan stations.189 New South Wales followed suit. 
 

 
 
188  Copeland reported in Albury Banner, 8 November 1889 
189  G.J.R. Linge, Industrial Awakening: A geography of Australian manufacturing 

1788-1890, ANU Press, Canberra, 1979, pp.308-310 
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Photograph of bridge, bridge gate 
and gatekeeper with Wahgunyah 
Customs House. 
Source: 
University of Melbourne Archives 
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The total value of exports and imports at Corowa/ Wahgunyah had 
matched those at Albury/Wodonga, at least until the arrival of the Sydney 
railway in 1881. For the most part the chief exports into New South 
Wales at both Wahgunyah and Wodonga continued to be agricultural 
implements, boots and shoes, drapery, furniture, galvanised iron, spirits, 
beer, tea sugar and tobacco, and the principal imports were cattle, horses, 
pigs, sheep and wool. Local shoppers, in towns either side of the river, 
would avoid customs taxes on clothing by donning them before 
proceeding across the bridges. They complained about the way their 
goods were examined, particularly by officious customs officers. A 
particularly zealous customs officer, Frank B. Smith annoyed the people 
of Wahgunyah and Corowa by locking the gate at night, and so closing 
the new bridge which had been built in 1893. 
 
 
Table 7 
Imports/exports, 1891 and 1901 [thousands of pounds] 
  

 
 Imports 1891 Exports 1891 Imports 1901 Exports 1901 

Wahgunyah 383 99 262 25 

Gooramadda 55 36 39 14 

Wodonga 1,550 311 883 211 
  

 
Most people found it easier to approach and cross the colonial border as 
the 1890s progressed. Rail connection to the border district from the 
north was improved with the opening in 1893 of the Corowa-Culcairn 
line, which helped stimulate the growth of Wahgunyah and Rutherglen as 
well as Corowa, even though no cross-border rail connection was made to 
the Wahgunyah spur line of 1879. Rail [and other] connection was made 
easier, especially in Albury and Wodonga, with the adoption of 'standard' 
time in 1895. Further, and perhaps more importantly, there was a flurry of 
bridge construction about the turn of the century, which has gone 
relatively unnoticed by historians of Federation, but which had the effect 
of binding border district interests by facilitating local, even more than 
inter-colonial, trade and travel. For approximately ten years after 1891 
bridges were built across the Murray at Jingellic, Tintaldra, Mulwala, 
Hawksview and Tocumwal. Tender was called for a bridge at Cobram in 
1900 and a new bridge at Howlong in 1907. New bridges were opened 
between Corowa and Wahgunyah in 1893 and between Albury and 
Wodonga in 1898.190 
 
The lead-up to Federation 
 
At the end of the 1880s Federation was emerging as a political issue and 
was capturing wide interest. Border district people came to the debates of 
the 1890s with some first hand experience of how irksome a colonial 

 
190 These bridges are all, except for their southern moorings, literally within 

New South Wales. Most were built and maintained at the expense of both 
governments. John Foord bridge between Corowa and Wahgunyah is on the 
Register of the National Estate. 

John Foord bridge 
WAHG017 
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border could be. They hoped that a state border within a federated 
Australia might prove less trouble in their daily dealings across the river. 
 
Newspaper coverage of the deliberations of the first National 
Australasian Convention in Sydney in 1891 was extensive, but the 
movement towards Federation appeared to lose momentum, at least in 
New South Wales, by late 1892. Barton, a champion of the Federation 
cause, sought to keep the issue alive and reached beyond the parliament 
to generate wider interest. In December 1892 he went to Corowa to fulfil 
a speaking commitment made on his behalf at the opening of the Corowa-
Culcairn railway a few months before. Barton knew that the border 
district would be attentive to his advocacy of Federation. A quick tour of 
the surrounding district helped him to orientate his remarks. He 
commented on the strong development of the district south of the river 
and wished for similar development on the north. After a visit to the All 
Saints Winery at Wahgunyah for some tastings, he was alleged to have 
temporarily forsaken the protectionist principles of his party to bemoan 
the duty of 6 shillings per gallon placed upon Victorian wine that entered 
New South Wales. 
 
Barton said he came to seek 'the inspiring influence of the people' and 
'something more than apathetic assent'. He urged closer consideration of 
the Convention Bill, which he acknowledged was not perfect, and he 
suggested the formation of a local league to pursue the cause of 
Federation. This suggestion was taken up and local leagues were formed 
first in Albury and Corowa and then in Rutherglen, Wodonga, and 
Yarrawonga.191 By July there were seventeen branches in the border 
district, including branches at Wahgunyah and Beechworth. Meetings 
were also held at Chiltern and Barnawartha192 
 
The Berrigan branch suggested a conference in Corowa in July 1893 to 
'organise' the league branches which were being established separately 
and 'to get a strong and decided expression of public opinion' on the 
Federation cause.193 Among the 74 delegates to attend were James 
Patterson, the Premier of Victoria, Sir Graham Berry, Leader of the 
Opposition, and several members of the Victorian parliament. William 
Lyne, Minister for Works, represented the New South Wales ministry. Dr 
John Quick, a delegate from the Bendigo branch of the Natives 
Association, moved that each of the colonial parliaments should enact 
legislation providing for the election of representatives to a federal 
convention where they should consider and adopt a bill for a federal 
Constitution, and that the proposed bill should then be put to referenda in 
each colony. This Corowa plan, after the conference, was taken up by 
George Reid, who, as Premier of New South Wales, put it to and had it 

 
191  Corowa Free Press 16 December 1892; and Corowa Free Press 24 February 1893 
192  Albury Banner 25 August 1893. Meetings to form federation leagues were 

held in several places including Scotts Hotel Wahgunyah and the Town 
Hall, Rutherglen [Rutherglen and Wahgunyah News, 2 June, 28 July 1893]. The 
fleeting or tangential association of such places with federation does not in 
itself make them significant to the achievement of federation. 

193  Border Post 17 January 1893 
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accepted, without substantial amendment, by a meeting of premiers in 
Hobart in 1897.194 
 
The Federation Conference at Corowa captured the attention of 
metropolitan as well as district newspapers. The local press, whilst it 
acknowledged the impetus Barton had given to the local initiatives, 
anticipated that the conference would be hailed as the beginning of a 
people's movement towards Federation: 'It will be the first demonstration 
for federal unity which has taken place outside of the large centres of 
population, as well as the first important expression of the wish of the 
people in this respect, as distinguished from previous movements, which 
have all more or less been at the instigation of leading politicians'.195 
This claim was to be advanced frequently thereafter, though it is disputed 
by historians who have analysed the role of politicians in generating 
popular opinion.196 Still in 1893, and for many years thereafter, it seemed 
that self congratulations were in order, in Corowa at least. The Corowa 
correspondent to the Albury Banner boasted, '... small community as we 
are, we shall have done more towards making Australians one united 
people than have other centres with more population and power for 
influencing the leading political lights'.197 
 
Beyond 1893 there remained ample demonstrations of the inconvenience 
of living adjacent to a colonial border. There were even complaints about 
the difficulty the local Chinese experienced in crossing the border. The 
number of Chinese living in the district had fallen substantially to 1,302 
in Bogong County in 1881, and continued to fall to 874 in 1891 and 578 
in 1901. The census of 1891 showed the Chinese population of the Shire 
of Rutherglen as 187. Some of the Chinese lived in Blanche Street, 
Wahgunyah, where there were, at one stage, at least four houses with 11 
or 12 cramped rooms.198  
 
The Chinese were frequently mentioned in Police Court reports. 
Occasionally there was a report of non-payment of border duties on 
opium, however, in 1888 New South Wales had increased the poll tax 
from £10 to £100, and there were, then, more frequent reports of poll tax 
evasion. The Victorian and New South Wales governments determined to 
pursue the regulations more vigorously and local Chinese found their 
ability to cross the border curtailed. Nevertheless, the courts explored the 
reasons for border crossing and seemed not unsympathetic to those 
caught who were local residents and simply visiting family or had health 
problems. The border hindered what might be considered the reasonable 
passage of people as well goods.  
 
In 1893 and again in 1896 governments tightened regulations relating to 
the poll tax. Several police court reports from Albury and from Corowa 
indicate quite clearly a sympathy for the long-resident Chinese, who were 
 
194  A.J. McIntyre & J.J. McIntyre, Country Towns of Victoria: a Social Survey, 

MUP, Melbourne, 1944; and O'Keefe and Pearson, 1996 
195  Wahgunyanh and Rutherglen News 28 July 1893 
196  Pringle, 1969, 1979 
197  Albury Banner 25 August 1893 
198  Lancashire, op cit; and Corowa Free Press 27 November 1877. There were 

forty four Chinese burials in Carlyle cemetery.  
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caught by what seemed to be an uncaring bureaucracy.199 Customs 
officers, it was alleged, were going to all kinds of trouble, including 
infiltrating the Chinese camps with private detectives, to catch ‘poor 
John'.200 
 
'...here on the border the law is thought to press with undue severity on 
Chinese who have been many years in the district, and are reputable and 
law abiding men. Sometimes their employment in the vineyards will lead 
them on one side of the river, and again on the other. The law so sternly 
fixes the term of imprisonment at two years that the local magistrates are 
not willing to administer it, seeing that it is unreasonable and arbitrary 
in its conditions, in imposing this heavy penalty on a hapless Chinaman 
who may chance to temporarily leave his domicile in the morning to work 
in Victoria, and find himself liable to a poll tax of £100 should he wish to 
return for his evening meal. The magistrates prefer leaving the 
administration of such a law to the stipendiary magistrate  …'201 
 
The border districts were no more tolerant of Asian migration than other 
communities. Cronin reminds us that the child, Trotty, in Henry Handel 
Richardson’s Australia Felix thought, ‘Chinamen were fearsome bogey 
creatures’.202 The people in the border districts were, however, impatient 
with the absurdity of border restrictions.  
'That Chinese and Hindoos and others of that ilk are undesirable class 
scarcely any respectable European will deny, but one in Australia, what 
does it matter to the people generally whether they reside in one colony 
or the other. Make the coast's laws against them as strict as possible to 
make them uniform, but don't perpetrate the absurdity of interfering and 
punishing harshly these unfortunate beings merely because they cross a 
defined or an imaginary boundary line between the colonies'.203 
 
On the border, as elsewhere, churches established missions to minister to 
the spiritual needs of the Chinese. The Church of England had a mission 
at Yackandandah and the Presbyterian Church at Beechworth. It was 
noted in 1896 that Rev. Check Hone Cheong, Superintendent of Missions 
to the Chinese in Victoria, had to decline invitation to meeting at the 
Church of England in Albury, to offer prayers for the success of the 
missions to the heathen races, because he could not lodge £100 to 
guarantee his return to Victoria.204 
 
Aboriginal families continued to live at Lake Moodemere. The reserve 
there was described as comprising a number of families, about twenty 
people in all living in small bark huts.205 Tommy McCrae, the Aboriginal 

 
199  Wahgunyah and Rutherglen News 23 May 1895 
200  Albury Banner 25 August 1893, 23 May 1895, 11 July 1895; and Wahgunyah 

and Rutherglen News 25 August 1893 
201  Wahgunyah and Rutherglen News 18 August 1893 
202  Kathryn Cronin, Colonial Casualties Chinese in Early Victoria, MUP 

Melbourne, 1982, p.132 
203  Albury Banner 25 August 1893 
204  Albury Banner 11 December 1896 
205  Andrew Sayers, Aboriginal Artists of the Nineteenth Century, OUP Melbourne, 

1994. Tommy McCrae was also known as Tommy McRae, Yakaduna, 
Warra-evea and Tommy Barnes. 
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artist, lived there for about twenty years until his death in 1901 and 
brought, through his work, notice to the camp.206 In spite of McCrae’s 
acknowledged achievements,  
there seems to have been substantial social distance between the 
Aboriginal community and the rest of the community.207 It was not 
uncommon for members of the families to perform corroborees on festive 
occasions. Their ‘singing and dancing and other antics peculiar to the 
tribe’ in corroboree greeted the new federated Australia of 1901.208 
 

 
 
Locals expected Federation to have considerable impact by freeing up the 
movement of goods and people across the border. It did remove the 
customs duties, which had been protecting Victorian wheat farmers and 
vignerons. The ‘Peaceful Penetration’ of Victoria, ‘the steady extension 
of Victoria’s sphere of commercial interest in the Riverina’ was eased 
with the agreement of the two States to abandon differential railway rates 
in 1905.209 A second railway river crossing at Tocumwal [beyond the 
study area] and in 1907 a new road bridge at Howlong [into the study 
area] were built. The Corowa Progress Association pressed, 
unsuccessfully, for a rail bridge to Wahgunyah in 1911: ‘…They 
contended that Melbourne and not Sydney was their natural port of 
export’. Similar sentiments were advanced by the Howlong and Border 
District Railway League pressing for better rail connection to Victoria in 
1914 when they, too, argued that ‘…Melbourne was the natural seaport 
and market for this district’.210 
 
The First World War 
 
By and large the war years were good for the farmers: the seasons were 
kind and prices high; the demand for local wheat, meat, dairy products 

 

206  Corowa Free Press 8 January 1901; and Burton, op cit. 
207  Lloyd, op cit, p.224; and Rutherglen and Wahgunyah News, 23 June 1893 
208  Corowa Free Press 8 January 1901 
209  Border Morning Mail 26 January 1939 
210  Report of the Royal Commission on Border Railways, 1916, p. xxxii 
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Reserve 
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'Ceremony' by Tommy McCrae 
[Mitchell Library collection]. 
Source: 
Andrew Sayers Aboriginal Artists 
of the Nineteenth Century, OUP, 
Melbourne, 1994 
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and wool fared well as Australia become a major source of food and raw 
materials for Britain.211 However, Beechworth continued on what seemed 
a downward spiral. The manager of the Bank of New South Wales in 
Beechworth noted in 1917 the downward trend in the town’s fortunes. 
Owners were unable to find buyers for their businesses and simply had to 
close up shop: ‘in the past three years not one business sold as a going 
concern’.212 Further, there were new problems. Shipping problems meant 
wheat was stock piled at railway stations and mice plagues became 
common. National interests seemed best served by the temperance cause. 
There were movements to restrict the number of liquor licences. 
Government was persuaded to raise the duty it exacted on fortifying spirit 
from 8 pence to 72 pence per proof gallon. As fortified wines were held 
for maturity in oak, this raised cash flow problems for Rutherglen wine 
producers. The stock stored at All Saints fell from 200,000 gallons in 
1911 to 28,000 in 1918.  
 
In his studies of the North-East at the time of the First World War, John 
McQuilton notes the continuing presence of the Chinese, most of whom, he 
explains, were, by 1914, principally employed as miners, store keepers or 
market gardeners.213 Because he is concerned with detailing the responses 
to the war, McQuilton, however, is more interested in other groups, such as 
the German-born. The Germans were found, he says, in highest 
concentrations in the Kiewa and Mitta valleys, especially Baranduda, 
Wodonga, Towong, and, within what is now the Indigo Shire, at 
Yackandandah, Allans Flat, Tangambalanga and Kiewa.214 McQuilton 
notes that there must have been anti-German sentiments expressed during 
the war years, but congratulates the editor of the Yackandandah Times for 
choosing not to report such expressions, which might hurt the local 
German-born.215 
 
McQuilton looks, too, for the Irish in the community and for evidence of 
the sectarianism, which battles over conscription produced elsewhere. 
There were, he says, five Catholic districts within the Yackandandah 
Shire – Indigo, Dederang, Staghorn Flat, Osbornes Flat and Red Bluff. 
Again he reports that the sectarian issue may well have troubled people in 
Yackandandah Shire, which had a slightly larger proportion of Catholics 
than elsewhere in Victoria, but sectarian strife did not loom large at all.216 
 
McQuilton traces denominational allegiances to suggest ethnic and 
explore socio-economic backgrounds. So he notes in adjacent Towong, 
where there were a large number of dairy farmers, there were also high 
proportions of Anglicans and Presbyterians and a corresponding low 
proportion of Catholics. In Rutherglen with its mixed farming and mining 
base, religious affiliations matched those of the North-East at large. In the 
Rutherglen shire, but not the Rutherglen borough there was a strong 

 
211  McQuilton 1987, op cit, p.6 
212  Bank of NSW, Branch Managers Half Yearly Report, 1917, Westpac Archives 
213  McQuilton, 1988 and 1998, op cit 
214  There was at Baranduda, outside Indigo Shire, a Lutheran church and a 

German school. Within the shire St Mark’s Lutheran Church at 
Yackandandah is listed, but it was formerly a Methodist church. 

215  McQuilton 1988, op cit, p.218 
216  Ibid, p.217 
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proportion of Catholics. In the borough, the Methodists were a major 
denomination, reflecting the borough's mining history, and often Cornish 
connections. In Chiltern, where there were proportionately more miners 
and greater attention was given to raising fat cattle, there was a high 
proportion of Catholics. Yackandandah was also a mixed farming and 
mining shire, but mining was less significant to the shire's economy in 
1914. Both Catholics and Presbyterians were well represented, indicating 
Irish and Scottish settlement. In Beechworth miners were still the largest 
single group in the male workforce. The hilly nature of the area and the 
poor soils meant that there was less farming, and the principal farming 
activities were grazing, horticulture and potato cultivation. The Catholics 
were well below the regional average, and the Methodists were 
comparatively well represented.217  
 
In terms of response to the various calls to war, McQuilton concludes that 
… 
‘Enlistment motivations remain clouded, but analysis of the occupational 
structure of the men enlisting suggests very strongly, that an economic 
imperative was important in the decision to enlist, even as early as 1914 
and 1915. The war absorbed [Yackandandah] shire’s surplus labour 
during its first two years: enlistments dropped dramatically after mid-
1916. Community pressure played an important part in enlistments in 
some districts within the shire. Yet others showed a remarkable 
resistance to the call to volunteer and it is possible that in these 
communities a social climate developed that actively encouraged men not 
to enlist’.218 
Perhaps it was not surprising that there should be a ‘pragmatic 
patriotism’ in a rural community which looked for little interference with 
the day-to-day business of running a farm. The strongest enlistment 
responses in Yackandandah came from Sandy Creek and Red Bluff, 
where jobs were irregular and unemployment higher than elsewhere. 
There were fewer volunteers from Springvale [Kiewa], recently opened 
to closer settlement and where there was a substantial number of young 
married men, and from Glen Creek a saw-milling centre.219 
 
The fights over conscription, the sectarian issue and the place of German-
Australians, which troubled the community during the war, proved 
forerunners for equally spirited battles over the nature of the memorials to 
be erected in commemoration of the war effort and sacrifice. 
 
3.8 THE IMPACT OF MOTOR TRANSPORT 1920 TO 1950 
 
In the years following World War I the communities were most anxious 
to set aside prominent places and to make enduring marks that would 
commemorate those of their members who were directly involved in the 
Great War. They sought to construct places that were redolent of 
praiseworthy community values. They wanted to memorialise. 

 
217  Ibid; and McQuilton 1998, op cit, pp.6-8 
218  McQuilton, 1988, op cit, p.219 
219  Ibid 
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Here, as elsewhere, there were arguments about the nature and style of 
memorial: were they to be utilitarian or decorative, were they to 
commemorate only the fallen or were they community memorials 
recording all who participated, were they to be here or there, made of this 
or that.220 As a result a variety of memorials were constructed. 
 
A modest wooden building was erected at Kergunyah; a more ambitious 
concrete hall at Barnawartha. Chiltern sited its memorial very 
prominently at an intersection. Yackandandah engraved the names of its 
war dead in its precious gold. War trophies were acquired to add 
ambience to the memorials, but  
most of the captured enemy machine, mortar and field guns were to be 
later retrieved by the Australian War Memorial, except at Rutherglen.221 
 
The war had meant a great deal to these communities, and those 
responsible for the memorial at Wahgunyah were mindful that of the 
twenty two who had volunteered, ten had died. There were, however, 
other ways to record a community's gratitude. Returned men found jobs 
on civic works when councils were keen to build roads, footpaths, parks 
and drains. There were some attempts at soldier settlement closer to 
Wodonga and Wangaratta, but a scheme to establish soldier vignerons in 
the study area was successfully resisted by the temperance movement.222 
 

 
 
Not long after the First World War, a major public works project, which 
provided work for many returned men, was commenced nearby. In 1915 
the River Murray Water Agreement had been finalised. Storage facilities 
were to be built on the Upper Murray and at Lake Victoria. The first sod 
on the site of Hume Weir was turned in November 1919 and a large 
workforce drawn from and beyond the immediate border districts 
gathered for the construction process.  

 
220  McQuilton, 1998, op cit 
221  Ibid  
222  Ibid 

World War I Memorials include:  
Yackandandah Memorial Gardens 
and gates 
YAKT005 
Cairn, Tangambalanga 
TANG020 
Hall, Sandy Creek 
SAND011 
Memorial drive, Staghorn Flat 
YAKR035 
Rutherglen Park 
RUTH139 
Chiltern Memorial Gardens 
CHIL017 
War memorial Barnawartha 
BARN016 
Kergunyah Memorial Hall 
KERG002 
Wahg. Memorial Gardens 
WAHG019 
Memorial hall, Barnawartha.  
BARN008 
Memorial Avenue, Browns Plains 
BROW003 
 
There are Boer War memorials in 
Bright, Wangaratta and Cudgewa, 
but not, it seems in the study area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Planting the memorial avenue at 
Browns Plains, 1918. 
Source: 
Betty Murtagh, Browns Plains 
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The weir did impound waters back to and beyond Tallangatta, so it had 
direct physical effect on the northern boundary of the study area, but it 
had greater effect when the weir was expanded in the 1950s. This 
construction work through the 1920s and early 1930s benefited those who 
supplied meat, milk, bread, fruit and vegetables or town services to the 
new Mitta and Hume townships at the weir and those who provided the 
feed for the 260 horses, which were used in the work. 
 
Table 8 
Employment at Construction Sites on Hume Reservoir 
  

 

 New South Wales Victoria Bethanga Bridge 

1922 280 400  

1923 360 345  

1926 475 291  

1927 650 355 89 

1928 645 316 55 

1930 258 300  

1934 183 72  
 

River Murray Commission Annual Reports 
  

 
Horses may have provided most of the motive power at the weir,  
but motor transport was becoming more available and having 
considerable impact on the economy of the study area. Cars, trucks  
and buses plied the area, taking workers and produce to the weir, and 
shoppers, school students and goods to and from the bigger regional 
centres. By 1937 the newspaper truck was delivering Albury’s Border 
Morning Mail, before breakfast, to and beyond 
Beechworth in one direction and Rutherglen in the other.223 By 1947 
buses were travelling from Beechworth twice a day to Albury and once a 
day to Wangaratta; and travelling daily from Albury to Mount Beauty via 
Gundowring, via Dederang and Kergunyah, and via Kiewa and 
Kergunyah. Stanley had a daily bus service to Beechworth.224 New 
bridges at Bethanga and over the Hume weir itself made Albury more 
accessible. The butter factory truck now called each day, sometimes 
bringing with it goods from the town.225 
 
The growth of Wangaratta and Albury-Wodonga 
 
Motor transport helped Wangaratta and Albury-Wodonga to grow in size 
and influence at the expense of the small towns and villages. The bigger 
centres provided the major town services in health, education, 
government administration and entertainment. A bank manager at the 

 
223  Border Morning Mail, 21 October 1937 
224  Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, 1947. Resources and 

Development of Murray Valley, Department of National Development, 
Canberra. 

225  Pers. comm. Jack Bolton, 1989 
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Note also the motor garages which 
have survived in Chiltern and 
Yackandandah. 
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Bank of New South Wales in Beechworth noted in 1938 that ‘farmers 
have a tendency to transact business with larger nearby towns – 
Wangaratta, Wodonga and Albury’.226 It was to those places farmers 
went for major items such as farm machinery, animal food and fertiliser 
as well as for their clothing, provisions and professional services. Not 
surprisingly the larger provincial centres attracted the young and the old 
from what was becoming their rural hinterlands. They had the most 
public and private building projects in the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s. 
 
Table 9 
Population of Local Government Areas, 1921, 1933, 1947 
  
 

 1921 1933 1947 

Albury City 7,751 10,543 14,412 

Wangaratta Borough 3,689 4,795 6.670 

Beechworth 4,651 4,725 4,404 

Chiltern 2,140 1,963 1,677 

Rutherglen shire 2,785 3,546 2,958 

Rutherglen borough 1,160   

Wodonga 2,553 3,250 4,273 

Yackandandah 2,927 2,959 2,909 
 

Adapted from Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, 1947 
  

 
Wangaratta continued to grow faster than Beechworth, and between 1933 
and 1947 it outstripped in size all of the Chiltern, Rutherglen, 
Yackandandah and Beechworth Shires combined. By the end of the 
Second World War, however, the urban hierarchy of the north-east was 
beginning to show signs of yet further change as Wodonga emerged as 
another rapidly growing area. Most of the growth in both Wangaratta and 
Albury-Wodonga was explained in terms of the depopulation of the area 
about them. The larger centres grew at the expense of the smaller.  
 
The communities that lived in the middle order of towns responded 
variously to the decline in the fortunes of their towns. One response was 
to revive memories of earlier more prosperous days. There were Back to 
Beechworth celebrations in 1922 and 1928, Back to Chiltern in 1922 and 
Back to Rutherglen in 1939. The biggest celebrations, however, were 
held in Albury in 1924, when it seems that not only the local community, 
but also the state of Victoria celebrated the centenary of the Hume and 
Hovell journey of overland discovery. It was estimated 1,300 children 
from Rutherglen, 655 from Chiltern and 260 from Beechworth travelled 
by train to Albury for the celebrations.227 
 
In spite of such celebrations, there seems to have been little interest in 
promoting the extant built environment as a prompt to historical 
awareness or tourist interest. An analysis of potential tourist interest in 
the region in 1947 listed access to the Alps and natural assets, rather than 

 
226  Bank of NSW, Branch Managers Half Yearly Report, 1938, Westpac Archives 
227  Border Morning Mail, 20 November 1924 
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the buildings or sites within the gold towns and their surrounds.228 
Beechworth promoted itself as a scenic resort, a sanatorium and a beauty 
spot. Lake Sambell was created in the old sluicing pit left by the Rocky 
Mountain Mining Company, and a scenic drive was built around the 
gorge in the 1920s. 
 
The emphasis may have been on the area's natural beauty rather than on 
its historic environment, yet there were new attempts to memorialise the 
significant contributors to the local past. Obelisk memorials of the Hume 
and Hovell journey were erected in 1924 in Staghorn Flat, Allan’s Flat, 
Stanley and Yackandandah. Near Rutherglen in 1939 three cairns were 
erected by Councillor R. Ready to memorialise John A. Wallace, John 
Foord and John Crisp and J. Lindsay Brown.229 Further, there were hints 
of what was yet unrealised commercial advantage in the historical 
connections of the district. Old-timers remembered their connections, 
however slight, with Ned Kelly and his exploits. They even recalled 
wistfully a profitable trade in memorabilia of dubious authenticity: ’Some 
go-getters used to fire bullets into the trees. They used to be picked out of 
the trees with pen knives, and sold to passengers and tourists on trains at 
1 shilling and 6 pence each which in those days was real money’230 
 
The Depression years 
 
The larger towns prospered in the 1920s, but they, like the rest of the area 
and the rest of the nation had to endure the Depression of the 1930s. In 
1931 it was decided to impound only 1,250,000 acre feet instead of 2 
million acre feet in the Hume Reservoir and work was curtailed. This re-
scaling of the project reduced work opportunities and affected businesses 
in the area. During the 1930s work was rationed so that the construction 
became in a sense a large relief work project: men worked one week in 
four in 1930 and one in three in 1933. Some of the many buses, which 
had transported workers to and from the weir work site, were used on 
new tourist runs to Mount Buffalo. 
 
In the 1930s many local people had resort to working the bush for 
sustenance. Some became professional rabbiters, or supplemented their 
rations or income by rabbiting. After all, rabbits were both numerous and 
in demand. An export market had been established and cool stores at 
butter factories could be used. Some pursued the brisk trade in opossum 
pelts. Some went fishing, especially when the closed season, recently 
introduced to protect the Murray cod, lapsed during the depression and 
was not revived until 1936-37. There were, for example, eight fishermen 
in Yackandandah in 1933.  
 
Others went prospecting and fossicking. For example, there were in 1933 
twenty two miners in Rutherglen and forty two in Yackandandah. River 
dredging began again with a massive dredge operating at Eldorado until 
1941. Around Chiltern, the cyanide process of gold recovery was tried. 
This process was not employed in Australia until 1892, but became 

 
228  Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, op cit, p. 314 
229  Rutherglen Sun and Chiltern Valley Advertiser 7 April 1939 
230  Border Morning Mail, 3 October 1944 
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especially popular after the patent rights expired in 1897. In this process, 
finely pulverised ore was placed in a tank with a dilute potassium cyanide 
solution percolating through it. The resulting cyanide solution was then 
drained off, and passed through wooden boxes where the gold content 
was precipitated on zinc shavings, after which the solution was re-
circulated. This cyanide process enabled so much extra gold to be 
recovered from mining sites that it eventually became economic to re-
process old tailings.231 
 
The Forests Commission directed unemployment relief funds to thinning 
and other silvicultural work in the goldfields forests.232 Softwood 
plantations were established near Bright, Myrtleford and Stanley in 1930-
31 and indeed, half of Victoria’s acreage of softwoods had been planted 
there. Clearing for softwood planting began in Stanley in 1930. The first 
234 acres were planted in 1931, and 400 acres were planted per year until 
1938. Locals were given month long relief work engagements and Craig 
estimates that between 50 to 100 men were employed in Stanley.233 There 
were 138 engaged in forestry pursuits in Beechworth at the time of the 
1933 census and 381 in the wider Upper Murray Regional Area in 1947. 
Replanting followed a massive bushfire which swept Victoria in early 
1939, killing 71 and destroying 69 forest sawmills in the state. The 
replanting was completed by 1942. By 1949 softwood plantations 
covered 4,462 acres in Stanley and 169 acres near Beechworth.234 
 
By the 1920s, tobacco had become an established crop at Wahgunyah and 
along the rich river flats of the Kiewa River and the Barwidgee Creek 
valleys. After the turn of the century, the Department of Agriculture had 
sponsored experiments into flue curing tobacco, using kilns. When these 
trials proved successful, helping Australian product to compete with the 
high quality American imports, investigations into improved tobacco 
varieties and cultural techniques were conducted at the Government 
Nursery at Wahgunyah in 1920.235 Although these experiments were 
discontinued by the 1930-31 season, in the same year the Scullin 
Government dramatically increased the tariff on imported leaf.236 This 
gave great impetus to the tobacco industry, and tobacco kilns, tall narrow 
structures usually of corrugated iron, gradually became relatively 
common throughout the tobacco growing areas of the study area.  
 
The border proved a physical and political barrier yet again when first 
New South Wales [1931], then Victoria [1935], introduced measures to 
coordinate road transport within each state, so as to forestall competition 
with the state owned railways. Until the measures were successfully 

 
231  Ritchie & Hooker, op cit, p.5. Cyanide treated tailings are a characteristic 

bone-white colour. Cyanide treatment works tanks may survive at 
Christmastown at the corner of the Chiltern-Rutherglen Road and 
Christmastown Road. 

232  John Dargavel, Fashioning Australia’s Forests, OUP, Melbourne, 1994 
233  Craig, op cit 
234  Woods, op cit, p.186 
235  F.L. French, 'Some Historical Aspects of the Victorian Tobacco Industry: Part 

2' in Victorian Tobacco Grower 12 [1], 1968, p.13. 
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challenged in 1954, road transporters were restricted on the distances they 
could travel interstate without getting two state registrations. These 
measures affected small transport hauliers who had been trucking 
firewood and general merchandise to and across the border in both 
directions. 
 
Activities taking place on the periphery of the Shire 
 
Another major public works project in the region, immediately adjacent to 
the study area was started in 1937. Uneasy about its dependence on New 
South Wales coal for the generation of power, the Victorian government 
decided to develop its hydro-electricity capacity with major works to harness 
the energy draining off the Bogong High Plains. A private Victorian Hydro-
electric Company  
had been formed for that purpose in 1911, but no action was taken until the 
government launched its project in 1937. The proposal was for the 
construction of an extensive system of water storage, tunnels and power 
stations to produce 117 megawatts. Immediately after the Second World War 
the Victorian government decided to extend the Kiewa Hydro-Electric 
Scheme even further. The water storage capacity at Pretty Valley and Rocky 
Valley was doubled and  
additional power stations were built.237 Planners envisaged the  
construction work taking place over ten years so a new town was built at 
Mount Beauty. About 2,000 workers were housed in the township and 
nearby hostels in 1947. The workers on the project were recruited from the 
local area, from all over Australia and from overseas. Roads through the 
study area to the project were improved. Local businesses supplied 
foodstuffs, other goods and services. 
 
The siting of major defence facilities at Bonegilla and Bandiana during the 
Second World War gave similar stimulus to local farm production. 
Altogether about 11,000 defence personnel were located in the Albury 
Wodonga area at the training camps, ordnance depot and explosive depots 
which had been strategically placed close to the break-of-gauge, in case of 
attack from the north or the south. Some of the accommodation facilities at 
Bonegilla were reused in 1947 when a Migrant Reception Centre was 
established there, and by 1950 Bonegilla could accommodate more than 
7,500 immigrants.238 This ensured that the demand remained high for the 
firewood, fruit, milk and meat drawn from the district, including the study 
area. The location of defence facilities in the region had other effects. 
Surplus war materials were sold from Bandiana at the end of the war. 
Farmers in the study area were inventive in the new uses they found for 
items such as waterproofing kits, duck boards, buildings and even tanks. 
 
Rural life 
 
The Rural Reconstruction Commission was ‘concerned with all aspects 
of the lifestyle open to country dwellers’. Its surveys of country housing 
and country towns, in the late war years, found that many country people 

 
237  State Electricity Commission of Victoria [SEC] 1973, Kiewa Hydro-Electric 

Scheme: General Development, 1911-1961, SEC, Melbourne 
238  G. Sluga, Bonegilla 'A Place of No Hope', University of Melbourne, 1988, p.23 
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did not have the amenities ordinarily expected in cities. This was a matter 
of national concern: 
‘The hours of work, the comfort of the farm house, the opportunities for 
leisure and recreation and for intercourse with other families, the 
standards of health and nutrition, the level and nature of education for 
the children and the ability to take part in the general social life of the 
community are all significant factors in the success of farming and of the 
effectiveness of the districts in which it is carried on. The ways in which 
shortcomings may operate are diverse. A farmer’s wife living in a sub-
standard house with a badly designed kitchen and no reasonable 
facilities for storing food or washing clothes may easily be the main 
cause for failure in a farming enterprise .239 
 
Similar findings were reported by scholars, A.J. and J.J. McIntyre, who 
had surveyed Victorian towns in the early war years: they did not ‘gloss 
over the fact that some of the amenities which even the lowest 
metropolitan income-group takes for granted are not available to many 
country people’.240 
 
The 1947 Census revealed that just under half of 561,250 rural houses 
surveyed nationally had electricity, only 3 per cent had gas, 39 per cent 
had running water and 10 per cent a flush toilet.241 The 1947 Census 
clearly indicated the lack of amenities in the study area. So, for example, 
there were 683 private houses in Yackandandah Shire. Almost half were 
without running water; just over a quarter had electricity; none had gas; 
and almost all were without a flush toilet. 
 
Table 10 
Occupied Dwellings in Local Government Areas, 1947 
  
 

 Private dwellings Dwelling other than 
private 

  Boarding, 
lodging 

houses etc 

Total other 
than 

private 

Beechworth 912 4 15 

Rutherglen 758 1 14 

Yackandandah 711  7 

Chiltern 464  4 

    

Albury 2,576 68 NA 

Wangaratta Borough 1,494 25 42 

Wodonga 914 10 23 
 

Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, 1947 
  

 

 
239  Commonwealth Rural Reconstruction Commission, 1945. Seventh report: 
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240  McIntyre & McIntyre, op cit 
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In 1947 Barnawartha and Stanley were still without a water supply. There 
was a sewerage system at Wangaratta, and systems were being 
constructed at Beechworth and Wodonga, but nowhere else. Electricity 
from State Electricity Commission of Victoria was available in 
Wangaratta, Barnawartha, Chiltern, Rutherglen and Wahgunyah in 1926-
27. It reached Tangambalanga, Kiewa and Yackandandah in 1939, and 
shortly after the war it reached Gooramadda, Red Bluff, Sandy Creek and 
Dederang 1949. There was still no electricity beyond these centres. In the 
study area, most houses, whether in the towns or rural district, continued 
to depend on kerosene and on fuel stoves long after the Second World 
War. 
 
Rural electrification schemes, just prior to and just after the war were 
helping to give access to better amenities. The condition of the housing 
itself remained a problem. The 1947 Census detailed something of the 
physical qualities of the houses: 80 per cent were built of wood; fifty one 
were of brick, seven of stone, twenty six of concrete and thirty five of 
fibro cement. But there were also nine of iron, four of calico, canvas or 
hessian, and one each of bark, lath and plaster, wattle and daub. Almost 
every house had a corrugated iron roof, but thirty five had tiles and one 
had slate. 
 
The McIntyres looked to appearance and commented on how the houses 
in the north of the state were similar to those in the south, except that they 
more commonly had deep verandahs, which went further than just 
shading the house front. In the old gold mining districts most were square 
weatherboard cottages with four rooms, a verandah and perhaps an added 
lean-to at the back.242 A big majority [71 per cent] were owner occupied, 
as in Chiltern, whereas in Beechworth [64 per cent owner occupied] and 
Rutherglen [61 per cent] there were fewer [Census 1947]. The 
government’s new housing commission projects centred in urban rather 
than rural areas. In the study area they were mostly in the larger centres 
of Wangaratta [274] and Wodonga [38], although there were some 
Housing Commission houses also built in Beechworth [15] and 
Rutherglen [10].243  
 
Such reports were grim. The McIntyres’ study and the Rural 
Reconstruction Commission reports were built on the notion of town and 
country interdependence and argued for well appointed country towns to 
service rural Victoria. ‘Failure of agriculture means ultimately, failure of 
the towns dependent on it. Conversely, the failure on the town to act as a 
social centre for its district must react on the mental attitude of the 
farmers and their families’.244 The McIntyres found the social life of a 
country town ‘eminently satisfying to many people; it is essentially 
neighbourly; but the anxiety of frustration springing from economic 
insecurity and from a lack of wide social consciousness, tend to make it 
also small-minded and intellectually stultifying’. Nevertheless, they 
chronicled a variety of forms of entertainment, noting that ‘Halls have a 
considerable influence on the district pattern of entertainment’, and there 

 
242  McIntyre & McIntyre, op cit, p.37 
243  Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, op cit 
244  Wadham, in McIntyre & McIntyre, op cit 
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were many public as well as church halls which acted as important social 
centres in the study area. 
 
The McIntyres noted the opportunities for public life and social 
interaction in groups such as the CWA or voluntary fire brigade 
association, which flourished here as elsewhere. Public dances, public 
card parties and picture shows offered opportunities for country people to 
meet.245 They also noted the importance of access to sporting facilities – 
the common town hockey and football field, the less common golf 
course, bowling green and swimming pool.246 Locally they would have 
noted the Lake Moodemere regatta area.247 One of the most ubiquitous of 
facilities was the tennis court, which had appeared in the study area 
frequently beside schools or churches from the 1880s. Big centres, like 
Albury, could always offer that little more, with opportunities for night 
tennis, major tournaments or exhibitions by professional tennis players.  
 
The Second World War 
 
The Second World War hastened the depopulation of the countryside. In 
1941-42 it seemed that, ‘In general the larger towns are growing and the 
smaller ones declining’.248 Petrol rationing restricted private travel and 
farmers not only cut back on the frequency of their trips to town, but also 
tended to shop, when they could, at larger centres.  
 
Table 11 
Population of Smaller Settlements, 1933-1947 
  
 

 1933 1947 
Allan’s Flat 155 129 
Barnawartha 355 327 
Barnawartha North 153 163 
Baarwidgee Creek 64 111 
Bruarong 98 106 
Dederang 176 131 
Gooramadda 128 129 
Gundowring 197 183 
Huon 115 129 
Kergunyah 88 155 
Kiewa 197 163 
Lilliput 152 106 
Mudgegonga 1,085 1,111 
Stanley 336 275 
Tangambalanga 280 242 
Tarrawingee 197 158 
Wooragee 137 122 
 
Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, 1947 
  

 
 
245  eg Isabel Campbell in Heart and Soul: the stories of Rutherglen women, 1996, 

Glenview Rural Health Project, Rutherglen 
246  McIntyre & McIntyre, op cit 
247  Mary Briggs in Heart and Soul, op cit 
248  McIntyre & McIntyre, op cit, p.16 
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Government increasingly looked to the larger centres to supply advanced 
health care and education services. The major hospitals and schools were 
located in Wangaratta.  
 
Table 12 
Hospitals 1948 
  
 

 Number of beds 
Wangaratta Base 172 
Beechworth General 30 
Yackandandah Bush Nursing 28 
Rutherglen 10 
 

Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, 1947 
  

 
Town industries were not large or varied until the Second World War 
when governments, afraid of the vulnerability of their coastal cities, 
decentralised some major war-time production units to large provincial 
centres such as Wangaratta and Albury. After the war the facilities for 
country manufacturing were reused in different ways. At Wangaratta a 
woollen mill was established, and in 1948 it had an annexe in Chiltern 
which employed 36. 
 
 
Table 13 
Factories in the North-East, 1947 
  
 

 No. of factories Average No. 
Employed 

[Men] 

Average No. 
Employed 
[Women] 

Rutherglen 33 120 32 

Beechworth 11 184 8 

Yackandandah 5 31 3 

Chiltern 4 10 1 

    

Wodonga 21 104 47 

Wangaratta Borough 47 387 141 
 

Murray Valley Resources Survey Committee, 1947 
  

 
Those involved in primary industries endured the interwar years and 
Second World War years variously. Construction workers involved at the 
Hume Weir and Kiewa Hydro-electricity project provided an immediate 
market. Soldiers, then civilians and immigrants at Bandiana and 
Bonegilla required supplies. So did the fast growing Albury and 
Wangaratta townships. In the 1947 Census 2,512 [in the Upper Murray 
Regional Area] gave their occupation as agriculture and mixed farming, 
2,514 specified dairying, 972 grazing and 206 mining.  
 
Pastoral activities still predominated down to and through the Second 
World War. Just over half of the area of the region remained as Crown 
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Lands and Forest Reserves. West of the Hume Highway sheep remained 
the main livestock. However, the Australian Pastoral Directory of 1923 
showed that the biggest sheep runs were to the east, especially with the 
Arundels at Gundowring. There were other big runs with over 1,000 
sheep with William Munro at Gapsted and with both the Merrigan 
Brothers and H. Richardson at Barnawartha. In the long hot summers 
local cattle men were grazing up to 20,000 cattle in the high country in 
the Bogong High Plains between the Mitta and Kiewa valleys.249 
Difficulties in getting labour during and after the Second World War 
caused many dairy farmers to turn to beef. 
 
Dairying 
 
Continued government support and encouragement had fostered 
expansion of the dairy industry until the 1950s. The Paterson Plan of 
1926 regulated prices throughout the nation. Under that plan all states 
agreed to pay a levy on all butter produced. The levy was sufficient to 
pay a bounty on butter exported, thus in effect raising the home price by 
the amount of the bounty. Butter along with wool and wheat emerged as 
one of Australia’s principal exports in the inter-war periods and reached a 
production peak in 1934-5. There was a sharp rise in dairy cattle in the 
1930s until the early years of the Second World War, when there was 
limited access to the British market for butter. Again government support 
with guaranteed markets and prices revived the fortunes of the dairy 
industry, especially where it turned to cheese and whole milk production, 
towards the end of the war. This was the age of the milk bar and the 
corner store with a commercial refrigerator for storing and selling milk, 
cheese and ice cream. 
 
Over-expansion in the dairying industry in the 1930s, has been called ‘a 
peasant reaction’, in which the hard pressed tried to work their way 
through difficult times by producing more.250 The manager of the Bank of 
New South Wales in Wodonga noted in 1932 that, ‘Town trade has kept 
very well and the depression has not hit the district as badly as others, 
mainly on account of the mainstay being dairying from which half 
monthly payments from sale of cream are received and provide a good 
supply of ready money’.251 So, too, it seemed in the Kiewa valley.252 
 
A new butter factory had been built at Kiewa in 1928. Electricity was 
connected just prior to the Second World War, and the factory was 
reorganised to handle whole milk production in 1951. At its pre-war peak 
it was producing over 1,000 tons of butter per year. After the war it 
emerged as the biggest factory in the North East. The company submitted 
70,470 boxes of 56 pounds weight for export in 1949-50, more than any 
other Victorian company.253 
 
 
249  Border Morning Mail, 11 July 1936, 1 March 1938 
250  Drane & Edwards, op cit, pp.24-31 
251  Bank of NSW, Branch Managers Half Yearly Report, 1932 
252  Temple, op cit 
253  Ross Coulthard, A Spirit of Cooperation: A century of co-operative dairy factories 
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The Kiewa Butter Factory was collecting from 490 suppliers.254 These 
were mostly small farms, where there were hand-operated separators. As 
elsewhere in Victoria, most dairy farms had 30 cows and three milkers. 
Where there was access to electricity and milking machines there were 
only two milkers required for 30-40 cows in the 1940s and only one 
milker for 40-45 cows by 1950. 
 
 
Table 14 
Dairy Factory Production Average two years 1945-46 and 1946-47 
  
 

Factory Butter [lb] 
Kiewa 3,312,274 
Cudgewa, Corryong 2,257,141 
Wodonga 1,582,588 
Tallangatta 1,511,767 
Wangaratta 1,411,388 
Eskdale 1,146,953 
  

 
Working and living conditions on dairy farms were still not good. The 
Commonwealth was to offer postwar subsidies for factory produced 
butter and cheese, but insisted award wages be paid and the working 
week confined to 56 hours even though 48 hours was more general limit. 
The poor housing of dairy farmers, became a matter of concern for those 
planning postwar reconstruction. Trucks had begun to replace horses, but 
were until the war more usually owned by the factories rather than the 
farmers.255 
 
Wheat 
 
Wheat production was still expanding locally through to 1930, when it 
contracted until 1943, before it began to expand again. Tractors were 
beginning to appear, but it was not until after the Second World War that 
they became more common: in 1931-32 
there were 5,072 in Victoria, and in 1947-48 there were 16,295. More and 
more silos were built and the turning point of bagged wheat giving way to 
bulk wheat was reached in 1943-44.256 
 
Burrows had expended money on the resiting and updating of his Albury 
mills, just prior to World War I. Branches continued at Chiltern, 
Barnawartha, Rutherglen and Culcairn. These branches bought grain and 
distributed manufactured goods, especially animal foods for the dairy, pig 
and poultry raising industries. Farmers and others went to them to buy 
oats, barley, dairy feeds, poultry mashes and kibbled grains.257 
 

 
254  Albury Banner 20 and 24 September and 15 and 22 October 1937 
255  ‘Down on the Farm’, Current Affairs Bulletin, April 1948 
256  Dunsdorfs, op cit, pp.238/374 

257  Official Historical and Pictorial Record of Albury and the Border District, 1938. 
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Viticulture 
 
The vignerons were beginning to recover from the devastation of 
phylloxera. All Saints was still having to buy in wine from South 
Australia, but by 1923 had restored the stock levels which had been 
depleted during the First World War. Government encouraged the export 
of fortified wines with an export bounty in 1926, and wine producers 
were kept busy meeting export demand prior to the depression. Several 
wineries had their facilities connected to electricity and consequently 
modified just prior to the Second World War. A series of dry seasons 
during the war, the quota system on alcoholic beverages and the difficulty 
in getting local grapes and labour made the war years hard. 
 
Community affairs 
 
Twice in the interwar years the state border was shut to prevent the 
spread of infection. Throughout February 1919 it was shut to help prevent 
the spread of influenza in the post war pandemic. New South Wales 
police guarded the bridges to stop people crossing. Trains did not proceed 
beyond Wodonga. On the second occasion, from August 1937 to April 
1938, children under sixteen years were forbidden to enter New South 
Wales in an effort to contain an outbreak of infantile paralysis in Victoria. 
Police patrols operated at the various border crossing places. These 
events point to the significance of the border itself and of its crossing 
places.  
 
Both the Border Morning Mail and the new ABC radio station 2CO, with 
its very powerful radio transmitter in Corowa, helped create a sense of 
community of interest in those places on both sides of the state border 
and contributed to border district identity. Planners dividing the nation 
into regions for post war planning adopted an adventurous tri-state region 
at the insistence of a Murray Valley Development League, which argued 
for the community of interest of places in the Murray Valley. 
 
3.9 THE SECOND HALF OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY  
 
World War II left its impact. Communities built new memorials or added 
to existing, to commemorate the part local people had played in the war. A 
less celebrated, but still direct legacy of the war years, are the surplus 
buildings relocated from Bonegilla and Bandiana and put to new uses in a 
variety of places.258 
 
After the war there was an awakening of interest in the historic 
environment and there was a different kind of memorialisation taking 
place, even though it was adopting similar forms. In 1952 Beechworth 
celebrated its centenary and local historian, Roy Harvey, tried to capture in 
memorials community memory of significant events. In doing so he was 
echoing the early efforts in local memorialisation which had accompanied 
the 1924 Hume and Hovell celebrations and the 1939 Back to Rutherglen 
celebrations. However, this was the beginning of larger scale efforts to  

 
258  For example Ashley [1974] reports a memorial hall being shifted from 
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memorialise the past. It was the beginning of Beechworth’s transformation 
into ‘an historic site in which its past was put on display’. Visitors were 
invited here to ‘take a step back in time’. Locals ‘looked over their 
shoulders to lost days of promise and hope’.259 
 
Nationally, the formation of the National Trust in the immediate post-war 
years heralded a new interest in the old. A branch was formed in Victoria 
in the late 1950s, in the North-East in 1966. A Beechworth committee 
was set up in 1970. The National Trust prized architectural merit. It took 
particular interest, at first, in grand buildings – private houses of the 
affluent, banks, churches, hotels and the buildings associated with State 
government functions in law and order, health and education. Its aesthetic 
shifted to be more inclusive with the establishing of the Australian 
Heritage Commission’s Register of the National Estate in 1975 and 
Victoria’s establishment of an Historic Buildings Preservation Council in 
1974. 
 
In Beechworth interest fixed on the restoration of buildings. From the mid-
1960s on work was done, first, on the powder magazine and, then, on May 
Day Hills, the façade of the old hospital, Tanswell's Commercial Hotel and 
the Star Hotel. The council passed an Interim Development Order in 1968 
to preserve buildings and shop fronts. Beechworth was the subject of one 
of the earliest National Estate studies in 1976. In 1983 the Trust declared 
Beechworth township an Urban Conservation Area and, by 1984, it had 
classified 34 buildings and items in the Shire as well as district landscape 
features. By that time Beechworth Shire had 16 entries in the State’s 
register and 26 in the Register of the National Estate.260 
 
There were improvements on the old. The coach-house and stables at the 
rear of Tanswell's were converted into a carriage and harness museum in 
1969, the former Bank of Victoria became a tourist information centre 
and gem museum in 1971. Town and commercial interest sought other 
'improvements. Entrepreneurs opened and plied lively trades with antique 
shops, tea-rooms, bakeries, and second-hand bookshops. Ned Kelly sites 
and memorabilia sprang up everywhere. Beechworth and it surrounds 
vied with Greta, Glenrowan and Benalla to become the place to visit in 
search for Ned: ‘the bushranger was fought over in the same way that the 
towns of the North-East once fought for possession of a knitting mill or 
railway’.261 
 
In heritage terms Beechworth recaptured the attention government had 
lavished on it as the administrative centre of the goldfields, but notice 
was also taken of the goldfield surrounds. Close by Woolshed Creek, 
Murmungee Basin, Mount Pilot and the Wallaby mine workings in the 
Nine-Mile Creek area were surveyed, analysed and classified. The other 
gold towns were examined. A Conservation Area embraced 
Yackandandah. A study was made of Chiltern, where the townscape 

 
259  Griffiths, Tom 1985. 'National heritage or town history: Beechworth in the 

20th Century' in Australian Cultural History No. 4 
260  Woods, op cit, p.191 
261  Tom Griffiths, Beechworth: an Australian country town and its past, Greenhouse 

Publications, Richmond, 1987, p.91 
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attracted interest as an historical set for three film-makers seeking ‘reel 
history’. There were a series of vice-regal visits to the study area to mark 
the National Trust classification of All Saints Winery in Wahgunyah in 
1965, Henry Handel Richardson's former home in Chiltern in 1970, and 
the Star Hotel in Beechworth in 1974. 
 
As Tom Griffiths has pointed out, there were changes in the perceptions 
of what might be the tourist attractions of the area.262 By 1971 the snow 
sports of the alpine areas and the river scenery and water sport 
opportunities were still featured, but now –  
‘… The north eastern region is rich in historical interest and most 
districts have societies actively seeking to preserve landmarks and relics 
of their early settlers. Beechworth, with the aid of the National Trust, is 
preserving its heritage for the pleasure of the tourist. 
A number of early Victorian gold fields were located in the Region and, 
still today, casual prospectors search for ‘colour’ in the streams, while 
other prefer to search for gemstones In recent years, several of the 
districts have established festivals. Wangaratta, Bright, Beechworth, 
Rutherglen and Myrtleford all have their own festival based on the arts, 
autumn leaves, gold, wine, tobacco and hops’.  
‘… numerous wineries cater for the casual visitor’.263 
 
The new interest in built fabric did not preclude interest in trying to 
conserve the natural environment. The National Trust and all levels of 
government and took measures to protect what were plainly sensitive areas, 
and, in the study area from the 1970s on, attention was given to monitoring 
the effect of urban development on the Murray River. Studies 
recommending appropriate controls were undertaken to protect the Murray 
River Plain, Lake Hume, Chiltern Forest, Mount Pilot, the Kiewa Valley, 
Black Springs Bakery Southern Landscape, Murmungee Basin, Lake 
Anderson, Lake Kerferd, Lady Franklin Range, Upper Indigo Valley, 
Woolshed Creek and the But But tree in Beechworth.264 Nor did it preclude 
an interest in the history which predated the built fabric. Several 
archaeological surveys were conducted to gather and assess evidence of the 
early Aboriginal presence in the area.265 
 
The economic benefits of the tourism which might be encouraged with a 
rich built and natural environment was not, however, realised. Tourism 
generated disappointingly little employment in Beechworth or the other 
towns. The study area was not able to capture the lucrative overnight 
accommodation trade.266 
 
 

 
262  Griffiths, 1985 and 1987, op cit 
263  The Upper Murray Region: its resources and industries, 1972. Report of the 

Resources Survey of the Upper Murray Region, Central Planning Authority 
264  Kinnaird Hill de Rohan and Young Pty Ltd and Llewelyn Associates, 1974. 

Albury-Wodonga Structure Plan, Vol 2: Natural Environment, Rural 
Development, Economic Base, Cities Commission, Canberra; and National 
Trust of Australia [Victoria] 1977. Landscape Planning and Conservation in 
North-East Victoria National Trust, Melbourne 

265  National Trust, 1977, op cit 
266  Woods, op cit 
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The Towns 
 
The move of population from the countryside and from the smaller towns 
to the bigger centres continued. Whilst Wangaratta remained the largest 
major urban centre in the Ovens-Murray Region through most of this 
period, it was not growing as fast as Wodonga, and was displaced in the 
1990s. Shifts in the areas used to calculate population make it difficult to 
give consistent measures, but the pattern of change is evident in a variety 
of census population and building counts. 
 
Table 15 
Population, 1961, 1966, 1971 
  
 

 1961 1966 1971 
Beechworth 3,508 3.554 3.117 
Chiltern shire NA 667 603 
Rutherglen 1,222 1,287 1,208 
Yackandandah shire NA NA 459 
    
Wangaratta 13,784 15,175 15,535 
Wodonga 7,498 8,653 10,533 
  

 
The relatively small increase in the numbers of occupied private houses 
between 1947 and 1971 indicates the sluggish rate of growth in the local 
government areas within the study area during the 1960s. The number of 
private houses in Yackandandah increased by 77, in Beechworth by 69, in 
Chiltern by 46, and in Rutherglen by 7. Government housing followed a 
similar pattern. By 1971 the largest Housing Commission projects had 
occurred in Wodonga [899 houses completed], and Wangaratta [860], 
with there were relatively few in the study area at Beechworth [37], 
Rutherglen [18], and Tangambalanga [20].  
 
Both towns and the countryside did, however, gain amenities. 
Beechworth and Wodonga got sewerage systems. During the 1950s and 
1960s water was supplied to Chiltern, Rutherglen and Yackandandah and 
some of the smaller townships such as Barnawartha, Kiewa and 
Wahgunyah. Electricity from the State Electricity Commission was 
extended further into the countryside. It reached Stanley [1951], Lilliput 
[1954], Glen Creek [1956], Allans Flat [1957], Wooragee [1957], Indigo 
Valley [1957], Chiltern South [1962], Back Creek [1963], Osbornes Flat 
[1963], Barnawartha North [1966], Upper Sandy Creek [1967], Browns 
Plains [1968], Chiltern Valley [1969], Cornishtown [1965], Wahgunyah 
[1966] and Woolshed [1967].  
 
Almost one hundred years after the siting and building of the railway had 
affected the fortunes of the gold towns by pulling rural [and urban] 
development to the west of the study area, there were new rail and road 
traffic patterns to adjust to again. Rail traffic decreased when the 
restrictions on road transport competition were lifted in 1954 and the 
standard gauge was opened in 1962. The last built branch lines were the 
worst affected and the first to close. Yackandandah and Beechworth lost 
their railway connection in 1954. The line through the study area between 
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Wodonga and Cudgewa was closed. Further, re-routing and 
reconstruction of the Hume Highway in 1962 bypassed Chiltern and 
Barnawartha, as it had Yackandandah and Beechworth in the nineteenth 
century, losing them passing trade opportunities. 
 
Only the large centres nearby expanded in manufacturing. In the 1960s 
and 1970s the number of factories and/or the number of factory 
employees increased in Wangaratta and Wodonga. They fell in 
Beechworth, Chiltern Yackandandah and Rutherglen shires. In 
Beechworth, the tannery closed at the end of 1961 and so did the shoe 
factory, which had opened in 1946 and had employed 36 women. In 
Chiltern the shoe factory closed. The remaining factories were easily 
enumerated. In 1977 there was at Allans Flat a strawberry winery; at 
Barnawartha fertilisers and structural steel fabricators; at Beechworth 
aerated waters, ready mix concrete and an abattoirs; at Chiltern 
brickmaking; at Gapsted an engineering firm; at Glen Creek two 
sawmills; at Kiewa the dairy factory; at Rutherglen six wineries, a meat 
processing firm, a pallet building workshop, a printery and two sawmills; 
at Stanley two sawmills; at Wahgunyah two wineries; at Yackandandah 
two potteries, an abattoir, a sawmill and two engineering firms.267 
 
The social composition and character of some of the towns changed with 
the influx of postwar immigrants. Many of the arrivals at Bonegilla, it 
seems, were to find jobs and places to live in the district. Some came 
specially to work on the two big postwar reconstruction projects in the 
1950s expansion of the Kiewa Hydro Electricity Scheme and the 
expansion of the Hume Reservoir. The reservoir was expanded to reach 
its original planned capacity, and the increased area under water had 
direct effect on the northern border of the study area. 
 
In 1954 the proportion of the population recording a birthplace in 
Australia was well over 90 per cent in the Shires of Chiltern, Rutherglen 
and Yackandandah. But in Beechworth it had slipped to 87 per cent, in 
Wodonga itself to 80 per cent, and in Wodonga Shire, which housed 
Bonegilla, to 43 per cent. By 1954 the postwar immigration program was 
concerned with displaced persons and had only just begun to tap British 
immigration and immigration from other European countries. It may be 
possible to trace in the district the arrival of waves of immigrants from 
different donor countries. In 1954 there were at Beechworth 170 born in 
the UK, 102 in Hungary; and 63 in Germany. Wodonga had more born in 
Germany. 
 
By the early 1970s, it became clear that the capital cities, Melbourne and 
Sydney, were becoming congested and inefficient. Both states 
commissioned reports on sites that might be developed as part of an 
accelerated decentralisation program. In 1973 the Commonwealth and the 
states agreed to join in a development project that focussed on Albury 
Wodonga as one proposed growth centre. This agreement was to be the 
first step in a comprehensive program aimed at improving urban life, 
which would include other growth centres and selective decentralisation. 

 
267  Town Planning Section, Faculty of Applied Science, RMIT 1978. Regional 

Development Strategy: North Eastern Regional Study, RMIT Melbourne 
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An Albury Wodonga Development Corporation was established, and it 
acquired both planning authorities and land in the district. A great deal of 
that land was in the study area around Yackandandah, Beechworth, 
Chiltern, and Barnawartha. Rutherglen was not included. The land bank 
around the towns was to help retain the character of the towns and their 
rural surrounds. These were ‘peripheral towns’, each with its own 
character and each with a ‘fragile’ urban fabric, that was of ‘historical or 
architectural value’. Growth was encouraged but structured. Town plans 
were to ‘sensitive to … historic charm’. AWDC was most anxious to 
retain rural nature of the area as well as the character of the towns. The 
land bank would help it forestall the creation of small 10 acre hobby 
farms and retain instead farms of a commercial size.268 
 
People in the study area feared that an Albury Wodonga growth centre 
would increase their land values and rates. Further, they worried about 
the way a big centre might change their place. All the towns, except 
Stanley, were likely to become dormitory areas for those working in 
Albury Wodonga. ‘Despite a preference for Yackandandah to remain 
rural, it was seen as rapidly becoming a place to live for people working 
in Albury-Wodonga’.269 Not all were sure if they liked the analysis or 
predictions of the planners. ‘The present population of Chiltern has a 
high proportion of older age groups. The concept of a new Chiltern could 
incorporate the English village atmosphere and a place of retirement. It 
would also accommodate a number of commuters to Albury-Wodonga’. 
But they acknowledged that Chiltern was not exactly a thriving centre 
with 15 of its 25 shops being vacant.270 
 
There were fairly frequent reviews of this experiment in selective 
decentralisation. The last review in 1988-89 decided in effect that it had 
failed. Growth had not been enhanced sufficiently to warrant the 
continuation of government funding. 
 
Table 16 
Population, New Local Government Areas, 1981, 1986, 1991 
  
 

 1981 1986 1991 

Indigo Shire 11,669 12,521 14,015 

Wangaratta 24,706 25,319 25,173 

Wodonga 19,661 22,876 26,641 
  

 
Commonwealth and state governments withdrew support, permitting 
individual local governments to re-assert their several planning 
authorities, though they moved voluntarily to regional cooperation on key 

 
268  Kinnaird et al, op cit, p.81; and Meldrum Burrows & Partners in association 

with G. P. McGowen & Associates Pty Ltd, 1977. Shire of Rutherglen Rural 
Planning Study, Town and Country Planning Board, Melbourne, p.4 

269  P.W. Salmon, The Human Crisis of Change in Agriculture: A study of dairy 
farmers in the Shire of Yackandandah Shire of Yackandandah Welfare Group in 
association with the Department of Agriculture and the Agricultural 
Extension Research Unit, University of Melbourne, Wodonga, 1977 

270  Kinnaird et al, op cit, p.87 
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matters. In 1992 Victoria advanced plans to focus growth on Melbourne 
and an inner crescent of Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong. What was 
designated a national Growth Centre in 1973 was, almost twenty years 
later, not even selected as a State Growth Centre.271 
 
However, an unforeseen outcome of the experiment has been the arousal 
of community persistence that there is a distinctive urban conglomerate 
formed at the border, which belongs wholly to neither state. The study 
area is arched around the southern border of that Albury Wodonga urban 
conglomerate. It takes its provincial city services from it. It shares many 
of its interests - and its location, at the state border. The Indigo Shire 
welcomed the proposal of the Victorian Local Government Board in 1996 
that Albury and Wodonga be integrated, either through enhanced cross-
border co-operation or in a single municipal administration. It saw no 
advantage in forging formal structural links with its neighbours in New 
South Wales and was of the view that its current boundary with Wodonga 
was sensible, giving ‘adequate land for planning and development’.272 
 
Yackandandah, Beechworth and Chiltern had argued in a joint 
submission for an Historic Districts area. They thought that  
‘ the dominance of Wodonga representation [in a proposed 
Wodonga/Indigo merger] is likely to lead to a reduction in regular 
expenditure on environmental and urban management in the outer 
districts which would eventually lead to a rundown of infrastructure and 
services … A municipality centred on Wodonga, as proposed, will result 
in the slow decline and impoverishment of the communities which the 
shires currently represent. An Historic Districts municipality, on the 
other hand, would create the focus for sensitive and sustainable 
development of the major natural and commercial assets of the rural 
areas and small towns, and will allow the local community to control 
their own destiny’.273 
 
The Local Government Board agreed to separate them from Wodonga in 
order to allow a stronger relationship to develop between Albury and 
Wodonga. The state border has, however, apparently frustrated attempts 
to formalise that anticipated cross-border local government relationship. 
 
The Countryside 
 
The old gold mines have ceased to function. Occasionally, as in 1994 at 
the Great Southern Mine near Rutherglen, an entrepreneur will devise a 
scheme to extract wealth from the tailings.274 However, most gold now 
extracted is in the cause of attracting tourists as, for example, at 
Yackandandah.  
 

 
271  Department of Planning and Housing, 1992. A Place to Live, Urban 

development 1992-2031: Shaping Victoria’s Future, State Government of 
Victoria 

272  Local Government Board, 1996. Albury Wodonga Review, Interim Report, 
Melbourne, p.36 

273  Shire of Yackandandah Annual Report, 1993-4 
274  Border Mail 26 February and 18 May 1994 
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Within the wider region the acreage for wheat, oats and barley had more 
than doubled between 1947 and the mid-1960s. The acreage for fruits, 
berries and nuts remained constant and that for grapes and potatoes had 
decreased. In Rutherglen, the most cultivated of the shires in 1976, only 
20 per cent of the land was cropped, over half was given over to grazing. 
Cereal production was encouraged with the opening of Uncle Toby's 
factory in Wahgunyah. 
 
The number of beef cattle has increased with beef cattle displacing not 
only dairy cattle, but also sheep, even to the west of the Hume Highway. 
In Rutherglen there were 113,770 sheep, 2,311 dairy cattle and 8,507 beef 
cattle in 1969 and 59,951 sheep, 1,488 dairy cattle and 18,742 beef cattle 
in 1976.275 The arrival of Uncle Bens factory in Wodonga has provided a 
local market for meat producers. 
 
In 1960 the Forestry Commission commenced a program of plantation 
expansion in the region. The opening of a large Australian Newsprint 
Mill in Albury stimulated wood production further. By 1983 Stanley 
plantations extended over 10,913 acres. Pinus radiata covered about 
9,750 acres.  
 
Dairy farming fell on hard times during the 1950s and 1960s. 
Governments grew more reluctant to shelter the industry from market 
forces. Demand fell as margarine was used more commonly as a butter 
substitute, from the early 1960s. Dairy farmers were forced to aggregate 
farms into more viable larger holdings, or to leave the industry altogether. 
By 1970 average herd size had more than doubled to 75.3 cows, but 
overall the number of dairy cattle fell sharply. 
 
Table 17 
Dairy farms, cows milked and beef cattle in the Shire of Yackandandah, 
1970 and 1976 
  
 

 Dairy farms Cows milked Cows milked 
per farm 

Beef cattle on 
all farms 

1970 248 18,682 75.3 30,360 

1976 181 16,495 91 41,302 
 

Adapted from Salmon et al 1977 
  

 
The Commission of Inquiry into Poverty in 1973 reported that dairy 
farmers were a disadvantaged class, prompting a close study to be made 
of their living and working conditions in Yackandandah in the mid-
1970s. Those conducting the study found that 55 per cent of those who 
worked the dairy farms had off-farm jobs and half of these jobs were in 
Albury-Wodonga.276 
 
Throughout the state the number of dairy factories dropped, but, contrary 
to the more usual trend, it was the factory at Wodonga that gave way to 

 
275  Meldrum Burrows et al, op cit 
276  Salmon et al, op cit 
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the factory at Kiewa. The Kiewa factory had moved to whole milk 
production in 1951 and started to manufacture spray dried milk powder. 
During the 1950s it was supplying milk to Albury, Wangaratta, Canberra 
and Sydney. It became the first Victorian co-operative dairy company to 
pasteurise and bottle milk for home delivery. It merged with Tallangatta 
to form the North Eastern Dairy Company Limited in 1959 and 
constructed new offices at Kiewa, after the new company purchased the 
factory at Wodonga in 1962. The right to trade interstate was hotly 
contested between 1968 and 1976 until, after a High Court case, a milk 
rationalisation scheme was put in place. 
 
Some of the wineries in the study area were still getting electricity 
connection in the post war years. Most of the vineyards had become 
tractor operated. George Sutherland Smith complained that All Saints 
vineyard ‘was one of the last in the district to become completely tractor 
operated, and horses continued to be used into the 1960s’.277 
 
However, the wine trade was changing dramatically. The amount of wine 
consumed nationally rose from 53 million litres in 1960 to 110 million in 
1970 and 2,523 million in 1980. That was for the vignerons good news. 
However, the market share of this increasing amount of wine in 1956 had 
been 83 per cent fortified, flavoured wines and vermouth and only 17 per 
cent table, sparkling and carbonated. The proportions were completely 
reversed thirty years later with fortified wine holding 13 per cent and 
table wines 87 per cent of market share. Nationally the consumption of 
fortified wines per head fell from 4.1 litres annually in 1956 to 2.5 in 
1986. And for the wineries, which had excelled in rich fortified wines, 
this change in palate meant changes in operations. 
 
At All Saints the proprietors had been too slow to recognise the shift in 
the market to flagons as well as bulk and bottled wine. They did add to 
their storage capacity with a new building for table wines. They joined 
the other wineries in beginning cellar door sales in 1967, and in the 
festivals proposed every second year after 1968. They were involved in 
the winery walkabouts started in 1974 and calculated that, by 1975, one 
eighth of sales were at the cellar door.278 Such direct selling compensated 
for the loss of custom of the old family country town department stores 
which were being taken over in the 1970s by the chain stores – Coles 
Myer and Woolworths. 
 
Effects of the Albury Wodonga growth centre project on the countryside 
about the two cities has been closely monitored. About Albury Wodonga 
there were in the 1980s nearly twice as many rural living lots purchased 
on the Victorian side of the border than there were in New South Wales, 
and most of those have been in the study area. 
 
In 1981 there were about Albury Wodonga 143 rural lots. By 1989 there 
were 277. The proportions of these rural lots which were between 3 ha 
and 25 ha had increased from 50 per cent to 90 per cent. Yackandandah 

 
277  George Sutherland Smith, “All Saints” history, unpublished typescript, 1993 
278  Sutherland Smith, op cit 
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has had a peculiar rural farmlet zone of 800ha, in which the average size 
of lot is 4ha. By 1989 nearly half of this area had been developed. 
 
Table 18 
Rural property sales in Albury Wodonga 1981 to 1989 
  
 

 Rural property 
sales 

Sales as vacant 
land [per cent] 

3ha to 25 ha 

[per cent] 

Beechworth 284 83 58 

Chiltern 189 84 47 

Yackandandah 358 75 43 
 
Note Rutherglen was not included in AWDC planning. 
  

 
A report into rural property sales in 1990 concluded the ‘the re-
population of rural areas is being basically led by rural living 
developments’.279 
 
Within the countryside there continued to be named locations such as 
Great Northern, North Prentice, Brimin and Browns Plains which were 
identifiable only as a cluster of houses. About Wahgunyah and 
Rutherglen the obsolete crown townships such as Carlyle, Gooramadda 
and Haines continued only a ghostly presence on land title transactions. 
These were amongst the many lost settlements of the Shire of Indigo. 
However, small towns like Stanley, Dederang, Kiewa and 
Tangambalanga persisted, enduring in the face of the kinds of adversity 
which troubled a great deal of rural Australia. But the bigger towns of 
Beechworth, Chiltern, Rutherglen, Wahgunyah and Yackandandah, as 
was explained in the introduction, were to thrive through to the end of the 
century. 
 
3.10 TIMELINE OF EVENTS 
 
Exploration and Settlement 
 
1788 Founding of the Colony of New South Wales 
1798 to Various voyages of discovery around the Victorian 
1801 coastline 
1802 Port Phillip Bay discovered and claimed for King George III 
1824 Hamilton Hume & William Hovell, the first Europeans to visit 

the area, leave from Lake George in southern NSW and travel 
south overland naming and crossing the Hume [later Murray] 
River, passing through the present Indigo Shire to eventually 
arrive at Corio Bay [near present day Geelong]. 

1836 Major Mitchell journeys through the western portion of the Port 
Phillip district, describing the land as 'Australia Felix' and 

 
279  Task Force, Albury Wodonga Regional Planning Committee, 1990. Rural 

Lands Strategy Working Papers, Albury Wodonga Development Corporation, 
Albury 
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providing a prompt to squatters who follow Mitchell's cart 
tracks south. 

1837 Ascension of Queen Victoria 
 Naming and survey of Melbourne 

'Carraragarmungee [Beechworth] taken up by Reid family 
 'Yackandandah No. 1' taken up by Osborne family 
1838 'Tarrawingee' taken up by William Bowman 
 'Barnawatha' taken up by Joseph Slack 
1839 'El Dorado', Black Dog Creek Plains, occupied by Captain 

William Fury Baker 
 William Bowman expanded into 'Woorajay' 
 'Thillingalanga' [Stanley] taken up by John Morrice 
 Foord and Crisp's 'Wahgunyah' and Clark and Brown's 

'Gooramadda' possibly also taken up by this time 
 Lady Jane Franklin travels through the area 
1840-41 'Brimin', 'Boorhaman', 'Ullina' and 'Lilliput' all occupied during 

this time 
1840s Barnawartha established, linked to supply of goods and 

accommodation to travellers along the Port Phillip road 
1842 Imperial Statute defined electoral district of Port Phillip 
1843 Port Phillip District divided into four squatting districts: Gipps' 

Land, Murray , Westernport and Portland Bay 
1844 Petition for separation from NSW sent from Port Phillip to 

England 
Black Dog Creek Inn [later at Chiltern] established 

1846 David Reid commences operating flour mill beside 
Yackandandah Creek from about 1846 

 
Goldrushes 
 
1851 Separation Act proclaimed, establishing the Colony of Victoria 

Chiltern surveyed as a town reserve 
 Miners discover gold in the Spring Creek area [Beechworth] 
 Establishment of Beechworth 
 Gold also discovered at Yackandandah 
1853 Gold discovered at Nine Mile Creek, Stanley, and at Wooragee 
 Establishment of Yackandandah and Stanley 
1854 Ovens and Murray Advertiser launched in Beechworth 
 First court sitting takes place in Beechworth 
1855  Chinese protectorate system established, confining Chinese to 

certain areas 
1856 Private township of Wahgunyah surveyed on John Foord's pre-

emptive right 
 Beechworth proclaimed a Municipality 
1857 Miners at Buckland Valley [outside study area] riot against 

Chinese 
 Stone bridge over Commissioner's Creek, Yackandandah, built 

[then on main Sydney-Melbourne route] 
 Government surveyors mark out towns of Carlyle, Barnawartha, 

Haines and Gooramadda 
 Baron Von Mueller appointed Director of Melbourne Botanic 

Gardens 
1858 Gold discovered at Chiltern 
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 Telegraphic communication established between Melbourne, 
Sydney and Adelaide 

1858-59 Aboriginal Reserve at Lake Moodemere established 
1860 Gold discovered near Wahgunyah  
 Establishment of Rutherglen [surveyed 1861] 
 
1860s Quartz mining undertaken near Yackandandah 
 Most mining now deep lead mining 
 Main Melbourne-Sydney road re-routed away from Beechworth 

and through Chiltern 
1861 First stamp battery established at Wooragee 
 
Selection and Township Development 
 
1862 Tangambalanga gazetted as an Aboriginal Reserve of 640 acres 
 Chiltern and Rutherglen proclaimed as Municipalities 
1864 Shire of Yackandandah formed 
1866 Shire of Beechworth formed [from Stanley, Wooragee and 

Beechworth Road Districts] 
1871 United Shire of Beechworth formed?? 
 Shire of Rutherglen formed 
1873 North-eastern railway reaches Wodonga, linked with Albury in 

1883 
Railway passes through Chiltern and Barnawartha 
Education Act 

1874 Shire of Chiltern formed 
1876 Railway line from Wangaratta to Beechworth completed 
1879 Railway line from Wahgunyah to Springhurst [on the main line] 

completed 
1880 Rocky Mountain Tunnel [Beechworth] completed 
1880s Commencement of decline in mining industry 
1890s Cyanide process for gold recovery introduced, used on Chiltern 

goldfields after turn of the century 
1893 Widespread unemployment, bank failures 
1896 Establishment of the Government Viticultural College at 

Rutherglen 
 
The Twentieth Century 
 
1901 Federation 

Death of Queen Victoria 
1907 First interstate telephone service from Sydney to Melbourne 
1914-18 World War I 
1913 Establishment of Country Roads Board 
1917 Soldier settlement scheme for ex-servicemen initiated in 

Victoria 
First aeroplane flight from Sydney to Melbourne 

1918 Establishment of Forestry Commission 
1919 Establishment of State Electricity Commission 
1927 First meeting of Commonwealth Parliament at the new capital, 

Canberra 
1930 Worldwide economic depression including growing 

unemployment 
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 Sir Isaac Isaacs appointed first Australian-born Governor-
General 

1931 Death of Dame Nellie Melba [born 1861] 
1934 Victorian centenary celebrations 
1938 Housing Commission of Victoria established 
1939-45 World War II 
1944 Town and Country Planning Board and Country Fire Authority 

established. 
1994 Creation of Indigo Shire from Beechworth, Chiltern, Rutherglen 

and Yackandandah Shires 
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4.1 PREAMBLE  
 
The thematic history included at Section 3.0 has provided a broad outline 
of the events and activities that have shaped the Indigo Shire since the 
period of European settlement during the 1830s. Within the following 
sections it is proposed to examine in more detail how some of those 
events and activities are evidenced throughout the Shire. This section, 
Section 4.0, examines the built heritage of the Shire; Section 5.0 
examines the mining heritage; and Section 6.0 examines the Shire's 
landscape heritage. 
 
4.2 PASTORAL SITES 
 
Dairying 
 
During the mid nineteenth century it was common for farmers to produce 
a diverse range of foodstuffs, for their own use and possibly for 
commercial purposes. Most small mixed farms incorporated a dairy and 
usually a piggery as well, with the pigs being fed the skim milk. 
Typically, the dairy was usually under the charge of women. The dairy or 
milk room building where the milk was set had to be kept steadily cool 
and was built quite apart from the kitchen, usually being constructed of 
stone, pisé or brick. Some dairies were built into the ground in the 
manner of cellars. There the milk would be set in wide shallow pans until 
the cream could be skimmed off and turned in wooden hand churns into 
butter.280 It was also common for businesses such as hotels, particularly 
those in isolated places, to have their own dairy.  
 
Dairying gained momentum after 1888, the result of new laws, 
government bonuses and new technology, such as the first cream 
separator which had been displayed at the Royal Melbourne Show in 
1884.281  Farm dairies were gradually replaced by district butter factories 
with mechanical cream separators and butter churns. A Government 
travelling dairy toured the northern and north-western districts in 1889 
and 1891, but few farmers could afford to install the initial cumbersome 
and expensive separators. There were 86 butter factories in Victoria by 
March 1893, and 174 by 1895 [47 of which were in the north-east], but 
many of these continued to augment their supplies by a system of local 
creameries where farmers could take their milk daily for separating. 
Creamery numbers peaked at 399 in 1900 but had dropped to 32 in 1917; 
while the number of butter factories peaked at 195 in 1908, to stabilise at 
140 in 1917. The introduction of more affordable farm separators meant 
that only two or three trips a week were required by the cream collection 
cart.282  
 
From about 1893 milking machines were also being introduced, but the 
change to mechanisation was slow. By 1930 there were more than 4,000 

 
280  Susan Priestly, The Victorians : Making Their Mark, Fairfax, Syme & Weldon 

Associates, Melbourne, 1984, p.86 
281  Susan Priestly, op cit, p.205; and 'Our Land Our Century 1960-69', 

supplement to the Weekly Times, 27 October 1999 
282  Susan Priestly, op cit, p.205 

 
 
Leseberg dairy, fmr Farmers Arms 
BROW006 [above] 
 
Earth-fast post shed, Rutherglen, 
which originally combined dairy 
and piggery [built 1912] 
RUTH019 
Stone milk room, now a ruin, at 
The Hermitage, Barnawartha 
BARN015 
Punt Hotel dairy 
GOOR005 

Known creameries throughout the 
Shire were at Barnawartha, 
Gooramadda, Gundowring, Indigo 
Valley, Kergunyah, Lilliput, 
Norong and Sandy Creek although 
no trace of these buildings 
remains. 
 
The Wooragee Co-operative Butter 
Factory, located in Factory Lane, 
closed c1905 
 
The Kiewa Butter and Cheese 
Factory & Creamery Co. 
commenced operations in 1893. It 
later merged with the Tallangatta 
Butter Factory to form the North 
Eastern Dairy Co. The factory is 
now part of Murray Goulburn. 
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machines installed however there were more than 22,000 licensed dairy 
farms. The usual herd size was only 15 to 20 cows, which were hand-
milked twice a day in an open-sided shed. In 1930 there were few 
specialised diary farms and dairying was usually part of mixed farming 
practice. In the north-eastern districts Thomas Cherry noted that in 1913 
butter factories at Seymour, Euroa, Benalla and Springhurst were 
struggling as sheep, cattle grazing and the selling off of timber reserves 
were all profitable enterprises.283 
 
By the 1960s the average number of cows in a dairy herd was around 30 
to 40, and many economically constructed concrete block dairies had 
been built to accommodate mechanised milking. By this time there was 
increasing demand for milk products such as skim milk and buttermilk, 
production of which increased 14-fold between 1947 and 1965. As a 
consequence there were limited supplies of waste products available for 
pigs. Pigs on dairy farms began to disappear from the 1950s onwards.284 
The concrete block or timber and iron dairies which were built to 
accommodate mechanised dairying are relatively common throughout the 
Shire but almost all of these are no longer in use. Piggeries are very 
scarce indeed. 
 
The increased demand for milk products meant a shift to whole milk 
processing and bulk milk handling. Being more vulnerable than cream, 
whole milk required greater hygiene standards and refrigeration. All old 
milking equipment had to be replaced by 1970; refrigerated stainless steel 
milk vats replaced cream cans and milk was collected by refrigerated 
1000 gallon milk tankers. There were no more farm separators and during 
the late 1960s farmers with small herds were subsidised to leave the 
industry. In 1960 Victorian herd numbers were more than 1,000,000 and 
rising farm input prices and labour costs fuelled the need for greater 
efficiency. By 1980 the most common herd size was 100-150, with the 
average cow producing 40% more milk. New ideas were imported from 
the US and New Zealand, one of which was the herringbone milking 
shed, now used on up to 80% of dairy farms. Victoria is now the major 
milk producer of Australia.285 Dairying, which makes up almost one third 
of the gross value of pastoral and agricultural production in the Shire, 
remains strong in the eastern parts of the Shire and dairying is now 
almost non-existent in the western part of the Shire. The numbers of 
small unused dairies which remain, across the entire study area, are a 
testament to the radical changes in dairy practice which have occurred 
during the last decades of the twentieth century. 
 
Pigs 
 
During the nineteenth century most farmers kept pigs for domestic use 
and there was little large-scale pig farming. Pigs were often found on 
dairy farms as they needed a regular supply of water, and could be fed on 
the discarded skim milk and other waste products. Commercial pork 
products were mostly imported from New Zealand, until Australia began 

 
283  Susan Priestly, op cit, p.206 
284  Susan Priestly, op cit, p.316; Weekly Times supplement, op cit. 
285  Susan Priestly, op cit, p.316; Weekly Times supplement, op cit. 

Concrete block dairy Chiltern 
CHIL080 
 
Concrete dairy Rutherglen 
RUTH088 
 
 

 
 
Earth-fast post shed, Rutherglen, 
which originally combined dairy 
and piggery [built 1912] 
RUTH019 
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to develop its own industry during the early part of the twentieth century. 
By World War II this industry had expanded to the extent that Australia 
was supplying its own market and exporting to Great Britain. 
In consequence, the number of domestic pigs had halved by the late 
1950s; and activities associated with pig production such as bacon curing 
and smallgoods processing moved from local domestic and local 
operations to specialist commercial industries, usually located in 
Melbourne. No functioning domestic piggeries were located within the 
Indigo Shire, and only one property with extant domestic piggeries, 
although there may more. Keirath's smokehouse at Cornishtown is the 
only evidence of a locally operated bacon curing facility. It was operated 
by Charles Keirath who was a butcher in Chiltern during the mid to late 
nineteenth century. 
 
Sheep 
 
The squatters of the 1830s ran both sheep and cattle. Although cattle 
were preferred, sheep numbers steadily increased. In 1840 there were 
more than 750,000 sheep in Victoria but in little more than ten years this 
figure had increased to 6,000,000.286 In the north-east, however, the trend 
was increasingly towards more diversified agricultural and pastoral 
pursuits and small-scale holdings. On the flatter areas, to the west of the 
Shire, wheat-sheep combinations predominated while elsewhere in the 
study area agricultural pursuits consisted of mixed farming, involving 
broad-acre and vegetable crops, beef cattle, dairying and sheep.287 The 
low wool prices of the 1890s dissuaded many farmers from keeping 
sheep, from which they could only get returns on hides and tallow, hence 
the building of boiling-down works.  
 
In the early decades of the twentieth century the biggest sheep runs were 
to the east, at Gundowring, Gapsted and Barnawartha. In the latter half of 
the century the number of beef cattle has increased with beef cattle 
displacing not only dairy cattle, but also sheep, even to the west of the 
Hume Highway. In Rutherglen there were 113,770 sheep, 2,311 dairy 
cattle and 8,507 beef cattle in 1969 and 59,951 sheep, 1,488 dairy cattle 
and 18,742 beef cattle in 1976.288  
 
There is little extant evidence of nineteenth century sheep production, 
with existing woolsheds appearing to be mostly of mid to late twentieth 
century construction. The earliest woolshed would appear to be that on 
the former Elliott property at Wooragee; another nineteenth century 
woolshed on the Dickson property, Indigo Valley, was blown down 
within the last few years. The nineteenth century former Lindsay Brown 
cellar building at Gooramadda has been adapted for use as a woolshed, as 
has the nineteenth century cellar at Rogart, Indigo Valley.  

 
286  Aitken, Richard [ed.] Farm Buildings in Victoria to 1938, Monash University 

Graduate Program in Public History and the Regional History Program at 
La Trobe University Bendigo and the Australian Heritage Commission, 
NEGP Project, 1994 

287  McQuilton 1979, op cit, p.22 
288  Meldrum Burrows et al, op cit 

 
 
Two pigsties, Back Creek [above] 
YAKR012 
 
 
Keirath's Smokehouse 
CORN010 

 
 
Rockbarton boiling down pens 
RUTH171 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Wooragee woolshed [above] 
WOOR004 
 
Rogart former cellar 
INVY003 
 
Lindsay Brown cellar 
GOOR010 
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4.3 AGRICULTURAL SITES 
 
Orcharding 
 
The capacity for self sufficiency was a priority for the early settlers, and 
the establishing of orchards and vegetable gardens was one of their first 
tasks. These were usually planted close to the house, with orchards often 
given pride of place at the front of the house, perhaps to serve as the 
'pleasure garden' when there was not a ready supply of water for 
gardening. These domestic orchards remained important until late in the 
20th century, as supplies of fresh fruit and vegetables to rural areas were 
often erratic and the quality poor.289 
 
The gold rushes, and the resultant dramatic increase in Victoria's 
population, provided the initial impetus to commercial food production. 
The development of refrigeration methods during the 1880s, which 
enabled the export of fresh fruit to Europe, and the introduction of 
irrigation schemes around Mildura and Shepparton, further encouraged 
the establishment of commercial production and turned fruit growing into 
an important industry. 
 
Apples and pears predominated in southern Victoria until World War II, 
and these were also important around Stanley, where a number of 
selectors had cleared their land to plant orchards. In these early days the 
orchards averaged four acres, with many growers picking and storing 
their own fruit. By the 1940s a number of cool storage sheds had been 
built in other apple producing areas. Stanley growers considered erecting 
a large coolstore, but decided against it, and some growers then 
proceeded to built their own. In time many of the small orchards were 
sold to larger orchardists, and that situation prevails today.290 
 
At Browns Plains, Becks planted an orange grove c1870; and oranges 
were also common in the Indigo Valley where there are several more 
remnant orange groves. However these remnants give no indication of the 
range of fruit which has at various times been grown, often commercially, 
throughout the Shire. The 1905 Cyclopedia of Victoria noted the quality 
of Chiltern's peaches; and that figs, pomegranate, oranges, lemons, 
almond and walnuts trees flourished around Beechworth. At Barnawartha 
figs were a major industry, and were sent daily to Melbourne by train for 
jam making etc. The record for a consignment was nine tons.291 
 
It is likely that much of the rootstock for these orchards was obtained 
from Dickson’s Nursery in the Indigo Valley, which was established in 
1860. They sold trees, including many fruit trees, all around the local area 
and as far afield as Sydney and Melbourne. 
 

 
289  Australian Garden History, Volume 11 No. 5, March/April 2000, pp.4-6 
290  Geoff Craig, Stanley Times and Mining Journal, Stanley, p.49 
291  Barnawartha History book 

 

 
 
Johnson Rd apple shed [STAN028] 
 
As far as built fabric goes, 
Stanley’s apple sheds are the most 
tangible evidence in the Shire of 
orcharding activities. 
STAN028 
STAN042 
STAN040 
STAN045 
STAN048 

Beck’s orange grove 
BROW008 
Dickson Lane orange grove 
INVY017 
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Sericulture292 
 
From the early nineteenth century sericulture along with viticulture and 
the cultivation of olives [both for fruit and oil] were promoted as being 
potential colonial agricultural industries. The olive industry enjoyed a 
limited success and viticulture for a period was particularly profitable but 
sericulture never became commercially viable. Despite the availability of 
extensive instructive literature, government encouragement and 
experimental plots, sericulture as an industry failed. This failure has been 
attributed in part to sericulture being perceived as an industry for women 
and children or for farmers with little land. It was promoted as an 
industry which could rely on labour being supplied by women and 
children - as they either weren't paid or were paid meagre wages.  
 
Even in its fairly undeveloped state Australia's sericulture industry 
received encouragement from traditional markets, often in the form of 
awards and commendations. European markets were keen to encourage a 
nascent colonial industry because their own silkworms were being 
decimated by disease. In 1874 a report from the Chamber of Commerce 
at Lyons in France described the sericulture establishment at the 
Randwick Asylum [which relied on orphan children to supply the labour] 
as '… inferior but deserving of encouragement'.293 
 
The most influential early sericulturalist in the region was a Mrs S. 
Bladen Neill. Bladen Neill established her first silk worm farm, 'Mulberry 
Farm', at Corowa in New South Wales in 1859. This 13 acre [5.2 ha] 
farm was located 1.5 miles [ie 2.4km] from Corowa on the banks of a 
lagoon of the Murray River and had been planted with 2,300[?] white 
mulberry tree cuttings. Bladen Neill travelled to England and southern 
Europe in 1870 to learn more about the industry and to arrange for the 
importation of mulberry species and breeding worms. On her return in 
1871 she tried to establish a co-operative company to train workers. 
These workers would then be sent off to spread information about 
sericulture throughout the rural community. Apparently a driving force 
behind this proselytising was an attempt to improve the economic and 
social conditions of women. The Ladies Association for the Promotion of 
Sericulture was the first such organisation and the Victorian Ladies 
Sericulture Company Limited followed this in 1872. Moreover in 1872 
Mrs Bladen Neill had published The Silkworm: Its Education, 
Reproduction and Regeneration on M. Alfred Roland's Open-Air 
System.294  
 
One of the few known physical remains of a sericultural establishment is 
to be found at Mount Alexander. In 1872 Bladen Neill and the Victorian 
Ladies Sericultural Company established a silkworm farm on land at 
Mount Alexander. The land was a grant from the Minister of Lands. 
 
292  The information on sericulture was prepared by Ms Deborah Kemp, utilising 

research undertaken for her PhD thesis 'An investigation of farm-based 
industrial buildings and an analysis of influences on building types and 

construction', Melbourne University, current 
293  Town and Country Journal, 7 November 1874, Sydney, p. 740 
294  S.B. Neill, The Silk Worm: Its education, reproduction and regeneration on M. Alfred 

Roland's open air system, Melbourne, 1873. 
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There were a number of buildings: a magnannerie [sic] for breeding 
worms; a leaf room; a cottage; additional residential buildings and a 
plantation of white mulberries. The enterprise had failed by 1878.  
 
The surviving ruins give little indication as to what their function was in 
the manufacture of silk. There are two rectangular granite buildings. One 
building is 9.6 by 4.5 metres [approximately 29 by 14 feet] ashlar granite 
- this had two levels. The other building is 5.6 by 11 metres 
[approximately 17.5 by 34 feet] with an aisle down the north-west side. 
An article in the Town and Country Journal295 described a sericultural 
establishment at Mt Orbe [presumably Mt Alexander], Harcourt, it was 
described as being a Victorian Ladies' Sericultural Company's enterprise. 
It stated that there was a substantial magnanerie [sic] which was 
constructed from timber and was clad in weatherboards. There were 
sixteen windows which were 2.4 by 1.8 metres [approximately 8 by 6 
feet], and these were covered with muslin to exclude insects and birds. 
The windows were also secured by light sheet iron shutters which hung 
vertically. The trays and frames were suspended from the ceiling. Other 
farm buildings were a wooden cottage for the superintendent and a 
detached stone kitchen and servants room. The building materials were 
transported to the site.  
 
There appears to be little other physical evidence left of a sericulture 
industry either in the form of plantations or buildings.296 although 
throughout the north-east of Victorian there are the odd remnant trees or 
plantations. The Ladies Sericultural Meeting held on the 4 June 1874 
exhibited samples from graines [silkworm eggs] and cocoons from 
Corowa, Albury, Croppers Creek, Benalla and Wangaratta.297 

Bontherambo north of Wangaratta still has a small grove of white 
mulberry trees and Chateau Tahbilk in the Goulburn Valley has a 
driveway lined with white mulberry trees.  
 
In the Barnawartha district, local wives who were part of the Victorian 
Ladies Sericulture Company apparently ended up making some garments 
for a Show, but this has yet to be substantiated. There were also some 
reports of similar activities taking place in Corowa.298 It has been reputed 
that in 1877 the Princess of Wales ordered Corowa silk to make clothes 
for the royal children.299 
 
Tobacco 
 
Tobacco growing in Victoria was initiated by Chinese settlers during the 
1850s, but Europeans began to grow it during after the 1860s when the 
supply was disrupted by the American Civil War [1861-1865]. Tobacco 
was grown around Rutherglen at this time and there was a tobacco 
factory at Rutherglen in 1865. Although production continued poor 
 
295  Town and Country Journal, 2 January 1875, Sydney, p. 16 
296  In 1979 Peter Freeman photographed a pisé building at 'Dongomowongawa', 

Corowa, which was reputed to have been used for sericulture. It is not known 
if this building is still standing. 

297  'Sericulture', Town and Country Journal, May 23 1874, Melbourne, p 151 
298  Victorian Heritage Register, Former Mount Alexander Silk Worm Farm 
299  Victorian Heritage Register, Former Mount Alexander Silk Worm Farm 

Victorian Ladies Sericulture 
Company site. There are no 
physical remains of buildings or 
trees here. 
CARL002 
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quality leaf and poor curing methods meant that the industry potential 
was not able to be realised until the twentieth century when new scientific 
research identified more suitable varieties and new methods of curing. 300 
 
By the 1920s, tobacco had become an established crop at Wahgunyah and 
along the rich river flats of the Kiewa River and the Barwidgee Creek 
valleys. After the turn of the century, the Department of Agriculture had 
sponsored experiments into flue curing tobacco, using kilns. When these 
trials proved successful, helping Australian product to compete with the 
high quality American imports, investigations into improved tobacco 
varieties and cultural techniques were conducted at the Government 
Nursery at Wahgunyah in 1920.301 Although these experiments were 
discontinued by the 1930-31 season, in the same year the Scullin 
Government dramatically increased the tariff on imported leaf.302 This 
gave great impetus to the tobacco industry, and tobacco kilns, tall narrow 
structures usually of corrugated iron, gradually became relatively 
common throughout the tobacco growing areas of the study area.303 There 
is now no tobacco grown within the study area. 
 
Viticulture304 
 
The first vines in the Rutherglen area were planted during the late 1850s, 
during the gold years. Lindsay Brown is credited with being the first 
vigneron. Brown is said to have been influenced by his father-in-law, the 
Reverend Joseph Docker, who had settled at Bontherambo in 1838, and 
by the German labourers he employed. 
 
German vignerons who had been brought out by John Smith of Kyeamba 
[east of Wagga Wagga] in 1849 to work under contract had later 
established themselves at Albury, and the first vines they planted in 1851 
were fruiting by 1853. The German vignerons, Heinrich Rau, Sebastian 
Schubach and Johann Peter Frauenfelder, were ideally placed to take 
advantage of the goldrush and by 1858 Albury had developed into a 
centre of winemaking and viticulture skill, readily accessible by 
prospective vignerons in the surrounding areas, although the initial 
interest was largely confined to those of German descent. George Philipp 
Gehrig, who had family connections with one of these three pioneers, 
planted his vines in 1858 and considered himself the fourth vigneron in 

 
300  Richard Aitken [ed], op cit; Jacqueline Verrocchio, 'Historic tobacco kilns in 

north-east Victoria', Historic Environment, Australia ICOMOS, Vol. 14 No. 1 
1998 

301  F.L. French, 'Some Historical Aspects of the Victorian Tobacco Industry: Part 
2' in Victorian Tobacco Grower 12 [1], 1968, p.13. 

302  D. Johnson, & J. Brownlie, Victoria’s North East Corner Algona, Montrose, 
1976, p.62 

303  Verrocchio, op cit. 
304  Viv Burnett, Rutherglen Research 100 1896-1996 A century of Service to the 

Agricultural Industry, DNRE & Agriculture Victoria, 1996; David Dunstan, 
Better than Pommard: A History of Wine in Victoria, Australian Scholarly 
Publishing Melbourne, 1994; B.E. Lloyd, Rutherglen, a history of town and 
district, Shoestring Press, Wangaratta, 1985 

Extant kilns within the Shire 
appear to date from the post-war 
period. There are several at 
Wahgunyah, one at Durham and 
one at Yackandandah 
WAHG041 
WAHG042 
CORN012 
YAKR049 
 
 

The brick cellars built by Lindsay 
Brown, cut into the side of a hill, 
remain extant though now used as 
a shearing shed [below]. 
GOOR010 
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Albury. In 1857 a German named Zimmerman purchased land near 
Beechworth with the intention of planting a vineyard.305 
Anton Ruche, who established his vineyard in 1859 [or possibly 1862] 
was also German, and there were more Germans who settled near 
Barnawartha. 
 
By the 1860s the goldfields were in decline but there remained a great 
deal of optimism and financial liquidity and this situation encouraged 
additional ventures. Interest in wine began to spread yond the German 
communities. Around Rutherglen John Graham had established his 
vineyard, called Netherby, in 1859; William Chambers established a 
vineyard in 1862; G.F. Morris purchased land from Lindsay Brown in 
1859 and between 1864 and 1866 established a ten acre vineyard; Hugh 
Fraser, also influenced by the Reverend Docker, settled at Olive Hills in 
1864; and James Scott established St Leonards in 1865. The Barnawartha 
Vineyard Company had been established in 1858 and its first wines were  
anticipated in 1862. In 1865 or 1867 this vineyard was sold to G.P. 
Gehrig. Barnawartha vignerons included William Godfrey Baumgarten, 
who established his vineyard c1859 and Gustav Louis Baumgarten who 
established his Pleasant Bank Vineyard in 1869. 
 
At Yackandandah Dr Mueller  planted 20 acres of vines in 1863. In 1865 
no vineyard was larger than six acres and the total acreage was still only 
42 acres, but by the end of 1866 the total acreage was 157 at Rutherglen 
and Wahgunyah and 74 at Chiltern. In 1870 the largest vineyard was 
Netherby, while Olive Hills had the highest production. In the Indigo 
Valley vineyards were established by William Dickson [a close friend of 
Dr Mueller] at Balmoral, Humphrey Pooley at Koendidda and the 
McDonald family at Glen Elgin and the Sutherlands at Rogart. Josiah 
Climas, a winemaker at Back Creek, near Yackandandah, possibly 
established his vineyard around this time. 
 
The 1870s and 1880s were hectic times as mining in deep leads 
continued, along with agricultural pursuits. The wine industry had good 
beginnings but was beset by problems, perhaps typified by the 
Wahgunyah Wine Company which was formed in 1871 to buy grapes and 
mature wine. The company failed and was wound up in 1876. The failure 
of the company is attributed by Lloyd306 to the departure of the district by 
most of the mining population; the collapse of the river trade; and high 
freight costs to Melbourne. Another major problem was the absence of a 
developed merchant culture or market. Unable to find a commercial 
outlet for their produce, many vignerons simply gave up on their 
vineyards or did not expand. To overcome this problem vigneron Charles 
Braché established cellars in Melbourne called the Murray and Ovens 
Wine Cellars. Braché sold on commission and among the eight growers 
he represented were the Dockers [Bontherambo], Lindsay Brown and 
John Graham. 
 

 
305  Nicole Fransen, The Murray Valley Vineyard, Thesis, UNSW 1991 
306  Lloyd, B.E. Rutherglen, a history of town and district, Shoestring Press, 

Wangaratta, 1985 

Anton Ruche’s vineyard site is now 
part of Chambers Rosewood 
Vineyard. 
RUTH179 
 
Chambers Vineyard  
RUTH180 
Fairfield  
RUTH001 
Olive Hills  
RUTH002 
St Leonards  
WAHG002 
Of these four, only Chambers and 
St Leonards are still in operation. 

Gehrig Brothers Vineyard 
BARN013 

Dr Mueller's house and former 
cellar  
YAKT054 
 
Balmoral cellar [c1900] 
INVY014 
Rogart former cellar 
INVY003 
Koendidda winery 
BARN026 
 
Balmoral and Koendidda were 
places where smaller growers 
brought their grapes to be crushed. 
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However there were growers who expanded during the 1870s. Smith and 
Banks had made their initial foray into vines in 1864. When these were 
washed away in 1867 they replanted six acres but expanded this to 100 
acres during the 1870s. By 1876 they were part of the wine industry in a 
big way and called their vineyard All Saints. In 1874 Alexander and 
Robert Caughey purchased Mt Prior, then with 14 acres of vines, to 
supplement their Melbourne cellars. 
 
Rutherglen's development as a wine district is considered to have been 
rather slow, and this is largely attributed to high transport costs. For years 
the main link to Melbourne was by riverboat to Echuca. The rail line 
reached Springhurst in 1873 and was linked to Rutherglen in 1879, first 
proper commercial link. The railway helped trade during great vineyard 
expansion of 1880s, by which time the district boasted some of Victoria's 
most progressive and technologically literate farmers [Morris at Fairfield, 
Graham at Netherby and Smith at All Saints, for example]. In 1880 there 
were only 700 acres of vines in the Rutherglen district but within a few 
years it was on the way to becoming Victoria's leading wine-growing 
district with 3,144 acres of vines, more than a third of the total in 
Victoria.  
 
By the 1880s Fairfield, Netherby, Mount Prior and All Saints were some 
of the largest industrial complexes ever given over to wine in Australia 
and all were expanding. In 1881 All Saints opened cellars in Melbourne; 
at Fairfield, G.F. Morris committed himself to winemaking in a large 
way, doubling his acreage to 120 acres.  
 
From 1889, the Victorian Minister for Agriculture, J.L. Dow, introduced 
a sponsored system for encouraging certain industries, with bonuses for 
dairying, and the planting of fruit and vines. Under government 
regulations of 29 April 1890, £25,000 was made available for the 
payment of bonuses at rate of £2 per acre to any person planting grape 
vines of any previously approved description. Under this scheme about 
12,000 acres of new vines were planted between 1890 and 1894, most of 
them around Rutherglen, and Victoria's acreage more than doubled from 
12,886 acres in 1888-89 to 30,307 in 1894-95. The amount of bonus 
money actually paid out was £20,000. The encouragement to plant vines 
was not matched by similar encouragement for manufacture, maturation 
and export of wine [these were planned but were dismantled by an 
incoming and hostile administration]. By 1892 there were 350 vignerons 
making wine within a 56 kilometre radius of Rutherglen and as a result 
there was soon too many grapes and not enough knowledge about 
production and marketing. 
 
The Board of Viticulture records of vine growers of Victoria as at May 
1892 reveals that vineyards were far more widespread throughout the 
Shire than the available physical evidence would suggest. There were at 
least 25 vineyards around Beechworth, most of which were less than four 
acres. The largest growers were Alexander Pritchard with 18 acres, and 
Thomas Haig and Thomas Smith with nine acres each. Two of the 
growers were located at Wooragee. There were 13 vineyards around 
Barnawartha, some of whom had substantial holdings, such as J.H. Smith 
of Mundadda [Mundatta?] with 170 acres. There were six vineyards 
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around Chiltern and another three at or near Christmastown; three at the 
Barnawartha end of the Indigo Valley; and 13 at the Yackandandah end 
of the Indigo Valley. The two largest of the six vineyards around 
Yackandandah were Dr Mueller with 25 acres and W.R. Riddington with 
20 acres; at Allans Flat, J. Longstaff had 10 acres and D. Mongan had 10 
acres; and in the Kiewa/ Tangambalanga area there were another four 
vineyards. The Chinese had from the early days been associated with 
viticulture, usually as a ready source of labour. In 1892 there was only 
one Chinese vigneron, that of Fong Kay of Indigo, Chiltern, with three 
acres under vines. 
 
The 1890s were disastrous for the industry. The collapse of the Victorian 
economy and the failure of its financial institutions caused much hardship 
and personal suffering for the community. Small holders were hit hard, 
years of not being able to find a buyer willing to pay a price which would 
cover the cost of production. The problem was compounded by a surplus 
of poor quality grapes and the amount of poor quality wine around. In 
1893 the decision was taken by the Victorian Government to provide 
capital support to assist the construction of central wineries and the 
Rutherglen Winery Co. was established at Rutherglen, to prevent the 
appearance on the market of poor quality wine. The discovery in 1899 of 
the phylloxera insect at Fritz Ruhe's vineyard was a further blow.307 
 
By the turn of the century problems of succession were compounding 
those of the preceding years. Wineries to close included Mt Prior in 1901 
and Fairfield in 1910. The loss of Fairfield was a particularly cruel blow 
as many smaller vineyards  
sold to the Morris enterprise. The All Saints winery came through the 
difficult times, as did D.G. Hamilton's Clydeside Cellars, which was 
established during the 1880s.  
 
Since the late 1880s the local vignerons had been pressuring the 
government to establish a Viticultural Station which would provide for 
the study of viticulture and winemaking. The Rutherglen Viticultural 
College was established in 1896 but the college failed to attract sufficient 
students and faced closure in 1903, until it was suggested that it 
concentrate on the production of phylloxera resistant vines. Many of the 
vineyards were replanting their vineyards with phylloxera-resistant stock 
and during the demand for rootlings was far greater than the  
Viticultural College supply and they were hampered by a lack of 
expertise. They were greatly assisted when François de Castella, 
Commissioner for the Victorian Government, travelled to Europe to learn 
new methods of field grafting French canes onto American phylloxera 
resistant stock. Between 1909 and 1913 some 700,000 rootlings from 
France were imported.  
 

 
307  Phylloxera is an aphid which in the USA feeds mainly on the leaves of 

grapevines but in Europe and Australia it attacks the roots, eventually 
killing the vine. 
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As a result of de Castella’s European visit, a nursery was established at 
Wahgunyah as the soil at the Rutherglen College was not suitable and the 
water supply was not adequate. De Castella reorganised the nursery 
system and this resulted in much better quality grafted rootlings which 
were then supplied at a low price to assist growers. 
 
The Chambers, Campbell and Morris vineyards were reconstituted from 
1913. By 1925 vineyard areas and production were back to pre-
phylloxera levels but the number of operators had been reduced 
drastically. Hundreds of farmers did not replant their small vineyards. 
There were 60 wineries around Rutherglen during the 1920s, and a few 
scattered around the rest of the Shire. In the Indigo Valley the cellar at 
Koendidda was bulldozed during the 1940s; while the Dicksons and the 
McDonalds continued wine production until the 1950s. 
  
While the Rutherglen vineyards were being devastated by phylloxera the 
colonial customs barriers had been abolished and wine from the South 
Australian vineyards, which were unaffected by phylloxera, began to 
flood the market. In 1930 South Australia produced 16 million gallons to 
Victoria's two million gallons. At this time the local demand was for 
sweet fortified wines but Rutherglen had made a name in the English 
market for dry red wine called Australian Burgundy. This trade had been 
started by  
the Burgoynes in the 1890s. After 1924 Australia also began to export 
sweet wines. By 1950 the Australian market was for 80% sweet and dry 
fortified wines and 20% table wines but by 1969 the swing to table wines 
had commenced, kicked off by Australia’s post-war immigrants. 
Consumption rose faster than the population increase, with the market 
share of traditional ports and sherries dropping to 52%. Nearly all new 
vine plantings in 1970s were for table wines although demand for the 
sweet dessert wines of Rutherglen has been sustained. The industry was 
given a boost in 1967 when the Rutherglen Wine Festival [later Winery 
Walkabout] commenced. 
 
The 1990s have seen another huge increase in the number of acres planted 
to vines all over Australia, although within the Shire it is around 
Rutherglen that this is most apparent. There has been some consolidation 
within the industry as well as expansion by existing wineries and new 
plantings by emerging vignerons. Perhaps the most prominent of the latter 
is Murtagh of Rutherglen, with approximately 600 acres already under vine 
and several hundred more planned, potentially making it the largest in 
Victoria. 
 
4.4 BANKS, SCHOOLS, CHURCHES AND ATHENAEUM  
 
Banks 
 
Banks are some of the earliest and most prominent buildings within the 
townships. They usually defined the progress or reflected the prospects of 
a town and as they were solidly constructed most of them remain, 
although few remain in their original use. The dates for the establishment 
of individual banks in country towns are not always recorded in local 
histories, but the banks were quick to establish themselves in new 
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settlements of any consequence, with early branches frequently being 
conducted in temporary premises. Banks began to construct branches 
in rural Victoria from about 1855, and only a few years after the 
discovery of gold at Beechworth three banks had commissioned 
Victoria's most prominent architects to design substantial premises in the 
town. 
 
The first was the Bank of New South Wales [later Westpac, recently 
vacated] which commissioned the Melbourne architectural firm of 
Robertson and Hale to design their new premises, erected 1856-57. This 
bank and the Bank of Victoria at Port Albert are two of the few surviving 
works of this architectural practice. This building is one of only a few 
bank buildings in the Indigo Shire which is still used as a bank and it is 
the only one which remains in original ownership. 
 
Robertson and Hale also designed premises in Beechworth for the Bank 
of Victoria, in 1857. This substantial stone building burnt down and in 
1867 was replaced by the extant building, designed by Melbourne 
architect A.L. Smith of the practice of Smith and Watts. The third extant 
1850s bank building at Beechworth was built in 1857 for the Bank of 
Australasia. It was designed by the practice of Purchas and Sawyer[?]. In 
1857, the Oriental Bank also possibly established itself in Beechworth, in 
1867 constructing a new building designed by Leonard Terry . No other 
banks attempted to establish themselves in this area until the State 
Savings Bank of Victoria during the early 20th century. 
 
It would appear that in the smaller towns the Beechworth banks initially 
established agencies. The Beechworth branch of the Bank of Australasia 
established an agency in Yackandandah in 1857 and in Chiltern during 
the late 1850s. In Yackandandah they occupied a timber building, 
constructing a stone building in 1859 and a larger building in 1877, the 
same year that a branch was first constructed in Chiltern. Both the 1877 
buildings, which are almost identical, were designed by Anketell 
Henderson of Reed and Barnes. 
 
The other bank in Yackandandah at this time was the Bank of Victoria, 
established in 1860 in a 'slab and single hut', before a stone bank was 
built in 1865. The hut then served as the manager's residence. The Bank 
of Victoria closed in Yackandandah in 1893, but both buildings are extant 
and are now used as a museum. 
 
The second bank in Chiltern at this time was the Bank of New South 
Wales, which was established in 1859 in a simple timber building. It 
purchased the site next door in 1864. The extant bank building [now a 
private residence] is the third on the site and was designed by Godfrey 
and Spowers in 1934. 
 
Presumably, the first banks established at Rutherglen and Wahgunyah 
were also agencies of the Beechworth banks. Rutherglen's depressed 
economic conditions around 1870 forced the closure of the Oriental 
Bank. The Bank of Victoria built a branch at Wahgunyah in 1874 [now 
the post office]. This building was designed by A.L. Smith of Smith and 
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Watts. In Rutherglen the Bank of Victoria became a branch in 1877 and a 
new building was constructed in 1896 [now the NAB]. The Bank of 
Australasia built a new branch at Rutherglen in 1899. The building is 
now longer used as a bank and has been significantly altered to the first 
floor. 
 
The early 20th century until about the mid 1930s saw a huge expansion of 
the State Savings Bank of Victoria. In Rutherglen the SSBV established 
itself in leased premises in 1896, then altered an existing building in High 
Street in 1904. The bank established itself in Chiltern and Yackandandah 
in 1912, in leased premises. New premises were constructed in 
Yackandandah in 1929 and in Chiltern in 1934 but these were among the 
last new banks constructed within the Shire.  
 
The late twentieth century has seen the closing down of many bank 
branches in the towns, sometimes to be replaced by an agency offering 
limited banking services, with major  banks located only in major centres 
[generally outside the Indigo Shire]. In some places these bank buildings 
have been utilised by credit unions stepping in to fill the gap; more often 
the bank fittings have been removed and the building adaptively re-used. 
 
Schools308 
 
In the Indigo Shire today there are primary schools within each township 
and schools at Middle Indigo and Upper Sandy Creek, probably no more 
than about ten in all. However, during the period from about 1840 to 
1960 there were literally dozens of small schools which were dotted 
about the country wherever there was a small settlement. The European 
settlers taking up land in the 1830s were quick to recognise the need to 
provide education for their own and their workers' children. The most 
common arrangement was the engaging of a private tutor who would hold 
classes at a homestead, such as at The Hermitage where during the 1850s 
classes were held in the basement area under the front verandah. 
 
Early schools were established in tents, slab buildings or private 
residences and proliferated during the 1850s. Most were denominational 
schools. By 1858 in Beechworth there were three denominational 
schools: Methodist, Church of England and Catholic [St Joseph's, 
established in 1857]. The first school in Yackandandah was established 
by the Church of England in 1855 in a slab building; the Barnawartha 
Catholic school was established in 1859; and a Roman Catholic School at 

 

308  This section has been prepared using inventory entries plus the following 

sources: Esther Temple, Kiewa Valley Consolidated School, The First Twenty-
One Years 1953-1974, 1974; Middle Indigo School No. 1115, 120 Years [1874-
1994], History Committee, Middle Indigo School, 1994; C. Hickson, 
"Bungoona" A History of Sandy Creek, compiled for the Centenary of Primary 
School No. 3145, Upper Sandy Creek, 1891-1991, Wodonga, 1991; Historic 
Barnawartha, Barnawartha History Book, History Book Committee, October, 
1992; Yackandandah & District Historical Society, A History of Yackandandah 
School 1855-1991, Albury, 1991; Bede Nairn & Geoffrey Serle [Gen. Eds], 
Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 9 1891-1939, Melbourne 
University Press, Carlton, 1983; and Brian Lloyd, Rutherglen, Shoestring 
Press, Wangaratta, 1985 
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Indigo Creek was functioning by October 1959. The first school at Sandy 
Creek was established as a Church of England Denominational School 
[No. 575] in 1859 in a slab and bark hut. The school also gave evening 
classes for adults. 
 
During the 1850s there were also National schools. Both National and 
denominational schools received finances from the Government in the 
form of State aid; both levied parents for fees and both had local 
committees which controlled them. They also had access to their own 
financial reserves which meant that the denominational schools were 
generally stronger at this time. Early National schools included 
Beechworth and Wahgunyah [both established 1857]. 
 
Gold was discovered in Rutherglen in the middle of 1860 and by the end 
of that year there were three schools there, two private and one Catholic. 
Yackandandah School No. 692, located at The Junction, four miles from 
Yackandandah on road to Stanley was opened in 1861, founded and 
maintained by local and government funds. It was later called 
Yackandandah Junction School. 
 
The 1862 Common Schools Act set up a Board of Education and a 
system 'for the better maintenance and establishment of Common Schools 
in Victoria'. Denominational schools retained their own local authority 
and administration but had to conform to the Board's general 
requirements in order to receive government aid. 
 
In 1861 the Beechworth National School moved to a building in Ford 
Street and the following year became known as Common School No. 36. 
In 1865 a new building was erected in Loch Street [now the offices of the 
Ovens & Murray Advertiser] but within ten years the school had 
outgrown this building and part of the Botanical Reserve was selected for 
a new school which was built in 1875. The 1865 school building was then 
taken over by a private school, Goldsworthy's Beechworth Grammar, 
which had been established in 1847. Isaac Isaacs [later Sir] attended 
Beechworth Grammar [and was dux], trained as a teacher and taught 
there for a few months in 1875. 
 
The Barnawartha Common School No. 99 was established in 1862, when 
the government assumed control of the 1857 Catholic School. A similar 
occurrence took place at the Indigo Creek Roman Catholic School, which 
became Roman Catholic Common School No. 639 in 1862. 
 
Numerous other schools opened up during the 1860s. The Browns Plains 
Common School No. 821 was opened on 1 July 1866 and functioned 
until 1895. Indigo Creek School No. 819, on the site of the present 
Cookinburra Church, operated between 1866 and 1870. Cornishtown 
School commenced on 1 July 1865. A new brick building was 
constructed in 1872 and the school closed in 1957. There was a Catholic 
School at Gooramadda from 1866 to 1870. The Hillsborough Common 
School No. 889 opened 1868 in a building previously used as a hotel. The 
school closed in 1897. The Lilliput School opened in 1869 and closed in 
1939. 
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The 1872 Education Act allowed for free, compulsory and secular 
education, and heralded the cessation of funding for denominational 
schools and the setting up of Boards to oversee education provided by the 
State. Many new schools were constructed after 1872, some to replace or 
augment existing inadequate buildings. There were numerous small rural 
settlements, many of which have now disappeared, and most had a 
school. Few of these schools lasted beyond the mid twentieth century and 
their locations are not always well documented. 
 
Common School No. 522, Rutherglen, was built of red brick in 1872. It 
was designed by John Banks of All Saints winery. Moves to vest the 
1855 Yackandandah school under the Common Schools Act had begun 
during the early 1870s and a new school was constructed in 1872 and 
become Yackandandah School No. 1103. Another brick classroom was 
added in 1874 and in 1877 a verandah, while a further large school room 
was constructed in 1891. The school's most illustrious pupil was Isaac 
Isaacs, who later attended Beechworth National School and then 
Beechworth Grammar. Around Yackandandah there were also schools at 
Allans Flat, Osbornes Flat, Staghorn Flat, Back Creek and Bruarong. 
 
A new Cornishtown State School building was constructed in 1872 of red 
brick. The school closed in 1957 and the building became a community 
hall. At Indigo Creek application for a new school was made in 1871. 
The earlier school had closed in 1870 and parents did not necessarily 
want to send their children to the Roman Catholic Common School. The 
new school, Middle Indigo School No. 1115, was opened in 1874, but it 
was at the expense of the Roman Catholic school, which closed in 1873 
after having its funding discontinued. A new school building was 
constructed at Middle Indigo in 1961 and the earlier building demolished. 
 
The Barnawartha Primary School No. 1489 was built in 1874 to replace 
the timber Common School No. 99. The new school was of red brick, in a 
similar plain style to a number of churches of this era, and having a porch 
at one end. The original school form is still visible despite various 
additions such as a partly enclosed verandah. The Wahgunyah Primary 
School was built in 1878 and replaced the 1857 Wahgunyah National 
School. 
 
Portable classrooms were a feature from about 1876 and continued to be 
so during the twentieth century. The schools which were found in the 
smaller settlements were usually portable; they were constructed of 
weatherboard and were moved to new locations as demand warranted. A 
private school at the Hermitage later became School No. 1462 at 
Burrabunna. It is not known when the school building was constructed 
but the school operated from 1875 to 1895 before the building was 
moved to become Prentice North School 3296 and finally to serve as the 
Carlyle Community Hall. The Cornishtown School moved to Prentice 
Freehold in 1936 and to Dugays Bridge in 1951. It closed in 1976 and 
finished up on a Dugays Bridge property, converted to a woolshed. A 
school was opened at Barnawartha North in 1870 and operated until 
1877, then at a new site from 1877 until 1961. 
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Kergunyah School No. 1345 opened in 1873, its original building being 
replaced in 1922. Kiewa School No. 1472 was opened in 1874. It burnt 
down in 1877 and was replaced. This building was sold for removal in 
1934 and a new school and residence was built. 
 
Wooragee North School opened December 1875, later it was worked 
part-time with Middle Creek State School West 2195 from 1884 until 
they both resumed full-time in 1902. Wooragee North closed in 1911 but 
reopened part time with Leneva State School 1506 in 1922. The name of 
the school was changed to Indigo Upper in 1924. It closed in 1940. 
 
A non-denominational school opened at Gooramadda in 1881 and 
operated until 1938. Cookinburra State School 2625 opened in 1884 and 
operated until its closure on 1907. The building burnt down in 1909. 
Tangambalanga School No. 2682 opened in 1885. In 1902 the school was 
shifted to Red Bluff so Tangambalanga children attended Kiewa School 
until a second Tangambalanga School was built in 1912. The Kergunyah 
South School opened in 1888 and closed in 1916.  
 
Both the Upper Sandy Creek School No. 3145 [the third school in the 
third location] and Charleroi State School No. 3156 were constructed 
around 1891; from 1892 until 1918 these two schools worked part-time. 
 
School building activity slowed down in the twentieth century and there 
were few new schools opened. Bell's Flat School No. 3629 opened in 
1909 in a new weatherboard building. It closed in 1925. The existing 
Rutherglen primary school replaced the 1872 Common School and was 
opened in 1909. It is of red brick, with rendered and white painted 
detailing and half-timbered gable ends. The Barnawartha Catholic school 
was re-established in 1914 and the present building was constructed soon 
after. Huon School No. 3882 opened 1915. It burnt down in 1942 and the 
children transferred to Red Bluff. The former Mount Carmel Convent at 
Rutherglen was built in 1928 to replace an earlier building. Later it was 
used as St Mary's Primary School until a new primary school was built. 
 
During the 1940s Mr C.J. Rootsey, the head teacher of the 
Tangambalanga School, visited Tasmania and was impressed with the 
Area schools there, where a group of small schools had been superseded 
by a large central school to serve the entire district, and with its 
curriculum geared to meet the educational and cultural needs of a rural 
community. Despite some opposition from communities where the small 
schools were seen as the social centre, the existing school committees 
voted in favour of a consolidated. Schools which closed for the 
Consolidated School were Kiewa, Kergunyah [the building was moved to 
the new school site], Tangambalanga [the building was demolished], 
Upper Sandy Creek, Charleroi [building moved to new school site], Red 
Bluff, Staghorn Flat [building collapsed 1999], Gundowring and 
Gundowring North, Upper Gundowring and Dederang North [both out of 
Shire].309  

 
309  Esther Temple, Kiewa Valley Consolidated School, The First Twenty-One Years 

1953-1974, 1974 
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The Upper Sandy Creek School 3145 re-opened in 1957 and new school 
buildings were constructed in 1964. The 1890 building remains as craft 
and film room. Dissenting communities were able to retain their schools. 
One school which dissented was Kergunyah South, although that school 
is now closed and its building [c1960s] has been moved to new location 
behind the Kergunyah Hall. The Kiewa Consolidated School commenced 
in 1953. The school went up to Form 4 [year 10] in 1956 but easy access 
to the Tallangatta and Wodonga High Schools meant that it returned to 
being a primary school only in 1969. 
 
At the end of the twentieth century, educational facilities are firmly 
concentrated in the townships. There are only two rural primary schools 
which continue to operate: Middle Indigo and Upper Sandy Creek. 
 
Churches 
 
The first church services in the newly established settlements throughout 
the later Indigo Shire were invariably held in tents, in private homes or 
other buildings as available, or, as at Wahgunyah, under a tree. The first 
churches were often of timber, St Peter's Catholic Church in Stanley 
[1865] being the earliest timber church extant. The construction of 
churches in brick or stone was often to replace an earlier timber building, 
and commenced during the 1850s in Beechworth; during the 1860s in 
Rutherglen; during the 1860-70s in Yackandandah; and during the 1870s 
in Chiltern 
 
Church architecture in Victoria was until the late nineteenth century 
overwhelmingly English in origin. At the time of the founding of 
Melbourne in the 1830s, the Georgian style was in its last phases and 
much of the detail of the Greek Revival of the late eighteenth century had 
been absorbed into it. By this time, the Gothic Revival had begun to 
achieve favour as a style for churches, partly for reasons of economy.310 
This style, generally in basic rectangular form and of rather simple 
detailing, is the most common style of church architecture found 
throughout the Indigo Shire, although not all churches conform to a 
recognisable style. One that doesn’t is the former Stanley Presbyterian 
Church, Stanley, built 1865 and designed by Beechworth architect 
Thomas Dalziel. It was used until 1945 and then replaced by a timber 
church.  
 
Granite churches are not common in Victoria, but all four churches 
constructed in Yackandandah were built of granite blocks, during the 
1860s-1870s. The Holy Trinity Church, 1860 features a distinctive open-
timbered porch. A nearby rectory was built at the same time utilising the 
same materials. St James Uniting Church, 1867, has a feature bellcote 
with giant buttresses framing the west door. St Mark's Lutheran Church 
was built in 1860 and St Matthew's Roman Catholic Church in 1872. 
Each of these four churches is built to a basic rectangular form; Holy 
Trinity and St James feature lancet windows with stained glass.  

 
310  Miles Lewis [ed.], Victorian Churches, National Trust of Australia [Victoria], 

Melbourne, 1991, pp.20-25 
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St Joseph's Church at Beechworth, 1868-1872, was also constructed of 
granite blocks, and includes a magnificent rose window and quatrefoil 
granite columns supporting the interior. A planned spire was never built. 
Christ Church, Beechworth, built 1858 and 1864, was also built of 
granite and occupies a landmark position at the top of Ford Street. This 
church was designed by the noted Melbourne architect Leonard Terry , 
who was architect to the Anglican diocese. The castellated tower and 
polygonal chancel were added in 1864 and a timber vestry probably dates 
from the 1870s. A pipe organ built by William Anderson was installed in 
1887. The stone and brick Sunday School hall to the rear of Christ 
Church would appear to pre-date the church and was used as both church 
and Sunday school until Christ Church was completed. 
 
Timber construction [Victorian Carpenter Gothic or Primitive Gothic] 
was the form of church architecture favoured in the outlying areas, with 
varying degrees of decorative treatment such as bargeboards, finials etc, 
and which may also include, as a concession to the Gothic style, the use 
of lancet windows. 
 
St Peter's Catholic Church, Stanley, was built in 1865, during Stanley's 
mining days when a number of churches were built here. Now in a 
dilapidated condition, it has 12-pane timber sash windows [now boarded 
up]. The Former All Saints, Stanley [no longer a church and now moved 
to a different location in the town] is another simple timber church, built 
in 1872 and exhibiting such Gothic features as a steeply pitched roof and 
lancet windows.  
 
The timber tradition continued up until the turn of the century. St 
Andrew's Uniting Church, Rutherglen, was built in 1901, although a mid 
twentieth century addition obscures the original architectural detailing to 
some extent. This church features triangular arched windows, which are 
also to be found on the Kiewa Uniting Church [early twentieth century] 
and St Paul's Anglican Church, Allans Flat, built 1897 [both timber]. St 
Paul's also features interestingly detailed roof vents.  
 
The Kergunyah Uniting Church, 1889, is of very basic design, 
weatherboard with vertically proportioned louvre windows and St 
Anthony's Catholic Church, Wahgunyah [date unknown] is another very 
simple timber church, moved to this location from the Chiltern Valley. 
The Salvation Army hall in Beechworth, constructed during the 1922, is 
also of weatherboard and has timber sash windows. 
 
A mid nineteenth century fashion for multi-coloured brickwork gathered 
momentum following publications on Italian buildings by John Ruskin 
and G.E. Street. Gothic polychrome had some precedent in late Medieval 
English buildings, although not generally churches. The former 
Congregational Church, Beechworth, constructed in 1862 or 1868, is of 
red brick with cream brick quoinwork. Like Christ Church, Beechworth, 
it was designed by the Melbourne architect, Leonard Terry , who rarely 
worked in polychrome brick. The Congregational Church succeeded an 
earlier church, later used as a hall, now located to the rear of the church in 
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Camp Street. It was built in 1858 of granite in Georgian style with round-
headed windows and decorative bargeboards.  
 
Polychrome brickwork is a feature of St Paul's Church of England and St 
Andrew's Uniting Church, both in Chiltern, and is a form of decorative 
treatment which is also a feature of Chiltern's domestic construction of 
the late Victorian era. St Paul's, designed by William Pickersgill of 
Beechworth and built 1870-75, is also of red brick with cream brick 
quoinwork decoration. It is also notable for its picturesque setting. St 
Andrew's, was designed by Smith & Houston [builders of St Paul's so 
possibly inspired by its design] and built 1871-75. It too features red 
bricks with cream brick quoinwork. William Pickersgill also designed St 
Stephen's Anglican Church, Rutherglen, which was built in 1865. It is of 
simple rectangular form, of red brick with polychrome brick horizontal 
bands. 
 
In Victorian Churches, Miles Lewis outlines a style within the Low and 
Mixed Gothic range, which evidences English church building of the 
Regency period [1811-1830], one feature of which was the use of stucco 
to cover materials such as brickwork. Lewis cites St Andrew's and the 
former Wesleyan Church, both in Beechworth, as churches evidencing 
this 'Commissioners/Regency/Stuccoed' style. St Andrew's Presbyterian 
Church was built in 1857 and is attributed to the local designer Thomas 
Turnbull. The former Wesleyan Church was also built in 1857, architect 
unknown. Both of these buildings are covered with cement stucco, while 
the former Baptist Church, 1873 [now Assemblies of God] is of red brick 
with only the front elevation stuccoed and scored to resemble ashlar. This 
church also served followers of the Church of Christ. 
 
From the 1880s polychrome tended to give way to monochrome and 
especially red brick, which also began to dominate domestic construction, 
and often featured rendered detailing, some of which would be painted 
white. St Patrick's Roman Catholic Church, Barnawartha, was built in 
1899 of red brick with white painted rendered detail. Lancet windows are 
a feature. The Sandy Creek Roman Catholic Church was built in 1913. It 
is also of red brick with rendered detailing, including a rendered band at 
window ledge height, and lancet windows. Christ the King Anglican 
Church at Wahgunyah was built for the Congregationalists in the 1884. It 
was purchased by the Anglican Church in 1969. 
 
The twentieth century saw the use of concrete or concrete block 
construction for churches, with decorative treatment mostly absent, a 
reflection of changing architectural tastes and the economically difficult 
circumstances in which these churches were constructed. The 1924 St 
Mark's Anglican Church, Tangambalanga, was constructed in 1924 and 
All Souls Church of England, Barnawartha, was constructed in 1928. 
Both feature lancet windows; All Souls also has a small spire. St 
Andrew's Uniting Church, Red Bluff, was constructed in 1953 of 
concrete block with red brick decorative features. It has a rectangular 
form, with a squat, square-shaped bellcote. St Stephen's Uniting Church, 
Barnawartha, is also of concrete block. It was built in 1954, after an 
earlier church was destroyed in the devastating 1952 bushfires. Both All 
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Souls and St Stephen's, Barnawartha, utilise former World War II army 
huts as church halls.  
 
The multi-denominational Cookinburra Church, built in 1937, reflects the 
difficulties of the Depression era. It is built of ripple iron, fibro and 
pressed metal. Its timber sash windows have coverings to the top sash to 
give the impression of lancet windows. 
 
The most recent church, Our Lady Help of Christians Church, 
Tangambalanga, built 1962 is architecturally undistinguished, of red 
brick with a terracotta tile roof. 
 
Athenaeum 
 
The Indigo Shire is noteworthy for the fact that it retains four athenaeum 
buildings, three of which still hold their original [or part of their original] 
collections. The concept of mechanics' institutes, schools of art and 
athenaeum [literary or scientific clubs] originated in Britain during the 
1820s, a result of radical social and political changes, although their 
development could also be linked with the literary and philosophical 
societies of the late 18th century. They quickly spread throughout the 
British Empire. The first Australian Mechanics' Institute was established 
in Hobart in 1827; the Sydney School of Arts was established in 1833 
and the Port Phillip Mechanics' Institute was established on 1839, only 
five years after the founding of Melbourne.311 
 
The functions of these institutions were generally similar: to spread 
scientific, literary and other useful knowledge; and to promote 
intellectual improvement of members. The most common function was 
the provision of library services, although public lectures and classes 
were also widely available. Some institutions included a museum and art 
gallery.312 
 
The institutions spread rapidly during the second half of the 18th century 
and were often initiated soon after the establishment of a settlement. In 
the years 1856 to 1867 there was no government assistance for buildings 
and little assistance for the purchase of books, but this did not deter rapid 
development in Victoria. This development was most notable throughout 
the gold districts, partly due to the influence of Wesleyanism and also 
because these were areas with high concentrations of 'mechanics'.313  
 
Most commonly, an Institute Committee would be formed, which would 
set about raising funds to build a hall to hold lectures and store books. 
The hall frequently accommodated the Town Council and was also used 
as a venue to other groups concerned with popular knowledge on a wide 
scale.314 
 

 
311  P.C. Candy & J. Laurent [eds], Pioneering Culture: Mechanics' Institutes and 

Schools of Art in Australia, Auslib Press, Adelaide, 1994, pp.2-3 
312  Candy & Laurent, op cit, pp.7-9 
313  Candy & Laurent, op cit, p.73 
314  Candy & Laurent, op cit, p.74 
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The design of such halls, particularly in country towns, often reflected 
Classical influences, however modest the building might be. This is 
perhaps typified by the Yackandandah Athenaeum, where the street 
facade has a temple composition with four ionic pilasters and the 
centrally located main doorway is flanked by small ionic pilasters and has 
a pediment above. In Yackandandah a Book Club was formed in 1867 
and the Athenaeum was built in 1876 to house those books, with a 
billiard room added during the 1890s. 
 
In Beechworth a Young Men's Association was formed in May 1856 with 
Wesleyan support. The first activities were lectures, which were well 
attended, and there was also a philharmonic society. The following year a 
building was erected in Loch Street. In 1858 the name was changed to 
the Beechworth Athenaeum and it began to function increasingly as a 
public library. Following the purchase of the Loch Street reading room 
by the municipal council in 1860, it became known as the Beechworth 
Public Library. A museum was established in 1861, named to honour 
explorer and former Beechworth police sergeant Robert O'Hara Burke, 
with the collection based on natural history, mineralogy, anthropology 
and local history. In 1868 the museum purchased a collection of 
Aboriginal material from R.E. Johns, a public servant and amateur 
anthropologist in the Avoca district, and this is now a most significant 
collection of Aboriginal material in Australia. Various alterations and 
additions to the building in 1863 and 1874 resulted in the existing 
building facade, and the building was further extended and the interior 
radically altered in the 1960’s to accommodate a museum display 
conceived by the late Roy Harvey. 
 
In Chiltern the Literary Institute and Young Men's Mutual Improvement 
Society combined in 1864 as the Chiltern Athenaeum, to serve the 
intellectual needs of the many gold miners who had come into the area 
after the discovery of the Chiltern Lead. With the declaration of Chiltern 
as a Borough in 1862 the existing timber building became the meeting 
place for the local council because no other venue was available. The 
need and desire for a grander public building was soon evident and the 
present Athenaeum was formally opened in 1867. It was used as a 
library, museum, and Town Hall and acquired a third simultaneous use 
from 1871-74 as the road board office. This multiple use continued until 
1937 when the council moved to new offices.  
 
The Stanley Athenaeum was erected in 1874, to replace a building  
which had served variously as meeting room, schoolroom and church for 
the Anglican, Methodist , Congregational and Presbyterian faiths. The 
new building functioned as a Reading Room, Public Library, Meeting 
Room and room for public entertainments. 
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4.5 THE CHINESE AND THE GERMANS 
 
The Chinese 
 
The Victorian gold rush became known in China by late 1853 and 
attracted a stream of young men. Work as emigrant workers was 
traditional for peasant males in Kwantung and Fukien provinces, and the 
intense population pressures in the Pearl River delta area made this 
essential for the survival of many families. After 1849 thousands had 
headed for the Californian goldfields, so it was natural that Chinese, most 
of them Cantonese, should turn their attention to Victoria in 1853. They 
believed their stay in Victoria would be temporary and so they left their 
families behind, intending to return with wealth to uphold the stability 
and prestige of the family.315 They generally travelled on a contract to 
repay the cost of the journey from their gold earnings; contracts were 
usually arranged by clan societies. 
 
The Chinese were by far the largest group of foreign nationals in the 
goldfields. In 1857 they formed about fourteen percent of all diggers and 
by December 1858, when they numbered about 40,000, they comprised 
over twenty percent of the mining population. Within the Shire, known 
locations where the Chinese were mining include Pennyweight Flat, 
Magpie Creek, Yackandandah, Sandy Creek and Chiltern, often re-
working old ground. Like all national groups they collected together and 
after mid-1855 they were actually forced together by a protectorate 
system which ostensibly sought to reduce friction between Chinese and 
Europeans. The Chinese camp was a world within a world of the 
goldfield. Chinese storekeepers and merchants virtually controlled all 
economic life and a distinctive Chinese culture flourished there, complete 
with restaurants, tea houses, temples, gambling tents, herbalists and 
entertainments. There were Chinese market gardeners near all gold 
centres. 
 
Many Chinese had left Victoria by 1861 when their community 
numbered 25,000 or five percent of the population. By 1901 there were 
only 6,300 Chinese, less than one percent of all Victorians. The 1881 
census revealed concentrations of Chinese around the central goldfields 
region, in Gippsland and in the north-east. A few grew tobacco in the 
Ovens Valley. They diversified their occupations and a few even became 
skilled tradesmen and  
winemakers. Large numbers of them were employed in the vineyards. By 
1901 only 20 percent were still miners and 30 per cent were market 
gardeners, almost half of all market gardeners in Victoria in 1905 were 
Chinese and their superior vegetable growing skills were acknowledged. 
The only recorded market garden site is off Distillery Road near 
Wahgunyah, but thee are likely to be many others.  
 
The extant funeral towers at the Stanley, Beechworth and Carlyle 
cemeteries attests to the Chinese presence in those areas. A number of 
Chinese came to reside in Blanche Street, Wahgunyah, and Chinese camp 

 
315 R. Broome, Arriving, Fairfax, Syme & Weldon, Sydney, 1984, p.70 
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sites are recorded at Indigo, Stanley and Rutherglen. The level of poverty 
they experienced prevented many from returning home. 
 
The Germans 
 
The German influence has been strong throughout the Shire, mostly with 
regard to the establishment of the wine industry, which has been 
documented above. Barnawartha appears to have been the centre of 
German occupation within the Shire, with many German names recorded 
in the Barnawartha Cemetery, including Rutterbusch, Busse, Welladsen, 
Fleischer, Baumgarten, Wurser and Schlue. However, the German 
presence was not strong enough to have seen the establishment of a 
Lutheran Church, until 1976 when a former Methodist Church in 
Yackandandah was purchased. 
 
4.6 DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE

316 
 
The first European settlers, wherever they were and regardless of their 
background, were reliant on the materials to hand such as stone, timber, 
earth, bark, grass etc, to build their first shelters. These construction 
methods, where relevant, have been examined in more detail below. 
During the selection decades which followed and into the early twentieth 
century, a range of construction techniques would continue to be used for 
the construction of farm buildings, especially where money was tight and 
conditions hard, but domestic building soon came to be dominated by 
stone, brick and weatherboard. 
 
Not surprisingly, those buildings from the squatting era which have 
survived tend to be of stone, e.g. the ruin of David Reid's house at 
Yackandandah, The Hermitage and Lilliput homestead, although timber 
slab houses would have been the most common, Only two of the latter 
now remain within the Shire, one the former bank building, later bank 
manager's residence, at Yackandandah; and the other the very dilapidated 
1864 Anderson cottage near Barnawartha. Brick was also popular, 
particularly when landholders were given some security of tenure, and 
they would be manufactured and fired on site, a practice which would 
continue until at least the 1920s. 
 
From the earliest days of the Colony, there was a steady stream of 
publications which included plans and hints for residence and cottage 
construction. These were complemented by manuals for would-be 
farmers outlining farming best practice and including plans for residences 
and outbuildings. J.C. Loudon's Encyclopedia of Cottage, Farm and Villa 
Architecture and Furniture, is probably one of the best known. It was 
published in London in 1833 and appeared in Sydney bookshops within a 
few years. In 1952 in Australia's Home, architect Robin Boyd was the 
first architectural historian to turn his attention to domestic building, 
noting that  
'… from early colonial days most of these houses were designed by 
builders on commissions or on speculation for rental or sale; … They 

 
316  Robin Boyd, Australia's Home, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 

1991; Ian Evans, The Australian Home, Flannel Flower Press, Sydney, 1983 
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were built without knowledge of architectural philosophies but with keen 
attention to superficial architectural fashions which the builders 
translated with the limited language of hereditary carpentry and 
bricklaying practice.'317 
 
Boyd identified five principal plan forms to the Australian house. The 
first is a simple cottage form, easily recognisable and still evident 
throughout the Shire in vast numbers. The cottage comprises two rooms, 
one slightly larger than the other. A central front door gives access to the 
larger room and is flanked by windows. In South Australia, New South 
Wales and Victoria there is a verandah across the width of the front. The 
roof is a gable form. This plan was frequently extended, at the time of 
building or later, by a lower-pitched skillion at the back, matching the 
front verandah in balanced profile. Sometimes the addition to the rear 
may be roofed with a second gable, and sometimes there may be a third 
section. This type of cottage occurs frequently throughout the Shire, in 
mining settlements and in townships, and it appears to have continued in 
its basic form up until the turn of the century. It frequently appears in 
brick and sometimes in stone but most often in weatherboard. From the 
1840s steam powered circular saws and milling machines began to 
revolutionise the timber industry. Mechanisation accelerated with the 
stimulus of the gold rushes and soon did away with the handcrafted 
joinery which was feature of Colonial buildings.  
 
During the 1850s the United States developed the light timber frame, 
known as the 'balloon frame'. This innovation was brought to Australia 
with American miners and was modified by Australian builders. The 
frame could be erected in about two days and this was then clad with 
weatherboard, roofed with corrugated iron and given a verandah. Boyd's 
second plan form, 'The Bungalow', most commonly utilises the 'balloon 
frame' and is also common throughout the Shire. It was based on the 
English cottage plan of the eighteenth century and had a central passage 
with two or three rooms on each side. An Australian addition to the basic 
plan was the verandah on one to four sides. According to Boyd this plan 
survived in rural areas from 1840 until about 1940, and he describes it as 
being '… as familiar and typically country Australian as a midday dinner 
of roast mutton and steamed pudding'.318 
 
Boyd's third principal type is the asymmetrical front, which he describes 
as the 'Victorian era's contribution to the bungalow plan'. In this plan one 
front room, usually the left-hand one facing the street, was thrust forward 
in line with the front verandah and the main roof was broken to extend 
over this projection. The verandah was omitted from the sides and the 
front verandah was reduced to little more than a porch. This style would 
last until about the 1950s and after World War I would begin to supplant 
the bungalow form. 
 
The fourth principal type was the L-shape. From the 1880s the long wing 
would be to the rear of the house, but this plan was widely used during 

 
317  Boyd, op cit, p.xvii 
318  Boyd, op cit, p.7 
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the 1930s and 1940s, where both wings were displayed to the street. In 
this form, the entrance door nestled in the internal corner and was 
covered by a small hood. Boyd's fifth principal type was the triple front 
[three rooms facing the street], which turned the house so that it sat with 
its long axis across the block, rather than down the block. 
 
These basic form types were subject to innumerable variations and 
decorative treatments, in accordance with architectural fashions of the 
time. These trends tended to follow what was happening overseas, and 
usually lagged ten years or so behind other countries, with the country 
lagging even further behind the city. From the 1880s cast iron lacework 
was produced in large quantities in Melbourne and Sydney. Stucco was 
popular from the 1830s to the 1890s, initially introduced as a 
waterproofing measure. It would be abandoned after the introduction of 
the cavity brick wall which was refined in Australia by the 1880s. From 
about 1890 Australia was very receptive to new architectural styles from 
overseas, and embraced styles such as Queen Anne, Californian 
Bungalow, Spanish Mission and 'Ocean Liner'. None of these styles are 
particularly well represented throughout the Shire.  
A.C. MacKnight was an early exponent of the Californian Bungalow 
style, which he constructed in brick and later in pise; and there is only 
one notable example of Spanish Mission in the Shire. 
 
For roofing the initial materials were bark and then timber shingles. The 
mass production of corrugated iron commenced in Australia around the 
1850s and this rapidly became the most popular building material, 
sometimes placed directly over the earlier timber shingles. 
 
Naturally there was lots of variation on the basic plan and construction 
types, from State to State and even, to some extent, from town to town. 
Chiltern had a brickworks which supplied bricks to many regional 
projects, and the Chiltern residential areas are noteworthy for the number 
of fine red brick residences which remain. In Rutherglen, the forward 
facing double gable roof is something of a defining form; in Stanley, an 
area which formerly supported several timber mills, timber cladding is by 
far the most common. 
 
4.7 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES AND 

MATERIALS
319 

 
The nature of early rural buildings in the colony was modest and 
workmanlike. The building materials and techniques tended to be 
primitive and they became a major element in the design expression. 
Even after rail and river transport reduced transport costs the settlers still 
had to rely on local materials such as timber and earth and an often 
relatively unskilled workforce. 

 
319  Much of this section has been prepared by Ms Deborah Kemp, utilising 
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Many emigrants had a repertoire of traditional European building skills. 
These skills can be identified in many buildings but perhaps of greater 
interest is the hybridisation and to some extent the debasement of these 
techniques as settlers came to grips with the exigencies of Colonial life. 
For instance, many of the more traditional earth building techniques were 
modified and in some cases became innovative solutions. In 1854 Charles 
Mayes patented a hollow wall using pisé, a surprising development and 
one which, if it were ever used at all, would seem to have been especially 
suited to the harsh colonial climate. 
 
Wattle and daub 
 
There was a widespread use of wattle and daub in England, where bush 
poles are set in the ground about one metre apart and smaller sticks are 
woven between them, in he manner of basket weaving, with resulting 
frame being plastered with mud inside and out. Some early examples of 
wattle and daub had no sills and the wattle stakes were driven into the 
ground. To make the wattle and daub wall more secure the ends of the 
vertical stakes were fixed into grooves or in the more advanced method 
into holes in the plates. Wattle and daub and its various interpretations 
were widely used in the colony.  
 
Pole and Pug 
 
The pole and pug technique could in some cases be considered a 
debasement of the traditional wattle and daub walling system. The 
technique is less reliant on skill and labour than the wattle and daub 
technique. Instead of weaving wattles between vertical sections and then 
plastering these with a clay plaster, horizontal pieces of timber were 
nailed to vertical timber sections. The resultant substrate was then 
plastered over with a clay or mud render. In many instances large stones 
were also used to provide additional walling material. 
 
Thatch 
 
There is only one thatch building in the Shire, and it is of the type which 
Dr Miles Lewis, in Victorian Primitive, describes as the most primitive, 
in which wheat straw is heaped almost at random on a  
low-pitch roof and held down with wire netting. These roofs are 
especially typical of the Wimmera district, but are found from South 
Australia to the east of Bendigo, with other examples scattered further 
afield. They generally comprised rows of columns, comprising tree trunks 
with a natural fork at the top to carry a beam. The roof pitch was always 
low, less than 30o, to prevent the straw sliding off.320 This construction 
technique continued into the early twentieth century; the example near 
Rutherglen was constructed c1912. 
 
 
 

 
320  M. Lewis, Victorian Primitive, Carlton, 1977 
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Log Construction 
 
The rough hewn log houses were mainly used as lock ups on the gold 
fields. The logs were notched at the corners [sometimes the joint was 
reinforced by a peg] and the interstices were filled up with clay. The 
timber log lockups were said to have originated from America and the 
technique arrived there from northern European countries. C.F. Innocent, 
in his The Development of English Building Construction, describes the 
technique as having spread in Europe from west Switzerland and north to 
Scandinavia and from there the European settlers took it to North 
America. Innocent also says that there is no evidence that this form of 
building was ever used in England.321  
 
This form of construction tends to be common where there is an 
abundance of timber. It was not widespread in Victoria and it is more 
likely to be found where the locally available timber did not split easily.  
 
Vertical slab construction 
 
Vertical slab buildings were more commonly used for outhouses as they 
tended to be cruder in construction. They relied on a system of earth fast 
posts with panels of slabs. The vertical slabs were often just resting on 
the ground with a horizontal member at the top and the slabs were then 
nailed or tied to this. Another method was to sandwich the vertical 
members between two horizontal members.322 Vertical slabs were also 
fitted into grooved top and bottom plates and this was a more refined 
construction technique. Boldrewood described a slab hut '… with wall 
plate top and bottom, and all the refinements of bush carpentry'.323 
 
Horizontal slab construction 
 
The origins of horizontal slab construction are not peculiar to Australia. 
There were examples in Denmark324 and Canada, as evidenced by the 
following description of the Hudson’s Bay Company's buildings at Fort 
Vancouver, Canada, in 1839: 
…posts are raised at convenient intervals, with grooves in the facing 
sides. In these grooves planks are inserted horizontally, and the walls are 
complete. Rafters raised on plates, in the usual way, and covered with 
boards, form the roof.’325 
 

 
321  C F Innocent, The Development of English Building Construction, Devon, 1971, 

p 109 
322  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p 25 
323  Ibid 
324  Illustration of a horizontal slab building resting on a stone plinth/ 

foundation. M. Benzon, Gammelt dansk bindings – værk, Denmark, 1983, p 33 
325  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p 31 

Log hut, Paris Road, Dugays 
Bridge 
BRIM005 
 

 

Slab Shed, Sandy Creek 
SAND009 
Fernbank shed 
BROW005 
 

 
 
Fmr Rutterbusch cellar [above] 
BARN028 
Anderson property 
BARN018 
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Lewis describes an English precedent for horizontal slab construction: it 
was described in Notes and Queries and was a type of timber partition.  
'…of oak, very roughly made; nearly alike on both sides, formed of 
boards 10 in. wide, fixed in vertical grooves in stout uprights, which are 
6 in. wide, with chamfered edges, having triangular, or sometimes leaf-
shaped chamfer stops about 7 inches from the bottom, the whole fixed by 
means of mortices in a horizontal beam resting on the floor, and above in 
a horizontal beam chamfered over the spaces between the uprights, with 
short returns to meet the chamfered edges of the upright.'326 
 
The use of stones or bricks as foundation material appears to be a 
common characteristic of horizontal slab construction in Denmark.327 
Colonial slab construction tended to rely on earth fast posts with a large 
timber sill plate resting on the ground.  
 
Pisé 
 
Pisé refers to a method of moulding loam by compression into walls 
using an in situ formwork. True pisé was known to the Phoenicians and 
its dissemination can be traced from this source to Australia. Pliny 
described rammed earth walls in his Natural History that lasted for '… 
ages, undamaged by rain, wind and fire, and stronger than quarry 
stone'.328  
 
Pisé is closely related to Roman concrete construction but it remained in 
its form in post-Roman Italy, Spain and southern France. In 1772 
Georges-Claude Goiffon published a treatise L’art du Maçon Piseur, in 
which he described the method and recommended its usage. Goiffon 
illustrated his argument with examples from Lyonnais that were two or 
three storeys high and were of a great age.329 The Abbé Rozier in his 
Cours Complet d’Agriculture, also described pisé as being utilised in 
Catalan Spain and in a larger area of France than that described by 
Goiffon. M. Boulard, a building inspector from Lyons, wrote the article 
on pisé in Cours Complet and although much of it came from Goiffon 
there were additional refinements.  
 
Lewis says that the definitive account of pisé construction came from 
another writer of an intermediate date, François Cointeraux. His account 
was derived in part from Goiffon and was also embellished with his own 
methods of pisé construction. The Cointeraux account described the 
construction of a pisé wall. There was to be a brick or masonry 
foundation wall 450mm thick at the base and to a height of 600mm above 
the ground level to prevent the pisé from rising damp and to protect it 
from the splashing of water from the eaves. The wall was then built up 
within the moulds in rammed layers.  
 

 
326  Ibid, p 26 
327  Gorm Benzon, Gammelt dansk bindings – værk, Denmark, 1983, p 33 
328  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p 43 
329  Ibid, p 43 

Slab shed 
BARN019 & 028 
Leseberg dairy 
BROW006 
Indigo Valley sheds 
INVY009 & 015 
Lakeside shed 
NORG001 
Yackandandah shed 
YAKR028 
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Henry Holland had used pisé at Woburn Abbey for the construction of 
labourer’s cottages in 1787-88.330 These buildings were stuccoed and had 
a fresco finish which was a traditional French mode of finishing pisé and 
was noted by Boulard. Holland had reported on this experimental mode 
of building in the first volume of the Communications of the board of 
Agriculture. Pisé was more recognised in British agricultural circles.  
 
In Australia pisé tended to be adopted more by British settlers than any 
other ethnic group. This is despite strong earth building traditions in other 
parts of Europe. There were many English publications describing and 
recommending pisé construction as being economical, durable and easily 
erected and this possibly explains its popularity amongst the British.  
 
Lewis states that the first reported pisé construction occurred in Tasmania 
at an earlier date than many of the popular publications such as Wild, 
Allen and Mann’s Emigrant’s Guide. The Hobart Town Gazette in 1823 
recorded a house being built of earth, which had been rammed, into a 
mould at Coal River. Lewis also notes two other possible pisé buildings 
in Tasmania but their contemporary descriptions lend some doubt as to 
whether they were strictly pisé construction or another form of earth 
building. Wanstead Park is a pisé building and could possibly have been 
built in 1827 [one of the chimney bricks is dated 1827]. Another 
surviving pisé building in Tasmania is near Jericho.331 
 
Holland's translation from Cointeraux was published in the Sydney 
Gazette in 1823.332 It was thought that pisé construction would be useful 
for settlements where there were sparse forests, such as Bathurst, where it 
did achieve some popularity. Other pisé buildings were to be found 
elsewhere in New South Wales. South Australia also had some pisé 
buildings [as noted by Charles Mayes333]. Robert Gouger had a pisé 
house he described it as being the ' … cheapest and most durable method 
of building on any land where limestone could not be found'.334 
According to Lewis many South Australian settlers understood the 
system but within ten years pisé as a useful building technique was 
dismissed and soon most of the houses in the colony were of stone or 
brick. It was said that: 
'… Most of the old erections were built in that most dirty and 
contemptible of all colonial inventions, pisè [sic] or rammed earth. There 
never was in the city more than one good house of such material, and 
that must have cost as much to make it what it is, and to preserve it, as 
would have paid for more desirable materials. However ‘de mortuis nil 
nisi bonum.’ The practice is now extinct here, never (it is to be hoped) to 
be revived.'335  
 

 
330  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p.48 
331  Ibid, pp.51 -52 
332  Ibid, p.52 
333  Charles Mayes, ‘ Manufactures for the Economical Development of the 

Resources of the Colony’, Victorian Government Prize Essay 1860, Melbourne, 
1860, p.50 

334  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p.54 
335  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p.55 
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There were some early reports of pisé construction in the Port Phillip 
district. Samuel and William Jackson had a pisé construction on their 
station at Sunbury. Rolfe Boldrewood described a pisé dairy on his way 
to Port Fairy. In the early 1840s a five roomed cottage was built on 
Dendy's Brighton Estate and other pisé buildings were described in New 
Road, Brighton in 1846. Lewis states that it seems that pisé was never a 
common building practice in Victoria.336 William Kelly had seen pisé in 
southern California and thought it would be suitable for Melbourne. He 
started to build a 'great horse repository' in Lonsdale street West. He was 
offered several Government and private contracts but after the walls of 
the Lonsdale street building started to erode, his pisé building career 
similarly crumbled.  
 
Charles Mayes, in his 1860 Victorian Government Prize Essays,337 refers 
to various forms of pisé. He stated that pisé could be used as a substitute 
for brick or stonework and make comfortable but cheap housing; and that 
it was suitable for cottages, houses, homesteads, country inns and 
outbuildings. He had patented an 'improved pisé' method in 1854, and 
had designed moulds of plain or galvanised sheet iron and these 
contained a core. This left a flattened tube or slit running vertically 
through the wall. The vertical tubes were to make the pisé less likely to 
crack and easier to dry and more weatherproof. They could also be used 
for ventilation.338 This mould could not only be used with the more 
traditional materials of loam and gravel but could also utilise other 
materials. For instance a mixture of burnt clay or waste bricks with sand 
and clay which required thorough ramming. A cob pisé of clay, mud 
mixed with chopped straw or shavings which had been tempered within 
the formwork.  
 
Mayes refers to a concrete pisé, this is a mixture of sand, gravel and 
common lime. The Mayes patent could be used for a variety of materials 
and the concrete pisé mixture only needed a moderate ramming. A beton 
pisé made with hydraulic lime was not rammed earth at all, but was 
actually concrete. This form of concrete pisé was not unknown as similar 
mixture was used in Britain for foundations, Lugar also cited lime as an 
ingredient in pisé construction. Mayes said that lime in pisé construction 
was little used in the colony but apparently there were some 'concrete 
pisé houses at Norwood, near Adelaide'.339 

 
Mayes also said that in the colony of Victoria little pisé work had been 
done. At Yan Yean there were 'common' pisé houses and a pisé tower, 
Bear's Castle. Bear's Castle was a mud building which resembled Rose 
Hill Villa, Hampshire. Rose Hill was a two storey building of chalk clay 
on a 0.6 – 0.9 metre high brick base. It was constructed from fine chalk 
clay that was moistened and worked until it began to bind like a loamy 
 
336  Ibid, p.55 
337  Charles Mayes, ‘ Manufactures for the Economical Development of the 

Resources of the Colony’,Victorian Government Prize Essay 1860, Melbourne, 
1860 

338  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p.56 
339  Charles Mayes, ‘Manufactures for the Economical Development of the 

Resources of the Colony', Victorian Government Prize Essay 1860, Melbourne, 
1860, p.350 

 
 
 
 
The pisé dairy described by 
Boldrewood as being at Port Fairy 
was probably at Dunmore, a 
property taken up by C.H. 
MacKnight, the father of architect 
A.C. MacKnight. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These seem similar in intent to the 
ventilation bricks described in 
Dobson and Tomlinson 
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clay. Lewis states that Bear's Castle could not be a pisé building.340 It was 
built on a masonry plinth and then mud has been laid in clearly defined 
horizontal layers of about 0.4m in height. It has no vertical joints and has 
round turrets at the corners. These had been built in the same horizontal 
layers. It is impossible to build round turrets in pisé construction. The 
interior surfaces are true and this implies that there was possibly a core of 
formwork.  
 
Other references to pisé, 'pisey' or 'pisa' are often inaccurate and refer to 
other forms of earth construction. Lewis says that the author/historian 
Margaret Kiddle referred to thatched pisé buildings in German 
settlements near Hamilton and Penshurst. That these are genuine 
examples is doubtful, as pisé was not a traditional German method and 
other German-built mud houses in the district are of a different 
construction.341  
 
Lewis describes a 'debased form' of pisé as becoming popular amongst 
selectors. He describes one example as being basically timber framed 
with the posts taking most of the load and an earth infill panel of pisé. 
The formwork had been nailed horizontally flush across the faces of the 
post.342 Pisé was never popular even in its variations though it continued 
to be mentioned until the late nineteenth century in the Agricultural 
Gazette of New South Wales as being suitable building material citing its 
economy, durability, ease of construction and its thermal capacities.  
 
There was a revival in the twentieth century in the Riverina district of 
New South Wales, and this was primarily due to the Wahgunyah 
architectural practice of A.C. MacKnight and his architect son. Locally, 
these buildings are referred to 'pisa' or 'pisey' buildings.  
 
Bricks – the Silverlock system 
 
The term 'hollow walling' in the nineteenth century was used 
indiscriminately to describe walls of hollow bricks, walls of conventional 
bricks built with cavities that were bridged by brickwork at various 
intervals, and true cavity walling using sparsely distributed iron, brick or 
other ties. Early examples tended to be of brick work laid in such a way 
as to create a void through 60% or more of the wall, and these can be 
considered proto-cavity walls.   
 
In the first English hollow wall, invented by Silverlock of Chichester in 
the early 1800s, the brick bond is laid in the Flemish pattern but on edge. 
The main competitor was Dearn's wall, first published in the Repertory of 
Arts in 1814, in which a nine inch [225 mm] wall was built in English 
bond, but with the stretchers on edge so that there was a void of two 
inches [50mm] between the inner and outer ones.   
 

 
340  M. Lewis, 1977, op cit, p.42 
341  Ibid, p.57 
342  Ibid, p.58 

A.C. MacKnight was based at 
Wahgunyah. Pise residences which 
he designed include his own 
residence, Myrniong RUTH187 
[now Crumplehorn Park, pictured 
below],  
Medoc [Wahgunyah, RUTH184], 
St Leonards homestead 
[Wahgunyah, WAHG002], 
Mundatta [Barnawartha, 
BROW001] and Bongamero 
[Wahgunyah, not included in 
study] 
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Many publications of the early nineteenth century recommended hollow 
wall construction for dairies and cool rooms. It was also valued because it 
saved on bricks. 
 
There are a few surviving examples, including a dairy or milkhouse at 
'Ellerslie', Bacchus Marsh; and a section of the 'Rosedale' homestead at 
Portarlington which was used as a milk room and has a debased 
Silverlock system. 
 
Mud Brick construction 
 
Mud bricks are made by mixing clayey earth, with or without straw, with 
water to make a stiff mud. This is then placed in a mould, open to the top 
and bottom, tamped and levelled. After the mould is removed the brick is 
left for two or three days to dry in the sun and wind and then stacked for a 
few weeks prior to using. The technique was utilised from at least the 
1850s and in Australia was most common in Victoria. 
 
Ruberoid  
 
Ruberoid was an English invention of 1891. It was said to have been 
immediately successful as a new class of smooth surfaced flexible 
roofing. It was light and non-absorbent and did not contain any tar, paper 
or rubber. It was also low in cost but it did become hard and leathery over 
time. In England it was available in grey, red and green. It was used in 
Australia for roofing and later became available not only in sheets but in 
a 'pseudo' slate or shingle.343  
 
4.8 PROMINENT ARCHITECTS  
 
C.G.S. Gordon [1857-1913] and W.J. Gordon [1858-1903]344 
Gordon & Gordon Architects 
 
The architectural firm of Gordon & Gordon comprised Charles Goodwin 
Sylvester Gordon and his brother William Joseph Gordon. The brothers 
came to Albury from Sydney with their parents in 1868. Their father, 
John Gordon [1824-1880], was also an architect whose Albury 
commissions included St Bridget's Convent [1870] and St Patrick's 
Church [1870]. The family owned a large house in Albury as well as a 
country residence on Bungambrawartha Creek, three miles north of 
Albury. In 1876 John Gordon formed the architectural firm of Gordon 
and Sheppard with offices in Albury and Wagga Wagga.345 

 

343  Miles Lewis, 'Australian Building', unpublished manuscript, 1997 
344  Much of the information within this section was originally prepared by John 

& Thurley O'Connor and included within their 1987 report on Cambourne, 
Wodonga, prepared for the Roads & Traffic Authority 

345  Wodonga and Towong Sentinel, 10 July 1903, Obituary of W.J. Gordon; 
Advocate, 29 May 1869 and 3 September 1870; Albury Border Post, 17 
September 1879, 3 June 1876 and 25 December 1880; and Border Post 
Almanac, 1878, 0.108 

28 Bridge Street, Beechworth 
BEEC048 
 

 

Millstone cottage, Indigo Valley 
INVY004 
 
 
 
Gransha, Indigo Valley 
BARN023 

The house built at St Leonards 
winery during the early 1900s and 
designed by A.C. MacKnight is 
supposed to have incorporated 
ruberoid [no evidence extant]. 
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Charles Goodwin Sylvester Gordon was born in Gundagai  
in 1857. In 1880 he was admitted to the Association of Architects, and in 
the same year he submitted drawings to the first annual exhibition of 
architectural drawings held by the Victorian Institute of Architects in 
Melbourne. By 1888 he had moved to Wodonga, first purchasing the 
residence and orchard 'Torranceville' on Hume Street, Wodonga, and later 
buying the property known as the 'Wodonga Estate', part of which he 
subdivided and sold. On the remainder of the estate he … established the 
Vermont orchard, the fruit of which is celebrated all over the 
Commonwealth and England.346 He was a member of the Wodonga Wine 
and Fruitgrowers Association and won a prize for the best collection of 
fruit in 1900.347 The streets in this area of Wodonga are named Gordon, 
Charles, William and Vermont. 
 
William Joseph Gordon was born in 1858. He was for a time a consulting 
engineer to the Borough of Albury. He was a good citizen, a quiet 
unassuming, but well informed man, and he was highly esteemed by those 
who knew him. He was a man of abstemious and studious habits, 
exceedingly well read, and took a keen interest in literary and scientific 
subjects. He lived in Albury for 35 years and died there, a bachelor, from 
heart failure on the 4 July 1903, aged 45 years. His residence, 'Loma 
Loma', originally stood on 8 acres and featured a sandstone arcaded 
verandah. It was held by the Roxburgh family from 1903 to 1965, then 
sold and demolished.348 
 
The brothers were educated and taught their profession in Albury. They 
were members of the Victorian Institute of Architects and thus they must 
have completed their articles, presumably with their father's practice. In 
1890 they were suspended from  
membership for three months for having issued ballot cards seeking votes 
for their entry in the Albury Mechanics Institute design competition. 
They held a lot of valuable town property, but this was mostly lost in the 
1893 depression.349 Gordon & Gordon were based in Albury and 
Wodonga, and they also had a Melbourne office. C.G.S. Gordon 
maintained an office in Wodonga until 1913. Their known commissions 
within the present Indigo Shire include: 'Fairfield' homestead and cellars, 
Rutherglen, 1882 [house vandalised but now restored, cellars intact; St 
Mary's Roman Catholic Presbytery, Chiltern; and the Victoria Hotel in 
Rutherglen [1893, additions in 1897]. 
 

 
346  Sentinel, op cit., 10 January 1913; Albury Border Post, 21 July 1880; and 

Australasian Sketcher, 11 September 1880, p.144 
347  Sentinel, op cit, 23 March 1900 
348  Albury Daily News, 6 January 1913; Sentinel, op cit, 10 July 1903; Border 

Morning Mail, 6 November 1965; and oral information [to the O'Connors] 
from Mrs J. Roxburgh. Former owner of Loma Loma 

349  Sentinel, 10 July 1903; University of Melbourne School of Architecture 
'Architects Index'; and Victorian Institute of Architects Minutes of Council, 
1880-1895, pp.181, 193-4, 197 

Known examples of Gordon & 
Gordon's  work [extant] in Albury, 
Wodonga and elsewhere: 
Terrace houses,  
506-508 Smollett Street Albury, 
1889 [converted to offices] 
 
Residence,  
460 Swift Street, Albury, c1890 
Converted to offices and extended. 
 
Roman Catholic Church, 
Tarrawingee, 1888 
Intact 
 
National Bank of Australasia Ltd, 
Benalla 1891, defaced 
 
Ringwood Homestead, Rennie, 
1891, verandah altered 
 
Gerogery Homestead, Gerogery, 
1891, brickwork painted 
 
Loyal Mansfield Lodge, 
Mansfield, 1892, defaced 
 
Australian Hotel, Corowa, 1892, 
mutilated 
 
Cambourne, Wodonga, c1900, 
intact 
 
Court House Hotel, Howlong, 
1902, partially defaced 

 
Fairfield 
RUTH001 
St Mary’s Presbytery 
CHIL069 
Victoria Hotel [below] 
RUTH107 
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Anketell Matthew Henderson [1853-1922]350 
 
Anketell Henderson arrived in Victoria with his family at the age of 10. 
He was educated at Scotch College and completed the University of 
Melbourne's engineering certificate course [1872] while articled to the 
architectural practice of Reed & Barnes. The partnership of Reed, 
Henderson & Smart was formed in 1883 and lasted until 1890, during 
which time Henderson was responsible for work for the Bank of 
Australasia and for the Melbourne University. Henderson was responsible 
for Bank of Australasia work prior to becoming a partner in the practice; 
he designed the Bank of Australasia in Chiltern in 1876 and probably the 
Bank of Australasia in Yackandandah [which is very similar and is also a 
Reed & Barnes design] in 1877. These banks illustrate his preference for 
the classical styles. 
 
Henderson continued work for the bank when he established his own 
practice in 1890 [until 1906]. He was co-examiner in architecture for the 
university's engineering course and lectured in architecture for almost 30 
years. He was three times president of the Royal Victorian Institute of 
Architects. 
 
Leonard Terry [1825-1884]351 
 
Leonard Terry migrated to Australia from England, arriving in 
Melbourne in 1853. About six months later he was employed by architect 
Charles Laing and by the end of 1856 he had established his own 
practice. After Laing's death the following year Terry succeeded him as 
the principal designer of banks in Victoria and of buildings for the 
Anglican Church, of which he was appointed diocesan architect in 1860. 
Prior to this appointment Terry designed Christ Church in Beechworth, in 
1858. He was also responsible for St Paul's, Ballarat [1861-64]; Holy 
Trinity, East Melbourne [1864 now burnt down]; St John's, Ballarat 
[1864-65]; Christ Church, Birregurra [1867]; and Holy Trinity, 
Williamstown [1870-74]. It is difficult to ascertain the exact number as 
he often oversaw aspects of the design and construction of churches 
throughout the Colony of Victoria. Terry also undertook commissions for 
the Roman Catholic Church [possibly in association with architect 
William Wardell], and was responsible for the 1862 or 1868 
Congregationalist Church in Beechworth.  
 
He designed at least fifty branches for all the major banks, mainly in 
Victoria but also in Tasmania, Western Australia and New Zealand; and 
also designed a number of bluestone warehouses in Melbourne and 
various other commercial buildings. In 1874 Terry took in former 
Ballarat architect Percy Oakden as a partner. He died in 1884.  
 
350  The information on Anketell Henderson is principally drawn from Bede 

Nairn & Geoffrey Serle [Gen. Eds], Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
Volume 9 1891-1939, Melbourne University Press, Carlton, 1983, pp. 257-258 
[entry for Kingsley Anketell Henderson, architect, his son] 

351  The information on Leonard Terry is principally drawn from Bede Nairn 
[Gen. Ed.], Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 6 1851-1890 R-Z, 
Melbourne University Press, Carlton, 1976, pp. 257-258; and Miles Lewis, 
Victorian Churches, NTA [Vic.], Melbourne 
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Terry's churches, generally of bluestone, in fairly austere Early English or 
Gothic style, are described as 'generally well composed and satisfying', 
while he is considered to have been 'a conservative but competent and 
highly sensitive designer, who produced a greater number of noble 
buildings than more progressive contemporaries … his work is urbane by 
comparison with the coarse neo-Classicism and picturesque Gothic of 
Laing, or the fussy polychromy of Oakden'. 
 
A.C. MacKnight [1868-c1940s] 
 
Arthur Campbell MacKnight commenced his architectural practice in 
Wahgunyah around 1894 and was later joined by his son. The MacKnight 
practice continued up until 1973, at which time it was sold to a 
Melbourne practitioner. MacKnight is credited with single-handedly 
being responsible for the reintroduction of pisé building technology 
during the early 20th century, and he also designed many of the more 
architecturally interesting buildings in the Shire, generally around the 
Rutherglen and Chiltern areas. The contribution of A.C. MacKnight to 
the architectural character, and the diverse attributes of his numerous 
buildings is significant, as is his contribution to pisé technology. 
 
A.C. MacKnight was born at Port Fairy, Victoria, on 18 May 1868, and 
was educated at Melbourne Church of England Grammar School. After 
leaving school he was articled, in 1886, to the Melbourne architect 
William Urban Billing, and he worked with the architectural firm 
Nathaniel Billing and Son in Melbourne until 1893 when he moved to 
Rutherglen. He was related by marriage to another Melbourne architect, 
Walter Butler.352 
 
MacKnight's father, Charles Hamilton MacKnight, was a Scottish 
immigrant who arrived in Australia in 1840. Within a year C.H. 
MacKnight and two others had acquired land in the vicinity of the present 
town of Castlemaine, where they built a pisé dairy. However, before the 
year was out, they had abandoned the property and moved to the area 
which would later be called Port Fairy. They called the second property 
Dunmore and the following year built another pisé dairy, with walls 450 
mm thick.353 C.H. MacKnight died in 1868. 
 
Following his move from Melbourne to Rutherglen, A.C. MacKnight 
established his architectural practice, working initially from his property 
Myrniong, at Wahgunyah, and later from Corowa, with at various times 
offices in Rutherglen, Lockhart and Albury. He served from 1900 until 
1920 on the Rutherglen Shire Council. In 1907-08 he designed and built a 
house of pisé construction at Wahgunyah called 'Myrniong' [now known 
as Crumplehorn Park]. During the 1920s he wrote two articles on pisé 
building methods in the publication The Australian Home Builder and by 
the 1930s, A.C. MacKnight had been acknowledged as '… the originator 

 
352  Much of the biographical information on A.C. MacKnight has been supplied 

by Ruth Daniell, who is currently preparing a '20th Century Riverina 
Homestead Survey'. 

353  Ted Howard, Mud and Man: A history of earth buildings in Australia, 
Melbourne, 1992, pp.21-23 
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of the modern reinforced pisé style, in which he has designed most of the 
modern country homes in the Riverina'.354 
 
According to Ted Howard, MacKnight's pisé houses 
'… had some unusual features that changed as his knowledge increased 
although there were some details that are common to nearly all. Early 
houses were built by having a complete plan of the house in 225 mm x 38 
mm oregon two boards high, possibly to facilitate the use of reinforcing, 
no simple matter with the massive mine cable he often used. Later 
buildings used the traditional box moulds of the contractors at the time, 
750 mm deep and from 1500 mm to 3600 mm long. 
 
'… Foundations were usually laid on sand, anything from 75 mm to 150 
mm. Reinforced concrete, from 375 mm to 450 mm was usual, but one 
had redgum planks because of the scarcity of stone for concrete in the 
area. … Some appear to have no foundations at all, merely having pisé 
walling then a damp course then more walling. 
 
'… Reinforcing was also used in walls. Mining cables, plentiful in the 
area, were run in horizontal bands; where this was unavailable he used 
four strands of No. 8 gauge wire twisted together. All but one of his 
buildings have stood up to the elements without serious cracking, 
indicating that his methods were successful.' 
 
However, A.C. MacKnight did not only build in pisé, and his buildings 
using more conventional materials [usually brick] are numerous and are 
among the most architecturally interesting and unusual throughout the 
Indigo Shire. His early plans were prepared in one eighth scale using 
brilliantly coloured inks in red, pink and yellow. These are invariably 
undated but his first commissions were undertaken from about 1894 on. 
The buildings are not always easy to locate, as the site is usually 
described, for example, as … six miles from Rutherglen, two miles from 
Barnawartha etc. Later he practised jointly with his son, Charles 
Hamilton MacKnight, born 1904, who also became an architect. 
MacKnight died of injuries sustained from a fire in his cellar building. 
 
Identified examples of A.C. MacKnight's work within the Indigo Shire 
are listed chronologically below. 
 
Pfeiffer's Winery, 1894 [RUTH035] 
It has not been confirmed that MacKnight was responsible for this building, 
however he did prepare plans for a Wine Cellar and Distillery for M. Cassies in 
1894. Mortenson records that the winery was built by M. Gassies in 1895. 
 
Rutherglen Brandy Co. [Vidal's Cellars] 1895 [RUTH017] 
This building, now in a state of ruin, is known as Vidal's Cellars and is located in 
Barkly Street, Rutherglen. Lloyd attributes the design to Allan Buckley. 
 
147 High Street, Rutherglen [1896] [RUTH065] 
This residence, in the Victorian Rustic Gothic style, was built for Dr J.R. Harris. 
 

 
354  Henderson, Early Pioneer Families of Victoria and the Riverina, 1936 
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Kelly Bros Cellars, Gooramadda [1896] [GOOR016] 
[Terravinia] 
Large double gable roofed building with vents to gable ends and large doors to 
either end. There is a verandah with platform over. The contractor was D.B. 
Fowler. The plans are signed A.C. MacKnight Myrniong. The building was built 
in corrugated galvanised iron. 
 
Although there is no documentation evident, it is believed that MacKnight was 
also responsible for the Terravinia house, built 1890s. There is a similarity with 
the residence for Dr Harris at 147 High Street, Rutherglen [refer above]. The 
house is of unpainted rendered brick. It is believed that Kelly felt that the bricks 
had been fired to too high a temperature and were too dark so he had the house 
rendered. The roof form is the double gable common to the Rutherglen area [and 
perhaps introduced by ACM] and there is an encircling bullnose verandah. An 
unusual feature is the Moorish arch and timber screen leading from the entrance 
hall to the rest of the rear rooms. There is an extant gas light. Sympathetically 
extended to the rear and in excellent condition throughout. 
 

  
 
Emu Plains Wine Cellar [1897] [RUTH005 
Built by A. Prentice, who established a winery during the 1890s. This cellar is 
very similar to one built at Fairfield in 1898, although the dimensions differ 
slightly. There is no documentation to link MacKnight with the Fairfield cellar. 
 
Graham's Buildings, 145 Main Street, Rutherglen [1897] [RUTH128] 
These shops were designed in 1894 but built in 1897 for Graham Brothers of 
Netherby. MacKnight also designed the shop fittings. 
 
W.Graham , Netherby, house [c1905] [RUTH182] 
[now Allawah] 
Long, low red brick house with a stepped façade. A circular window to the left of 
the door is a feature. There is a verandah to three sides. And a timber shingled 
prominent gable to the front elevation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
147 High Street [left]; and 
Vidal's Cellars [right] 
TK & Dk photogrpahs 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Terravinia [left] and Emu Plains 
cellar [[right] 
DK & TK photogrpahs 
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McLaurin Bros, Lilliput, cellar building [1898]  [LILL004] 
[Old Paroo] 
Large red brick building with double gable roof and two sections, one lower than 
the other, rendered detail to barges and bands of render detail above and below 
windows, double doors and single door to gable ends, both flanked by vertically 
proportioned 4-pane double hung windows, fleur-de-lis decoration to finial and 
'1898' in a sun pattern. 
 
This property is now owned by the Baker family, who have a seed business. The 
north elevation has been opened up to receive large items of equipment relative 
to the seed business, although the building is now no longer used for that 
purpose. Protruding bricks to the end of the front and rear elevations were to 
allow for future extension with a matching north wing. 
 

  
 
William Dixon & Sons, Barnawartha, Fermenting House and Cellar [1900] 
[not located] 
Brick, rectangular in two sections, gable roof with air vent [addition to existing 
cellar], eight pane windows with vertical emphasis, large timber doors, door in 
gable of one section. Roof projects forward to a point on one section at front. 
 
Star Hotel, Rutherglen [1901] [RUTH114] 
New building to main street, retained bedroom wing in High Street and detached 
kitchen/scullery. 
 

  
 
Mt Ophir [c1903-1925] [RUTH176] 
The fermenting house would appear to pre-date MacKnight. It is a long, 
rectangular, brick building with an air vent to the ridge line, six pane windows 
with arches over, four on each side, and rendered barges with simple rounded 
pediment to the top of the gable. '1889' is inscribed on the building. MacKnight 
would appear to be responsible for additions to the fermenting house, including 
the Dutch gable additions flanking the earlier building and the circular tower 
which housed the office. Coloured drawings for these additions [believed to be 
1903], including sections, are in the MacKnight archive held by the State Library 
of Victoria. 
 
MacKnight was also responsible for the Men's House [rectangular, hip roof, 
chimney at either end, U-shape, paired eight pane windows, possibly casement, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allawah [left]; and  
Old Paroo [right. 
TK photogrpahs 1999 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Star hotel, Rutherglen 
TK photographs 1999 
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not dated]; the Lodge [very small, two bedrooms, kitchen and living room]; and 
a Boiler House. 
 
Myrniong, Wahgunyah [1908] [RUTH187] 
[now Crumplehorn park] 
MacKnight's own house. Very wide eaves provide protection. There is a 
dominant gabled entry on the western elevation, and a gabled sleepout to the 
south. Both gables have an infill of stained shingles. The house was constructed 
without foundations with a damp proof course laid at ground level. Built as a 
demonstration and did not have concrete lintels.  
Also designed Myrniong winery and spirit store. The vineyard at Myrniong was 
planted from 1908 onwards. MacKnight archive includes a plan of the Myrniong 
vineyard plantings, on linen.  
 
This is probably the simplest and most modest of MacKnight's pisé residences, 
no doubt in accordance with its 'test case' status, and has very simple internal 
detailing. Some substantial cracking is evident. 
 

  
 
G.S.E. Anderson, vinegrower, Bongamero, Wahgunyah [1911] 
[Not included in study] 
Pisé residence with hip roof, gable ended front porch with slight arched timber? 
Two doors at front; windows are eight pane above and one pane below, sleepout 
to left side, corner windows to right. Contractor James Wilson of Wahgunyah, 
May 1912, located 5 miles from Wahgunyah. 
 
A Terrill, house [1912] and alterations [1936] [LILL012] 
[Grandview] 
Bungalow style with a gable to front, front door flanked by paired windows, 
verandah to three sides.  
 
Cellar at Norong for Dr Harris [1913/14] 
[Trahna, does not appear to be extant]] 
Also includes drawing of stable block for Dr Harris with notation "this is the 
drawing referred to in Contract dated May 1st '96". 
 
Cellar is a long building with a double gable roof with a small window in each 
gable at one end and plain at main end with several sliding doors. 
 
Wombelano, Wahgunyah, cellar [1914] 
[part of Pfeiffers?] 
For Masterton & Dobbin, William Squires, Corowa, contractor. [additional 
cellar] 
 
Soldiers Memorial Hall Barnawartha [1920-21] [BARN008] 
Two schemes were presented but the most detailed is for the existing hall with 
vertical central section with circular vent/window. Central double doors flanked 
with arched six pane windows. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Myrniong [left] and  
Grandview [right] 
TK photographs 1999 
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H.H. Caldwell, Medoc [1923] [RUTH184] 
This was an addition to an existing 19th century residence. Its main feature is a 
very large timber panelled hallway. There were four bedrooms off this hall to the 
east, these served as dressing rooms for the Caldwell daughters who slept in a 
sleepout off the dressing rooms. Six pane window to top sash plain to bottom 
sash, paired timber verandah posts on rendered piers, pisé. Built by Herbert M. 
Cavanagh of Wangaratta. 
 
A.E. Parry house, Wahgunyah [1924] 
[Demolished] 
Brick house, hip roof, large porch to front with gable ended with triple four pane 
window to gable end, paired timber posts on tall rendered pillars to porch. 
Central entrance door with sidelights, symmetrical elevation with paired six pane 
to top and single pane bottom widows to either side, sleepout to right side, 
tapering chimneys. 
 
Rutherglen Shire Hall [1924-27] [RUTH067] 
Designed by A.C. MacKnight. 1947-1958 alterations and additions designed by 
C.H. MacKnight. 
 
Graham House [1920s] [RUTH045A] 
[now owned by Jaspers] 
Although this house is not included within the MacKnight archive it may have 
been designed by ACM. Constructed of triple brick, rendered. Encircling 
verandah to front, bay window, prominent gable to front elevation, tapered 
chimneys, some modifications to verandah and removal of sleepouts to north and 
south elevations. 
 

  
 
G. Sutherland Smith, Wahgunyah residence [1932] [WAHG043] 
[Victoria Street, Wahgunyah] 
Brick, built by Harold James Gauntlett, Surrey Hills, Victoria. 
File also includes specification for wine tanks and vats at All Saints, November 
1937 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Soldiers Memorial Hall, 
Barnawartha [left]; and Medoc, 
Wahgunyah [right]. 
TK photographs 1999 
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J.B. Bell, Mundatta, Barnawartha [1933-36] [BROW001] 
Beautifully sited overlooking an anabranch of the Murray River. U-shaped 
residence with a gauzed in sleepout to the east elevation. Small verandah to front 
elevation, wide eaves. Almost original apart from new windows to front 
projection. Reinforced pisé house at Mundatta, six miles from Barnawartha. 
Built by H.J. Gauntlett, Surrey Hills, Victoria and Yarrawonga. Pisé by H.M. 
Cavanagh. Cost £1101. 
 

 
 
Dr Harkin, Chiltern Vineyard [1930s] 
[Not located] 
Cellar building, gable roofed with gable roofed projection. Also includes plans 
for alterations and additions to Tararu June 1933. 
 
J.M. Rankin, Jilba, Wooragee [1937] 
[Not located] 
Take down existing house and move to new house site and re-use materials. Hip 
roof with large porch to front with gable roof, stone base, corner windows to 
each end, two sets French doors. 
 
Frank Fuge, Rutherglen [1944] 
[Not located] 
Requesting permission from the Dept of War Organization of Industry to build a 
pisé house in Rutherglen as Victorian Department of Agriculture wish to 
purchase his farm so that they can extend their experiments in breeding. Some 
years ago his brother built a pisé house and he knows the many advantages. 
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5.1 PREAMBLE  
 
Gold mining was the activity which shaped much of the present-day 
Indigo Shire, and it was the principal form of mining which was carried 
out in the region, with all other forms of mining negligible in comparison. 
There isn't a wide range of minerals to be found in Victoria: coal is found 
in Gippsland, copper around Bethanga and there is some silver mining 
[but not in the study area], however there is nothing like the extent of 
mineral deposits as are to be found in New South Wales. Tin was 
sometimes recovered as a consequence of deep lead mining, but the effort 
involved would not making tin mining for its own sake profitable. Both 
tin and precious stones were recovered from the Chiltern Valley No. 1 
mine. 
 
5.2 BEECHWORTH , YACKANDANDAH AND SANDY CREEK

374 
 
Alluvial mining, including dredging : technology 
 
In contrast to the Chiltern-Rutherglen area, the distinguishing 
characteristic of the alluvial workings on these goldfields was their 
dependence on water and, short of severe droughts, coping with the 
challenges posed by a surfeit of surface water. These characteristics 
presented many challenges, which were overcome by extensive feats of 
water engineering, many of which were highly capital intensive. The 
remnants of these efforts now constitute some of the more impressive 
heritage items in the district.  
 
The earliest alluvial mining in the district was of the most primitive kind, 
involving small parties of two or three miners and confined to the creek 
beds, banks and immediate environs. This work involved use of a pan and 
cradle, tom and short sluice. On the banks of the creeks, shafts and 
tunnels were dug, while away from the creeks the landscape would have 
been dotted with a myriad of shallow shafts and hummocks. Drainage of 
claims was a challenge almost from the outset and in a number of 
instances tail races, some of a very substantial size, were constructed with 

 

374  This section has been prepared utilising the following references: David 
Bannear, Historic gold mining sites, North East Victoria, draft, Department of 
Natural Resources and Environment, 1996; Geoff Butler, North East Review, 
Historic sites survey, for Land Conservation Council of Victoria, 1982; Geoff 
Craig, A history of the Stanley, Hurdle Flat & Hillsborough districts, Stanley, 
1983; Department of Conservation & Natural Resources, Wallaby mine site, 
Conservation Plan, November 1995; Department of Mines. Quarterly reports 
of the Mining surveyors and Registrars, 1874 and 1880 to 1883, Melbourne; 
Roy Harvey, Beechworth from 1852, Wilkinson Printers, Albury, 1994; 
D.M.W. McKenzie, Looking Back. The early days of Stanley, reprinted from the 
original publication by D.M.W. McKenzie, January 1876; Ovens Register, 
1900 to 1903; Parks Victoria. Beechworth Historic Park, Woolshed Falls historic 
walk, [interpretative brochure], February 1999; Esther Temple and David 
Lloyd, A history of the Kiewa Valley, Kiewa Valley Historical Society, 1989; 
Carole Woods, A Titan's field, the United Shire of Beechworth in conjunction 
with Hargreen Publishing Company, 1985; and Yackandandah Creek- some 
effects of mining, n.d. 
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the races usually cut into the existing stream bed. Elsewhere, channels 
were cut to divert the streams and expose the beds for working.  
 
Elsewhere, ground and box sluicing were used. For example, box sluicing 
involved the use of sluice boxes set on inclined trestles, the wash being 
conveyed to the boxes and a stream of water turned over the face into the 
boxes. As work progressed the boxes were moved back into the face of 
the workings. Water races were constructed to convey water to the sluice 
boxes and water wheels. This method of working was used where the fall 
was insufficient, especially where the claims were close to the existing 
stream levels. Ground sluicing was used on the dry diggings, where the 
wash was at some elevation above the current stream level, and where the 
fall was sufficient to drain the claim. By this method the face of the 
workings was broken up and a stream of water, conveyed by a water race, 
was turned over the face, washing the alluvium into sluices cut into bed 
rock or into sluice boxes. The claims were drained by tail races cut into 
the bed rock. Both forms of sluicing involved the construction of 
extensive networks of water races and holding dams throughout the 
district. These forms of technology were rarely employed in the Chiltern 
area, for there was neither the geology nor water supplies to support 
them. 
 
On the Woolshed diggings, and on some parts of Spring Creek, where the 
wash was deep and the water flow excessive, particularly in winter, the 
cost of working was beyond most miners. To overcome this a decision 
was taken in 1854 to allow the working of the ground by extended claims 
measuring up to 80 m in length. These larger claims were worked by 
large groups of miners, though often at great expense, the cost of opening 
a Woolshed claim ranging from £300 to over £1,000. Steam engines, 
water wheels and other pumping gear were used to drain the claims, 
which were referred to as paddocks. The paddocks often resembled large 
quarries, and were usually worked by box sluicing. There was a 
substantial network of water races. Some miners operated alone 
employing labour, while others combined in cooperative groups to 
provide the necessary capital.  
 
Other forms of technology used in alluvial mining included hydraulic 
sluicing and, commencing in the late 1880s, centrifugal sluicing, 
centrifugal or hydraulic dredging and bucket dredging. In the former case 
water was conveyed to a site by water races and thence by pipes into a 
hose which was turned against the previously opened face of the 
workings. The force of the water eroded the faced and the resulting drift 
and wash dirt were swept into sluice boxes and the gold recovered. With 
centrifugal sluicing the dirt was swept into a sump hole at the base of the 
workings, and sucked up or pumped by a gravel pump into a vertical 
elevator pipe, referred to as a jet elevator. From there it was conveyed 
into sluice boxes, mounted above the face of the workings. Both the pipe 
and sluice boxes were mounted on scaffolding. With centrifugal dredging 
the gravel pump and boilers were mounted on a barge, which was usually 
fitted with electric light to enable night work. The barge was stationary 
until it was necessary to move it nearer to the working face, at which time 
the site was dammed and flooded and the barge floated in.  
 

 
 
Hydraulic elevator. 
Source: 
Idriess, 1931, op cit [reproduced in 
Pearson & McGowan, 1998, op cit, 
p.92] 
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With bucket dredging the machinery was also mounted on a barge or 
pontoon, which used its own motive power to traverse streams and 
creeks. The main difference was that the wash was excavated from the 
bottom of streams and creeks by a long chain of buckets, which were 
mounted on the pontoon along with much of the other equipment. 
Screens, trommels and sluice boxes were used in processing the dirt and 
recovering the gold, with the tailings discharged behind the barge. The 
dredging technologies were highly capital intensive and were not used in 
any form on the Chiltern Rutherglen workings. 
 
The Workings 
 
The first gold found on the Ovens was in 1851, though the first finds of 
significance were not made until late 1852 when large quantities of gold 
were discovered at Spring Creek above the first falls, in an area to be 
known as the Reids Creek diggings. By early January 1853, eight 
thousand were on the field. The easily worked ground at Spring Creek 
was almost worked out by that time, 
however, most of the diggers in the area were working on the dry 
diggings further south which were in turn worked out not long thereafter. 
From thereon the main concentration of the mining population was at the 
Reids Creek wet diggings, below the Woolshed falls and to be later 
known as the Woolshed diggings. William Howitt wrote of Reids Creek 
in 1853. 
'for nearly two miles a wide valley is completely covered by tents and the 
soil turned upside down by diggers. A more rowdy and uninviting scene I 
never saw...all the trees were cut down; the ground where it was not 
actually dug up was eaten perfectly bare by lean horses, more shabbiness 
and apparent wretchedness it would be difficult to conceive...Reids Creek 
has the character of being a disorderly and dangerous place. There have 
been no less than fifteen murders committed at it...' 
  
In 1855 the Three Mile diggings were rushed. The sinking was dry and 
fairly shallow, there was ample water for washing, and the ground was 
workable in ordinary size claims. Although the daily average yield was 
0.5 oz per miner, many became dissatisfied with these yields compared 
with the Woolshed, where one claim holder was reported to have washed 
out 50 lbs of gold in one week in October 1855. The Woolshed diggings 
appeared to reach a high point in 1855, with as many as fifty men being 
employed at up to £9 a week by the wealthiest claim holders, who 
became known as the Woolshed bosses. One of the bosses was John 
Johnson, who took up a claim in 1854, which was worked by a small 
pumping engine and eight men. After four months without a 
breakthrough he informed his labourers that he had run out of money. His 
men decided to persevere for one more week and struck it so rich that 
most of them took up their own claims. Johnson employed as many as 
one hundred men on his claim, which took about eighteen months to 
work out, and it is estimated that he won between £50,000 and £100,000. 
The Woolshed and its tributaries yielded tin as well as gold and by 1870 
tin mining was proving more profitable than gold mining.  
 

 
 
Flume 
Source: 
Idriess, 1931, op cit [reproduced in 
Pearson & McGowan, 1998, op cit, 
p.92] 

Woolshed Falls alluvial workings 
BEEC323 
 
 
Johnson Claim 
BEEC350 
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Some of the richest workings in the district were at Spring Creek, 
although considerable investment was needed to work them. Work on the 
first tail race was begun in 1856 by R. Dryburgh and party and took 18 
months to complete at a cost of £3,500. Over the next five years 
dividends to shareholders were between £10 and £16 a month, then work 
slowed down because the tail race was not deep enough to drain the 
deeper ground. Dryburgh's party disbanded in 1863, but Dryburgh 
retained his interest in the mine as a member of a new group which 
included W. Telford and E. Russom. The new owners purchased three 
adjoining claims and in 1867 floated the Rocky Mountain GSC with a 
capital of £6,000. During 1867-69 the company deepened the tail race 
another 2.4 m, the mine yielding 6,500 oz of gold from 1867 to 1876.  
 
Eventually the tail race again become inadequate for the deepest ground 
and the company was reconstructed in 1875 as the Rocky Mountain 
Extended GSC with capital of £26,000 to enable the construction of a 
tunnel under the town. Tunnelling commenced 183 m below Newtown 
Falls in June 1876. Machinery used on the site included the first boring 
machines to operate in Victoria, an air compressor, air extractor, steam 
engine and water wheel. At the time when the tunnel was first mooted, 'it 
was scoffed at by many people as being wild, visionary and 
impracticable'. However, on completion in January 1880, it was regarded 
as one of the greatest engineering feats in Australia and was reputed to 
have established world records for tunnelling in hard rock. It was claimed 
that mining would not have continued at Beechworth if it had not been 
for construction of the tunnel. The tunnel was used for sluicing and 
dredging purposes for 45 years and sluicing boxes were placed in the 
tunnel to catch gold that had escaped sluicing operations at the diggings. 
When work ended in 1921, 47,926 oz had been recovered, paying 
£63,639 in dividends. After that time the tunnel was used to supply water 
to the Zwar Brothers tannery in the 1920s. A water regulator valve was 
cemented into the tunnel, which then formed a dam, the water being 
piped to the tannery.  
 
Other workings near Beechworth were at Two Mile Creek, Six Mile 
Creek, Hodgson's Creek and Pennyweight Flat. There was a rush of 
200 miners to the Flat in July 1857, the gold being of a very good quality 
and 'a shade coarser than that at Spring Creek, and in September there 
was a rush of Chinese to the area. In the 1861 Census there were 225 
European males and 147 females, and 372 Chinese at the Flat. Fletcher's 
tail race was constructed in the late 1850s, work commencing in 1861 to 
extend this race, which fell into Spring Creek. There was a further 
extension of the tail race in mid 1871. The sluiced ground yielded well 
for Fletcher, although his operations were hampered by an inadequate 
water supply. By the early 1900s sections of Six Mile Creek were 
included in the sluicing claims of John Pund, whose large scale 
operations made him one of the main gold producers on the field. In 1911 
Fletcher was sluicing a claim at Six Mile Creek, and this type of work 
was likely to have continued until at least the 1920s, and possibly beyond 
in the hands of the larger operators. 
 
In 1856 the Magpie Creek alluvial diggings at Wooragee were opened, 
and in 1864 about 150 Chinese arrived, more than 150 of them remaining 

Rocky Mountain GSC tail race 
BEEC033 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Rocky Mountain Extended GSC 
water diversion tunnel 
BEEC216 
 

 
 
Rocky Mountain Extended 
workings [Lake Sambell] 
BEEC007 
 

 

Two Mile diggings 
BEEC030 
Six Mile Creek workings 
BEEC031 
Hodgsons Creek alluvial workings 
BEEC376 
Pennyweight Flat alluvial 
workings [below] 
BEEC336 
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in exclusive occupation of the ground until at least 1867. Many claims 
yielded as much as 30 to 40 oz per week that winter. Later the Chinese 
would also engage in deep lead mining in this area. In 1887 Dunn wrote;  
'… in the valley of Magpie Creek there is an extensive deposit of shingle 
over the wash dirt....for over twenty years a large party of Chinese have 
been working the lead. They are now sluicing away the whole of the drift, 
and if it proves payable there is ground enough for another 30 years 
work'.  
 
Some Chinese paid high prices for supposedly auriferous land belonging 
to farmers and a few farmers entered into arrangements for the Chinese to 
work the ground. In January 1903 it was reported that for the last 40 and 
50 years the Chinese had been working at Wooragee with considerable 
profit, obviously confirming Dunn's prediction. The report continued that 
in the early days no fewer than 100 of them 'made competencies out of 
the claim and most of them almost immediately returned to China'. The 
manager of the Bank of Victoria, who had bought all the Wooragee gold, 
stated that about £250,000 worth of gold had been recovered over the 
years. 
 
At Yackandandah there were extensive workings along the length of the 
creek, but more particularly at Kirby's Flat, Doctor Flat, Whiskey Flat, 
Rowdy Flat, Osborne's Flat, Staghorn Flat and Allan's Flat. Several of 
these workings involved the construction of extensive tail races, the most 
notable of which was at Whiskey Flat, and known today as 
Yackandandah Gorge. An 1860 report on this race, probably that of 
Thomas Kennan, included a notation describing the position of 'one of the 
expensive tail races mentioned in my reports blasted thro' granite'. A 
mining surveyor's report of December 1859 appears to refer to the same 
tail race, 'Messrs Edwards and party's tailrace at the bridge, near the 
Bridge Inn, on the road to the township is completed. The greater portion 
was cut through granite and boxed throughout its entire length'. The tail 
race would have been constructed initially to enable the working of 
ground at Doctor Flat, these workings having been referred to in 1856. In 
1882 the lower part of the gorge tail race was constructed when the 
Premier GMC [Jessop and Fletcher] excavated a 100 long tail race, 
cutting through hard rock to a depth of more than two metres in places. 
The Premier Co had a sluicing lease at Rowdy Flat north of the town. The 
race was extended in 1885.  
 
Once the easier deposits were depleted the miners turned their attention to 
ground and box sluicing and hydraulic sluicing, and an extensive network 
of races was constructed for this purpose. Much of upper Yackandandah 
Creek south of the gorge was worked in these ways. The field was, 
however, susceptible to dry weather and water unavailability. For 
example, in May 1861 there were 3,500 Europeans and 1,475 Chinese 
engaged in alluvial mining. About 3,000 miners still worked the 
Yackandandah alluvial workings in 1864, but their numbers were halved 
by the 1865 drought. As at Beechworth a substantial part of the mining 
population was Chinese. One of the larger population centres outside 
Yackandandah itself was at Yackandandah Junction, where the principal 
mode of working was by ground and hydraulic sluicing. 
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At Sandy Creek the alluvial diggings were amongst the first in the Ovens 
district and were predominantly worked by the Chinese, several hundred 
of who were employed along the creek for many years. For example, in 
1868 there were 27 European miners at Sandy Creek and 121 Chinese, of 
whom 10 were married. The alluvial workings were chiefly confined to 
the bed of the river and adjacent flats, and were worked by pan and cradle 
and ground sluicing. Remnants of the races used for conveying water for 
sluicing can be found on both sides of Sandy Creek. 
 
The Nine Mile Creek field near Stanley was worked extensively in the 
1850s and 1860s, although it went into a temporary eclipse during the 
Woolshed rush, recovering to support over 4,000 people in late 1857. The 
main mode of working was by ground sluicing. For example, in 1859 
Thomson and party at Hurdle Flat had cut a deep and expensive tail race 
from Europa Gully up to their claim, using water being supplied from 
springs on Hurdle Flat. In addition, work on old claims was given an 
impetus by reduced wage levels and new mining regulations, which 
allowed the granting of larger claims. In mid 1860 it was stated that 
'sluices are in full operation, and a great number of parties are busily 
engaged re-working, on improved methods the bed of the lower Nine 
Mile Creek’. The Ovens Water Company took up a portion of Nine Mile 
Creek at Hurdle Flat in 1869 for the construction of a reservoir to supply 
water to sluicers on the lower Nine Mile. Almost 150 men were 
employed on this work, which involved opening up the Hurdle Flat 
springs, driving a tunnel, and cutting a race from the mouth of the tunnel 
to the reservoir. The project was, however, unsuccessful, the owners 
underestimating the porous nature of the ground, overestimating the 
output of the springs and eventually running out of capital. By 1864 more 
than 200 miners were working on Hurdle Flat, most of them engaged in 
alluvial mining. Hydraulic sluicing began in the old alluvial areas about 
1896. 
 
Hydraulic dredging commenced in the mid to late 1880s. Thomas 
Hedley, the senior mining manager of J.A. Wallace's enterprises, 
experimented in the mid 1880s with a new sluicing method, whereby 
steam driven hydraulic sluicing machinery was floated on a flat bottomed 
barge. In 1886 Wallace formed the Yackandandah Sluicing Company to 
work the creek between the township and Staghorn Flat. The plant, 
situated at Staghorn Flat, included 'unique machinery', for example, a 
sand pump, two steam engines, centrifugal pumps and an elevator. The 
machinery proved too light for the ground it had to work and new engines 
and a more powerful elevator were installed. Early in 1889 a large area of 
abandoned ground on Yackandandah Creek was taken up by the company 
and a second plant installed at Rowdy Flat'. By the end of the century 
Wallace had two sand pumps at Rowdy Flat and one at Staghorn Flat and 
the McCombe claim, just below Staghorn. The Staghorn dredge, erected 
in 1894, was the largest on the creek. In 1899 the Staghorn lease alone 
returned 1,000 oz a fortnight. He also had a centrifugal dredge at Allan's 
Flat. In 1900, Wallace commenced centrifugal dredging at Red Bluff on 
Sandy Creek. A power house was built to drive an electric generating 
plant for lighting and power, and a pumping plant was built on the Kiewa 
River to pump water for about 1.6 km to higher ground. The water was 
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then taken by water race for another three kilometres to the top of the 
workings.  
 
Two other hydraulic dredging operations in the area involved the 
Woolshed Valley Company and the Wooragee Gold Mining and 
Dredging Company. In 1890 the Woolshed Valley Company was formed 
to rework the creek. The mining surveyor wrote that the Woolshed Valley 
Company’s methods 'could lead to opening up of a new era in alluvial 
mining'. Yields from the dredge were 'splendid', despite the ground 
having already been worked over twice, the dredge continuing to work 
until 1911. The other operation was at Wooragee on Magpie Creek. In 
May 1903 a joint stock company was formed under the title of the 
Wooragee Gold Mining and Dredging Company with 20,000 shares at 
10s each, the capital later being increased to 30,000 shares. It was 
successfully floated in Melbourne and the shares held principally by 
wealthy Chinese. The banks of the creek were to be sluiced by two giant 
nozzles, and sufficient reservoirs were constructed to hold a weeks supply 
of water. It was expected that 150 men would be employed, most of them 
Chinese. Towards the end of operations at the upper part of the creek, the 
barge was dismantled and reassembled further down the creek where it 
continued working until the early 1920s. 
 
The first bucket dredge was constructed at Clear Creek in 1905 to work 
leases held by Fletcher, who also operated two hydraulic jet elevators. By 
1910 dredges had replaced most sand pump operations in the district and 
were operating in numbers on Yackandandah Creek. The Briesis Tin and 
General Mining Co, which had acquired Wallace's leases, had four 
dredges in operation by 1912 and others were operated by Fletcher and 
Moore. While the Yackandandah dredging boom was over by 1918, 
bucket dredging commenced at Sandy Creek at about that time, following 
the conclusion of centrifugal dredging at Red Bluff on Sandy Creek. The 
most prominent dredge was the Argo, which worked as far upstream as 
the Sandy Creek church. 
 

 
Reef Mining 
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The Argo Dredge, working in 
Donald Sutherland's paddock, 
Lockharts Creek, circa 1918. 
Source: 
Margaret Sutherland, Lockharts 
Creek 
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The most important reef mining operations were on the Wallaby Reef at 
Hurdle Flat, the Homeward Bound at Hillsborough and the Homeward 
Bound at Nine Mile Creek and at Sandy Creek. The first recorded claim 
on Wallaby reef was in February 1869. At the same time a nearby claim 
was registered by O'Dwyer and party as the Cead Mille Failtha, and a 
battery was erected nearby in 1870. By that time a trial crushing at 
O'Dwyer's battery had yielded 16 oz a ton. The battery also processed ore 
from the nearby Teetotal Reef, which was renamed the Rechabite in 
1873. This mine gave patchy returns over the next few years, 
occasionally very rich, often poor.  
 
By 1873 the Cead Mille Failtha was known as the Kingston, and both it 
and the Wallaby were flourishing. The operations of these two companies 
was credited with the growth of mining at Hurdle Flat. In 1875 the 
Wallaby came upon an immense reef and to facilitate its working, 
purchased a pumping wheel from the nearby Rechabite mine, installing it 
at the mouth of the tunnel. At the same time the company bought the 
Kingston battery. The Kingston was abandoned during the mid 1870s but 
taken up by Alexander Newton in 1879 and renamed the Marco Polo. It 
gave good returns for a few years, until an excess of water caused work to 
be suspended.  
 

 
 
 
In 1881 the Rechabite opened a crushing mill, but by 1882 work had been 
suspended. The mill site was re registered in 1884, the abandoned ground 
taken up, and an expensive tunnel commenced in 1886 to cut the reef at a 
lower level. This was, however, unsuccessful, and by 1887 the mined was 
flooded and work suspended. In 1882 the Wallaby struck rich stone, but 
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Stamper battery, elevation and 
section, showing inspection 
platform and bed-log foundations. 
Source: 
J.M. MacLaren, Queensland 
Mining and Milling Practice, 
Geological Survey of Queensland 
Publication No. 156, Brisbane, 
1901 [reproduced in Pearson & 
McGowan, 1998, op cit, p.83] 
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this was soon exhausted and the mine struggled for the remainder of the 
1880s. It seems to have been worked in a desultorily way during the 
1890s, if at all, while the Marco Polo continued to be disabled by water.  
 
A report in 1908 referred to the remains of the old battery, which had 
been damaged by bushfire, suggesting that the Wallaby had been idle for 
some time. New owners [Fletcher and party] recommenced operations in 
1909 and installed the present 12 head battery, but by about 1912 mining 
had all but ceased. 
 
The Homeward Bound was the first reef discovered in the [then] Nine-
Mile Mining Division in August 1861, and the first crushing took place in 
June 1862. A steam powered battery was erected, which in 1864 was 
converted to water power by means of an overshot water wheel. Up to the 
beginning of 1866, the Homeward Bound mine had yielded 8,485 oz, 
valued at over £33,600. By June 1868 the reef had diminished and the 
battery was advertised for sale.  
 
In 1869 the Homeward Bound Crushing Co Amalgamated took over the 
reef, and a new machinery site for the reef and a tramway connecting the 
two were registered. The reef was abandoned as unpayable and taken up 
by Bigelow & Co in 1873. Shortly after a payable reef running parallel to 
the old one was discovered and a water powered battery was erected, the 
mine giving very handsome returns for several years. As a result of 
diminishing yields the mine was let on tribute in the late seventies, and 
the mine and machinery changed hands several times during the 1890s. In 
1903 a tailings dam was constructed 366 m from the battery with a race 
connecting the two. In 1910 the 'practically abandoned' Homeward 
Bound mine was floated on the English market and renamed as the Lake 
Kerferd gold mine. However, in 1914 a bushfire destroyed the mine and 
battery site. 
 
The Homeward Bound at Hillsborough was the mainstay of that town and 
Sutton, both of which were located on the ranges near Bruarong, about 
nine kilometres east of Stanley. In 1867 and 1868 it yielded over 9,000 
oz, and up until 1883 it had yielded over 26,000 oz. It continued to 
produce until at least 1918. Elsewhere, reefs were worked at the upper 
end of the Six Mile Creek from 1866, one of the early reefing parties 
being Ah Gee and Co.  
 
In 1871 a party of Frenchmen working a creek claim in 1871 discovered 
a very rich surface vein of quartz, which they named Bon's Reef and sold 
for £1,000. A battery was erected on the reef by its new owners, several 
claims taken up, and an old reef further up the creek reopened. The Six 
Mile reefs sank from view in the mining records until 1879 when the 
Frenchman's Reef was revived and again yielded richly for a short time. 
The reefs were again taken up in 1889, at which time the workings were 
still confined to surface patches.  
 
At upper Yackandandah the reefs included Karr’s Reef, Stringers Reef, 
Markham’s Reef, Sydney Reef, and the Caledonia, several of which had 
their own batteries. The Sandy Creek reefs included the Grasshopper, 
Honeysuckle and IXL, several of which had batteries. The Grasshopper 
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McGowan, 1998, op cit, p.83] 
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the largest of the reefs. It was opened by Gibson of Conness & Gibson, 
and in 1880 fifty men were employed in three shifts. The mine worked 
intermittently over a period of twenty five years.  
 

  
 
 
 
5.3 CHILTERN AND RUTHERGLEN

375 
 
Alluvial mining 
 
Alluvial mining in the Chiltern and Rutherglen area was dominated by an 
extensive system of deep leads, which were a buried alluvial auriferous 
deposit or gutter. The course of the leads could not be determined from 
the surface as the drainage had been altered either by the eruption of 
basalt or lava or the deposition of new layers of sand and gravel. The 
Chiltern-Rutherglen area was, in addition, virtually bereft of surface 
stream systems. This was in distinct contrast to the Beechworth area, 
where there was a multiplicity of streams and rivers and where excessive 
surface water was often a problem.  
 
Exploitation of the deep leads required shaft sinking, similar in method to 
that employed in reef mining. However, beyond that there were important 

 

375  This section prepared using David Bannear, Historic gold mining 
sites, North East Victoria, [draft], Department of Natural Resources and 
Environment, 1996; Nell Begley and Rex Fuge [eds]. Cornishtown & 
Prentice Freehold Reunion 1873-1998, published by the Committee of the 
Cornishtown Prentice Freehold 125 years celebration, 1998; F. Canavan, 
Deep lead gold deposits in Victoria, Bulletin of the Geological Survey of 
Victoria, No 62, Department of Industry, Technology and Resources, 
Melbourne, 1988; Stanley Hunter, The Chiltern Goldfields, Memoirs of the 
Geological Survey of Victoria No 1, Department of Mines, Melbourne, 
1903; Stanley Hunter, The Deep Leads of Victoria, Memoirs of Geological 
Survey of Victoria No 7, Department of Mines, Melbourne, 1909; 
Department of Mines, Quarterly reports of the Mining Surveyors and 
Registrars, Victoria. 1874 and 1880 to 1883; B.S. Jasper, A short history of 
the Rutherglen district, 1967; North Eastern Historical Society [Rutherglen 
Branch], Rutherglen and its history, for Wine Festival Committee, 1968; 
Carole Woods, A Titan's field, the United Shire of Beechworth in 
conjunction with Hargreen Publishing Company, 1985 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Karr's Reef [left]; and the 
Grasshopper mine boiler at the 
mine's battery site [right]. 
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differences, the Chiltern method of deep lead mining also differing 
substantially to the method used at Ballarat. For example, once the main 
shaft had been sunk two chambers were cut into the bed rock, one the 
leading wash drive and the other the reef drive, the latter being very close 
to the bottom of the shaft. This latter drive was extended to a point under 
the centre of the lead, where drainage bores, extending well into the wash 
and drift were made. The area was then pumped to safely allow the 
extension into the wash of the upper level or 'leading wash drive'. The 
wash drive then followed the course of the lead, and from it cross drives 
were cut at right angles and at intervals of 30 to 90 metres on each side 
until high reef, the bank of the lead, was reached. All shoots connected 
the reef dive with the wash drive. Obviously, in this system of mining, 
extensive use was made of pumping machinery, the foundations of which 
are one of the defining features of these sites. 
 

 
 
Shallow leads were worked by small parties of miners, this type of 
mining usually preceding the exploitation of the deep leads. A defining 
feature of these workings was the use of puddlers, to break down the 
wash. The puddlers consisted of a circular excavation into which wash 
dirt was conveyed. In the centre was a pivot pole, attached to which was 
an arm, to which a plough share or similar implement was attached. The 
arm was attached to a horse or pony. In the Chiltern-Rutherglen area the 
remains of the shallow leads are characterised by the remnants of 
puddlers in various stages of weathering, races and small dams, and an 
extensive landscape of shallow shafts. On the deep leads crushing 
machinery such as batteries were often used for preliminary treatment of 
the wash and the puddlers were powered by puddling engines rather than 
by horses. Cyaniding was used extensively on the deep leads, and the 
remains of cyanide vats and cyanide tailings are evident on many sites.  
 
The Workings 
 
In 1858 the Indigo lead was discovered by J.H. Conness, who received 
the government reward of £500 for opening up a new gold field. It was 
the first lead worked in the district and a large number of miners were 
attracted to it for the first 12 months, at the end of which it was almost 
deserted because of the attractions of other leads, for example, the 
Chiltern or New Ballarat Lead. Carole Woods has stated that there were 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Horse puddler, Pennyweight Flat, 
Ballarat, 1853. 
Source: 
1887 drawing reproduced in 
Davey, 1996, op cit [reproduced in 
Pearson & McGowan, 1998, op cit, 
p.94] 
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9,000 on the field by December 1858. The gold was coarse, and several 
nuggets were found. A number of tributary leads joined, for example, the 
Athol, Last Chance, Devonshire and Wallace's Gully. According to 
Hunter, the ground in Wallace's Gully was highly payable, averaging 0.6 
oz a load in the shallower parts of the lead and from 1.15 oz to 2.0 oz a 
load in the deeper portions of the lead. The first reference to Wallace's 
Gully appeared in 1866, at which time twelve miners were employed 
there. Settlements flourished at Mount Pleasant, Cornishtown, 
Christmastown and Durham. The Old Indigo Lead is the site of the first 
alluvial rush of significance in the district.  
 
There were, in addition, a large number of other leads. The Stockyard 
Lead was opened in April 1859 and the Stanley Lead, a tributary of the 
Stockyard, was opened in November of the same year. In 1860 there were 
15 claims open on 24 to 36 m ground yielding 0.75 oz a load. After the 
first rush on the main lead was over it was deserted, until 1865 when it 
was reported that 130 Chinese were at work obtaining one ounce and 
upwards per load. The Caledonian Lead commenced in July 1859 
averaging 1.5 oz a load. Subsequent working proved the lead to be poor 
in the shallow ground, but payable towards the deeper. Owing to the 
fineness of the gold, however, a considerable percentage was lost in 
puddling and sluicing. The Kincardshire was a main tributary to the 
Caledonian and was first opened in January 1860. Subsequent 
development proved the lead to be payable, though patchy. Below its 
junction with the Reservoir lead it was known as the Durham Lead, on 
which the workings were fairly payable. The Lancashire Lead was 
opened in July 1860. 
 
The main lead was however, the Chiltern Lead. In December 1858 the 
New Ballarat Lead was discovered, and the following year it was one of 
the focal points of the Chiltern field. By 1861, only the upper, dry part of 
the lead was still called the Ballarat. Other tributary leads were the 
Moonlight, Italian, Suffolk, Glasgow and White Horse, all of which 
joined and formed what was known thereafter as the Chiltern Lead, 
which for most of its extent was worked by deep shafts. J.A. Wallace 
supplied various co-operative parties, on a percentage of profits basis, 
with suitable machinery to cope with increasing inflows of water and to 
work the deep ground. Highly payable yields were obtained until 1860, 
when the limit of deep mining for the class of machinery then in use was 
reached.  
 
From there on the shallow alluvial [dry] ground was principally the 
domain of Chinese miners. For example, in 1862, it was reported that the 
'old ground in the upper portions of the lead was being re-worked by 200 
Chinamen, the returns varying from £6 to £8 per week per man'. The 
work was, however, seasonal. For example, in December 1874 the 
Chinese were reported to be 'doing little or nothing, owing to the extreme 
scarcity of water consequent on the long drought. Many have left the 
division to look for subsistence in the permanent creek and river 
workings in other divisions, which fact has tended to reduce the mining 
population'. However, in March 1875 it was reported that the Chinese 
were 'sticking to the ground' and that considerable preparation was being 
made for the winter to obtain a plentiful supply of water to enable them to 
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rewash the debris of the old workings. This seasonal pattern of activity 
continued for a number of years. For example, in June 1883 it was stated 
that the Chinese were again returning to work the dry leads. 
 
The Chiltern lead was highly payable. For example, in an 1889 report it 
was stated that from a length of about 2,213 metres, gold valued at 
£250,287 had been obtained. These companies included the Nil 
Desperandum Prospecting Company [£26,017], Junction Company 
[£14,723], Alliance Company [£28,416], Township Company [£57,134], 
Union Company [£43,217], Oriental Company [£37,505], Star of the 
South Company [£9,274] and Sons of  
Freedom Company [£34,000]. The Nil Desperandum was the first claim 
on the lead after it had become known as the Chiltern. Subsequently the 
Royal Standard amalgamated with the Sons of Freedom and was 
registered as the Extended Sons of Freedom, obtaining gold valued at 
£161,900. In 1870 an amalgamation was effected with adjoining 
shareholders and the Doma Mungi GMC was formed. Though good 
yields were obtained dividends were not paid as the mine failed owing to 
the unsuccessful selection of a shaft site, combined with heavy water and 
machinery breakages. The mine and machinery were seized by the Bank 
of New South Wales, but because the labour covenants were neglected 
the claim was jumped and the machinery finally bought by the Chiltern 
Valley GMC, which included the claim in a new lease of 3,200 acres. 
 
In 1876 the Chiltern Valley GMC commenced sinking the Victory shaft 
which was then lost, and a main shaft sunk a little further to the west to 
about 76 m. The next shaft was known as the Chiltern Valley No 1, 
which bottomed on wash at 91 m. Four kilometres of the lead were mined 
and notwithstanding considerable areas of poor ground the wash averaged 
£3 10s a fathom. In some parts tin was obtained in payable quantities and 
precious stones were also found. Once the distance limit for economic 
mining from the No 1 shaft was reached, the Chiltern Valley No 2 shaft 
was sunk 2.4 km west of the No 1. This mine was still in operation in 
1903, by which time over two kilometres of the lead had been worked. 
The company was described as having an extensive and up to date plant, 
which included electric lighting, underground haulage and elevators from 
wash dirt bins to the trommels, and sluice boxes. Seven to eight tons of 
tin associated with the gold was obtained per annum. After bottoming the 
No 1 and No 2 shafts at about 90 m depth, the company selected the site 
for its No 3 shaft and commenced sinking and erecting plant in 1912.  
 
Up until 1898 the Chiltern Valley GMC produced 180,000 oz of gold and 
paid £150,000 in dividends. Canavan wrote that of the several companies 
to have worked the Chiltern Valley Lead, only the Chiltern Valley GMC 
established efficient operations which eventually worked out the lead 
completely for a distance of about 8 km. When mining ceased in 1920 
gold production from the company's leases, dating back to their origins in 
the 1870s, totalled 9,457 kg. 
 
Other deep lead mines on the Chiltern Lead operating in the 1890s 
included the Barambogie GMC, the Chiltern Valley Extended Deep Lead 
mine [formerly known as the Chiltern Valley Consols GMC], Wallace 
Chiltern Valley Consols GMC, Great Southern & Chiltern Valley United 
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mine and the Great Southern Consuls. Work commenced on the East 
Barambogie in 1894. Because of the low average yield the mine ceased 
operations in 1902 and was sold to the New Barambogie Syndicate. On 
an original expenditure of £14,000, £3,000 had been paid in dividends 
and nearly £160,000 and £2,000 respectively of gold and tin obtained. 
Machinery consisted of a twelve inch pump, winding engine, pumping 
engine, puddling engine, four puddling machines and three boilers. In 
1903 Hunter stated that it was probable that the main Chiltern Valley lead 
entered and continued through the Chiltern Valley Extended Deep Lead 
mine for a considerable distance. The present drives had, however, only 
reached a tributary lead heading from Springhurst, and it was necessary 
to continue driving towards the eastern boundary of the lease. At the time 
of his visit underground work had been suspended pending the erection of 
puddling machines. Machinery consisted of a 21 inch cylinder pumping 
engine, a 16 inch cylinder winding engine, an iron Cornish boiler, a steel 
Cornish boiler, and a pump. The mine was regarded as a minor producer 
during the 1890s deep lead revival, but in 1903 it produced 8,000 oz. 
 
Even less successful was the Wallace Chiltern Valley Consols GMC. In 
1903 and 1909 Hunter wrote that the ground tested to date did not appear 
to be payable, but that to date only the eastern half of the lead had been 
tried and that it was possible that payable ground existed towards the 
western reef. The plant consisted of poppet heads, pumps, three high 
pressure boilers, a high pressure winding engine, two compound pumping 
engines, one high pressure and one low pressure, a low pressure capstan 
engine, and a compound puddling engine. By 1903 the mine had been 
shut down, as the wash was too low grade to justify production.  
 

 
 
The Great Southern & Chiltern Valley United operated in the Rutherglen 
area between 1899 and 1903. It was, however, of limited success. Up 
until May 1902 8,058 oz had been recovered, but by 1903 it was closed, 
the yield proving insufficient to pay expenses. The plant included a 
tandem jet condensing pumping engine, an 18 inch cylinder first motion 
winding engine, a fourteen inch capstan engine and gear, two 25 inch 
pumps, three steel Cornish Galloway tubed boilers, an air compressor 
capable of driving four rock drills, four puddling machines, and 
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automatic wash dirt elevators and trommels. Canavan stated that the mine 
should have been payable, but was over developed and closed due to lack 
of capital.  
 
Mining commenced at the Great Southern Consols in 1895 and up to 
March 1908, a yield of 62,600 oz had been obtained, and £18,000 paid in 
dividends. Steam was used as the motive power for the winding and 
pumping machinery, while electricity was used for puddling, elevating, 
ventilation, lighting and underground haulage plants. The pumps raised 
1.8 million litres of water an hour. 180 men were employed at the mine, 
and total production was estimated at 132,871 oz. 
 
The discovery of the Great Northern Lead by McKay and party in 1886 
led to a recovery of mining in the Rutherglen district. Previously a party 
of German miners had sunk a shaft to a depth of about 65 m, but 
abandoned it because of the water. McKay's party put up a whim, cleaned 
out the old shaft, sank a further 1.8m and struck payable gold. In three 
months each man had a dividend of £68, the initial capital of £16 being 
only £2 a man. Machinery was obtained not long after, work resuming for 
four years, after which a Ballarat company purchased the claim for 
£14,000 and worked it out, paying £49,096 in dividends.  
 

 
 
After the discovery of the Great Northern Lead, a local party pegged out 
ground to the north and placed it in the hands of J A Wallace, who floated 
the Great Northern Extended. This proved to be one of the best mines in 
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Great Northern Extended No 3, 
c1890. 
Source: 
Brian Blackie, Rutherglen  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headframe, winding engine, 
boilers and pumping engine at 
rocking beam. Sketch of example 
at the Berry Consols deep lead 
mine, Victoria. 
Source: 
C.J. Davey, 'The origins of 
Victorian mining technology, 
1851-1900', The Artefact, Volume 
19, 1996 [reproduced in Pearson & 
McGowan, 1998, op cit, p.92] 
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the district. Operations began in 1887 and the first gold was won in 
October 1888, the mine closing in  
1898. The output was 107,227 oz, dividends declared being £190,000 on 
a capital of £20,000. Work on the Great Northern Extended Consols 
commenced shortly after the opening of the Great Northern Extended, 
and at the time of Hunter's 1909 report it had yielded gold valued at 
£95,000. Machinery consisted of the  
usual winding and pumping gear, steam being supplied from three 
boilers, four puddling machines and other machinery for treating the 
wash dirt. 
 
Elsewhere in the Rutherglen area, the Great Southern was formed in 
1889. Most of the capital was issued to shareholders of the Federal 
Standard GMC, whose plant and machinery was removed and re erected 
at the Great Southern. Early attempts to sink workable or payable shafts 
were unsuccessful, however, and the first dividends were not paid until 
1904. It was, however, to be one of the largest Rutherglen mines, and at 
the time of Hunter's 1909 report 47 dividends, two bonuses and a regular 
monthly bonus had been paid.  
 
The Southern and Prentice mine was the most northerly on the Prentice 
Lead, and was worked by the Southern and Prentice Company from 
about 1895. Despite a considerable outlay in plant and machinery, 
operations were limited to shaft sinking and boring-no gold was 
produced. The North Prentice Company was active during the 1890s, 
although the exact dates and details of operations are not known. In 1901 
owing to financial difficulties and the inability of the North Prentice 
Company to cope with water, the two companies were amalgamated, 
forming the Prentice and Southern Company. In 1903 the company was 
reconstructed, as the main drive was found to be too shallow to command 
a large area of wash and the pumping costs were too high. An English 
company, the Prentice and Southern Deep Leads Ltd, was formed in 
1906 and continued the work at the North Prentice or No 1 shaft. Besides 
sinking a new shaft a plant capable of pumping 2.5 million gallons a day 
was erected. This was the biggest mine pumping plant in Victoria, 
employing about 300 men. Despite high yields [1,000 oz per month at the 
end of 1909], mining operations on this very wet lead were unprofitable, 
and the company closed down in 1909.  
 
With the cessation of production on a number of large mines a second 
stage of mining commenced in the Rutherglen area with the extensive use 
of the cyanide process. For example, the tailing dumps at the Great 
Southern Consols were treated by Rutherglen Gold Dumps Ltd until 
1916. Total production from the tailings was 89,357 oz. In 1937 
Rutherglen Gold Dumps began to retreat the slime dumps of the Great 
Southern. The slimes were washed in cyanide, passed along to sumps 
covered with screens to remove impurities, then pumped into six large 
cylindrical iron tanks, and agitated until the gold was in solution. 
Separation was achieved by using large vacuum filters, zinc precipitation 
and smelting. In 1939 the company estimated that it still had three and a 
half years work ahead of it. In 1949 Rutherglen Gold Dumps treated the 
slime dump at North Prentice by cyaniding. There were a number of other 
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mines where tailings were also processed, but there is no account of 
them.  
 
Reef Mining 
 
The Golden Bar was the district's deepest mine and one of the richest. It 
included a number of reef mines, at least one of which, Higgins reef, had 
been worked spasmodically since 1855. West's reef was opened in about 
1859 by West and party and was considered to be the main line. Other 
reefs were the Alfred and Attrey. Good stone was struck on the Higgins 
Reef in 1863, and in 1864 a 16 head battery was installed. From 1868 the 
reefs were worked by the United Consols Company. By 1872 the reefs 
were idle and the plant removed. The tailings were profitably worked 
thereafter by a party of Chinese. To 1898 20,000 tons had been removed 
at an average yield of 1 oz per ton.  
 
In 1901 the Golden Bar Company was formed, with its main workings on 
West's reef. By 1903 it was the most important quartz mine in the district 
and was joined on neighbouring claims by the Golden Bar No 1 and the 
Golden Bar Extended. The workings on West's Reef in 1903 consisted of 
a main three compartment engine shaft [30 m deep] linked to other shafts 
[as deep as 90 m] as well as three large open cuts connected by tunnels, 
an abandoned shaft  
and the South and Gift shafts. Operations were extended to the Higgins 
and Alfred reefs, where work was also carried on by open cuts and shafts.  
 
The company was refinanced as the New Golden Bar [or Chiltern Golden 
Bar] QMC and a new 10 head battery, Wilfley tables, new boilers and 
tandem compound engine were installed in 1904. About six years later, 
the mine was equipped with a new battery and winding gear, by which 
time the operations had yielded  
12,453 oz. Operations ceased in 1912. A cyanide plant was erected at the 
time of these later operations. A private battery was erected in proximity 
to the Golden Bar Extended mine, and was used for the processing of ore 
from mines other than the Golden Bar group, for example, the Lady 
Rose. The Golden Bar Extended Company operated between 1903 and 
1912. In 1907 a new battery was erected adjacent to the company's 
existing engine and air compressor plant.  
 
Another important reef mining venture was the Magenta, which was 
worked uninterruptedly from its discovery in 1858 until 1901. In 1860, 
the first battery was installed. It was removed within months, and a new 
battery erected in 1861. By this time the Magenta was the principal reef 
on the gold field in that year. It was one of the few Chiltern quartz mines 
active in the 1870s; and its battery was the only one on the field in 1872. 
The company commenced re-treating its accumulated tailings in 1885 
using 'an improved process'-probably roasting and chlorination. During 
the mine's heyday a residential area, known as Magenta, was situated 
nearby. As late as 1907 an unbroken chain of miner's dwellings extended 
from Chiltern to Magenta, via the Suffolk Lead. The mine was closed in 
1901, a total of about 18,000 oz having been won to that time, primarily 
by open cut. Eight years later a new company commenced operations, 
sinking a main shaft east of the old open cut. In 1912, tailings cyanidation 
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commenced. Mining ceased in the mid 1920s, but was revived in a minor 
way during the Depression years. A Government battery, which 
processed ore from the smaller mines in the area, was located nearby at 
Frog's Hollow district.  
 
There were a large number of other reef mines in the district. Some of the 
more productive were the Pass by Reef [3,081 oz between 1878 and 
1899], the Jubilee or Banner Reef [2,846 oz between 1870 and 1894], the 
Happy-go-Lucky and O’Neill’s Reefs [3,029 oz between 1870 and 1883], 
the Indigo Claim [1,291 oz between 1868 and 1893], and the Alabama or 
Eastern Reef [1,345 oz between 1866 and 1896]. Other lesser reefs 
included the Barambogie [American or Blackfellows] Reef [839 oz 
between 1863 and 1865], Devonshire Reef [962 oz between 1861 and 
1884], Mount Hope Reef [780 oz between 1862 and 1887], Welcome 
Reef [669 oz between 1877 and 1880], Eureka Reef [813 oz between 
1861 and 1881], Twelve Apostles claim [700 oz between 1868 and 1901] 
and the Passover Claim [924 oz between 1882 and 1892]. There were, in 
addition, a number of much lesser reefs.  
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6.1 PREAMBLE 
 
The rich history of the Indigo Shire involves diverse and fluctuating 
populations and has led to the development of a notably varied landscape. 
Agriculturally the landscape presents as a mosaic of uses and this 
diversity is again reflected in the buildings, layout of towns and plantings 
within those towns, all an indication of the rich cultural diversity of the 
population. 
 
6.2 CULTURAL LANDSCAPES 
 
The landscape within the Shire of Indigo remains relatively diverse due to 
both the early influxes of migrants during the 1800s and the later 
population movements following World War II. The Murray River 
floodplain and sections of the Shire north-east of Rutherglen, for 
example, remain as reasonably intact riparian landscape with strong 
cultural associations to the original inhabitants of the area, and now 
reflecting European farming practices. 
 
Much of the landscape within this very rural Shire retains the appeal of 
partly cleared paddocks, bushland and winding country roads. The 
richness of the land in part has allows a generosity of spirit to prevail 
over the land which remains to a degree today. However, current farming 
problems and subdivision pressures are beginning to impact. 
 
Culturally diverse, the land use varies from intensive horticulture, 
particularly vineyards and apple and chestnut orchards, to cropping and 
open grazing country. The one common feature of this landscape, 
however, is the once dominant mining, which has been discussed in the 
preceding section. Culturally the impact of this was enormous, bringing 
miners from many countries and backgrounds in tow with wild 
expectations, a driven spirit and extraordinary tools and machines. 
Technologically, specific machines were developed and the landscape 
cleared and mined to near exhaustion in part. Actual mines exist today for 
exploration, various mining flats can be viewed as part of the landscape 
and, importantly, the resultant wealth of goldmining can be experienced 
in the buildings and gardens of the towns within the Shire. 
 
6.3 URBAN HERITAGE AREAS 
 
The landscape evident within urban heritage areas, particularly those of 
Beechworth, Rutherglen and Yackandandah, typically involved street 
trees [usually large, long-lived and often evergreen] and quite formal and 
dignified hedging or picket fencing around particular buildings. Plants 
with ornamental foliage or unusual textures [e.g. palms] were placed as 
highlights or to add emphasis to public places. The Town Hall Gardens 
within Beechworth convey this while the relative austerity of the 
Yackandandah Memorial Gardens [although later c1920s] hark back to 
this. Street trees common and used throughout the Shire include Elms, 
False Acacias, Oaks and Bluegums 
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6.4 PUBLIC GARDENS 
 
The use of parks and public gardens to provide breathing spaces and 
recreation grounds for the townsfolk was well acknowledged in the early 
19th century. Within Beechworth, for example, several parks were 
designed and planted, the most notable being the Town Hall Gardens and 
Queen Victoria Park. Rutherglen Park provides the prime focus in that 
town and is particularly notable as it originally held both the Cenotaph 
and the War Memorial and originally included Lake King. Within 
Yackandandah, the Soldiers Memorial gardens are central to the town 
while in Chiltern much of the town's recreation is undertaken within 
Martin Park/ Chiltern Park, which includes Lake Anderson. 
 
The majority of public parks and gardens within the Shire were 
developed around the Gardenesque style. Here distinctive plants were 
placed as individual specimens, often with remarkable flowers, texture or 
foliage. Elaborate picket fences, band rotundas, fountains, urns and 
rockeries are all typical of this style of garden. 
 
Over time other influences came into play and a more picturesque 
approach is evident in some gardens within the Shire - the individual 
foliage qualities of plants becoming more submerged beneath the 
character of the total scheme. traces of formality remain also - clipped 
hedges and the like being apparent at times. 
 
With the passing of time and a reduced budget to maintain such public 
spaces, the original design of many of the parks within the Shire has been 
compromised and altered. More recent memorials, paths, buildings, 
electricity and drainage lines have all become part of the gradual changes 
suffered by some of the parks. However, the more popular public open 
spaces within Indigo Shire remain and with funding now available for 
restoration, work is currently being undertaken in several. 
 
6.5 PRIVATE GARDENS 
 
There are many fine and significant private gardens within the Indigo 
Shire which clearly reflect the history of this region. The more impressive 
historic homes of the Shire often retain the bones of a once equally 
impressive garden. Single large specimens of trees remain as do pathways 
and fences. As houses are renovated, attention is now often given to the 
re-creation of some of these examples of Victorian planting. Importantly, 
also, are the remaining miners cottages with the Shire, many of which 
have traces of their once very simple and functional gardens. 
 
The cultural diversity so evident in the district also resulted in a wide 
variety of trees and plants being located within private properties. Many 
of these plants were fruit bearing and therefore essentially functional [the 
Mongolian Pear/Nashi at Wooragee, for example] but trees exist which 
are largely decorative, for example the Holly trees apparent in Stanley. 
 
The swapping and trading of plants from one garden to another is 
apparent in the plant selection of gardens within the townships.  
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This influence on the resultant landscapes is particularly obvious with the 
more commercial nurseries that were operating in the  
district. The Dickson Nursery in the Indigo Valley, for example, had an 
enormous influence on what trees and plants were planted throughout the 
Shire and beyond, both within private gardens and as part of the public 
planting undertaken. 
 
6.6 CEMETERIES 
 
The Shire of Indigo holds a wealth of significant cemeteries, many dating 
from the mid 1800s and providing a glimpse of life in the days of early 
settlement. As is widely acknowledged, older cemeteries often contain 
fine examples of trees, in particular, which are large, of great age and at 
times quite rare. In addition,  
the types of plants used throughout older cemeteries are typical examples 
of graveyard planting of the time and therefore provide a relatively intact 
document of this style of landscape, as in the Beechworth Cemetery, for 
example. 
 
Importantly, rural cemeteries as found within this Shire also contain 
indigenous grass species and often understorey plants - elements of the 
wider landscape which are now largely lost to clearing and grazing. In 
this way such rural cemeteries have a potential scientific worth in 
addition to their more obvious historic and aesthetic values. 
 
6.7 TREE PLANTINGS 
 
The significance of individual tree plantings and the more substantial tree 
groupings in the Indigo Shire is well documented in the inventory 
component of this study. 
 
Large and important trees remain on both public and private land, within 
cemeteries, parks, private gardens, along roadsides and as part of the 
agricultural landscape. The species planted often reflect the Victorian 
preference for large, evergreen, coniferous trees which develop slowly. 
Throughout the twentieth century these trees have continued to grow and 
many have come to visually dominate their immediate surroundings and 
stand as fine examples of type. These trees are often substantial in age 
and quite rare in species and size. Many of these trees now require 
considerable work to ensure their continued health and survival. 
Although the species may live to a grand age in their own environment, 
the shallow soils and harsh seasons of this district have taken their toll on 
these trees. Serious consideration must be given to the planting of 
replacement trees, particularly within the historic townships of the Shire. 
 
In addition, the indigenous vegetation so often taken for granted as part of 
the agricultural landscape is also over mature and dying. The pleasing, 
and in part largely intact, indigenous bushland found within the Shire of 
Indigo should be protected where at all possible and active 
encouragement given to landholders to replant using indigenous seed and 
plants. Roadsides should continue to be valued as important habitat and 
tree groupings within these areas be afforded protection. 
Canary Island Palms [Phoenix canariensis] 
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Palms were great favourites as conservatory plants in Victorian England, 
providing a touch of the exotic to interiors. Outdoors the Victorian 
preference for structural plants, with foliage, flowers or growth habit of 
interest can be seen in the historic parks of the Shire. The location of 
these plants was often strategic to the overall design of the park of 
garden. 
 
Throughout the Shire there re several fine examples of the Canary Island 
Date Palm [Phoenix canariensis] used as avenues and many are evident 
as single specimens in older private gardens. 
 
The Australian climate provided the opportunity to grow what was a very 
fashionable plant out of doors and, at times, on a large scale [Jolimont 
Winery for example]. The preference for this particular species of palm 
[palms were fashionable generally] was probably due to its physical 
characteristics and may be due in part to the fact that, generally, palms 
are most easily propagated from seed. In most cases it is essential that the 
seed be fresh. However in the case of the Canary Island Date Palm the 
seed has a considerably longer viability period. In addition to nurseries 
providing plants, ordinary gardeners may have collected and planted their 
own seed. This, coupled with a relatively higher degree of frost hardiness, 
may be a contributing factor to the prevalence of this particular palm. 
Also, palms are reasonably fast growing, not fussy to soil type and have 
virtually no pests.  
 
6.8 PROMINENT PLANTSMEN AND GARDEN DESIGNERS 
 
Baron Sir Ferdinand von Mueller376 
 
Ferdinand von Mueller was born on 30 June 1825 in Rostock, Schleswig-
Holstein. He was apprenticed to a chemist and graduated in pharmacy in 
1846, however during the period 1840-47 he undertook extensive 
research into the vegetation of Schleswig-Holstein and this and his 
impressive herbarium came to the notice of Professor Nolte of the 
University of Kiel, where he was later awarded a Ph.D. Ill health forced 
him to seek out a warmer climate, and he sailed with his two sisters, 
arriving in Adelaide in December 1847. In 1852 he went to Melbourne, 
where he was appointed government botanist in 1853. He travelled 
widely throughout Victoria and the Australian Alps, gathering specimens, 
and reported on possible medicinal and commercial values of various 
species. In 1855 he was appointed botanist to the North West Australia 
Expedition under A.C. Gregory, and soon after his return to Melbourne in 
January 1857 he was appointed director of the Botanical Garden while 
still retaining his post as government botanist. As director of the gardens 
Mueller was responsible for exchanging seeds and plants with botanists 
throughout Australia as well as European and American herbaria. 
Mueller had long hoped to write a book on the flora of Australia, utilising 
the notes and specimens in the collection of Joseph Banks, Brown, 
Cunningham, Leichhardt and others in Europe, and towards which he 

 
376  Douglas Pike [General Editor], Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 5, 

Melbourne University Press, Carlton, 1974, pp.306-308 
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himself had gathered extensive material, but in the end the task was 
undertaken by George Bentham, with assistance from Mueller, and Flora 
Australiensis was published in seven volumes between 1863 and 1878. 
 
Mueller was amongst the first to take a scientific interest in Victorian 
forests, and saw the dangers of indiscriminate clearing of land Always 
sensible to the practical application of his work, he brought great 
economic value to the settlers of Victoria. He travelled widely throughout 
the North-east and had an enormous influence on tree planting, in 
particular, within the public gardens of this Shire. Street trees were also 
sent by von Mueller to the township of Beechworth, for example, records 
showing that one particular collection of trees arrived in 1863 and another 
in 1870. However by 1868 his directorship of the gardens was being 
criticised and in 1873 he was replaced as Director by W.R. Guilfoyle.  
 
He published numerous works on the vegetation of Victoria, including 
The Native Plants of Victoria [never completed], A Descriptive Atlas of 
the Eucalypts of Victoria and the adjoining Islands, Systematic Census of 
Australian Plants, and Key to the System of Victorian Plants. Much of his 
work has never been superseded and is a measure of his lasting 
contribution to botany. He was appointed a hereditary baron by the King 
of Württemberg in 1868 and was made C.M.G. in 1868 and K.C.M.G. in 
1869. He was awarded a royal medal of the Royal Society, London, in 
1888 and won many European honours. He died in 1895. 
 
Richard H. Jenkyns 
 
Richard Hurlock Jenkyns [1829-1885] was a Beechworth local which had 
considerable influence in planning, through this is largely confined to 
Beechworth Originally a chemist, Jenkyns went on to develop a keen 
interest in gardening. As a landscape designer he has been attributed with 
the grounds of the Ovens Hospital and the Town Hall Gardens. The Town 
Hall gardens are currently being renovated to follow their earlier layout 
as originally proposed by Jenkyns. 
 
William Dickson377 
 
William Dickson was born in 1824 in Scotland. Dickson was a gardener, 
and his final posting prior to his departure for Australia he was as head 
gardener to Queen Victoria at Balmoral Castle. He emigrated with his 
wife Margaret in 1859. William first worked for Mr Thompson [later 
Governor of South Australia]. This land was first selected by William's 
brother James Dickson; and two years later William and another brother 
Thomas arrived here [early 1860s]. Later another brother George also 
moved to the area. A nursery was established during the 1860s [the 
nursery was on the opposite side of the road to the extant buildings]. The 
nursery was operating by 1868 and supplied customers all around the 
district, and in Melbourne and Sydney. William Dickson was very 
friendly with Dr Mueller at Yackandandah. When Dickson died in 1904 
the nursery ceased operation. The family has nursery records, although 
records for the years 1870 to 1880 are missing. Ledgers show a diverse 

 
377  Ken Dickson, Indigo Valley 
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selection of f native, fruit and exotic trees as being sold throughout the 
district and vines were also sold regionally. 
 
Hugh Linaker378 
 
Hugh Linaker was born in the late nineteenth century and the first known 
reference to his career indicates he was working at Ballarat. Linaker was 
appointed Curator of Parks and Gardens for the municipality of Ararat in 
August 1901 and set about landscaping the area later known as Alexandra 
Park. His chance for promotion came in January 1912 when the Victorian 
government advertised for an 'Ornamental Gardener' for the Mont Park 
Hospital for the Insane. Hugh Linaker was appointed 'landscape gardener, 
Hospital for the Insane, on probation for twelve months' in April 1912. 
Importantly the position required Linaker 'to give his expert advice at any 
of the other Hospitals for the Insane should be he required to do so'. In 
this way he produced designs for government sites such as the asylum 
grounds at Mont Park, Sunbury, Beechworth and Ballarat, and other 
government reserves such as Yarra Bend National Park, Domain, Shrine 
of Remembrance and Buchan Caves, and private clients such as the 
gardens of Alfred Nicholas at Carn Brea and Burnham Beeches.  
 

 
 
In one sense Linaker was the successor to Ferdinand Mueller and William 
Guilfoyle. Just as Mueller, as Government Botanist and Director of the 
Melbourne Botanic Gardens, had controlled a huge nursery distributing 
plants throughout Victoria [and indeed the world] and Guilfoyle, Director 
of the Botanic Gardens, had extensively consulted on garden design 
matters by clients, both public and private, so Linaker was the senior 
public servant in Victoria with responsibility for matters embracing 
horticulture and landscape design. Little else is known of his career and at 
present his reputation rests upon a relatively small number of documented 
works. Linaker's main hallmark was his bold landscape schemes and his 
contribution to Victorian history is as a pioneering landscape architect in 
a period before that profession was given due regard. Linaker's 
involvement at Beechworth is best demonstrated by the large quantities 
of plants he forwarded from Mont Park, many of which form the 
backbone of the landscaping we see today. 
 
378  Biographical information on Hugh Linaker is drawn from the National 

Trust citation for the former Mayday Hills Hospital garden, Beechworth 
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7.1 INDIVIDUALS 
 
John Foord [1819-1883]379 
 
John Foord was born in England and arrived in Sydney in 1827 with his 
father, step-mother, his sister Eleanor, and E.W. Bayliss, his wife and son 
Henry. Foord's father, in partnership with E.W. Bayliss, established a 
coach factory at Parramatta shortly after their arrival. In 1839 John Foord, 
accompanied by his brother-in-law Joseph Bould and John Crisp, came 
overland from Sydney. Joseph Bould took up Boorhaman Station, on the 
Ovens River, and Foord and Crisp settled at Wahgunyah, on the southern 
bank of the Murray. Their partnership continued until 1851, when Foord 
became the sole owner of the station. 
 
In 1856 Foord had portion of his pre-emptive right surveyed as a 
township, and the following year disposed of his licence of the station to 
Messrs Read and Younger, devoting his energies and capital to the 
building of the township of Wahgunyah. He still owned a large area of 
land at Wahgunyah, which he divided into small holdings on which he 
assisted men to settle and grow wheat, and was probably the first to carry 
out a scheme of closer settlement in Victoria. He also erected a 
substantial flour mill on the bank of the river Murray.  
 
The first school on record at Wahgunyah was conducted by Mr Stewart, a 
tutor to the Foord family, on the verandah of the Wahgunyah Homestead. 
Foord provided a school for the town in 1858. In 1856 he purchased from 
the Government of New South Wales 86 acres of land on the northern 
side of the Murray, opposite the town of Wahgunyah, which had 
surveyed and laid out as a township, naming it North Wahgunyah. This 
name was afterwards changed to Corowa. 
 
In 1857 Foord had purchased a punt to carry travellers and their goods 
across the Murray River, and he was one of the promoters and the largest 
shareholder in the Wahgunyah Murray Bridge Co., which built the first 
wooden bridge connecting Wahgunyah and what is now Corowa. The 
bridge was opened by his eldest daughter Sarah, early in September, 
1862., and for a time was a lucrative source of income for its 
stakeholders.380 Foord was for many years interested in river 
transportation, and in 1865 the steamer "Wahgunyah" was built to his 
order on the river bank near Wahgunyah township. He was also the 
owner of the steamship "Waradgery". Both vessels carried goods and 
passengers between Echuca and Albury. He took a keen interest in all 
matters affecting the welfare of the two townships of which he was the 
founder, and the district generally, and was a member of the first Road 
Board, afterwards a Shire Councillor, the first Trustee of Wahgunyah 
Recreation Reserve, and a member of the first Vinegrowers' Association. 
 
379  Much of the information on John Foord has been drawn from Early Pioneer 

Families of Victoria and Riverina: A Genealogical and Biographical Record, 
compiled and edited by Alexander Henderson, McCarron Bird & Co, 
Melbourne, 1936, pp.111-112 

380  Dr David Day, The Prince of Australia, the Emperor of Wahgunyah and the Lord 
of Somerset: Three episodes in the early history of the Australian Customs 
Service, Australian Customs Service, Canberra, 1989. 
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He was one of the first Life Governors of the Beechworth Hospital, and 
in Beechworth, as well as in Wangaratta, there is a street named Ford 
Street him. 
 
Foord was married at St James' Church, Melbourne, 3rd May, 1842, to 
Phoebe, grand-daughter of Henry Chawner, Manor House, Alton, 
Hampshire, England, and had five sons and five daughters. He died at 
Wahgunyah on the 15th February, 1883, and was buried in the Foord 
cemetery, Wahgunyah, where his father had been buried in 1860. 
 
He had six children. Frederick [1843-1878] served for a time as captain 
of one of his father's paddle steamers; Sarah [1844-1899], who was 
married to Roderick Kilborn; Roderick [1848-1894]; Traton [1849-
1877] and John Charles [1853-1885] were joint managers of the flour 
mill; Mary Ellen [1853-1914]; Elizabeth Susan [1854-1954];George 
[1856-1903]; Marion [1862-1862]; and Annie [1866-1927] 
 
Sir Isaac Isaacs [1855-1948]381 
 
Isaac Alfred Isaacs was born in Melbourne in 1855, 11 months after his 
parents arrived in Australia from London. In 1859 the family moved to 
Yackandandah where Isaac attended first a small private school and then 
Yackandandah School No. 694. The family are believed to have occupied 
a cottage beside the Commissioners Creek bridge [extant]. In 1867 the 
family moved to Beechworth and Isaac went first to the Common School 
and then to Beechworth Grammar School of which he was dux. He 
qualified as a teacher and then taught at the Common school and later the 
National school. He taught until 1875 when, through the efforts of the 
local member, G.B. Kerferd, he obtained an appointment as a clerk in the 
prothonotary's office in the Crown Law Department in Melbourne. He 
began to study law at Melbourne University in 1876 and graduated in 
1880 with first-class honours. He remained in the Crown Law Office 
until 1882 when he decided to go to the bar. In the Victorian general 
election of April 1892 Isaacs was elected to the Legislative Assembly as 
the member for Bogong, a district which included Yackandandah and 
Beechworth. He served as Attorney General from 1894 to 1899, from 
November 1900 until June 1901 and during 1905-1906, and occasionally 
as acting premier. He strongly supported social reforms, including 
women's suffrage, but was widely disliked for his egotism and ambition. 
 
He was appointed to the High Court of Australia on 12 October 1906 and 
remained on the Bench for almost 25 years. He was knighted in 1928 and 
became chief justice of the High Court in April 1930 but held the position 
for only ten months, as he was appointed to be the first native-born 
Australian governor–general in December that year, taking his oaths of 
office in February 1932. He served as governor-general during the harsh 
depression years, and was lauded for his dignity and distinction while in 
office; he voluntarily surrendered one quarter of his salary and declined 
to take his retired judge's pension while he held office. He retired in 

 
381  The information on Sir Isaac Isaacs is principally drawn from Bede Nairn & 

Geoffrey Serle [Gen. Eds], Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 9 1891-
1939, Melbourne University Press, Carlton, 1983, pp. 444-450 
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January 1936 and on his death in 1948, aged 92, he was given a State 
funeral. 
 
David Reid [1820-1906]382 
 
David Reid was the first son of David Reid, naval surgeon, and his wife 
Agnes. He arrived at Sydney in the Mariner in 1823, with his parents and 
two sisters. The family settled at Inverary Park, near Bungonia. Reid was 
educated at home and later attended J.D. Lang's Australian College from 
1831 and then The King's School from its foundation in 1832 until he left 
at age 16. Reid then took over management of his father's run on the 
Maneroo [Monaro] plains. Inspired by a meeting in 1837 with the 
overlander John Gardiner, who had recently returned from Port Phillip, 
he decided to look for land south of the Hume [later Murray] River. His 
father assisted, equipping him with two bullock drays, eight bullocks for 
each dray, six assigned servants, six stock horses, 500 head of cattle, 
rations sufficient for two years and equipment. He set off early in 1838, 
about the time of the Faithfull massacre at the present location of Benalla, 
on the Broken River, undeterred by the threat of attack by Aborigines. 
 
Reid and one stockman, as an advance party, arrived at the crossing place 
at Albury to find the Reverend Joseph Docker and his family, and all 
their possessions, encamped on the bank of the river and preparing to 
cross. He proceeded on to the 'Barnawatha' run occupied by Joseph Slack, 
another Maneroo settler, who advised him to explore the country south-
west of Barnawatha station [present Chiltern area]. Reid was 
unimpressed, however after a meeting with William Bowman, the first 
settler on the Ovens River, Bowman agreed to show him a run beside his 
own, and Reid decided to form a station there. He turned back to fetch his 
party, now arrived at Albury. The run was Carraragarmungee, near 
present-day Wangaratta, held firstly in Reid's father's name and after 
1840 as a family partnership. The run comprised 60,000 acres and 
stretched from the Ovens River north-east to the Wooragee Creek. It was 
located between Bowman's Tarrawingee to the east and the Reverend 
Docker's vast Bontherambo to the west. Reid harvested his first wheat in 
there in 1839, foiling an attack by Aborigines during harvesting.  
 
At the end of 1843 Reid took up land near Yackandandah [Yackandandah 
No. 2] and following his marriage in 1844 to Mary Romaine Barber, 
sister of George Barber of Barnawartha and a niece of Hamilton Hume, 
the partnership was dissolved. In 1844 he met a mill-wright who had been 
repairing a windmill for his mother at Inverary Park and it occurred to 
Reid that if a grist-mill cold be erected it would do away for the need for 
the present steel hand mills which were then widely used. At that time 
there was no grist mill nearer than Yass [NSW] or Kilmore [Victoria]. 
Reid decided that Yackandandah Creek would be an excellent site for a 
water mill and contracted the mill-wright, George Lyall, to erect  

 
382  Much of the following information has been drawn from Bede Nairn [Gen. 

Ed.], Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 6 1851-1890 R-Z, Melbourne 
University Press, Carlton, 1976; and 'Reminiscences of David Reid as given 
to J.C.H. Ogier [in November 1905] who has set them down in the third 
person', manuscript lent by John and Sarah Adams, Mill Park, Staghorn Flat 
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one on the condition that he was do all the mechanical labour required 
while David Reid would find all the material  and meet all other 
expenses. Lyall was required to remain as miller for two years, in return 
for half of the profits.  
 
Reid was fortunate in obtaining a pair of four-foot French burr stones 
[weighting 18 and 22 cwt respectively] from and old windmill near 
Launceston but building the mill was an arduous process. When 
completed it operated successfully for many years, dominating the market 
from Tarcutta to Benalla until two or three years after a small steam mill 
was erected in Albury. 
 
In 1845, while employed cutting the water race for the mill, Reid was 
shown a pile of earth from the bottom of the race that appeared to have 
gold in it. A brickmaker working nearby made the same observation; bot 
were firmly rebuffed. At the same time as the mill was constructed, Reid 
employed a stonemason and a carpenter to erect a residence on the 
opposite side of the creek on high land. 
 
[By 1905 the mill was in a sad state. The whole of a dam upon which five 
hundred piles had been employed and which formerly had the appearance 
of a lake was completely hidden by debris from the washings of the gold 
claims above it. All the stonework was submerged and the mill-race was 
filled up. The mill building still stood though now surrounded by three or 
four feet of deposit from above, although the machinery inside was in a 
good state of preservation. The mill wheel [17ft x 4'6"] across was 
covered to half its diameter.] 
 
Reid purchased or took up several other runs, including He also 
Merrimarenbung, Yackandandah No. 1 and Worajay [Wooragee]. His 
woolclip of 1848 was the first to be handled by Richard Goldsborough 
and was claimed to have come from stock descended from the flocks of 
King George III and imported by Dr Reid. Carraragarmungee was now 
held by Reid's brothers, David and John, and the brothers shared a 
woolshed located at a site near Beechworth now called the Woolshed. 
 
In 1852 gold was discovered Spring Creek, on David Reid's Worajay run 
where the present town of Beechworth stands, although the area was then 
called Sandy Forest, and later at Reids Creek, and the Ovens gold rush 
settlements of Beechworth, Eldorado, Woolshed, Sebastopol and Reids 
Creek developed on Reid family land, ruining its pastoral value. For a 
time David Reid sold meat to the mines and ran the mill, a store and a 
gold-buying business, but in 1853 sold his runs and turned to cattle and 
horse-dealing and general trading between Melbourne and the Riverina 
and the diggings. 
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In November 1856 he bought the lease of Barnawartha, south of Albury 
from his brother-in-law George Barber. He built himself a house on a 
solitary hill called 'Hermit Hill' and called the property The Hermitage. 
He spent some £2,000 on the house and grounds and exercised his right 
to take up his pre-emptive right, purchase the 640 acre homestead block 
from the government at £1 per acre. After completion of the house he 
moved his family there; they were then living at Goulburn. To his 
annoyance, soon after settling at Barnawartha, gold was discovered at 
Black Dog Creek, now Chiltern and the later Indigo lead was on the edge 
of his new run. After the goldrushes it seemed that there as a great 
demand for land throughout the north-east and the Government 
determined to survey and cut up some of the squatting runs adjacent to 
the diggings, Reid's own Barnawartha run being one which was targeted 
and subdivided. 
 
In the early 1860s he bought land near Hay, NSW, financed an expedition 
to the north of Bourke to the Paroo and Warrego Rivers and took up a run 
on the Paroo River. Around 1864 he was foreclosed and forced to sell all 
his properties, including The Hermitage, when land values had fallen. He 
took up an offer of land from his brother at Moorwatha, near Howlong, 
including a 50 acre vineyard and improvements, and farmed there from 
1865. Robert Reid had contracted John Graham of Netherby, with his 
steam plough, to prepare the vineyard. Reid initially employed a vineyard 
manager, but later pressed the grapes in a wine shed and delivered them 
to J.T. Fallon's Murray Valley Vineyard. This arrangement was only 
profitable for a few years and eventually the vines were removed. 
 
Reid was a magistrate for New South Wales from 1847, and a foundation 
member of many organisations in the Wangaratta and Albury districts. He 
held the Legislative Assembly seat of Murray from October 1859 to May 
1862. He died at Moorwatha and was buried in the Howlong cemetery 
 
John A. Wallace [1824-1901]383 
 
John Alston Wallace was an individual whose various business 
enterprises and influence spanned the breadth of the area that is now the 
Indigo Shire. Wallace was born in 1824 at Rutherglen, Scotland. 
Following the death of his wife, Anne Hall, whom he had married in 
about 1846, Wallace decided to follow his brother Peter to the Victorian 
gold rushes, arriving in Melbourne on board the Southampton in 1852. 
 
Wallace went first to the Ovens goldfield and with the proceeds of a find 
at Spring Creek opened two stores in 1853 at the Bendigo goldfields. 
Back at the Ovens in 1854 he opened a store at Snake Valley [Stanley] 
and in 1855 the first of a chain of Star hotels in the north-east. He was 
assisted in these enterprises by his brother Peter. Portly, with genial 
features, he delighted miners with his  

 
383  Most of the following information is drawn from Bede Nairn [General 

Editor], Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 6, Melbourne University 
Press, Melbourne, 1976, entry prepared by Carole Woods pp.345-346 
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enthusiasm, spirited action, generosity and occasional madcap stunts. He 
backed small mining concerns, encouraged prospecting and, as initiator 
and a director of the Ovens Gold Fields Water Co.  
 [1860], promoted a bold though abortive project of water conservation 
for sluicing. He bought the Beechworth Hotel in 1855 and transformed it 
into a popular Star hotel under the management of Peter; in 1859 he 
extended his interests to the new Indigo goldfield near Chiltern, opening 
another Star Hotel there but later transferring the licence to Chiltern. In 
1860 he named Rutherglen after his home town and he opened another 
hotel there too. 
 
Wallace sold his stores and hotels in 1862-64 and turned more to mining. 
In the 1870s he formed the Chiltern Valley Gold Mines Co. and later 
acquired interests in other major Chiltern and Rutherglen deep lead 
companies. He invested heavily in the 1860s and 1880s in the quest for 
deep leads near Bright. The Rose, Thistle and Shamrock reef near 
Harrietville was the most celebrated of his quartz-mining projects in the 
Bright-Myrtleford area, and he had similar interests in the Upper 
Goulburn district. He made a major breakthrough in the separation of 
refractory ores at Bethanga and, after trying unsuccessfully to use non-
union labour in the mid-1880s, employed about 150 men there. He 
revived the Yackandandah field in the 1890s by pioneering steam-driven 
sluicing and dredging and he also introduced dredging at the Woolshed 
diggings near Beechworth. His enterprise gave employment to hundreds 
of miners and appreciative banquets were held for him at Chiltern in 
1880, Beechworth in 1884 and Yackandandah in 1888. He also had 
mining interests in New South Wales and Queensland. 
 
In November 1873 he was returned unopposed to the Victorian 
Legislative Council for the Eastern Province, and moved to Melbourne. 
In 1882-1901 he represented the North-Eastern Province. Conservative in 
his political views, he exerted much influence over mining legislation. 
Although requisitioned by 3000 Victorian electors, Wallace failed to win 
a Federal Senate seat in 1901. 
 
A liberal benefactor of the Ovens district hospitals, Wallace donated 
regularly to the Melbourne poor and the Salvation Army. In November 
1865 he had married Theresa [d. 1882], daughter of T. Monahan, who 
later gave him several properties including Quat Quatta station near 
Corowa and the London Hotel in Port Melbourne. Theresa bore six sons 
and three daughters. In 1898 Wallace was estranged from his four 
surviving sons after they challenged his trusteeship of the Monahan 
estate. He later disinherited them and at the same time curtailed the 
inheritance of his only surviving daughter should she marry, to ensure 
that she did not 'endure the anxieties and sufferings caused by children'. 
He lost heavily in the 1890s depression; but moved to Quat Quatta, a 
gracious mansion in Elsternwick, and on 11 September 1895 married Ada 
Rona Reid, aged 25; they had no children. Wallace is believed to have 
taken up painting in later life; a painting of his 
was sent to a London exhibition in 1899.384 He died on 16 October 1901 
and was buried in the St Kilda cemetery.  

 
384  Pers. comm. Chris Dormer, Burke Museum, Beechworth 
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7.2 ARTISTS 
 
A.W. Eustace [1820-1907]385 
Artist, Chiltern 
 
Alfred William Eustace was born on 4 February 1820, the fifth son of 
John and Alicia Eustace. His father was a gamekeeper to the Earl of 
Craven at Ashdown Park, Berkshire, England. A.W. Eustace would 
himself be later employed by the Earl of Craven as an assistant 
gamekeeper. In 1847 he married Sarah Anne Collins, with whom he 
would have two sons and four daughters. The family [then with two 
children] arrived at Melbourne on 20 August 1851 on board the 
Ballengeich, and Eustace went to work for Jason Withers of Ullina 
Station, whom he had known in England, as a shepherd.  
 
Eustace was a self-taught painter who always carried a small box of oils 
in his swag. He painted the 1856 Woolshed gold rush [Burke Museum] 
and the arrival of the first Murray steamboat to reach Albury. If canvas, 
board or tin were unavailable he would use large eucalyptus leaves and it 
was for this and his bush scenes that he became famous, earning the title 
'Bush Artist'. 
 
During the 1850s and 1860s he worked as a house decorator and 
signwriter in Albury. He also taught music and played the cornet, violin 
and guitar. He wrote poetry and practised taxidermy [many of his 
specimens are in the Burke Museum]. The Chiltern Athenaeum Trust 
holds his original hand written book of verse and published a selection in 
1992. 
 
Eustace's gum leaf paintings were exhibited at the Melbourne Public 
Library Exhibition in 1869, the 1872 Victorian Intercolonial exhibition, 
the 1873 London International exhibition and the 1886 London Colonial 
and Indian exhibition. By the turn of the century his work had been 
acknowledged by Queen Victoria, the Emperor Frederick of Germany 
and the Tsar of Russia as well as the then governors of New South Wales 
and Victoria. 
 
A.W. Eustace died on 29 May 1907 and was buried in the Chiltern New 
Cemetery. His wife had died in 1890. His works are held by the Mitchell 
Library, the Jindera Pioneer Museum, the National Library of Australia, 
the City of Ballaarat Fine Art Gallery, the Burke Museum, the Chiltern 
Athenaeum Trust, the Yackandandah Historical Society and the Art 
Gallery of South Australia. 
 

 
385  The following information is drawn from Joan Kerr [ed.], The Dictionary of 

Australian Artists: Painters, Sketchers, Photographers and Engravers to 1870, 
Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1992 [entry prepared by Robert 
Ashley]; and Selected Verse A.W. Eustace of Chiltern 1820-1907, Chiltern 
Athenaeum Trust, Chiltern, 1992 
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Edward Hulme [1818-1904]386 
Artist, Stanley 
 
Edward Hulme was a painter, lithographer, goldminer and farmer who 
was born in London on 2 February 1818 . He studied at the Royal 
Academy Schools and became an art teacher and a professional; portrait 
painter specialising in miniatures. He also worked in large scale as a 
mural artist. He married Jemima Land on 23 August 1843 and ill-health 
forced him into early retirement to a farm in Devonshire during the early 
1850s. The news of gold in Australia which was sent back by his wife's 
brothers turned his thoughts to emigration and with his wife and seven 
children he sailed from Liverpool in October 1855. On arrival in 
Melbourne in early 1856 he learned that the ship carrying his belongings, 
the Schomberg, had sunk and that the family had only 10 shillings to their 
name. Despite this setback, they were able to establish themselves in 
Collingwood. After a time digging potatoes Hulme was employed to 
assist with the decoration of the Legislative Chambers in the Victorian 
Parliament House and he also painted pictures for sale through exhibition. 
As he was not making enough to support his large family he walked to 
the Ovens goldfields to join his brother-sin-law and spent ten years on the 
Stanley diggings where he was moderately successful. 
 
While at Stanley Hulme sent an oil painting, Australian Flowers, to the 
1866 Melbourne Intercolonial Exhibition and he also designed the 
certificate of merit presented by the Beechworth [Ovens district] 
committee at their preliminary exhibition, a copy of which was also 
shown in Melbourne. Hulme won several certificates an medals at later 
International and Colonial Exhibitions. His subjects were mainly north-
east Victorian landscapes with Aborigines, shepherds, farmers or gold 
miners. In about 1865 he moved to a farm on the lowlands of the King 
River. He died at his farm at Oxley in 1904. 
 
Tommy McRae [c1836-1901]387 
Artist, Lake Moodemere 
[Also known as Tommy McCrae, Tommy McRay, Tommy Barnes, Yackaduna 
and Warra-evea] 
 
Tommy McRae was born c1836. As a young man he worked on Andrew 
Hume's Brocklesby Station, New South Wales, as a drover. Brocklesby 
Station then encompassed the present site of Corowa. During the 1860s it 
would appear he was living further down the river at Echuca and signing 
his works 'Tommy Barnes'. 
 

 
386  The following information is drawn from Joan Kerr [ed.], The Dictionary of 

Australian Artists: Painters, Sketchers, Photographers and Engravers to 1870, 
Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1992 

387  The following information is drawn from Joan Kerr [ed.], The Dictionary of 
Australian Artists: Painters, Sketchers, Photographers and Engravers to 1870, 
Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1992; and Andrew Sayers, Aboriginal 
Artists of the Nineteenth Century, Oxford University Press with the National 
Gallery of Australia, Melbourne, 1994 
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From the mid 1860s until his death on 16 October 1901, he lived at the 
Lake Moodemere Aboriginal Reserve, near Wahgunyah, where he traded 
in fish and other foods, Aboriginal weapons and his drawings with the 
local European community. 
 
Roderick Kilborn, a neighbour and patron of McRae, established his 
vineyard at Goojung during the 1860s and he is reputed to have 
encouraged Tommy McRae to do a series of sketches in book form for 
sale to Europeans. On the reverse of a drawing in one such sketchbook 
held by the La Trobe Library is an inscription by Kilborn: 
'… These sketches were made for me by Tommy an Aboriginal of one of 
the tribes of the Murray River. His peculiarity as an artist was that in all 
his sketches he commenced at the feet and moved upwards. These 
sketches were made in his gunyah. Presented to Melbourne Public 
Library. R. Kilborn Goojung Wahgunyah 1902. 
 
Another sketchbook was presented to Lord Hopetoun, Governor of 
Victoria [1889-95] on his farewell visit to Wahgunyah. 
 
7.3 WRITERS 
 
Wilfred Busse [c1898-1960]388 
Writer, Chiltern 
 
Wilfred Clarence Busse was the son of W.F. and Clara Busse. He was 
educated in Chiltern and studied law at Melbourne University. He was 
considered to have a promising career and read with Sir Leo Cussen. 
 
Busse returned to Chiltern to recuperate after a bout of ill health and 
remained, specialising in court work. His obituary noted that: 
'… Hearing him in court we never ceased to marvel at his brilliant 
advocacy, cross examination and retentive memory … His must have 
been the most brilliant brain to come from Chiltern.' 
 
Busse published two books, The Blue Beyond, and The Golden Plague 
[c1930]. The latter is a story set in the Beechworth goldfields of the 
1850s. 
 
Ada Cambridge [1844-1926]389 
Writer 
 
Ada Cambridge was born in Norfolk, England, the daughter of a 
gentleman farmer. In April 1870 she married George Frederick Cross, an 
Anglican curate committed to colonial service and in August that year 
they landed in Melbourne. Their pastoral work took them to Wangaratta 
[1870], Yackandandah [1872], Ballan [1875], Coleraine [1877], Bendigo 
[1883], Beechworth [1885] and Williamtown [1893]. Ada Cambridge 
started writing with purpose during their tenure at Yackandandah 'to add 

 
388  Obituary, Federal Standard, Chiltern, 18 March 1960 
389  The following information has been drawn from Douglas Pike [General 

Editor], Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 3, Melbourne University 
Press, Melbourne, 1969, pp.334-335 
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… to the family resources when they threatened to give out'. Up the 
Murray was published as a serial in the Australasian in 1875 and two 
other novels were published in those pages over the next fifteen years. 
Her fourth novel, A marked man, completed during her time at 
Beechworth, was published in 1890 and was her first financial success. 
Her experiences in the different parishes gave her a range of colonial 
experience which she recorded in these and another well regarded 
publication, Thirty years in Australia, published in 1903. Altogether she 
wrote twenty-one novels, three volumes of poetry, to autobiographies and 
contributed to several journals, mostly writing about the section of 
colonial society most closely associated with England, although her work 
is not considered to have the scope and depth of Henry Handel 
Richardson. She and her husband returned to England in 1913 but after 
his death she returned to Victoria. 
 
Mary Gaunt [1861-1942] 
Writer, Chiltern 
 
Mary Eliza Blakewell Gaunt was born on 20 February 1861 at Indigo, 
Chiltern. Her father was appointed a Victorian Gold Commissioner in 
1853 and married Mary Palmer of Tawonga, Victoria, in 1860. 
Commissioner Gaunt was appointed to Indigo and then Chiltern in 1859. 
In 1865 he was appointed to Sale and later Ballarat.  
 
When admission to Melbourne University was granted to women in 1881, 
Mary Gaunt was one of the first to enrol. In 1894 she married Dr Hubert 
Lindsay Miller, a widower who was Medical Superintendent of the 
Melbourne Hospital. Following Dr Miller’s death in 1900, she travelled 
to London, then later to West Africa and China. During World War I she 
lived in England and later spent eighteen months in Jamaica before 
settling on the Italian Riviera. Gaunt became a refugee at the outbreak of 
World War II and fleeing France she lost all her writings, manuscripts 
and belongings. 
 
Mary Gaunt is credited with being the first Australian woman to break 
from the conventions of the Victorian Age. She was independent enough 
to travel widely, and became the successful author of 26 travel books, 
novels and collections of short stories. She died in January 1942 at the 
Cannes Hospital in France. 
 
Robert Jack [1866-1950] 
Poet, Rutherglen 
 
Robert Jack was born in 1866 and farmed the family property 'Silver 
Burn' until shortly before his death in 1950. He was small in stature but a 
distinctive figure with a small pointed beard. He oversaw a workforce 
which at times numbered 100, engaged in haymaking, threshing, 
winemaking and farming. Jack was a bush poet whose poems, letters and 
verse, frequently written under the pen name 'Bushlad', told the tale of 
Rutherglen life during the late 19th and early 20th century. The following 
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poem, published in 1912, describes the acacia hedge which once lined the 
entire roadway from Rutherglen to Wahgunyah.390 
 
The Sundowner along the old Wahgunyah road 
Let the axe fall on the hedge rows, in whose shadows I have tramped,  
Boiled the billy with dry twigs, 'neath the green bough lain and camped; 
How the little thorns have teased me, as they entered through my skin, 
How the yellow blossoms pleased me – as they ushered spring time in. 
 
Burn the butts as well as branches, for they shelter many pests, 
There the bunnies dig their burrows, there the sparrows build their nests; 
There the old sundowners loiter in their search for work and grub, 
And they pester you with questions as to where's the nearest pub. 
 
And with the hedge, I too must go, an old man with a swag,  
To draw the old-age pension, and my feeble footsteps drag  
Along the hard macadam, on the old Wahgunyah Road,  
Where I helped to spread the metal when the carter brought his load. 
 
The years and years, how many now have passed since bullocks drew 
The merchandise, the minerals, the produce farmers grew;  
How long ago since coachman's whip cracked to the bid of one  
Whose silver tip proclaimed his wish to have the journey done. 
 
I cannot hear the bullock-bell, or see the sparks from flames  
Around which teamsters tell their tales, or play their harmless games; 
But in the distance I can hear the shriek of coming trains,  
Which bear the different forms of freight from cities to the plains. 
 
Along the road, in daylight too, I miss the passers by, 
Who measure me as I do them, as quizzing eye meets eye; 
For motors bear them past me without a kindly look 
To cheer me, or a scathing one which my dull mood must brook. 
 
The vineyards, in which rows at times I've worked to serve my turn, 
Entwining layers around to bear, untwining them to burn; 
Cutting the bunches as they hung 'neath trellis neatly hoed, 
And eating them beneath the hedge on the old Wahgunyah Road. 
 
I have travelled it with ample funds, as far as bank notes go, 
Retraced my steps with humblest means, and spirits just as low; 
But it never seemed to matter what I had or what I owed, 
There was something always drew me to the old Wahgunyah Road. 
 
I am saving just a trifle from the weekly pay I get 
[For the townsmen know my income, and they keep me out of debt]; 
And I place it with this message in a package I have saved – 
Bury me in Carlyle, on the old Wahgunyah Road. 
 

 
390  Jennifer Campbell, Poems by Robert Jack, "Bushland" of Rutherglen, Pryor 

Printing, Wangaratta, 1985 
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David Martin [1915-1997]391 
Poet, Beechworth 
 
David Martin has been described as was one of the most prolific and 
talented of Australia's post-war writers, publishing novels, short stories, 
poetry, belles-lettres, children's book's and social commentary, and 
considered an inheritor of the Lawson tradition along with his 
cotemporaries Frank Hardy, Allan Marshall, Eric Lambert, John 
Morrison, Ralph de Boissiere and Walter Kaufman 
 
Martin was born Ludwig Detsinyi in Hungary on 27 December 1915 and 
was raised in Germany. Throughout his early life he adopted the names 
Louis Adam, Lojas Detsinyi, Louis Destiny and finally David Martin. 
 
In his Obituary, Cliff Green wrote: 
The truth of Martin's life was stranger than any fiction. He was the most 
unlikely adventurer. Afflicted with poor eyesight all his life, squinting 
through bottle thick spectacles, you doubted his ability to safely cross the 
road. Yet he crossed the world many times, worked as a foreign 
correspondent, as a wharf labourer in Palestine, hitch-hiked across 
Australia and Malaysia, served at the front in the Spanish Civil War. He 
arrived In India the day Mahatma Ghandi was assassinated, watched 
Soviet tanks roll into Prague on the night of 20 August 1968 and was one 
of the first Western journalists to interview Ho Chi Minh after the 
liberation of Hanoi from the French. 
 
Martin crossed many frontiers, legally and clandestinely. He was known 
to the Gestapo, to M15 and to ASIO and was expelled from the Australian 
Communist Party. A true citizen of the world, he had a flair for 
languages that both saved hi life and landed him in trouble. Escaping by 
foot across the Spanish border in 1938, he was arrested by French 
frontier guards and detained because his French was so good. They were 
convinced he was a long-time resident with a political record as long as 
their carbines; possibly a spy from the Comintern. It was his first visit to 
France. 
 
He arrived in Australia in 1949 and made Beechworth his home town. He 
loved the place, and Beechworth loved him, in its own tolerant way, 
despite his eccentricities and bluff exterior. He was appointed Member of 
the Order of Australia and later received the Patrick White Award and an 
Emeritus Award from the Literature Fund of the Australia Council. 
 
Henry Handel Richardson [1870-1946]392 
Writer 
 
Ethel Florence Lindesay ['Henry Handel'] Richardson was born on 3 
January 1870 in Melbourne. Her father, Walter Lindesay Richardson, was 

 
391  The information about David Martin has been drawn from the obituary 

published in The Age on Tuesday 15 July 1997. 
392  The following information is drawn from Geoffrey Serle [General Editor], 

The Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 11, Melbourne University 
Press, Melbourne, 1988, pps 381-384 
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a doctor who had migrated with his wife during the early 1850s and 
headed for the goldfields. He established himself as an obstetrician in 
Ballarat and helped to found the Ballarat hospital. He invested in mining 
and in the share market, during the early 1870s enjoying success in these 
ventures but by the mid 1870s suffering for the slump in share prices. In 
the mid 1870s he set up practice in Melbourne and then Chiltern, where a 
mining boom was expected and where he stayed for about 18 months. 
After that he became a quarantine health officer at Queenscliff before ill 
health overtook him, the result of syphilis, and he died in August 1879. 
Ethel's mother Mary was by this stage the postmistress at Koroit and the 
family settled there for several years. Ethel and her sister Ada [born 
1871] were educated at Presbyterian Ladies' College, Melbourne.  
 
After the two girls had finished their schooling their mother took them on 
a trip to England and Europe. The girls studied music at the Royal 
Conservatorium in Leipzig, Germany. Ethel became engaged to john 
George Robertson, a Glasgow science graduate who was studying at 
Leipzig University. On 30 December 1895 , soon after her graduation 
from the conservatorium with honours, Ethel and Robertson were 
married. The couple lived in Germany before moving to London in 1903 
where Robertson had accepted a chair at the University of London in 
German and later Scandinavian studies. 
 
In London Ethel commenced her writing career, with strong support and 
encouragement from her husband, under the pen-name of Henry Handel 
Richardson. Her first book, The getting of wisdom, was published in 1910 
and within a few years it was followed by the book for which she is most 
famous, The fortunes of Richard Mahony. The latter has often been 
considered to be an account of the life of her father, however it was 
considered by  
Robertson to more closely resemble a portrait of her own life. It was 
escribed by an English critic in 1973 as 'one of the great inexorable books 
of the world'. Other books included Maurice  
Guest [1912]; the trilogy Australia Felix [1917], The way home [1925] 
and Ultima Thule [1929]; The end of a childhood [1934]; and The young 
Cosima [1934]. 
 
Henry Handel Richardson returned to Australia once, in 1912. She died in 
1946 in London. The Richardson family home at Chiltern, Lake View, is 
now in the ownership of the National Trust of Australia [Vic.] and is 
furnished with much of the Richardson's furniture. It is open to the public 
on a regular basis. 
 
Billy Wye [1866-1952]393 
Poet, Stanley 
 
Billy Wye was born on 16 July, the son of William Henry Wye and his 
wife Margaret [nee Scully]. The family moved to Rutherglen soon after 
Billy's birth, although his father would spend months at a time away on 
the diggings. In 1878, at the age of 12, he accompanied his father to the 

 
393  Dianne Carroll, Billy Wye, The Last Australian Bush Poet, Carroll Publishing, 

Omeo, Victoria, 1997 
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Gibbo diggings, but after an altercation he struck out on his own, finding 
work where he could. 
 
He was an excellent horseman and bushman, did brumby running and 
also became a well known buckjump rider. He returned to Myrtleford for 
a time in 1887 to hep his mother run the Myrtleford Hotel following his 
parents separation. Early on he started to write verse and successfully 
submitted it for publication. By the time he returned to Myrtleford his 
verse had appeared in many country newspapers and was then being 
published in Steele Rudd's magazine. 
 
Later his mother and siblings had moved to Stanley to take over the Full 
Moon Hotel, and Billy also came to live there with his wife Jane during 
the 1890s, but he was a wanderer and like his father spent large amounts 
of time on the move. During World War I he enlisted as a horse trainer 
with the AIF, and soon published a book of horse verses called Souvenirs 
of the Sunny South. He stationed n Egypt, along with another poet, A.B. 
[Banjo] Paterson and the two enjoyed a strong friendship. In 1924 Wye 
was described  as '… probably the greatest of all Australia's horse poets, 
greater than Henry Lawson' by The Bulletin magazine. 
 
He continued to wander for most of his life, but in later years became 
estranged from his wife. He ended his years derelict, living at the 
Wanderers Club in Smollett Street, Albury, but he managed to complete 
his autobiography written on 7,000 foolscap pages, before his death in 
October 1952. Following his death this manuscript went missing and was 
never found. Wye was buried in the Albury cemetery and some years 
later his friends raised enough money to give him a headstone. 
 
Ned Kelly 
It happened in the days of old in Wangaratta town 
The townsmen gave a purse of gold to horseman of renown, 
The riders rode from near and far, by valley, plain and hill 
And mountains where the brumbies are, to try their stockman skill. 
 
And one rode thee a stripling tall, a bushman born and bed, 
The grandest horseman of them all, the people hailed as Ned. 
Youth of scarce eighteen years of age, though doomed to prospects drear, 
The fate had written on the page, his strange and wild career; 
His rivals vowed such riding treat, they had not seen for years 
So sportsman like in their defeat, they greeted him with cheers. 
 
But little did they dream that they, would some day live to see, 
The youth who rode the outlaw grey, and outlaw doomed to be, 
For prison records could unfold, his life and death of shame, 
Since he who won the purse of gold – Ned Kelly was his name. 
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